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Characters and Cast of Endgame 
 
Clov .............................................................. Michael Sinkora 
Hamm ............................................................ Shayne Cameris  
nagg .............................................................. Bridgette Klein 
nell .............................................................. Emily Delorenzo 
 
 
Synopsis of Endgame  
 
Clov, a hobbled servant, enters a barren room that contains two trash cans (covered with an old 
sheet) and an armchair on casters (also covered with an old sheet). Using a ladder, he draws back 
the curtains from the room’s two small windows. One window looks out over the sea, the other 
over land. He peers out and laughs. He removes the sheet from the trash cans, peers in, and 
laughs. Finally he removes the sheet from the armchair, revealing Hamm, who wears a dressing 
gown, blacked-out glasses, and a large blood-stained handkerchief over his face. Clov laughs. 
Hamm wakes and laments, “Can there be misery loftier than mine?” He has the grandiose air of a 
former man of influence who has fallen on hard times. For Hamm and Clov—and Hamm’s 
parents, Nagg and Nell, who live in the two trash cans and occasionally surface to ask for food 
and tell stories—there is no life outside their shelter; inside, their resources are drying up and 
their health is in decline. Hamm is blind and cannot stand; Clov cannot sit down; Nagg and Nell 
can barely see or hear. The end is coming, though not nearly fast enough for Hamm. At the same 
time, it is terrifyingly near. The daily master/servant games Hamm and Clov play serve as 
distractions from their existential anxiety. Hamm orders Clov to look out the sea window, look 
out the land window, and look out both again. He demands that Clov push him around the 
room’s perimeter and then return him to the exact center. Hamm amuses himself by sparring 
with Clov, abusing his parents, and composing his “chronicle”: an account in which a man begs 
for bread for his son. Like their resources, Clov’s patience with Hamm is dwindling, and he often 
threatens to leave. Clov escapes to his kitchen whenever possible to find solace and order— only 
to be called back by Hamm’s increasingly desperate whistle. At last, Clov makes preparations to 
depart. Dressed for the road he stands, arrested, at the doorway, neither leaving nor responding to 
Hamm’s calls, as Hamm steels himself to face the end alone. 
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“You Must Go On” A Brief Biography of Samuel Beckett1 
 
Samuel Barclay Beckett was born in Foxrock, near Dublin, on Good Friday, April 13, 1906, the 
second son of an Anglo-Irish middle-class Protestant family. Beckett’s beloved father was a 
hearty fellow who loved going to the races, swimming with his sons in Dublin Bay, and hiking 
the nearby mountains for hours on end. His mother, on the other hand, was a sternly critical, 
strait-laced woman prone to violent outbursts of temper and bouts of dark depression. Beckett 
was close to all the members of his family, and their deaths would later have a profound impact 
on the evolution of his views on life, love, and art. 
 
Although shy and occasionally solitary, young Sam Beckett enjoyed an active, happy childhood. 
At 14 he left home to attend Portora Royal School, where he excelled at sports, chess, music, and 
the execution of practical jokes. At 17 he went up to Trinity College, Dublin, where he studied 
French and Italian and developed a love for literature. His free time was often spent at the Abbey 
Theatre, where he particularly enjoyed Sean O’Casey’s Juno and the Paycock and The Plough 
and the Stars, as well as all of John Millington Synge, who Beckett later claimed was the 
dramatist who most influenced his own work. He also appreciated the lighter fare of the music 
hall and circus and the silent films of Buster Keaton and Charlie Chaplin, whose physical 
comedy and humor-tinged pathos (and archetypal bowler hat) would so indelibly mark Beckett’s 
later characters. Despite his apparently lively social life, however, he became increasingly 
withdrawn and depressed, disturbed by the suffering he saw around him on the streets of Dublin. 
 
In 1928 Beckett took a post as lecturer in English at the École Normale Supérieure in Paris, 
where he joined the circle of fellow expatriate Irishman and lover of words James Joyce, who 
became his friend and mentor and inspired much of Beckett’s early prose. Beckett’s first 
published work began to appear, including essays on Joyce and Proust, as well as his first poem, 
“Whoroscope,” a brilliant 98-line deconstruction of Descartes, written on a whim over dinner for 
a poetry contest. 
 
In 1930, Beckett returned briefly to Ireland to teach, but soon discovered that he hated the 
academic life. Deeply depressed by a bitter argument with his mother, who threw him out of the 
house in disgust after reading his writing, he quit his post to travel across Europe. When his 
father died in June 1933, Beckett was devastated by the loss of his closest companion: “I can’t 
write about him, I can only walk the fields and climb the ditches after him.” 
 
After two years in London undergoing intensive psychotherapy, and one last terrible row with 
his mother, Beckett left the United Kingdom for good, and in 1937 he settled in Paris, where he 
became a familiar fixture on the literary and artistic scene. By 1938 he had published More Kicks 

																																																								
1 Reprinted from Elizabeth Brodersen’s article in Actor Conservatory Theatre’s ‘Words on Plays, VOL. XVIII, NO. 
6. 
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Than Pricks, a collection of ten stories (1934); followed by the poetry collection Echo’s Bones 
(1935) and his first novel, Murphy (1938). In January of that year, however, he was deeply 
shaken by the random cruelty of a vicious assault: One night while walking with friends, he was 
stabbed by a pimp, whose knife narrowly missed Beckett’s heart. When he later visited the 
assailant in prison to ask him why he had attacked him, the man could only reply, “I don’t know, 
monsieur. I’m sorry.” 
 
While recuperating in the hospital, Beckett became friends with a young piano student, Suzanne 
Deschevaux-Dumesnil, who would become his lifelong companion (and, in 1961, his wife). As 
the threat of war loomed, Beckett decided to remain in Paris with Suzanne instead of returning to 
neutral Ireland; appalled by the Nazis’ treatment of Jews, they joined an underground Resistance 
cell, for whom Beckett translated smuggled intelligence reports. In 1942, betrayed by a 
mercenary French priest, they fled Paris just minutes ahead of the Gestapo. Settling in the hill 
town of Roussillon in the Vaucluse, Beckett waited out the rest of the war working as a farmer, 
helping the Resistance, and working on the novel Watt (published in 1953). 
 
With the cessation of hostilities in Europe in 1945, Beckett visited Ireland briefly before 
returning to France as a volunteer in a military hospital in Saint-Lô, where he was shocked by the 
devastation and misery caused by the war. In the winter of 1945–46, he finally returned to his 
beloved Paris, where the most creatively productive period of his life was about to begin. 
 
From Frenzy to Impasse 
While visiting his mother in 1946, Beckett had a revelation that would utterly transform the way 
he looked at his life and work. Standing in her room, he became suddenly, glaringly aware of his 
own stupidity: “Molloy and the other [volumes in the ‘trilogy’] came to me the day I became 
aware of my own folly. Only then did I begin to write the things I feel.” Struck by an 
overwhelming compulsion to simplify, he determined to explore his own inner world as the 
source of his writing, to focus on universal explorations of human poverty, failure, exile, and 
loss. 
 
At the same time, he decided to write only in French, as a way to “cut away the excess, to strip 
away the color,” to experiment with language with a greater simplicity and objectivity. 
Galvanized by these decisions, Beckett commenced upon a “frenzy of writing,” producing 
between 1946 and 1949 his greatest prose works—the three narratives known as “the trilogy,” 
Molloy, Malone Dies, and The Unnamable—as well as the novel Mercier et Camier and several 
stories. 
 
With the completion of The Unnamable in 1949, however, the brief spurt of productivity had 
been spent, and Beckett found himself inexplicably unable to write. In Three Dialogues, his 
famous 1949 text on painting, Beckett describes the profound frustration of this period in terms 
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of the artist’s existential dilemma: “There is nothing to express, nothing with which to express, 
nothing from which to express, no power to express, no desire to express, together with the 
obligation to express.” 
 
Beckett attempted to break through this impasse by turning his hand to dramatic writing. “In 
search of respite from the wasteland of prose,” he soon produced the plays Eleutheria and 
Waiting for Godot. 
 
In 1950, Beckett’s mother succumbed to Parkinson’s disease. Stricken with grief while watching 
his mother’s downward slide into dementia and death, and still lost “in the doldrums that 
followed the ‘trilogy,’” he worked sporadically at several short texts, struggling to record the 
antithetical desire for cessation and continuation that was to plague his thoughts, and illuminate 
his writing, throughout his life. Picking up the ending of The Unnamable (“I don’t know, I’ll 
never know, in the silence you don’t know, you must go on, I can’t go on, I’ll go on”) virtually 
uninterrupted, he began the first of his 13 Texts for Nothing (published in Nouvelles et textes 
pour rien in 1955 and adapted and performed at A.C.T. by Bill Irwin in 2001): “Suddenly, no, at 
last, long last I couldn’t any more, I couldn’t go on. Someone said, You can’t stay here. I 
couldn’t stay there and I couldn’t go on.” Simultaneously author and subject, the speaker of the 
Texts struggles in vain to identify the disembodied voices that run through his imagination, 
defiantly proclaiming the anthem of Beckett’s favorite philosopher: “I think; therefore, I am.” 
But just who exactly is the “I” who thinks and, therefore, exists? In Beckett’s art, as in life, there 
is no easy answer. 
 
To the Stage 
By 1951, at the age of 45, Beckett’s work remained little known outside a circle of avant-garde 
artists. Eventually picked up by Jérôme Lindon’s Éditions de Minuit, the trilogy appeared 
between 1951 and 1953; English editions, painstakingly translated by Beckett himself, soon 
followed in the United States and caught the attention of American academics. Encouraged by 
this nascent success, Beckett became preoccupied with trying to get his dramatic work produced. 
Eventually the French actor/director Roger Blin agreed to produce Godot, and in 1953 the 
premiere production at Paris’s Théâtre de Babylone was a succès de scandale, prompting 
fistfights among perplexed audience members waiting for a plot and not entirely certain they 
weren’t the victims of some elaborate theatrical hoax. Similar controversy followed the London, 
Miami, and New York productions. 
 
Beckett found himself an instant international celebrity, and Godot entered the theatrical canon 
as an existential classic. 
 
Discomfited by the attention and in despair over his continuing inability to write, he built a small 
home in Ussy, about 60 miles outside Paris, to create a haven where he could work undisturbed. 
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“I feel very tired and stupid, more and more so, in spite of my often resting in the country,” he 
wrote to a friend, “and I feel more and more that I shall perhaps never be able to write anything 
else. . . . I can’t go on and I can’t get back. Perhaps another play someday.” 
More plays did follow, notably Endgame (1957), Krapp’s Last Tape (1958), Act without Words i 
& ii (1959), Happy Days (1961), and Play (1963), as well as the prose narrative How It Is 
(1961), a film, radio and television plays, and a few pieces of short prose. By his death in 1989, 
Beckett had become such an avant-garde icon that every one of his nondramatic works had also 
been adapted for the stage, with and without his permission. Yet he never felt that he had 
conquered what he called the “agonies of galloping speechlessness.” 
 
In his life as in his writing, Beckett stripped down to the bare essentials of human existence, 
living out his days in modest simplicity. Even when honored with the Nobel Prize in 1969, he 
refused to attend the award ceremony and gave the prize money away to needy artists. Although 
he flatly refused to grant interviews or public appearances throughout his life, he graciously 
agreed to meet anyone interested enough to show up at his neighborhood café for an espresso. 
 
Despite—or perhaps because of—the mountains of words written about him, Beckett persistently 
resisted analysis of his life and work. “If people want to have headaches among the overtones, let 
them,” he wrote. “And provide their own aspirin.” Beckett’s work was his life. “Nothing matters 
but the writing,” he insisted. “There has been nothing else worthwhile.” 
Acutely aware of the brevity and ultimate meaninglessness of human existence, Beckett 
nevertheless struggled on, completing his last work, the short prose text Stirrings Still, in 1987 
and ’88, before passing away in ’89 at the age of 83. “I couldn’t have done it otherwise,” he once 
said. “Gone on, I mean. I could not have gone through the awful wretched mess of life without 
having left a stain upon the silence.” 
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Notes from Director 
 
Welcome!  
 
Beckett, am I right?  
 
It would be an understatement to say Samuel Beckett presents a unique challenge to any 
practitioner of every medium he crafted his work, whether it be prose, poetry, film, or in our 
case, live theatre. I do believe we can be respectful for what Samuel Beckett asks for in 
Endgame. However, as designers and actors, I believe once we climb into Endgame’s world, and 
understand what Beckett may be getting at, there are many choices that will not only need to be 
made, but will present exciting opportunities for theatricality and spectacle. In the following 
pages, I hope to provide some helpful tools to assist you in your respective endeavors.  
 
As I’ve discussed my concept with my designers, I’ve made it clear that I’m not really inspired 
by other designs from previous productions. Although, in this case, I do look at them, unlike 
other playwrights’ work I may be directing. I’m very curious as to what people did with the trash 
cans, or the the ladder, or those ashbins/garbage cans, etc. I believe all these items in the world of 
the play reflect the timing inherent in the piece. Everything matters. How tall is the ladder? How 
does this effect Clov’s timing? In many productions the trash cans often look unlike any trash 
can we’ve ever seen, but in my humble opinion, I do believe Beckett wrote exactly what he 
wanted. I don’t believe a detail like that is abstract in any way. It’s not otherworldly. It is clearly 
understood. Beckett is making an essential choice about action, and as such, an essential choice 
about environment. However, he doesn’t seem to be implying a specific period. In fact, I’d 
suggest that he’s creating something that can resonate (echo?) throughout the ages. This isn’t to 
say that he may have had a specific trashcan in question. His Irish roots, his European aesthetic, 
where he lived, his thoughts – certainly all that may come into play when dealing with “stuff” in 
this play. 
 
I think our ultimate faux pas would be to have anything onstage that feels false or isn’t essential? 
If we actually just do the play and are honest with what it means to us and what it means to 
society today, I think our production can, and will, be successful. I don’t think there needs to be 
some big concept that implies too much.. As always, playscripts are meant to be interpreted, and 
as such, react to the times we’re living in, the styles, the issues that are on people’s minds at any 
given moment, etc. I don’t think Beckett meant to limit his plays so that they only mean what 
they meant in the 1950’s. He is particularly universal in this regard, and certainly that is the 
direction he took his dramatic canon in. 
 
Although I’ve provided a significant amount of material for you to peruse, I’d like to highlight 
writings and edited scholarship by James Knowlson and S.E. Gontarski – both of these 
scholars/theatre practitioners worked with the implicit trust of Samuel Beckett and subsequently,  
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his estate. I was able to get my hands on The Theatrical Notebooks of Samuel Beckett, Volume II 
Endgame (with a revised text) edited by both of these gentleman. These notebooks and revised 
text, in addition to my own research, has proved invaluable in putting together the annotated 
acting script for our production.  

“Beckett's notebooks bring us closer to the author's mind and, tangentially, to his life. We 
can see his careful, deliberative method and his serious concern for structure. Those who 
think of him solely as an intuitive artist will be surprised at the meticulous quality of his 
writing, self-editing and rewriting. At the same time, it is evident that he was neither 
dogmatic nor didactic. As Mr. Knowlson says in a prefatory note, "The material reveals a 
flexibility and an openness of approach that is often considered alien to Beckett's ways of 
working in the theater." Appropriately, the editor views the plays as a "living organism," 
not as works cast in stone.2 

 
I have also provided many pieces of scholarship in this dramaturgy packet. I have tried to stay 
away from anything too dense (although, there is a larger repository on Google docs if you’re 
feeling frisky). The pieces I chose to include in our packet certainly put more of a premium on 
the performative aspects of the show, intentionality, the world of the play, and/or other issues I 
anticipate we’ll grapple with in the rehearsal room.  
 
Finally, I hope you find many of the notes I’ve provided in the actors’ script helpful and 
illuminating. But actors and designers, please keep in mind: As much as dramaturgy can help us 
get to the heart of a beat, or specific moment, or aspect of the play, ultimately, I believe that 
Endgame is a comedy. Lest we lose ourselves in scholarship, particularly the proverbial rabbit 
holes Beckett’s work can sometimes incite in theatre artists, the goal is to make people laugh.  
  
 Nell: Nothing is funnier than unhappiness… 
 
In his Berlin Diary, Beckett said “That for me is the most important sentence in the play.” 
Certainly, many moments of the comic balance the supposed apocalyptic bleakness (or nihilism) 
of the subject matter, but it still can be very funny. The challenge/opportunity with interpreting 
Endgame is exactly its many possibilities for humor and insight into the human condition. I can’t 
wait to take this journey with you all. 
 
 
David Girard 
December 2016 
 

																																																								
2 Source: Exerpt from Mel Gussow’s ‘Wipes Dream Away With Hand’, a review of The Theatrical Notebooks of 
Samuel Beckett in New York Times, March 7, 1993. 
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Notes on Design Elements 
 
The following are textual notes on Beckett’s physical world in Endgame from The Theatrical 
Notebooks of Samuel Beckett, Volume II: Endgame (Eds. John Knowlson, S.E. Gontarski) 
 
Bare interior. 3 
 
Grey light.4 
 
Left and right back, high up5, two small windows6, curtains drawn. 
 
Front right, a door. Hanging near door, its face to wall, a picture7. 
 
Front left, touching each other, covered with an old sheet, two ashbins. 

																																																								
3 Bare interior. Although the physical details of the set were the same nondescript grey cell of 
the original printed text, in his working versions Beckett used a decidedly more realistic 
ambience in order to develop the play. A typescript called ‘Avant Fin de partie’ contains a 
wealth of realistic detail. Here the play was set specifically in the region of Picard, ‘et plus 
précisément dans le Boulonnais... alentours de Wissant’ (‘and more precisely in Boulonnais… 
near Wissant’). The Clov-like character F (Factotum) at this point, describing the living quarters: 
‘Votre habitation, edifee sur la falaise, comporte un living room et un colouir transforme en 
cuisine’ (‘Your dwelling, erected on a cliff, is composed of a living room and a passageway 
transformed into a kitchen’). The protagonists are obviously survivors of a World War I battle: 
‘Detruite progressivement dans l’automne de 1914, le printemps de 1918 et l’automne suivant, 
dans des circonstances mysterieuses’ (‘Progressively destroyed in the autumn of 1914, the spring 
of 1918, and the following autumn, under mysterious circumstances). These realistic details, 
necessary for the creative process, were progressively eliminated in revisions. 
 
4 Grey light. In the Berlin production, there were no lighting changes; the lights were further 
‘cooled’ with blue gels. Beckett’s lighting accents the door (although, in the Matias design, the 
entrance to the kitchen is doorless), the ashbins and the armchair. Lights were set up behind each 
window, the left one behind the sea window a bit closer than the right one behind the earth 
window. 
 
5 high up. Cut in Riverside production. Beckett writes, ‘Windows not high – low steps – fixed – 
justifying – “Have you shrunk?” ’ 
 
6 two small windows. Audience left, the sea window; audience right, the earth window. Stage 
directions throughout are retained as originally written, from the audience perspective.  
	
7 Hanging near door, its face to wall, a picture. Cut in Riverside production, but included in 
Schiller Production. 
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Very red face8 
 
Large blood-stained handkerchief 9 
 
Stiff, staggering Walk (ref. to Clov)10 
 
Black glasses (ref. to Hamm)11 
 
“He’s kind of a Pomeranian”12 
 

																																																								
8 Very red face. Although not deleted in Beckett’s annotated text the first time it is mentioned, it 
is cut in the revised edition. Beckett eliminated the very red faces of Hamm and Clov and the 
very white faces of Nagg and Nell in the Schiller production in 1967 with the comment, ‘C’etait 
trop recherché.’ (It was too hard [Berlin Diary]). In Riverside Nb he writes simply, ‘Red faces: 
cut.’ In an earlier version of the play, Hamm’s complexion was to change from red to livid when 
he threw himself on the floor of the shelter. A trace of that scene remains in the final version 
only with Hamm’s threat: ‘Perhaps I could throw myself out on the floor’. Cutting the red face 
eliminates almost all traces of that rather melodramatic scene.  
	
9 Dirty replaced large blood-stained. In Berlin, Beckett eliminated the blood-stained 
handkerchief. In a number of productions the stains resembled a human face or skull, which 
many critics associated with Veronica’s veil, the cloth St Veronica used to wipe Jesus’ face 
while he was carrying the cross to Calvary and which is said to have retained his image. Instead 
of a blood-stained handkerchief, which might also have suggested a hemorrhaging of Hamm, a 
grey rag was used in Berlin, and it appeared only twice, at the beginning and at the end of the 
play. When someone asked if the rag then represented the theatre curtain, Beckett responded 
with a simple ‘Yes’. In London, the handkerchief contained a ‘faint trace of blood’ 
	
10 Stiff, staggering walk. In Riverside NB, Beckett writes, ‘moving painful, as economical as 
possible. When possible, none 
 
11 Black glasses. White glasses, that is, white paper over ordinary glasses, were substituted in the 
1964 production, according to Patrick Magee, apparently because dark glasses were not easily 
available, although such justification stretches credibility. But dark glasses were used in Berlin 
and London, and Beckett later said that he didn’t much like the white glasses.  
 
12 In an earlier draft of the play, the dog is called Zoulou, the name of the dog in Molloy that 
belongs to Moran’s neighbors, the Elsner sisters, ‘They had an Aberdeen called Zulu.’ The name 
of the dog evidently lies deep in Beckett’s memory, for the Elsner sisters, Beckett’s kindergarten 
teachers, actually owned a dog named Zulu, according to Eoin O’Brien in The Beckett Country 
(18). “He’s kind of a Pomeranian” was changed to a ‘poodle’ in Berlin in homage to 
Schopenhauer who favored the breed, according to Beckett’s German translator, Elmar 
Tophoven. Finally, Beckett’s mother had several Kerry Blue Terrier’s throughout his life.  
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Contexts 
 
Socio-Cultural and Philosophical Contexts13 
 
It if took the Russian Revolution to drive theatre into Realism, then it could be argued that the 
dropping of the bombs Hiroshima and Nagasaki -the abdication of reason – brought Absurd 
Theatre to the fore. Absurd Theatre presented life as meaningless, and one that could simply end 
in casual slaughter. This was reflected in the society of the time where: 

a) The mechanical nature of many peoples’ lives, lead them to question the purpose of 
their existence. 
b) Time was recognised as a destructive force. 
c) One had a sense of being left in an alien world. [A world that can be explained even 
with bad reasoning is a familiar world. But a world from which logic and insight have 
been removed is a strange world]. 
d) One sensed being isolated from other beings. 

 
This sense of meaninglessness became a critical insight in the philosophical movement of the era 
"Existentialism". Existentialists proclaimed; We are the sum of our acts. The idea that we do 
something because we are that sort of person, was replaced by the idea that we make ourselves 
that sort of person by doing such and such an act. As one of the high princes of existentialism, 
Jean Paul Sartre said: "We are nothing and in action become conscious of that original 
nothingness". 
 
If Elizabethan Theatre [Shakespeare] explored the political and moral dilemmas of the 
Renaissance, and Naturalism gave expression to the ghosts which haunted the bourgeoisie of 
Capitalism, then Absurdism found the means of exposing the metaphysical doubts that tormented 
our existence. Doubts that at first surprised us then began to seem natural and inevitable. 
 
What is ‘existentialism’14? 
Existentialism is a philosophy that emphasizes individual existence, freedom and choice. It is the 
view that humans define their own meaning in life, and try to make rational decisions despite 
existing in an irrational universe. It focuses on the question of human existence, and the feeling 
that there is no purpose or explanation at the core of existence. It holds that, as there is no God or 
any other transcendent force, the only way to counter this nothingness (and hence to find 
meaning in life) is by embracing existence.  
 
Thus, Existentialism believes that individuals are entirely free and must take personal 
responsibility for themselves (although with this responsibility comes angst, a profound anguish 

																																																								
13 Source: http://www.samuel-beckett.net/AbsurdAndBeck.htm 
14 Source: http://www.philosophybasics.com/branch_existentialism.html	
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or dread). It therefore emphasizes action, freedom and decision as fundamental, and holds that 
the only way to rise above the essentially absurd condition of humanity (which is characterized 
by suffering and inevitable death) is by exercising our personal freedom and choice. 
 
Political Contexts 
 
Timeline 
This site offers a timeline of world events from 1950-1959, the era in which Beckett was writing: 
http://www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0005250.html 
 
The Cold War15 
During World War II, the United States and the Soviet Union fought together as allies against the 
Axis powers. However, the relationship between the two nations was a tense one. Americans had 
long been wary of Soviet communism and concerned about Russian leader Joseph Stalin’s 
tyrannical, blood-thirsty rule of his own country. For their part, the Soviets resented the 
Americans’ decades-long refusal to treat the USSR as a legitimate part of the international 
community as well as their delayed entry into World War II, which resulted in the deaths of tens 
of millions of Russians. After the war ended, these grievances ripened into an overwhelming 
sense of mutual distrust and enmity. Postwar Soviet expansionism in Eastern Europe fueled 
many Americans’ fears of a Russian plan to control the world. Meanwhile, the USSR came to 
resent what they perceived as American officials’ bellicose rhetoric, arms buildup and 
interventionist approach to international relations. In such a hostile atmosphere, no single party 
was entirely to blame for the Cold War; in fact, some historians believe it was inevitable. 
 
Theatrical Styles in Context 
 
The Theatre of the Absurd 
Samuel Beckett’s plays are generally considered to sit within the theatre tradition known as 
‘Theatre of the Absurd’. The following two sources seek to explain what is meant by this 
theatrical movement. 
 
16The “Theatre of the Absurd” is a term coined by Hungarian-born critic Martin Esslin, who 
made it the title of his 1962 book on the subject. The term refers to a particular type of play 
which first became popular during the 1950s and 1960s and which presented on stage the 
philosophy articulated by French philosopher Albert Camus in his 1942 essay, The Myth of 
Sisyphus, in which he defines the human condition as basically meaningless. Camus argued that 
humanity had to resign itself to recognizing that a fully satisfying rational explanation of the 
universe was beyond its reach; in that sense, the world must ultimately be seen as absurd. 
																																																								
15 Source: http://www.history.com/topics/cold-war/cold-war-history 
16 Source: http://www.theatredatabase.com/20th_century/theatre_of_the_absurd.html  
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Esslin regarded the term “Theatre of the Absurd” merely as a "device" by which he meant to 
bring attention to certain fundamental traits discernible in the works of a range of playwrights. 
The playwrights loosely grouped under the label of the absurd attempt to convey their sense of 
bewilderment, anxiety, and wonder in the face of an inexplicable universe. According to Esslin, 
the five defining playwrights of the movement are Eugène Ionesco, Samuel Beckett, Jean Genet, 
Arthur Adamov, and Harold Pinter, although these writers were not always comfortable with the 
label and sometimes preferred to use terms such as "Anti-Theater" or "New Theater". 
 
17The “Theatre of the Absurd” shows the world as an incomprehensible place. The spectators see 
the happenings on the stage entirely from the outside, without ever understanding the full 
meaning of these strange patterns of events, as newly arrived visitors might watch life in a 
country of which they have not yet mastered the language. The confrontation of the audience 
with characters and happenings which they are not quite able to comprehend makes it impossible 
for them to share the aspirations and emotions depicted in the play. Brecht's famous 
"Verfremdungseffekt" (alienation effect), the inhibition of any identification between spectator 
and actor, which Brecht could never successfully achieve in his own highly rational theatre, 
really comes into its own in the Theatre of the Absurd. It is impossible to identify oneself with 
characters one does not understand or whose motives remain a closed book, and so the distance 
between the public and the happenings on the stage can be maintained. 
 
Emotional identification with the characters is replaced by a puzzled, critical attention. For while 
the happenings on the stage are absurd, they yet remain recognizable as somehow related to real 
life with its absurdity, so that eventually the spectators are brought face to face with the irrational 
side of their existence. Thus, the absurd and fantastic goings-on of the Theatre of the Absurd 
will, in the end, be found to reveal the irrationality of the human condition and the illusion of 
what we thought was its apparent logical structure.  
 
Conventions of the Theatre of the Absurd18: 

• Voice –	unusual use of silence and pause, rhythmic, monotone, a range of real and non-
real vocal techniques 

• Movement –	mix of realistic and non-realistic, precise timing, repetitive, a balance of 
presentational and representational 

• Characters –	combinations of complex and simplistic characters, real and non-real 
• Language –	often illogical, often immediate meaning only, combinations ranging from 

prose to poetry, philosophical, relationship to existentialism 
• Mood –	varied, moment-to-moment, combinations of serious and comic 

 
 

																																																								
17 Source: http://www.beckettonfilm.com/plays/endgame/synopsis.html  
18 Source: Crawford et al. (1995, 5th Ed.). Acting In Person and In Style, McGraw Hill, US. Print 
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Beckett’s Thoughts on Endgame 
According to Actor Jack MacGowran 
 
Beckett was involved with four productions of Endgame. The first strongly marked by his 
direction was the English Theatre in Paris’s 1964 production, in which Jack MacGowran played 
Clov. Below are excerpts from Richard Toscan’s 1973 interview with MacGowran, first 
published in Theatre Quarterly. 
 
What was Beckett’s interpretation of the play as he approached it from the point of view of a 
director? 
 
Interdependency—that man must depend upon his fellow man in some way no matter 
how awful; a love-hate relationship between Hamm and Clov which exists right through 
the play. 
 
So he put the major emphasis on their relationship, rather than the “something” that’s taking 
its course outside? 
 
Yes. Harold Pinter came to see it one night. He dashed around afterwards—he’s an honest man, 
Pinter, and a very good playwright influenced by Beckett’s work. He said to me and Pat Magee 
[who played Hamm], “You know, it’s not what you were saying to each other, it’s what was 
happening in between that gave me tickles up my spine.” So, you see, the relationship was 
working. This is what Sam made sure would happen—that the relationship he wanted between 
Hamm and Clov was taking place. Clov takes an insane delight in saying, “There’s no more 
pain-killer,” and when he wheels Hamm to the center, he doesn’t wheel him to the center. Clov is 
constantly not doing what Hamm wants him to do. Hamm knows he’s not in the center; he has a 
sixth sense for knowing. He places a terrible curse on Clov when he says, “One day you’ll be 
blind like me . . . except that you won’t have anyone with you.” This hurts Clov, this worries him 
a lot. So they hurt each other mentally. They’re mentally both very damaged people anyway. 
 
Did Beckett ever talk about what it was that has decimated the population and left only Hamm 
and Clov? 
 
No, never. It’s some vision—there is a visionary in Beckett. The seeds of Endgame are in fact in 
Lucky’s speech [from Waiting for Godot] —“In the great deeps, the great cold on sea, on land 
and in the air”—referring to the return of the world to its former state of a ball of fire, or the 
glacial age which will get rid of all the population and perhaps, by sheer luck, two people will 
remain. Lucky also says, “In the year of their Lord six hundred and something . . .” Beckett can’t 
remember the actual date, but he read it somewhere, and it was nearest the glacial age the earth 
ever got in mankind’s time. I have part of the original manuscript of this scene; it’s much longer 
than the English translation and Clov talks at great length about what he’s seeing outside. But 
Beckett wanted to leave a doubt about the existence of human life and he cut that sequence out, 
so as to make Clov less sure of going. Hamm says, “I don’t need you anymore.” Clov doesn’t 
like the fact that he’s not needed—he must be needed. That is why he never leaves. 
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In Hamm’s story, he refers to the baby who was brought to him by the man who came 
crawling . . . 
 
I played it as if Clov was the person who was brought there by the man, so that the story is not 
really fiction at all. It’s a retelling of those early years, which Clov may or may not remember 
because he has been there so long. 
 
What was Beckett’s attitude toward Hamm’s parents who were in the dustbins? 
 
I think he feels that’s the way most of us, in later life, treat our own parents—we put them into 
homes and we give them the minimum kind of treatment to keep them alive for as long as we 
can. The human race generally does that to an aging parent and this was his conception of how 
stark it could be—putting them into dustbins and giving them a biscuit or a biscuit and a half a 
day, anything to keep them going just for a while . . . 
 
I gather that Beckett would dismiss the critical approach to Endgame that says it takes place 
in the mind of one man and the parents in the dustbins symbolize subconscious repression. 
 
He would reject that idea completely. People may think that because the play makes it possible 
to think that way. But I know for a fact that that’s not Beckett’s idea of what’s happening. 
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Critical Commentary on Endgame 
 
Snippets: Some thoughts on Samuel Beckett’s work and Endgame 
 
From Conversations with and about Beckett, by Mel Gussow: 
It’s not true that Beckett is shy, evasive, a philosopher of the ivory tower, a philosopher of 
despair.  He’s written about human distress not human despair.  Everything in his work ends with 
hope.  Hope, hope, in everything he writes.  I’ve never met a man with so much compassion for 
the human race. 
— Jack MacGowran [Clov in the London premiere of Endgame] 
 
From Understanding Samuel Beckett, by Alan Astro: 
[One] critical tradition interprets the names with respect to the relationship between the 
characters.  Hamm would be the hammer, merciless against all humanity, who bears down on 
several nails: his slave Clov (clou in French means nail), his father Nagg (Nagel is German for 
nail), and his mother Nell (whose name sounds like nail).  An old woman to whom Hamm once 
refused aid is named Mother Pegg.  Nailing is of course part of another sacrifice central to 
humankind: the Crucifixion.  Thus some commentators have likened Clov’s opening 
of Endgame (‘Finished, it’s finished’) to Jesus’ words on the cross: ‘It is finished’ (John 
19:30)…  
 
It seems impossible for anything to finish in Endgame, for if all human life ceased, there would 
be nothingness, not an ‘end.’  In order that there be an end, a subjectivity is required to notice the 
ending; ends do not exist in themselves.  That is why a world, even an imagined one, without 
God, without humans, is impossible. . . .   The look of the other, as Sartre would say, is necessary 
to make us exist… 
 
Humans cannot really end, they can only play at ending.  This is one resonance of the 
title Endgame.  Actually ‘endgame’ is a term taken from chess, where it designates the final 
stage of a game, when few pieces are left on the board.  The chess metaphor has led to the 
comparison of Hamm to a king and of Clov, Nagg, and Nell to his pawns. 
 
From Samuel Beckett, by Charles R. Lyons: 
One has to give up the comfort or security of a single interpretation of Endgame, recognizing 
that the play does not work towards the clarification of meaning but, rather, towards the 
clarification of the impossibility of meaning… 
 
The ultimate mystery of Endgame rests in the consciousness of Clov.  Is his pending departure 
the final movement of a conventional game shared by the two, or is this day special, the moment 
of his actual departure and Hamm’s death? . . . 
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Beckett’s unequivocal refusal to discuss his plays, clarify intentions or comment upon the 
meaning of his work must derive from his own awareness that the significance of his dramas 
depends upon their exercise of indeterminacies, not from their representation of experience that 
can be translated into interpretations of human behavior.  The radical simplicity of the 
environments he creates and the ambiguous nature of the time he imitates force his spectators to 
confront the very uncertainties that plague the minds of his characters. 
 
From Tragicomedy and Contemporary Culture, by John Orr: 
Hamm is a travesty of a tragic monarch, a chess king moving one space at a time in the wrong 
direction.   Stuck in a decrepit sofa with castors that stands in for a movable throne, the blind 
Hamm who is no Hamlet hams his own nemesis.  He is the vestige of a tragic hero, too mean and 
limited to incite catharsis…. 
 
The ‘endgame’ is a known routine.  It is a move towards closure, but not closure itself.  Hamm is 
playing at apocalypse and if the end does not come we sense that he can play the routine all over 
again.  His waiting for the end and the end itself have no guaranteed convergence.  But their 
possible convergence is what creates the play’s dramatic suspense…. 
 
The vision of desolation could exist purely in Clov’s imagination or it could be the malicious lie 
of a weary servant.  But it could also be the desolate vision of the blind master, which the servant 
routinely feeds back to him with a sense of duty that has decayed into cynicism.  Whatever the 
case, each of these different interpretations leads towards the same conclusion.  For Beckett, 
there is not even the certainty of recognizing final desolation when it comes.  The apocalypse 
will go unrecognized.  It may only be the purgatorial vision inside a madman’s skull or it may be 
so immense and horrifying that it cannot be envisaged in advance, no matter how many times it 
has been rehearsed.  One thing alone is certain.  Humanity cannot go out in that blaze of glory 
called revelation. 
 
From Samuel Beckett: The Critical Heritage, edited by Lawrence Graver: 
Among these four human beings there is no other solidarity than that arising from self-
interest.  Nagg and Nell, who are Hamm’s parents, depend on him for the last few mouthfuls of 
pap that will prolong their mediocre lives; Hamm depends on his servant-son, Clov, for the 
attentions required by his condition; and if Clov refrains from dispatching Hamm, it is simply 
because he does not have the ‘combination to the cupboard’ where the last few biscuits are 
locked up.  And yet there is not one of these human beings who does not have his dream, a 
dream he tries to make the others share, to communicate to them: and this need to communicate 
is as vital to their lives as is the diminishing store of biscuits.  
—  Jacques Lemarchand’s review of the 1957 French premiere of Endgame in “Figaro 
Littéraire.,”  
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From Conversations with and about Beckett, by Mel Gussow: 
At the root of his art was a philosophy of the deepest yet most courageous pessimism, exploring 
man’s relationship with his God.  With Beckett, one searched for hope amid despair and 
continued living with a kind of stoicism. 
— Mel Gussow’s obituary of Beckett. 
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Revising Himself: Performance as Text 

in Samuel Beckett's Theatre 

S.E. Gontarski 

Florida State University 

vjamuel Beckett's transformation from playwright to theatrieal artist is one of the seminal 

developments of late Modernist theatre and yet one slighted in the critical and historical 

discourse.1 A dearth of theatrieal documentation may account for some of the neglect as 

scholars and critics traditionally privilege print over performance, that is, the apparentstability 
or consistency of the literary script over its theatrieal realization or completion. The absence 

of Beckett's work on the boards from the historical equation, however, distorts the are of his 

creative evolution, his emergence as an artist committed to the performance of his drama as 

its full realization. Beckett was to embrace theatre not just as a medium in which a 

preconceived work was given its accurate expression, but as the major means through which 

his theatre was created. As Beckett evolved from being an advisor on productions of his plays 
to taking full charge of their staging, an apprenticeship of some fifteen years, practical theatre 

offered him the unique opportunity for self-collaborations through which he re-wrote himself, 
that is, reinvented himself as an artist?and in the process redefmed late Modernist theatre. 

In retrospect, it may seem self-evident to proclaim that the Samuel Beckett who authored 

Waiting for Godot in 1948 and the Samuel Beckett who staged it at the Schiller Theatre, 

Berlin, in 1978 were not the same person, no less the same artist. Beckett provided his own 

theoretical paradigm for such dialectics as early as his 1931 treatise on Marcel Proust: "We 

are not merely more weary because of yesterday, we are other, no longer what we were 

before the calamity of yesterday."2 The Samuel Beckett who came to Waiting for Godot as 

its director thirty years after having written it was that "other," and the conjunction of the 

two, the writing self of 1948 and the directing "other" of 1978 (or the reverse, the directing 
self of 1978 and the writing "other" of 1948), is one of the defming moments of late 

Modernist theatre. Such conjunction occurred some sixteen times on the stage and another six 

1 Research for this essay has been supported by the National Endowment for the Humanities under its Fellowships 
for University Teachers program. 

2 Samuel Beckett, Proust (Grove Press, 1957), p. 3. 

S.E. Gontarski, "Revising Himself: Performance as Text in Samuel Beckett's Theatre," Journal of Modern Literature, 
XXH, 1 (Fall 1998), pp. 131-155. ?Foundation for Modern Literature, 1999. 
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times in the television studio; during each of those encounters, Beckett seized directing 

opportunities to play both self and other: that is, to refine if not to re-define his creative 

vision, to continue to discover latent possibilities in his texts, and to reaffirm a fundamentally 
Modernist aesthetics by expunging any element which he deemed extraneous, and so to 

demonstrate afresh his commitment to, if not his preoccupation with, the form, the aesthetic 

shape of his work. Beckett's own theatrical notebooks for what was a pivotal play in his 

developing sensibility, Spiel (Play), alone contain some twenty-five separate, complex and fiill 

outiines of the play as Beckett combed his text for visual and aural parallels, reverberations, 
echoes in preparation for his own staging.3 It is Beckett's direct work in the theatre, 

particularly between 1967 and 1985 when he directed most of his major work, that led the 

publisher John Calder to conclude, "I have no doubt that posterity will consider him, not just 
a great playwright and novelist, but a theatrical director in the class of Piscator, Brecht, 
Felsenstein."4 Beckett, in short, develops into a major theoretician of the theatre in the 

process of staging and re-writing his plays. 
Even before he became his own best reader, Beckett actively participated in staging his 

plays. From the first, he was concerned with setting what he called "a standard of fidelity" 
for his theatre. That is, primacy, if not hegemony, was initially given to the playwrighting self. 

On 9 January 1953, four days after the opening in Paris of En attendant Godot (Waiting for 

Godot), the ever vigilant Beckett wrote his French director, Roger Blin, to admonish him for 

a textual deviation: 

One thing which annoys me is Estragon's trousers. I naturally asked [future wife] 

Suzanne if they fell completely. She told me that they were held up half way. They 
must not, absolutely must not. . . . The spirit of the play, to the extent that it has 

any, is that nothing is more grotesque than the tragic, and that must be expressed 

until the end, and especially at the end. I have a stack of other reasons for not 

wanting to ruin this effect but I will spare you them. Just be good enough to restore 

the scene as written and performed in rehearsals, and let the pants fall completely 
to his ankles. That must seem stupid to you but for me it is capital.5 

Despite the difficulties afforded by distance, Beckett tried to maintain similar vigilance over 

American productions. On 2 February 1956, he wrote his American publisher, Barney 
Rosset?who had begun, almost by default, acting as his American theatrical agent?in order 

to forestall what Beckett called "unauthorized deviations" in the forthcoming Broadway 

production of Godot with a new director and cast, and a producer conscious of the play's 
dismal failure in its Miami premifere: 

3 These notebooks are on deposit at the University of Reading's Samuel Beckett Archive and are published in 
facsimile and transcription in The Theatrieal Notebooks of Samuel Beckett, Volume IV: The Shorter Plays, ed. with 
an Introduction and Notes by S.E. Gontarski (Faber and Faber Ltd., 1999). 

4 John Calder, "Editorial and Theater Diary," Gambit: International Theater Review, VII (1976), p. 3. 
5 The French transcript of this letter appears in the introduction to The Theatrieal Notebooks of Samuel Beckett, 

Volume II: Endgame (Grove Press, 1993), p. xiv. 
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I am naturally disturbed . . . at the menace hinted at in one of your letters, of 

unauthorized deviations from the script. This we cannot have at any price and I am 

asking [London producer Donald] Albery to write [Ameriean producer Michael] 

Myerberg to that effect. I am not intransigent, as the [bowdlerized] Criterion 

production [in London] shows, about minor changes, if I feel they are necessary, but 

I refuse to be improved by a professional rewriter [in this case Ameriean playwright 

Thorton Wilder had been proposed, and Wilder had begun a draft translation of 

Godot].6 

After completing Krapp's Last Tape, which as he said he "nearly entitled . . . 'Ah Well,'" 
Beckett wrote his Ameriean publisher on 1 April 1958 to set some guidelines for its premtere, 

telling Rosset, "I'd hate it to be made a balls of at the outset and that's why I question its 

being let out to small groups beyond our controp [sic] before we get it done more or less right 
and set a standard of fidelity at least."7 Nine days later, Beckett wrote to Rosset that he was 

off to London to do just that with the Royal Court Theatre's production, "where I hope to get 
the mechanics of it right." It was this "standard of fidelity" and the degree of direct oversight 
entailed in getting "the mechanics of it right" that in good part finally lured Beckett to the 

semi-public posture of staging his own plays, and, even more important, that allowed him to 

move to a new phase of his creative development, which critics usually refer to as the "late 

plays." 
But the move to staging himself was made reluctantly, hesitantly, accomplished, as it were, 

in as well as on stages, as Beckett learned what theatre itself had to offer him as an artist He 

quickly saw that his direct involvement in productions offered opportunities beyond authorial 

validation and textual fidelity. By the late 1950s, the physical theatre became a testing ground 
for him, an arena for creative discovery, even self-discovery. Krapp 's Last Tape seems to 

have been the watershed, as he realized that the creation of a dramatic text was not a process 
that could be divorced from performance, and that mounting a production brought to light 
recesses previously hidden, even from the author himself. In his 1 April letter to Rosset, 
Beckett expressed the clarity of his pre-production vision of Krapp: "I see the whole thing 
so clearly (appart [sic] from the changes of Krapp's white face as he listens8) and realize now 

that this does not mean I have stated it clearly, though God knows I tried." Writing to Rosset 

six months later, on 20 November 1958, after the Royal Court Krapp, Beckett seems to have 

got more than "the mechanics of it right" in this production with Patrick Magee, directed by 
Donald McWhinnie. In fact, in late 1958 Beckett began sounding very much like a director 

himself: 

Unerringly directed by McWhinnie[,] Magee gave a very fine performance, for me 

6 Unless otherwise stipulated letters throughout are in the respective publishers' archives, Grove Press, Faber and 
Faber, and John Calder [Publishers] Ltd., and are used with permission of the publishers and Samuel Beckett. 

7 It would, of course, be Alan Schneider who set the "standard of fidelity" for the American Krapp's Last Tape. 
8 This problem was finally solved when Beckett directed his own production and eliminated Krapp's white face. 

See The Theatrical Notebooks of Samuel Beckett, Volume III: ''Krapp's Last Tape,n James Knowlson, ed. (Grove 
Press, 1992). 
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by far the most satisfactory experience in the theatre up to date. I wish to goodness 

that Alan [Schneider] could have seen it. I can't see it being done any other way. 

During rehearsal we found various pieces of business not indicated in the script and 

which now seem to me indispensable. If you ever publish the work in book form I 

should like to incorporate them in the text. A possible solution in the meantime 

would be for me to see Alan again (hardly feasible) or to write to him at length on 

the subject and prepare for him a set of more explicit stage directions. 

At fifty-two years of age, having had two major plays staged in two languages and having 

completed his first radio play, Samuel Beckett discovered theatre. The discovery was 

monumental. It would transform thenceforth the way he wrote new plays and finally force him 

to re-think and so rewrite his earlier work as well. By the early 1960s, then, working directly 
in the theatre became an indispensable part of Beckett's creative process, and he wanted those 

direct theatrical discoveries incorporated in his published texts, before initial publication, at 

first?then as he began directing work already published, he assiduously revised those texts 

in terms of his production insights, completing them, as it were, on stage. Writing to Grove 

Press about Happy Days on 18 May 1961, Beckett said, for instance, "I should prefer the text 

not to appear in any form before production and not in book form until I have seen some 

rehearsals in London. I can't be definitive without actual work done in the theatre." On 24 

November 1963, he wrote to Rosset about his wife's disappointment with the German 

production of Spiel (Play).9 

Suzanne went to Berlin for the opening of Play. She did not like the performance, 

but the director, Deryk Mendel, is very pleased. Well received. 

I realize I can't establish definitive text of Play without a certain number of 

rehearsals. These should begin with [French director Jean-Marie] Serreau next 

month. Alan's [Schneider's] text will certainly need correction. Not the lines but the 

stage directions. London rehearsals begin on March 9th [1964]. 

In fact, after having read an initial set of proofs for Play from his British publisher, Faber 

and Faber, Beckett panicked, and so he delayed publication in order to continue to hone the 

text in rehearsals. He wrote to Charles Monteith of Faber and Faber first on 15 November 

1963, "I'm afraid I shall have to make some rather important changes in the stage directions 

of Play," and on 23 November 1963: "I suddenly see this evening, with panic, that no final 

text of Play is possible till I have had a certain number of rehearsals. These will begin here, 
I hope, next month, and your publication should not be delayed [that is, publication should 

follow soon after production]. But please regard my corrected proofs as not final" (emphasis 

added). Beckett confirmed this decision to Grove Press editor Richard Seaver six days later, 
on 29 November 1963: "I have asked Faber, since correcting proofs, to hold up production 
of the book. I realize I can't establish text of Play, especially stage directions, till I have 

worked on rehearsals. I have written to Alan [Schneider] about the problems involved." 

' This was Deryk Mendel's world premiere production,Spiel at the Ulmer Theater, Ulm-Donau, 14 June 1963. 
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Seaver confirmed in his reply of 4 December 1963, "We won't do anything on the book until 

we hear from you." Shortly thereafter, however, Grove resumed its pressure to publish Play 
and proposed to couple it with a work by Harold Pinter. In his rejection of that project, 
Beckett returned to his theme of the indispensability of production to his theatrieal work: 

Quite frankly I am not in favour of this idea, particularly as your text of Play is not 

final and cannot be till I have had some rehearsals, i.e., not before the end of next 

month. It is all right for the purposes of Alan's [Schneider's] production, because 

I have left it open for him and he knows the problems. But not as a published 

work.10 

This insistence on completing a text of his play only after "some rehearsals" or "a certain 

number of rehearsals" would become, then, a central part of Beckett's method of composition 
from Krapp's Last Tape onward. Well over a decade later, Beckett sounded the same theme 

about the text of Not I in a letter to Barney Rosset of 7 August 1972: "With regard to 

publication, I prefer to hold it back for the sake of whatever light N.Y. & London rehearsals 

may shed. I have not yet sent the text to Faber." Without working on stage directly himself, 
Beckett seemed unsure if his late work?in this case the metonymical Mtf /?was even drama, 
shaken perhaps by the difficulties Alan Schneider encountered staging the world premiere (that 

is, setting its "standard of fidelity") starring Jessica Tandy at New York's Lincoln Center.11 

Beckett wrote to Rosset on 3 November 1972: "Had a couple of letters from Alan. They seem 

to have been having a rough time. Hope smoother now. Hope to work on Not I in London 

next month and find out then if it's theatre or not." 

As we trace the archeology of Beckett's theatre works from the 1960s onward, it becomes 

clear that publication became an interruption in the ongoing, often protracted process of 

composition. On the other hand, Beckett the author, with a long history of rejection from 

publishers, was unable to resist publication pressures, or even to control its pace. After 

publication he continued, as a director, to collaborate with the author of the texts, that is, 

himself?or, more psychoanalytically, his "other"?to complete the creative process. 
Moreover, such self-collaboration would not be merely a "one off." Beckett very quickly 
found that staging a play once even himself did not produce anything like what he was fond 

of calling (if misleadingly) a "defmitive" text. The principle of waiting for direct work in the 

10 Beckett seems to have given up on Alan Schneider's production of Play. His instructions to Schneider were that 
uPlay was to be played through twice without interruption and at a very fast pace, each time taking no longer than 
nine minutes,M that is, eighteen minutes overall. The producers, Richard Barr, Clinton Wilder, and, of all people, 
Edward Albee, threatened to drop the play from the program if Schneider followed Beckett's instructions. Schneider, 
unlike Devine, capitulated, and wrote to Beckett for permission to slow the pace and eliminate the da capo: "For the 
first and last time in my long relationship with Sam, I did something I despised myself for doing. I wrote to him, 
asking if we could try having his text spoken only once, more slowly. Instead of telling me to blast off, Sam offered 
us his reluctant permission." See Alan Schneider, Entrances: An American Director's Journey (Viking Press, 1986), 
p. 341. 

11 When the actress Jessica Tandy complained that the play's suggested running time of twenty-three minutes 
rendered the work unintelligible to audiences, Beckett telegraphed back his now famous (but oft misinterpreted) 
injunction, Tm not unduly concerned with intelligibility. I hope the piece may work on the nerves of the audience, 
not its intellect." For a discussion of Tandy's performance see Enoch Brater, "The T in Beckett's Not I," Twentieth 
Century Literature, XX (1974), p. 200. 
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theatre before publishing, then, did not always insure what he had variously called 

"corrected," "accurate," "final," or "defmitive" texts in part because the process of staging 
as an act of textual revision, as an act of creation, seems to have become for Beckett open- 

ended, continuous, the "defmitive text," defacto, mercurial, elusive, a perpetually deferred 

entity. On the other hand, commercial pressures from producers in various countries were 

incessant after the success of Waiting for Godot, as were pressures from publishers. The 

letters from this period testify to the growing professional pressures on Samuel Beckett as an 

international artist (if not as an international commodity), pressures that would only intensify 
with the so-called "catastrophe" of the Nobel Prize in 1969. Much of this international 

attention forced a shift from an artisinal approach, literature as a cottage industry, say, to what 

seemed to be its mass production. The practical results were an inevitable diminution of 

quality control which took the form of a proliferation of published and produced texts. Several 

versions of the same text often circulated among producers, directors, and even publishers; 
that is, as he continued to direct, he continued to revise, and so Beckett's own creative 

practice, his evolving creative methodology, contributed to a proliferation of textual variants 

in the written record. The text of Play is a case in point. As Beckett continued to revise the 

text through British and French productions, which were occurring simultaneously in 1964, 
various versions of the play circulated in typescript.12 Working through the British agent 
Rosica Colins, Beckett sent Charles Monteith "a revised text" of Play in July 1963. On 23 

November 1963, Beckett sent his "panic" letter to Monteith and requested a second set of 

"virgin" proofs, a request which he reaffirmed on 5 December: "I need a fortnight's work on 

Play in a theatre. The French production will go into rehearsals this month I hope. As soon 
as I have exact dates I'll let you know when to expect final proof. Could you let me have 
another proof (virgin)." In an internal Faber and Faber memo of 9 December 1963, then, 
Monteith announced the delay in publishing Play to the staff of Faber: 

I think that Play will almost certainly have to be postponed until much later in the 

spring. Beckett wont pass his proofs for press until Play has been rehearsed and he 

decides what changes are necessary for an actual production. The latest news I have 

about this is that rehearsals will start in France some time this month; and he says 
he will need a fortnight's work on it in theatre. 

Because of the scheduling delays, Beckett finally acquiesced to his British publishers' 
pressures to publish. He wrote to Montieth on 9 January 1963 [recie 1964], "I shall. . . re- 
correct your proofs of Play. Rehearsals here [in Paris] are delayed and I don't want to hold 

you up any longer, especially as Grove Press seem set on publishing this play in the near 
future." Beckett then sent Charles Monteith the second set of corrected proofs on 17 January 
1964 before rehearsals began in either country, and Faber and Faber published the work on 
27 March 1964 in order to have a text available for the play's London opening. But between 
Beckett's correcting the second set of proofs on 17 January and the play's opening on 7 April 
1964, Beckett revised the text yet again. Working uneasily in Paris with the French director 

12 For details on the production of Play see "De-theatricalizing Theater: The Fost-Play Plays," The Theatrical 
Notebooks of Samuel Beckett, Volume IV: The Shorter Plays, pp. xv-xxix. 
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Jean-Marie Serreau on staging the French text, Comedie, before the London rehearsals had 

begun, it became clear to Beckett that additional revisions were not only desirable but 

necessary, and he wrote to British director George Devine on 9 March 1964?less than one 

month before the scheduled opening and while the Faber text was in final production?to 

prepare him, even warn him, of necessary revisions, this just as the published version of the 

play was about to appear in Britain: 

The last rehearsals with Serreau have led us to a view of the da capo which I think 

you should know about. According to the text it is rigorously identical with the first 

statement. We now think it would be dramatically more effective to have it express 

a slight weakening, both of question and of response, by means of less and perhaps 

slower light and correspondingly less volume and speed of voice.13 

Before those rehearsals, however, Beckett believed that he had got matters right in the 

second set of galleys which he revised for Faber, and writing to Grove Press on 17 August 
1964?that is, after British and French productions (in which, as he wrote to Monteith on the 

same day, "I was happy with production and actors and think we got pretty close to it") 

regarding a Swedish translation?Beckett at first confirmed the Faber text: "As to your MS 

text, it is less likely to be accurate than the Faber published text for which I corrected proofs" 

(at least twice). But the same letter suggested the need for further revisions, another version 

which would reflect more of the theatre work (as well as an uncharacteristically cavalier 

attitude about his text in Swedish translation): "[Grove editor Fred] Jordan suggested 

publishing in Evergreen Review the text in extenso [that is, at full length] (as played in 

London and Paris), i.e., giving changed order of speeches in the repeat and indicating vocal 

levels. This is quite a job to prepare and I suggest we reserve this presentation for Grove and 

let translations follow the existing text, simply correcting 'Repeat play exactly' to 'Repeat 

play.'" When Barney Rosset's personal assistant, Judith Schmidt, compared the Faber text of 

Play to the Grove Press typescript, she wrote to Beckett on 26 August, "I can see that there 

are a good many changes." Jordan, then wrote to Beckett on the same day, "We are using the 

Faber and Faber text in the next issue of Evergreen Review, but I believe you asked to have 

one word changed [the deletion of 'exactly,' as above]. Could you indicate what the change 
is, giving me page and line number, assuming we both work from the same edition." If we 

wonder at the complexities of the textual (and so performance) history of Beckett's work, here 

is a case in point: two editors of the same firm writing their major author on the same day, 
each proposing to publish a different version of the same work. Beckett solved some of this 

confusion, but only some of it, on 28 August, writing, "Herewith corrections to Faber text of 

Play," by fully revising the text yet again, which text then became the basis of the Evergreen 
Review version. The Evergreen Review text of 1964, then, was the text of Play in extenso, 
the one for which Beckett made his final revisions, but it is a text wholly ignored by Beckett's 

English language publishers and producers. The revisions were never fully incorporated into 

any Faber text, and inexplicably it was not its own in extenso text which Grove Press 

( The letter is published in facsimile in New Theatre Magazine: Samuel Beckett Issue, XI (1971), pp. 16-17. 
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published in book form in 1968.14 

The Ameriean book publication was taken some four years later not from Grove's own fiilly 

"corrected" Evergreen Review text but from the penultimately revised Faber edition. The 

Evergreen text, for instance, was the first to include Beckett's major post-production revision, 

the note on "Repeat" (the Cascando edition of 1968, four years after Beckett made the 

revision, does not include this note at all but it does delete the word "exactly" from the phrase 
in the first Faber edition, "Repeat play exactly"). The Evergreen edition, moreover, is the first 

printing in which the opening instructions on lighting were emended by deleting "not quite" 
from the original Faber version, "The response to light is not quite immediate." The Grove 

book edition, subsequently, retained "not quite" even after it was cut from its own Evergreen 
Review text. But the Evergreen text has its own corruption; the sentence subsequent to the 

revision was illogically retained, as it is today in both Faber and Grove standard editions (but 
not in the collected editions, Collected Shorter Plays [Grove Press and Faber and Faber, 

1984] and Complete Dramatic Works [Faber and Faber only, 1986, revised and corrected 

paperback edition, 1990], in which the problem was remedied): "At every solicitation a pause 
of about one second before utterance is achieved, except where a longer delay is indicated." 

Logically, the response to the light must be either "immediate" or delayed, not both, and so 

the retention of the phrase "of about one second" in the Evergreen Review version seems 

clearly to have been a major oversight. 
Such a revision may at first seem minor, little more than a technical adjustment, instructions 

to the lighting designer. But in the delicate balance of verbal and visual images which 

constitutes Beckettian theatre, such changes are fundamental, thematically potent, especially 
since light often functions as a character in Beckett's theatre; this is the case with Play in 

particular. If a delay exists between light's command and the response, then a certain amount 

of deliberation is possible among the subjects; the situation of the urn-encrusted characters 

is humanized. In Beckett's revision, the final vestiges of humanity (and humanism) are drained 

from an inquisitorial process that Beckett ironically calls Play. 
The textual history ofthe dramaticule (Beckett's coinage), Come and Go, is here illustrative 

as well since it combines the three dominant problems affecting Beckett's dramatic texts: a 

proliferation of versions on initial publication, adjustments made in translation, and revisions 

which Beckett made for production, in this case well after the work's initial publication. An 

uncertain publication history plagued the publication of Come and Go in 1978 even though 
Beckett read proofs for the first edition. The opening four lines of the parallel English and 

German text that Beckett reviewed as he prepared to direct Kommen und Gehen {Come and 

Go) in 1978 read: 

VI: Ru. 

RU: Yes. 

VI: Flo. 

FLO: Yes. 

14 "Cascando" and Other Short Dramatic Pieces (Grove Press, 1968), pp. 45-63. 
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These lines were not, however, included in the first edition published by Calder and Boyars 

in 1967. When Beckett read proofs for Calder's edition, he suggested in a letter of 7 

December 1966 that something was amiss: "Here ar,e the Texts for Nothing. I return to Paris 

tomorrow and shall send you the other proofs corrected, including Come and Go, which at 

first glance doesn't look right." Whatever didn't "look right" to Beckett, his review of the 

proofs did not result in the inclusion of the opening four lines in the Calder edition. The 

opening lines did appear, however, in the first American edition, "Cascando" and Other 

Short Dramatic Pieces published by Grove Press the following year, and in all translations, 

particularly the French and German. More important they were also part of the final English 
text which Beckett reviewed carefully and revised for the Schiller Theatre production in 1978 

(which, although Beckett prepared to direct, was finally directed by Walter Asmus). 

Subsequent English texts by Faber and Faber were then based on the Calder and Boyars text 

of 1967 and not on the Grove Press text of 1968, which included the four fugitive lines. Since 

both the Complete Dramatic Works and Collected Shorter Plays were projects initiated by 
Faber and photo-offset by Grove Press, they reprint the incomplete Calder and Boyars edition, 

and so no major English text other than the first American edition contains Beckett's opening 
lines.15 

In addition, the French and German texts include revisions introduced by Beckett after the 

publication of the English and American editions. FLO invokes the names of the two other 

characters before her final, "I can feel the rings." This final incantation, then, echoes the 

opening recitation of names, but it appears in no English language text. Finally, Beckett made 

a significant textual revision for his 1978 production which changed the speaker for two 

speeches: RU's first speech was given to FLO, and FLO's "Dreaming of. . . love" was given 
to VI. Although Beckett finally did not direct Kommen und Gehen (Come and Go), he 

reviewed both English and German texts in anticipation of production, and so clearly 
established the English version of the text. Had he directed the production himself, he may 
have made further discoveries and so made additional revisions, but he did not. To date, then, 
no English language text includes Beckett's final revisions. 

With Footfalls, Beckett also revised the published English text at various times for various 

stages. He directed three productions of the play in three languages: with Billie Whitelaw at 

the Royal Court Theatre in London in 1976; shortly thereafter with Hildegard Schmahl, on 

the bill with Damals (That Time) also in 1976; and, finally, with Delphine Seyrig at the 

Theatre d'Orsay in 1978. Beckett revised the English script in detail, changing, for example, 
the number of May's pacing steps from seven to nine. Most, but not all, of those revisions 

were incorporated in subsequent revised English texts, Ends and Odds]e at first, and then 

in both the Complete Dramatic Works and Collected Shorter Plays, both published by Faber 

and Faber but only the latter by Grove Press. But Beckett also made significant lighting 

changes which he never incorporated directly into any English text, changes that were central 

to and consistent in all three of his productions. For each of his staeines, for instance. he 

15 
They do appear in the text thatBreon Mitchell edited and published in the journal Modern Drama in 1976, but 

that text introduces additional and unnecessary variants. See Breon Mitchell, "Art in Microcosm: The Manuscript 
Stages of Beckett's Come and Go," Modern Drama, XDC (1976), pp. 245-260. 

16 For additional details on the texts of Footfalls see "Texts and Pre-texts in Samuel Beckett's Footfalls,n Papers 
ofthe Bibliographical Society of America, LXXVII (1983), pp. 191-95. 
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introduced a "Dim spot on face during halts at R [right] and L [left]" so that May's face 

would be visible during her monologues. In addition, he introduced a vertical ray of light 
which seemed to be coming through a door barely ajar, this to counterpoint the horizontal 

beam on the floor along which May paces. These lighting changes were not only part of all 

three of Beckett's productions, they were incorporated into the French translation, and 

certainly should be part of any English text or production. Without these final revisions, the 

only accurate text of Footfalls?that closest to Beckett's final conception of the work?is the 

French text, Pas. 

These textual problems were the result, then, of Beckett's continued work in the theatre and 

his desire to have his published texts reflect his most recent theatrieal insights, discoveries that 

could have been made only in rehearsals. It was Beckett's at least tacit acknowledgment that 

theatre is its performance, that the theatre space, as Peter Brook has insisted for years, is an 

arena for creative discovery. At first, such revisions as those with Play were restricted to 

works not yet in print. But much of Beckett's most intense and concentrated theatrieal work 

with his texts occurred well after their original publication when as a director he turned to 

them afresh. Staging himself even well after initial publication would mean revising himself 

and would allow him to move forward by returning to the past, to implement, refine, and 

extend his creative vision to work published before he became his own best director. In 

retrospect, such self-collaboration seems inevitable since Beckett's theatrieal vision was often 

at odds with those of even his most sympathetic directors. "He had ideas about [Fin de 

partie]," recalled Roger Blin, his first French director, "that made it a little difficult to act. 

At first, he looked on his play as a kind of musical score. When a word occurred or was 

repeated, when Hamm called Clov, Clov should always come in the same way every time, like 

a musical phrase coming from the same instrument with the same volume."17 Ten years after 

writing Fin de partie [Endgame], Beckett would score the play to his satisfaction in his own 

Berlin production. "The play is full of echoes," he told his Germancast, "they all answer each 

other." And he revised his texts accordingly. His final revisions to the texts of Play, Come 
and Go, and Footfalls reflect just such formalist preoccupations. 

During his nineteen-year directing career, from 1967 to 1986, Beckett staged (or 

videotaped) over twenty productions of his plays in three languages, English, French, and 
German. Each time he came to reread a script to prepare its staging, he usually found it 

wordy, encumbered, and incompletely conceived for the stage, and so he set about 

"correcting" it, the word he used most often for the process of theatre, the continued 

development and refinement of his work that directing afforded. Such a commitment 

protracted the creative process. For Beckett, composition, that is, the act of creation, did not 
end with publication, and certainly not with initial production?even of those plays on which 
he had worked closely?but was continuous, subject to constant refinement if not on occasion 
redefinition: "Since the 1967 Endspiel [Endgame], Beckett has used directorial opportunities 

17 "Blin on Beckett," On Beckett: Essays and Criticism ed. and with an Introduction by S.E. Gontarski (Grove 
Press, Inc. 1986), p. 233. 
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to continue the creative process, cutting, revising, tightening his original script. Once Beckett 

took full control, directing was not a process separate from the generation of a text but its 

continuation if not its culmination. Writing, translating and directing were of a piece, part of 

a continuous creative process."18 It was this direct work in the theatre, this extension of the 

creative process, Beckett's re-intervention into his own established canon, into texts which 

were not only already in print but often well established in critical discourse as well, that has 

forced to the fore unique questions not only about Beckett's individual texts but about the 

relationship of theatrical performance to its published record and so about the nature, the 

quality, the validity of the theatrical experience itself. The sheer complexity of Beckett's 

creative vision, however, has forced some analysts into critical denial. Michael Worton, for 

one, has argued that Beckett's direct work in the theatre should simply be dismissed as 

irrelevant. Worton is bent on devaluing the performing arts by dismissing Beckett's work as 

a director, work which Worton considers more impulsive than deliberative: "we should focus 

on the text itself and not seek to make our interpretations fit with what the dramatist may have 

said at any particular moment"19 "Any particular moment" presumably refers to the twenty 

years that Beckett spent as a theatrical director, which Worton would simply dismiss as 

irrelevant to textual production. Worton seems confused about what constitutes "text" in the 

theatre and so takes it to mean simply script. What Beckett began to understand about theatre, 

however, was that text is performance; this explains his fastidiousness not about interpretation 

per se but about his stage directions. As we continue to evaluate that relationship, the literary 
text to its performative realization, and the playwright's relationship to both, the case of 

Samuel Beckett's acting simultaneously as theatre artist staging a play and as author revising 

it, an almost unique instance of self-collaboration in the modern (and Modernist) theatre, may 
force us to re-evaluate the centrality of performance to the literary field of drama.20 For 

Beckett's drama, performance would become his principal text. The results of that direct 

theatrical process, that fastidious attention to the aesthetic details of the art work, a salient 

characteristic of late Modernism, needs to enter our critical and performative equations if we 

18 Gontarski, Notebooks, Volume IV, p. xiii. 
19 Michael Worton, "Waitingfor Godot and Endgame: Theater as Text," The Cambridge Companion to Beckett, 

ed. John Pilling (Cambridge University Press), pp. 67-87. Worton is not, of course, alone in his resistance to Beckett's 
theatrical work. For Colin Duckworth, for instance, the very fact that Beckett's revisions were made in response to 
the exigencies of productionessentially disqualifies them. That is, Duckworth has attacked the most compelling reasons 
for revisions at all?most particularly those for Waitingfor Godot, but by extension for all of Beckett's work. While 
he admits that with those revisions, "we can now have a clear insight into (Beckett's] own view of his most famous 
play a third of a century after he wrote it" (p. 175), he finally recoils from that view, concluding, "It is difficult to 
explain this textual vandalism, perpetrated on some of the most magical moments of the play" (p. 190). "It makes one 
wonder," he continues, "whether authors should be let loose on their plays thirty-odd years later" (p. 191) [Colin 
Duckworth, "Beckett's New Godot" Beckett's Later Fiction and Drama, ed. James Acheson and Kateryna Arthur 
(Macmillan Press, 1987), pp. 175-92]. 

20 For some tentative explorations of these problems see Philip Gaskell's work on Tom Stoppard in "Stoppard, 
Travesties, 1974," From Writer to Reader: Studies in Editorial Method (Oxford University Press, 1978), pp. 245-62; 
and uNight and Day: Development of a Play Text," Textual Criticism and Literary Interpretation, ed. Jerome J. 
McGann (University of Chicago Press, 1985), pp. 162-79. Although Gaskell deals with the idea of a "performance 
text" and the "reading text" which follows it, revised on the basis of the performance in which the author was an 
active collaborator with his director (in this case, Tom Stoppard and Peter Wood), the situation is the opposite with 
Beckett's self-collaborations, in which the "reading text" was often established by publication well before Beckett 
intervened through his direction to create a "performance text." In Beckett's case the problems of accurate texts then 
are complicated by the author's continued revision of even his "reading text." 
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are not to underestimate and so distort Samuel Beckett's creative vision and his theoretical 

contributions to the Modernist theatre. 

That's the theory. The practice, that is, the actual accommodation of performance into a 

written record, is not always easily achieved. As he began increasingly to work directly on 

stage, to trust his direct work in theatre, Beckett did not, unfortunately, always record those 

insights or revise his texts accordingly. For some productions, Beckett simply never got 
around to making the full and complete revisions to his English text, that is, never committed 

his revisions to paper, revisions which were clearly part of his developing conception of the 

play, but let the production stand as the final text. The most obvious and stunning example is 

the ballet (or mime) called Quad in English. Beckett's final version of the work, the 

production for German television, broadcast on 8 October 1981, is called Quadrat I & II, a 

title that suggests at least two acts, if not two plays. Near the end of the taping, Beckett 

created what amounted to an unplanned second act for the play. When he saw the color 

production of Quad rebroadcast on a black and white monitor, he decided instantly to create 

Quad II. Beckett's printed text (in any language) was, however, never revised to acknowledge 
this remarkable revision of the work's fundamental structure. No printed version of the play 
bears the title of the production, and so no accurate version, one that includes Beckett's 

revisions, exists in print. Beckett's own videotaped German production, then, remains the only 
"final" text for Quad. 

Finally, for his own television version of his stage play, Was Wo (What Where), Beckett 

again revised the German text extensively, but he never rully revised the stage directions of 

the original. This omission was due in part to Beckett's continued work on the central visual 

imagery of the play through rehearsals up to the final taping. By this stage of his directing 
career in 1985, he had developed enough confidence and trust in the collaborations that theatre 

entails, indeed that it necessitates, that he was creating his theatre work almost wholly in 

rehearsals, directly on the stage (or in this case, in the studio), although he kept a theatrieal 

notebook for the production as well. As his long-time cameraman and technical assistant, Jim 

Lewis, recalled: 

If you want to compare this production [of Was Wo] with the others for television, 

there's one major difference. And that is his concept was not set. He changed and 

changed and changed.. . . Fve never experienced that with him before. You know 

how concrete he is, how precise he is. Other times we could usually follow through 

on that with minor, minor changes; but this time there were several basic changes 

and he still wasn't sure.21 

Lewis's observation suggests the single most significant element in Beckett's evolution from 

playwright to theatre artist, from writer to director: his commitment to the idea of 

performance. In practical and literary terms such a commitment meant that nothing like a 
"final script" for his theatrieal work could be established before he worked with it and re- 

worked it directly on stage. What he insisted to his Ameriean publisher about Play he 

21 Martha Fehsenfeld, "Beckett's Reshaping of What Where for Television," Modern Drama, XXIX (1986), p. 
236. 
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reiterated at the same time to his principal American director, Alan Schneider, in response to 

Schneider's queries. Beckett expressed what had become obvious and axiomatic to him: "I 

realize that no fmal script is possible until I work on rehearsals."22 With Play, Beckett's 

emphasis on performance had been necessitated by his revision of the work between its 

English publication and its French and English performances, and it was such demanding 
technical difficulties as Play presented that finally prompted Beckett to take full charge of 

directing his work.23 With What Where, however, Beckett went on to revise French and 

English stage versions of his play after he had adapted and taped the German television 

production, but again without revising the opening stage directions. A clear diagram and a 

paragraph describing the revised stage set, however, were part of his theatrical notebook for 

Was Wo (What Where), and so those passages could be adopted for a revised text by simply 

substituting Beckett's exact words for the original.24 
One can, however, easily overstate Beckett's attraction to theatre, even romanticize it. While 

the process of working on stage was fruitful and grew finally indispensable to his theatrical 

art, it did not always proceed smoothly. And at times Beckett seemed exasperated by the 

whole process of theatre. With the success of Godot, the demands for new work, for advice 

on productions and translations of his work, from all over the world, became almost 

suffocating. Much in his expanded semi-public role as director did not sit comfortably with 

him, in particular the practical demands of differing theatres, the constraints of deadlines, and 

the inevitable intercourse with an intrusive broader public?reporters with cameras managed 
to insinuate themselves into rehearsals all too often?and Beckett periodically announced his 

abandonment of theatre. On 23 March 1975, for instance, he wrote to his long-time firiend 

and some-time literary agent, George Reavey: "rehearsing French Not I with M. Renaud, with 

yet another Krapp to eke it out, opening April 8. Then farewell to theatre." On 14 April, he 

reaffirmed his retirement, "Pas Moi off to a goodish start. Vast relief at thought of no more 

theatre."25 But a year later, in April of 1976, he was in London directing Billie Whitelaw 

in Footfalls at the Royal Court Theatre, to which he returned three years later to stage what 

was perhaps his English language directorial masterwork, Billie Whitelaw's tour-de-force 

performance of Happy Days, which premiered in June of 1979. In 1977, two years after his 

supposed retirement, Beckett only began his long directorial relationship with the San Quentin 
Drama Workshop, directing its founder Rick Cluchey in Krapp's Last Tape at the Akademie 

der Kiinst in Berlin in 1977, and Endgame with the company in May of 1980 at the Riverside 

Studios in London. In July of 1983, Beckett announced the end of his directorial career yet 

22 Alec Reid makes something of the same point in the posthumous "Impact and Parable in Beckett: A First 
Encounter with Not I," published in a tribute issue of Hermathena, CXLI (1986) ed. Terence Brown and Nicholas 
Grene: Beckett "will speak of the first run-through with actors as the 'realization' of the play and when it has been 
performed publicly, he will say that it has been 'created." Delivering the first Annenberg Lecture at the University 
of Reading's Beckett Archive in May 1993, Billie Whitelaw observed of Not I: "I very much had the feeling that it 
was a work in progress." 

23 For details see "De-theatricalizing Theater: The ?o$t~Play Plays, p. xx. 
24 For a fuller discussion of these revisions see "What Where II: Revision as Re-creation," The Review of 

Contemporary Fiction VU (1987), pp. 120-23, as well as the What Where portionof the Theatrieal Notebooks of 
Samuel Beckett, Volume IV: The Shorter Plays, and Fehsenfeld, p. 236. 

25 CarltonLake,ed.,iVo Symbols Where None Intended: A Catalogue of Books, Manuscripts, and Other Material 
Relating to Samuel Beckett in the Collections of the Humanities Research Center, (Humanities Research Center, 
1984), p. 155. 
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again: "Omitted to mention in my last, in reply to your evocation of the Riverside rehearsals 

[for the San Quentin Endgame], that I have done with directing, or it with me. Never 

again."26 But as he wrote to his Ameriean publisher and theatrieal agent in 1959, "the call 

ofthe theatre is strong," and it remained so through most ofthe 1980s. By February of 1984, 

Beckett was back in London at least supervising Walter Asmus's recreationof Beckett's own 

1978 Berlin staging of Godot, now with the San Quentin Drama Workshop. In the course of 

what was intended as simple supervision ofthe 1978 staging, Beckett again revised, refined, 
corrected his earlier staging significantly.27 By early 1984, he had also already accepted an 

offer to adapt and direct his stage play What Where for German television in Stuttgart, 

although the work was delayed until June of 1985. 

But as useful as working directly in the concrete space of theatre turned out to be, it did not 

always resolve all creative and textual questions for Beckett, and so his productions did not 

always result in what he tended to call "defmitive" texts. Having worked closely with Anthony 

Page on the Royal Court Theatre production of Not I in January of 1975, for instance, and 

having directed it himself at the Theatre d'Orsay later that year (April 1975) and again in 

April of 1978, Beckett remained uncertain, hesitant, ambivalent about several fundamental 

details of the play: even how many characters it should contain, for example. The best advice 

he could offer a pair of young Ameriean directors in 1986 was "simply to omit the Auditor. 

He is very difficult to stage (light?position) and may well be of more harm than good. For 

me the play needs him but I can do without him. I have never seen him function 

effectively."28 Beckett's assessment of Auditor's ineffectiveness presumably includes the 

1973 Royal Court production with Billie Whitelaw which he supervised and which was 

eventually taped for broadcast by the BBC. For the videotape Auditor was, of course, dropped 
in favor of a tight close-up of actress Billie Whitelaw's bespittled lips. And for his own 1978 

French production (his second) with Madeleine Renaud, he omitted Auditor entirely. 
To call even those texts which include all of Beckett's theatrieal revisions "defmitive," 

however, as Beckett occasionally did (if off-handedly), is not only to evoke the discourse of 

another era but to shift the emphasis away from the process of textual evolution which they 
represent. The revised texts are "final" only in the sense that Samuel Beckett's physical life 
is now final, that is, over. It is quite clear to those who worked with him in the theatre that 
had he directed any of his plays again, he would have generated more refinements, additional 

corrections, another revised text. The revised texts do, however, come closer to being finished 
than those originally published in the sense that Maurice Blanchot used the term in his 1955 

work, L Espace litteraire: "A work is finished, not when it is completed, but when he who 
labors at it from within can just as well finish it from without."29 If these revised and 
corrected plays are "finished," it is because Beckett has approached them from "without," as 

another, as a reader and metteur-en-scene. Like any good reader, Beckett saw more in his 
texts at each reading, and directing offered him the opportunity of intense re-reading. 

26 Samuel Beckett letter to S.E. Gontarski, 24 July 1983. 
27 See Theatrical Notebooks of Samuel Beckett, Volume I: Waitingfor Godot, ed. James Knowlson and Dougald 

McMillan (Grove Press, 1994). 
28 Samuel Beckett, letter to David Hunsberger and Linda Kendall, 16 November 1986. 
29 

Blanchot, Maurice, The Space of Literature, Trans. & Intro. Ann Smock, (University of Nebraska Press, 1982), 
p. 54. 
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What the revised and corrected texts represent, finally, is Beckett's physical work in the 

theatre, a period of self-collaboration and so self-revision which all but dominated the final 

two decades of his life. They emphasize that his direct work with actors and technicians, while 

not always tranquil, was always productive and of no less importance, of no less value than 

the work he did in the seclusion of his study to produce and translate the first versions of his 

play scripts. Beckett's theatrical texts, however, were created not in his study but in the 

theatre, and as such they stand as testimony to Beckett's creative vitality into the eighth decade 

of his life and to his faith in the living theatre as a vital, creative force in the waning days of 

the twentieth century. 
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Theatrical Space and the Domain of Endgame 

Brian Richardson 

"There's no more nature." 
—Endgame 

The concept of narrative space in fictional texts, once a cornerstone of 
the theory and analysis of the classic texts of modernism, has recently receded 
somewhat from the critical horizon. In addition, while work on space in modem 
drama continues to be done, it typically does not explore in any depth the specifically 
ontological issues foregrounded by modernists who created fictional worlds that 
closely resemble but ultimately elude or transcend the ordinary world of everyday 
existence. Les Essif for example has recently set forth an engaging account of 
theatrical space in the twentieth century along with an impressive reading of the 
function of space in Beckett's Endgame in the pages of this journal ("Introducing 
the 'Hyper' Theatrical Subject: The Mise en Abyme of Empty Space," JDTC 9:1, 
Fall 1994, 67-86).1 In doing so, he argues for a connected set of important issues 
surrounding the concept of space that simultaneously involves modern dramatic 
theory, the interpretation of Beckett, and the staging of Endgame—a cluster of 
issues I wish to respond to in this paper. 

Essif draws attention to the relatively neglected subject of the empty stage 
and its relations to theatrical space as well as to its dialectical interaction with the 
stage as the site of modem representations of a single consciousness. As he states: 
"two revolutionary concepts—one concerning empty space, the other, inner space— 
became inextricably connected, as the written text focused on the mind of the 
dramatic character and on how best to represent it on the three-dimensional stage" 
(67). Furthermore, in the dramatic works of Samuel Beckett, "the void that 
surrounds the mind is duplicated within the mind, producing a double referent that 
invokes metatheatricality in a profound way" (68-69). 

As timely and worthwhile as this article is, nevertheless (and in this respect 
it both resembles and may stand for most theories of space in drama), it fails to do 
justice to the most neglected aspect of theatrical space—the ontological claims 
always implicit in a drama's setting. I will argue it is precisely this ontological 

Brian Richardson is an Associate Professor in the English Department of the University of Maryland. 
He is the author of Unlikely Stories: Causality and the Nature of Modern Narrative (1997), and 
articles on several aspects of dramatic theory, including temporality, realism, character theory, and 
point of view in drama. 
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level that it is essential to theorize adequately if we are to comprehend the full 
nature of Beckett's play with space in Endgame including, as we will see, a staged 
representation of that space that led Beckett to take legal action against a widely 
respected American theater. It is my hope that this analysis will also contribute to 
the corpus of Beckett criticism, which generally tends to view the drama's spatiality 
either in somewhat reductive terms (Kenner's "And where is this place? It is here, 
that is all we can say, here before us, on stage"2), or with the eloquent fuzziness of 
Steven Connor: "Endgame asks us to conceive of a place which is both absolute 
and relative. The stage space both is and isn't its own space."3 

It will probably be useful to begin with some discussion of the nature of 
the narrative representation of space. Every story, whether enacted or narrated, 
has both a temporal and a spatial setting. Thus, the work may either represent the 
world of our experience, or a rather different realm that will contain intermittent 
points of congruence with our world. In other words, the represented space will 
be coextensive with that which we inhabit and therefore more or less subject to the 
facts of geography and the laws that govern spatial relations, or it will eschew, 
abrogate, or contest those laws.4 We may recall how Joyce plays with these 
conventions by using an exhaustively accurate representation of the physical 
features of Dublin in 1904, to the extreme of locating Bloom's residence in an 
actual building that was unoccupied at the time of the action of Ulysses. 

On the other hand, writers like Blake, Borges, or Calvino will describe 
alternative narrative spaces—even logically impossible ones like that of Borges's 
"The Aleph"—that nevertheless bear some resemblance to our domain, and generate 
both interest and tension by their varying degrees of correspondence and divergence. 
Thus we can contrast more or less verisimilar settings with legendary or fantastic 
ones as well as with parodic or nonexistent spaces. Furthermore, the selection of 
either type of ontological position will either be evident from the outset or more 
gradually revealed over the course of the work, as the characters, the audience, or 
both simultaneously discover very different spatial dynamics than those that were 
expected. An extreme case of disorientation for both protagonist and reader is a 
typical feature of the work of writers like Maurice Blanchot. To reiterate, these 
distinct types of narrative space—that is, what Michael Issacharoff terms "discourse 
space"—are best differentiated through ontological criteria, by understanding their 
apparent congruity with or divergence from the physical space we inhabit.5 

In modem drama, we find a number of ingenious creations of alternate 
worlds and destabilizations of superficially realistic ones. We may note the curious 
domains that constitute the settings of various dada and surrealist dramas (just 
where does Tzara's "The Gas Heart" take place?), as well as interesting afterworlds 
invented by atheists in Shaw's Man and Superman, Brecht's Trial ofLucullus, and 
Sartre's No Exit (a hell that, significantly, is said to resemble a Second Empire 
drawing room). In many absurdist dramas—indeed, this is in part why they are 
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termed absurdist—the represented space both closely resembles and substantially 
differs from any conceivable place on earth. In works like Pinter's The Basement, 
each individual spatial setting is perfectly realistic, but the conjunction of these 
scenes within a contradictory chronology results in what I suggest is a logically 
impossible narrative space. 

For quintessentially modern settings, we may look at the dramas of 
Slawomir Mrozek, many of which begin in some kind of ontological confusion or 
even limbo. In his "Striptease," two characters are literally thrust into an unusual 
place they do not recognize and cannot comprehend; it is a space that tends to 
elude effective description, though we may identify an important antecedent in 
Artaud's equally ambiguous "Jet of Blood," which Mrozek's play builds on. These, 
I suggest, are other worlds that cannot be reduced to the contents of any single 
subjectivity; ontological criteria need to be evoked for a full explanation of these 
modern universes. It is a mistake to press too hard on the empty space/inner space 
postulate, since the imaginative possibilities set free by the move away from 
verisimilar space and realistic set design have enabled the dramatization of a great 
number of unusual domains that cannot be reduced to mental projection. 

There is another distinction that is equally important to observe. In (and 
only in) the theater, which visually presents on stage a portion of the represented 
narrative space, there is, as Manfred Pfister has briefly mentioned, an additional 
possibility, that of contradiction or ambiguity between the physical representation 
we see and the surrounding space offstage we hear described.6 Sometimes of 
course we feel a seamless continuity between these two areas, as when Pegeen 
Mike, standing within the realistic set of a typical shebeen in rural western Ireland, 
looks out the window in Act Two and watches the race being run in the countryside 
without. In other plays, and this I suggest is a typically twentieth century 
phenomenon, the relation between these two (and still other) spaces is 
problematized.7 Indeed, it might not be an exaggeration to claim that one of the 
great inner dramas of modern theater is the need of both characters and audiences 
to determine and come to grips with apparently confusing, ambiguous, or 
indeterminate spaces and spatial relations. 

In Pirandello's Six Characters in Search of an Author, the stage that the 
audience views represents a stage in Italy in the 1920s. But an actual stage does 
not precisely represent a stage (anymore than a real apple represents an apple)—it 
is a stage; only through the dialogue can one know that the play's spatial setting 
differs from the physical space the audience sees. Just this difference is challenged 
in Jack Gelber's metadrama, The Connection, in which the script calls for the 
naming of the theater in which the play is being produced at the time. Peter Handke's 
"Offending the Audience" goes still further. The space of this spectacle is exactly 
co-extensive with the area it is performed within, and the resulting "unity of place" 
is far more rigorous than anything ever imagined by neoclassical critics ("The 
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emptiness of this stage signifies nothing This stage represents nothing. It 
represents no other emptiness").8 These examples reveal not merely an evocation 
of empty space but rather an extension of the partially represented or actual stage 
space to include the traditionally neutral area where the audience is (perhaps 
uncomfortably) seated. 

These two aspects of theatrical space—the ontology of the dramatized 
world and the precise relation of the visible stage space to that which exists just 
beyond the boundary of the stage—are insistently problematized in Endgame so 
as to invite a number of incompatible interpretations (including those of Essif) 
while at the same time rendering each alternative both inconclusive and even 
ultimately reductive. In the wordless action that the play begins with, Clov looks 
at and finally through both windows, emitting a brief laugh each time. These 
actions inaugurate a kind of hermeneutic mystery concerning just what lies outside 
Hamm's room. Throughout the play, the audience is given a number of teasing 
hints. When Harnm interjects, "What dreams! Those forests!" some spectators 
may reasonably conclude that the world they inhabit is being evoked; others may 
assume that a world with forests can exist for these characters only in a dream.9 

These readings are further complicated by Hamm's other, more cryptic statements: 
"There's nowhere else" (6) and "Outside of here it's death" (8). 

Here the play moves further from the world of our experience, as it 
becomes increasingly possible that Hamm's descriptions of his external world 
might be more uncanny or more unexpectedly literal than we may perhaps first 
have assumed. That is, it may be that the words signify that life outside the room 
is not worth changing places for, or they may refer to a future world that has been 
largely annihilated. On the other hand, Beckett may be dramatizing an invented 
world the nature and extent of which are still to be revealed—and it may just be 
that in this world there is literally or virtually nothing beyond the room. 
Alternatively, the room could he, pace Essif, an image of Hamm's consciousness 
(though it is also one that Clov is said to be doomed to share [36], as a single 
subjectivity is, in typical Beckettian fashion, thoroughly contaminated). And of 
course a self-reflexive meaning is always hovering behind ostensibly referential 
statements in Beckett's works. Essif finds "a central core that, in turn, signifies a 
progression of 'deep' metatheatrical and metaphysical meaning in the reflective 
empty space of his skull" (78). I would argue instead that for statements like 
"outside of here it's death," a rather different position is being adduced—that 
characters qua characters can exist only on a stage, and that outside the performance 
space they are necessarily non-existent, and in this sense, "dead."10 

The play's ontological ambiguity is further exacerbated by additional, 
self-canceling statements about the space surrounding the characters. Clov avers, 
"There's no more nature" (11), a claim that has a tantalizing number of potential 
meanings, including the possibility that world being staged is an ontologically 
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distinct one that does not contain what we would call "nature." Later, Hamm 
touches the wall and states, "Beyond is the . . . other hell" (26, Beckett's ellipsis), 
suggesting yet another, eschatological space. Then, striking the wall, he exclaims, 
"Do you hear? Hollow bricks!" (26), presumably referring to an actual stage 
property. Possible meanings continue to proliferate, but the identity of the space 
outside remains obscure. 

Throughout the entire play, the mysterious area outside the room is 
contradictorily evoked. We find cliched historical locales (Lake Como, 21) and 
unspecified, almost generic areas: a desert (23), the woods (18), the ocean (30), 
the steppe (36), a current that leads to the South (34)—each perfectly plausible in 
itself, but quite unlikely to exist together, and as often as not rendered dubious by 
the subsequent dialogue. There are also presumably impossible landscape features 
("There's no more tide" 62), as well as the numerous metatheatrical locutions 
noted by Essif. In addition, due to the absence of any intermission and the intimate 
nature of the smaller theaters the play was intended for, it usually produces a 
distinct claustrophobic feeling in the audience as the area containing the spectators 
threatens to bleed into the enclosed stage it surrounds. "The other hell" referred to 
by Hamm is one that exists outside the building. His hell, by contrast, includes 
those "multitudes" situated just beyond the markedly porous fourth wall before 
him. 

Perhaps the most intriguing bit of space in the play is the reference to the 
geographical designation of the presumed homeland of the boy in Hamm's story. 
Not surprisingly, Hamm's words are entirely indeterminate: "Where did he come 
from? He named the hole. A good half-day, on horse I enquired about the 
situation at Kov, beyond the gulf. Not a sinner. Good" (52). The physical location 
is thus left unknowable, though it is teasingly proximate. The measure of distance 
provided is as likely to confuse as to enlighten a spectator necessarily unfamiliar 
with horse travel, and indeed adds to the play's chronological destabilization (i.e. 
premodern, postapocalyptic, or the temporality of a parallel world?) 

Most interesting is "Kov." A thorough gloss on the name should help 
disclose some of the range of Beckett's spatial imagination. As most critics might 
have guessed, there is currently no town of this name in the world, according to 
the National Geographic Society. Beckett would seem to have invented a location, 
though admittedly one that sounds like it might well be situated near a steppe. On 
the other hand, this may be an extreme specimen of self-reflexivity. A cove is 
rather like a diminutive gulf, and the "place" Kov may have been generated by 
strictly verbal manipulation.11 Finally, we may note that "Kov" is the standard 
pronunciation of Cobh, a major Irish port that the occupying English renamed 
"Queenstown" in 1849. During a live performance, any spectator familiar with 
the port would naturally assume that it was the place being referred to. This would 
contribute to a subtle postcolonial interpretation of the play that could connect it 
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both to a historical Ireland and intertextually to Caliban's disputed isle in The 
Tempest}1 Appropriately, the play ends with Clov at the door, about to leave, but 
still in the room. The multiple, incompatible spaces evoked throughout the drama 
will not be resolved by a definitive exit into an unambiguous place. It may just be 
literally true that "there's nowhere else." 

In view of all of this, it is singularly appropriate that Beckett's stage 
direction refers to the space outside the windows simply as "the without" (26, 76). 
That is, there is a meticulously constructed "polysemic ambiguity," as it were, one 
that suggests numerous contradictory interpretations even as it refuses to validate 
any of the several spaces it so assiduously points toward. Here we have an extreme 
example of what Una Chaudhuri terms "geopathology," or the characterization of 
space as a problem.13 The play also discloses the performative nature (in the sense 
of the term articulated by J. L. Austin) of statements concerning a play's setting 
made by figures within the work: generally speaking, the setting is whatever it is 
stated to be at the outset—unless this information is contradicted by other subsequent 
statements. This is equally true of assertions made by an external narrator (e.g. 
the Chorus in Henry Fwho announces, "Unto Southampton do we shift our scene," 
III 42) or by a character (the captain's statement, "This is Illyria, lady," Twelfth 
Night, I ii 2). Through his practice of continually calling into question prior spatial 
statements, Beckett reveals how effortlessly they ordinarily constitute the dramatic 
world. 

This being the case, it is not surprising that directors and other interpreters 
have repeatedly tried to simplify this ambiguous, self-negating space by ignoring 
some of its aspects. On the other hand, the importance of maintaining this 
interpretive polysemy is attested to by the lengths Beckett will go to preserve his 
work from oversimplification. JoAnn Akalaitis, who directed a 1984 production 
of Endgame at Robert Brustein's American Repertory Theatre in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, used a recognizable underground subway tunnel for its setting; the 
play's windows, which I have suggested are so important to the to the generation 
and maintenance of unresolvably multiple ontological positions, were not depicted 
at all. Once he learned of the changes, Beckett demanded that the production be 
stopped, and a temporary restraining order was prepared. A resolution was finally 
worked out, and the production went on as planned; Beckett however insisted that 
the following disclaimer be inserted into each playbill: 

Any production of Endgame which ignores my stage directions 
is completely unacceptable to me. My play requires an empty 
room and two small windows. The American Repertory Theatre 
production, which dismisses my directions, is a complete parody 
of the play as conceived by me. Anybody who cares for the 
work couldn't fail to be disgusted by this.14 
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By providing a determinate, realistic setting, Akalaitis radically narrowed the 
specifically ontological questions the play properly forces us to explore and 
confront; with the audience immediately comfortable in the knowledge of the play's 
setting, the numerous discussions of the drama's world lose their point, their power, 
and their general destabilizing effect. Ironically, in an early working draft for this 
play Beckett utilized an extremely realistic setting: the region of Picardy, "more 
precisely in Boulonnais . . . near Wissant." The protagonists were originally 
conceived as survivors of a World War I battle, and the year was 1918. As S. E. 
Gontarski points out in his edition of Beckett's theatrical notebooks for the work, 
"[tjhese realistic details, necessary for the creative process, were progressively 
eliminated in revisions."15 

A brief look at Beckett's fiction reveals a similar fascination with the 
multiple possibilities of narrative space. In Molloy, as John Fletcher has observed, 
the Molloy country seems very Irish, while Moran (who may be Molloy) 
nevertheless appears to inhabit a country like France.16 In "Ping" and "Imagination 
Dead Imagine," images of small, confining white areas are adduced, though it is 
not clear how real or how literal these spaces are. The spatial setting of The 
Unnamable is unknowable, and that of Worstward Ho is repeatedly stated and 
denied.17 A comic distillation of Beckett's play with narrative space may perhaps 
be found in Voice's attempt to construct an appropriate physical setting for the 
misadventures of Woburn, the protagonist of story he is compelled to narrate, in 
the radio play, "Cascando": the largely immobile figure is "moved" by his creator 
from lying face down in the sand to lying among stones to lying face down in a 
boat. Given this sustained remaking of all spatial areas, it will probably surprise 
no one that in M. C. RintouPs reference work, Dictionary of Real People and 
Places in Fiction, there is no entry for Samuel Beckett. 

Adapting Beckett's comment at the end of Watt, "No symbols where 
none intended," we may conclude that Beckett allows no interpretive play except 
that already scripted by the author or—alternately and perhaps more precisely— 
no reductiveness except that already distilled within the text. The moral for both 
stage productions and literary interpretations is to always allow the full range of 
meanings suggested by this rich work, no matter how uncomfortable it may make 
those who prefer a clearer, simpler, more consistent, or less ambiguous entity. 

In the end, the Endgame's spatial setting remains resolutely enigmatic 
and defiantly indeterminate. The construction of narrative space is suspended, 
suggestive but incomplete. Beckett draws on and then pulls away from virtually 
the entire range of possible spaces: historical, invented, parodic, futuristic, 
impossible, unknowable, and self-reflexive. He surveys, as it were, all possible 
types of theatrical space only to reject or negate each one. Even the reflexivity 
remains stubbornly polysemous, referring at once to the physical stage, to more 
general literary constructs, and to antecedent texts. The well known quotation that 
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equates "outside" with "the other hell" (26) may indeed be an oblique allusion to 
a comparable passage in Thomas Middleton's The Changeling: 

Deflores: Yes, and the while I coupled with your mate 
At barley break; now we are left in hell. 

Vermandero: We are all there, it circumscribes us here. 
(V.3. 162-64)18 

In conclusion, we may affirm that Beckett's representation of space is 
much more complexly layered than is generally perceived. It is important for 
critic, theorist, and director to resist valorizing only one or two of the many 
incompatible spaces referred to but never confirmed within this piece. This is 
particularly important when dealing with the multiple ontological frames evoked, 
attenuated, denied, and evoked again throughout the work. To comprehend the 
full power of this setting, it cannot be reduced to a single, determinate space, 
external or internal. Neither should it be dissolved within an overly facile adjective 
like "vague" or "ambiguous." There are instead a multitude of disparate, competing 
spaces that should be identified though they cannot be situated hierarchically; 
paradoxically, these spaces constitute a profuse polysemy of indeterminacy. 
Beckett's construction of narrative space almost literally stretches its boundaries, 
collapses its forms, and partially erases the domains it continues to invent. We 
may concur with Mieke Bal's statement that "[f]ew concepts deriving from the 
theory of narrative texts are as self-evident and have yet remained so vague, as the 
concept of space."19 Endgame reveals just how multiform, changeable, and 
contradictory that space can be. 
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REST OF STAGE IN DARKNESS: 
Beckett, his Directors and Place 

David Addyman 

This paper analyses the treatment of place in Beckett’s dramatic works. A 
number of directors have made Beckett’s places much more naturalistic than 
the texts actually allow. Place is replaced by something else, but the attitude 
misses the way in which the texts juxtapose heterogeneous places – something 
only possible in the theatre – the effect of which is precisely to prevent places 
cohering into wider, naturalistic regions, while at the same time insisting on 
the irreducible facticity of existence and thus resisting the reduction to 
placelessness found in some criticism.  

Elsewhere I have argued that Beckett’s mature prose work is charac-
terised by the recognition that there can be no full and present empla-
cement,1 yet at the same time there is no escape from place. Where the 
former is concerned, the narrator of Texts for Nothing, feeling that his 
very cells are scattered throughout all the places he has occupied, won-
ders, “What can have become […] of the tissues I was, I can see them 
no more, feel them no more, flaunting and fluttering all about and 
inside me, pah they must be still on their old prowl somewhere, passing 
themselves off as me” (1995, 124). The boundaries of place have be-
come porous, such that it loses all identity: the Unnamable says, “here 
is my only elsewhere” (2003, 414), while in Texts for Nothing the 
narrator speaks of “this infinite here” (1995, 123). However, endless 
displacement without emplacement would perhaps be enjoyable, but the 
latter narrator acknowledges, “Unfortunately, it is not a question of 
elsewhere, but of here” (1995, 153). In other words, no matter how 
scattered he is, that scattering must be experienced somewhere. There is 
no release from place. And indeed, this is in keeping with the view held 
by many of the Ancients who theorised place: Zeno, Archytas of 
Tarentum, Parmenides, Gorgias, Plato and Aristotle (see Casey, 51). 
Aristotle repeats the dictum of Archytas that “to be is to be in place.”2 
Place in Aristotle is what “has the power to make things be somewhere 
and to hold and guard them once they are there. Without place, things 
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would not only fail to be located; they would not even be things: they 
would have no place to be the things they are” (Casey, 71; emphasis in 
the original). In Beckett’s post-war work in particular this axiom is 
twisted into an imperative, which is also a curse. The self has to remain 
in place experiencing the loss of place, the displacement of the self: “A 
place. Where none,” as Worstward Ho puts it (2009, 8).  

Yet both these assumptions – that there is no full and present 
emplacement, and that there is no escape from place – may appear to be 
challenged by Beckett’s dramatic works. Certainly, critics have, in dif-
ferent periods, argued the opposite on both counts. For some, Beckett’s 
plays offered presence, while for other, later critics, the erosion of 
presence leads to placelessness. I will argue here that both arguments 
miss the particular way in which place is treated in the dramatic works, 
where the provision of place goes hand-in-hand with its withholding.  

Steven Connor’s discussion of the drama centres on a critique of 
the idea that the plays are concerned with a ‘theatre of presence.’ For 
Connor, this concept receives its clearest expression in Robbe-Grillet’s 
1957 essay, “Samuel Beckett, or Presence on the Stage.” “Probably it is 
the theatre,” Robbe-Grillet says there, “more than any other mode of 
representing reality, which reproduces [the situation of Dasein, of being 
there] most naturally” (Robbe-Grillet, 111), and it is this claim which 
leads Connor to say that Robbe-Grillet “stressed the sense of sheer 
presence which is given by Vladimir and Estragon, deprived as they 
apparently are of all the conventional dramatic supports of script, plot 
or properties” (Connor, 115). However, it becomes clear in the 
continuation that Robbe-Grillet himself takes issue with this view, 
quoting Hamm’s phrase, “I was never there,” from which he goes on to 
conclude that, in Beckett’s work, “No one was ever there” (Robbe-
Grillet, 125; emphasis in the original). Robbe-Grillet does not go into 
the reasons for this claim; he nevertheless shows an awareness of the 
way in which the apparent presence of the characters on stage is 
undermined. It is this threat to presence which Connor explores: 
Vladimir and Estragon, he argues, are “Stranded […] in their agonized 
space of waiting” in which “the present, the here-and-now, is never in 
fact the here-and-now” (120). Connor’s understanding of the present, 
however, is very much temporocentrist: he says that the pair,  
 

poised between the past that they no longer inhabit and the future 
which cannot commence until the arrival of Godot, can never be 
fully in their present either. The longer they spend on the stage, the 
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more, for them and for the audience, the simple immediacy of the 
present becomes drawn into the complex web of relationships and 
repetition that is all experience of time.  

(120)  
 
Elsewhere it is the mediation of language which, Connor argues, 
removes the possibility of presence: in Krapp’s Last Tape, he suggests, 
the place onstage and in the recordings is “the same, but no longer 
coincides with itself” (151). The resistance to presence that Connor 
traces – the centrifugal movement – corresponds to what Derrida calls 
the “spacing-out” of place (see Casey, 339), as a result of which place 
is “Never simply presented” (Casey 339; emphasis in the original). This 
is undoubtedly a force which is at work in the drama, as Connor’s 
analysis shows, albeit without using placial and spatial terms. But there 
are two objections: firstly, it is difficult to think of staging any play 
which does not correspond to Connor’s description of Godot; and 
secondly, for Connor, the culmination of this movement is the complete 
erosion of place: in his discussion of Not I, he speaks of how “a 
fragmented and placeless body is produced by the text and perfor-
mance” (213, n.18; emphasis added). However, as Casey stresses, via 
Derrida, the centrifugal movement does not absolve the subject from 
the predicament of being emplaced – from a centripetal movement: 
“No simple location exists here, but also no simple displacement. For 
place is now to be found in the restless dislocation of passing between 
identifiable places and in the process disidentifying these places 
themselves” (315-16). Casey says elsewhere that in Derrida’s con-
ception of place, “we witness an effort to escape the confinement and 
containment implicit in the Western valorization of abiding residence 
[…] The aim, finally, is to go toward place in all its disjoined imper-
fection and disrupted unrealization […] It is a matter of place without 
place – the atopic in topos” (320; emphasis added). However, as the 
italicised phrase makes clear, this process must take place in place.  

Beckett hints at the importance of a centripetal force in a letter to 
Barney Rosset in which he discusses Act Without Words I: “the play 
requires that this last extremity of human meat [i.e., the protagonist] – 
or bones – be there, thinking and stumbling and sweating, under our 
noses” (qtd. in Connor, 165). For Connor this passage stresses the 
inescapable physicality of Beckett’s characters (albeit mediated by 
language). But it also stresses their inescapable emplacement – their 
need to be in place. This “there,” I would suggest, represents the curse 
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of emplacement, the “predicament” of being “short of world” (Beckett 
1999, 122) but not rid of it, which is also a crucial element in the most 
rigorous models of place – those of Derrida and Casey.  

If Beckett reluctantly concedes the imperative of emplacement 
(i.e., that existence somehow requires place), while on the other hand 
trying everything to erode the necessity of emplacement, then the main 
way in which his drama displays this tension is through the juxtapo-
sition of places in certain troubling and troubled relations. This is 
apparent in his earliest work for the theatre, Eleutheria. The stage space 
employs a split set, “with two very different décors juxtaposed” (5). 
Two rooms from different houses appear side by side, but one slowly 
takes over the space of the other during the course of the play: “Victor’s 
room moves imperceptibly into the Kraps’ salon, as the dirty into the 
clean, the sordid into the respectable, emptiness into clutter” (5). Here, 
the juxtaposition of places appears to result in contamination – one 
place is made impure by contact with another. But later in the play, 
something different happens, when a spectator invades the stage: 
“Spectator (standing up in box) Stop it! (He steps stiffly over the front 
of the box and cautiously climbs down on to the stage. He advances 
towards the bed.) Pardon this intrusion” (127). The description of the 
spectator as moving “stiffly” and “cautiously” between the auditorium 
and the stage suggests how out of place the move is. Two heteroge-
neous places are forced into a relation with one another, but it is a 
relation which we cannot fathom. The separateness and incompatibility 
of the two places is stressed, not the sullying of one by the other. There 
is a disjunction. However, although incompatible, when the spectator 
crosses from the theatre to the stage, a disconcerting, tenuous, hard-to-
define union is established between the two disjointed places.  

This paradox is present in almost all of Beckett’s dramatic work. 
The banana skin and the whistle thrown into the pit in, respectively, 
Krapp’s Last Tape and Endgame (2006, 216, 133), perform a similar 
joining of disparate places – places which should not, by rights, be 
together. Godot makes much play of the crossing over between the 
levels of place it invokes. At one point, Estragon apparently directs 
Pozzo to the backstage toilet, saying, “End of the corridor, on the left” 
(2006, 35). This line has the effect of undermining (albeit in what might 
nowadays seems a rather obvious way) the whole placial charade of the 
play, based on that one direction, “A country road,” and on the 
occasional references in the exchanges to such a place. Elsewhere in the 
play, the characters share in the audience’s inability to bring places 
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together: is there any connection, for instance, between the place we see 
on stage and the Macon country? Vladimir is sure there is, Estragon is 
far from convinced. In Eh Joe, too, there is a similar difficulty in 
binding places into a coherent whole: the play explicitly leaves the 
location of the woman’s voice undefined, yet invites both character and 
audience to venture a common locus: “You know that penny-farthing 
hell you call your mind … That’s where you think this is coming from, 
don’t you?” (2006, 362).  

Beckett indicated the importance of the juxtaposition that is both a 
disjunction and a confusion when directing That Time: he spent 
considerable time trying to get the fragmentary effect right, ironically 
terming it the play’s “continuity” (qtd. in Knowlson and Pilling, 210). 
This word encapsulates perfectly the paradox which is at work: 
juxtaposed places contaminate one another, yet somehow retain their 
own irreducible isolation. In what follows I will examine this paradox 
and its relationship to Aristotelian ‘emplacement.’  

My focus here will be primarily on plays which have been the 
subject of ‘divergent’ or unauthorised productions – specifically those 
which in some way run counter to Beckett’s wishes regarding the 
treatment of place. It will become clear that the manner in which 
unauthorised productions stray from Beckett’s thought on place itself 
illuminates that thought. As Connor has pointed out, Beckett’s attempts 
to retain control over his plays relate less to their interpretation than to 
their physical form – the details of light, sound and décor (116). There 
is, indeed, a noticeable uniformity in his refusals to allow experimental 
productions, indicating a certain uniformity in the requests prompting 
them. As Thomas Cousineau notes: “The decision not to honour 
Beckett’s wishes will most often allow the audience’s response to be 
recuperated within the traditional aesthetic that Beckett had repudiated” 
(63). Gerry McCarthy is more specific, lamenting “the endemic 
directorial obsession with location and interpretation”; this, he argues, 
is “the clearest example of misplaced mimesis or possibly what Beckett 
would style looking at the world like a building contractor” (qtd. in 
Oppenheim, 254). Remarkably, what emerges again and again when 
one begins to examine “experimental” productions is, on the one hand, 
a striking similarity in their treatment of place, and on the other hand, 
that this experimentation is practised almost exclusively in relation to 
place. While all other elements (the wording of the actors’ lines, for 
instance, and their delivery, as well as the characters’ appearance) are 
(on the whole) left as stipulated by the text, in numerous productions, 
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directors experiment with the setting of the plays, most often 
amplifying them and turning them into realistic landscapes, and 
weakening, or abolishing altogether, the all-important element of 
unsettling juxtaposition.3  

It is important to distinguish this directorial move towards 
amplification from the “scattering” that permeates Texts for Nothing 
and Beckett’s work generally. The latter is coterminous with the 
“centrifugal” move away from presence that Connor notes at work in 
the drama. This ‘dis-placing’ drive tends towards the loss of presence – 
though not, as I argued at the start, a loss of place. By contrast, we 
could dub the directorial amplification ‘re-placement’ since its general 
direction is towards a recovery of place, filling out Beckett’s radically 
unhomely places with something easier to grasp. This, clearly, is 
something with which Beckett wants no truck. ‘Re-placement’ is 
particularly prevalent in productions of the early plays, since their 
ironised realism can easily be turned into ‘real realism’ by a director 
bent on this, without any too-obvious disruption. It can be seen at work 
in JoAnne Akalaitis’ infamous production of Endgame – the subject of 
Beckett’s most acrimonious clash with a director. 

Akalaitis set the play in and around a subway carriage, but also 
added incidental music and had the actors speaking in slang. 
Significantly, as Oppenheim points out, Beckett’s strongest objections 
were to “the transposing of the play’s locale”; she asks, “is a radical 
change in setting not truly a textual alteration?” (4; emphasis in the 
original). As Kalb says, Akalaitis’ scene “unquestionably suggests a 
specific time and place – an American city, probably New York, after a 
nuclear holocaust” (81, emphasis added). The location which the play 
leaves unspecified is opened out into a wider spatial and historical 
context. The lengths to which Beckett went in order to have the 
production suppressed underline just how important the staging was to 
him, and the statement which he insisted be inserted into the 
programme focuses this issue:  

 
Any production of Endgame which ignores my stage directions is 
completely unacceptable to me. My play requires an empty room 
and two small windows. The American Repertory Theater 
Production which dismisses my directions is a complete parody of 
the play as conceived by me. Anybody who cares for the work 
couldn’t fail to be disgusted by this.  

(qtd. in Kalb, 79; emphasis added)  

FOXXDAVE
Highlight
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Beckett categorically refused to accept anything but the staging as 
described in the text: “Bare interior. Grey Light. Left and right back, 
high up, two small windows” (2006, 92). Frederick Neumann found 
how immovable Beckett was on this when he became involved in trying 
to effect some kind of resolution between Beckett and Akalaitis. As he 
reports it,  
 

Beckett said, “It was meant for a small, tightly confined space.” 
That was the biggest thing he objected to, this enormous space. 
You never had the sense of Clov’s enslavement or confinement. 
Beckett was not going to deny this claustrophobic tightness of 
space […] His point was […] that what he was talking about in 
Endgame, that that was what the room designed with two windows 
and so on was meant to be. He just talked about it being a room, a 
small place where everybody was confined.  

(qtd. in Oppenheim, 37; emphasis added) 
 

If Akalaitis set her production in an overly realistic place, this is 
not to say that Beckett’s plays do not refer to real-world places. Many 
of them do, and such places often carry some significance for a 
character, as if supplying rootedness (these naturalistic places are 
invariably invoked in the past tense). Krapp’s memories are full of 
places. The play mentions Connaught, Kedar Street, the Baltic, Crogan 
(2006, 218, 222, 223), a “bench by the weir” (219) and the episode in 
the boat which causes Krapp so much pain happens on an “upper lake” 
(221) whose location is well known to him, though withheld from the 
audience. That Time, while referring to temporal questions in its title, 
likewise features narratives which are replete with detailed descriptions 
of places, recognisable as Dublin or London (though in no way 
recovered by being so). However, this stands in marked contrast to the 
‘place’ actually seen on stage. The stated link between the stories and 
the Listener (2006, 388)4 does not clarify how he got from those very 
natural places to the present (most unnatural) one. Likewise, Play 
mentions “our darling Grand Canary” (2006, 310), but the clarity of this 
place does not provide any illumination to that presented on stage. 
Duckworth suggests that in Endgame, Play, Krapp’s Last Tape and 
That Time, although the characters appear to be fixed in one spot 
(literally, in Winnie’s case), what he calls their “inner space” is 
dominated by a “past elsewhere” (94). This is undoubtedly right, and is 
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part of the centrifugal ‘dis-placement’ of place that so afflicts the 
narrator of Texts for Nothing. However, what is at stake is often more 
complex than this: we cannot be sure what the relation is between the 
places we see and hear about on stage. Mere memory does not seem to 
be what Beckett has in mind, but a radical juxtaposition.  

What many productions miss is what we might call the 
‘monstrous’ quality of the juxtaposition of places in Beckett’s play. The 
term is Foucault’s, and it emerges from a theorisation of juxtaposition 
that seems highly promising in our context. According to Foucault, 
“We are in the epoch of simultaneity: we are in the epoch of 
juxtaposition, the epoch of the near and far, of the side-by-side, of the 
dispersed” (1986, 22). He notes that “we live inside a set of relations 
that delineates sites which are irreducible to one another and absolutely 
not superimposable on one another” (1986, 23). This is very suggestive, 
but Foucault’s argument is slightly blunted – at least when employed as 
a means of trying to understand Beckett’s use of juxtaposition – by the 
fact that he only discusses heterotopias that are real places. For 
instance, he mentions fairgrounds, which “teem once or twice a year 
with stands, displays, heteroclite objects, wrestlers, snakewomen, 
fortune-tellers, and so forth” (1986, 26). More useful are his famous 
comments on Borges’s Chinese encyclopaedia – if this wonderful but 
overused image can bear another outing. For Foucault, it is not the mere 
juxtaposition of unusual elements in itself that is odd about the 
encyclopaedia: “What transgresses the boundaries of all imagination, of 
all possible thought, is simply that alphabetical series (a, b, c, d) which 
links each of [the] categories to all the others” (2002, xvii). The 
categories are brought together, but we can think of no way – and 
crucially, no space – in which this is possible:  

The monstrous quality that runs through Borges’s enumeration 
consists […] in the fact that the common ground on which such 
meetings are possible has itself been destroyed. What is 
impossible is not the propinquity of the things listed, but the very 
site on which their propinquity would be possible. The animals 
“(i) frenzied, (j) innumerable, (k) drawn with a fine camelhair 
brush” – where could they ever meet …? 

(Foucault 2002, xviii; emphasis added) 

Borges “does away with the site, the mute ground upon which it is 
possible for entities to be juxtaposed” (xviii). In Foucault’s formulation, 
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Borges’s list removes the table – both the physical one on which, for 
instance “the umbrella encounters the sewing-machine,” and also the 
tabula that “enables thought to operate upon the entities of our world, 
to put them in order, to divide them into classes, to group them 
according to names that designate their similarities and their differences 
– the table upon which, since the beginning of time, language has
intersected space” (xviii; emphasis added). He says that “though
language can spread them before us it can do so only in an unthinkable
space” (xviii; emphasis added). Where, then – if at all – do Borges’s
entities exist? Foucault calls it the dimension of the “heteroclite,” “in
which fragments of a large number of possible orders glitter separately
[…] without law or geometry” (xix). In such a state, he says, “things
are ‘laid,’ ‘placed,’ ‘arranged’ in sites so very different from one
another that it is impossible to find a place of residence for them, to
define a common locus beneath them all” (xix).5 Although in The Order
of Things space is chiefly metaphorical, whereas in Beckett’s dramatic
work it is made literal, the relevance of Foucault’s perspective to the
plays nonetheless seems clear.

Let us start, then, from Foucault’s evocation of the table image 
and turn to Ohio Impromptu, whose sole hint of place (in the stage 
directions at least) is precisely such a piece of furniture. Although both 
Listener and Reader touch the table, and therefore appear to share 
Foucault’s “common ground,” things are not this simple. There is in 
fact no way of explaining the meeting, the propinquity, of the two 
characters. The play apparently tells the simple story of someone who 
creates an imaginary companion to keep him company for a time by 
reading to him; one day the reader comes to say that the listener must 
learn to live without him; he reads to him one last time before 
disappearing. However, the tensions in the play are brought to the fore 
if one considers the different ways in which over-confident delivery by 
the actor playing the part of Reader may render the play incoherent. If 
he simply reads everything as if for the umpteenth time, then the 
hesitation (“Looks closer”) over the phrase “as if never been” (2006, 
446) – which leads to what Connor calls the only “live” word in the text
– “yes” (131) – will lose its point. But reading as though for the first
time will not quite do either: the story refers to a long series of nights
which is now coming to a close, and this finality is somehow enacted –
or re-enacted – in the face-to-face confrontation at the very end. What
this means is that Beckett has written a play in which emplacement –
the deceptively simple fact of two characters being seated at the same
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table – is jeopardised. Kalb puts this well when he says, “as soon as one 
attempts any explanation of the physical situation, its various levels of 
significance interconnect ironically and lead to a multiplicity of 
meanings” (49).6 No reading is able to explain how and in what space 
the reader and listener can be together.  

The manner in which Ohio Impromptu dissolves and at the same 
time necessitates a common ground between things extends towards the 
places of the play itself, which are likewise insular and difficult to 
group together. Just as the table keeps the two characters in a fragile 
relation in which they appear conjoined yet cannot be, the text of the 
play keeps the narrated places in an uneasy relation: this applies not just 
to the Isle of Swans, but also to what is perhaps the most puzzling place 
‘in’ the play, Ohio. What, we are forced to ask, is the purpose of this 
place in the title? In what relation does it stand to the others? There is 
no clear answer.7 Appearing in the title as it does, we might expect it to 
explain the other places in the play. Instead, it operates somewhat like 
the central category in Borges’s encyclopaedia (“included in the present 
classification”): the stage space, the Isle of Swans and Ohio appear to 
be included in the grouping performed by the title, yet they cannot be; 
as in the encyclopaedia, this apparently central classification introduces 
paradox rather than clarity.8 We have no table on which the stage scene 
before us can be laid alongside the other places mentioned.  

Treating Ohio Impromptu as a ghost story, as Charles Sturridge’s 
production for Channel Four does, ignores its complexities. Sturridge’s 
version not only recovers a coherent narrative out of a radically 
incoherent one: it also, significantly, reinstates a coherent, realistic 
place (ghosts only haunt real places). At the start, the camera moves 
from a plaster wall (artfully ruined) through a door frame into a room 
where two figures are seated at a table. Beckett’s stage directions, 
however, give no hint of an enframing room, specifying only “Light on 
table midstage. Rest of stage in darkness. Plain white deal table say 8' x 
4'. Two plain armless white deal chair” (2006, 445; we might even say 
that these are the dimensions of heteroclite space itself). At the end of 
Sturridge’s film, the reader disappears as if he were a mere ghost, and 
the car engine which is heard immediately afterwards reassures us that 
we are back in the real world. This and the other noises outside the 
window stand for a wider world which in the play itself is much more 
unsettlingly evoked and withheld at the same time: “Through the single 
window dawn shed no light. From the street no sound of reawakening. 
Or was it that buried in who knows what thoughts they paid no heed? 
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To light of day. To sound of reawakening” (447-48). The director, then, 
supplies precisely the ground in the real world that the play refuses to 
concede. What McMullan says of A Piece of Monologue could be 
extended to Ohio Impromptu and many of the later plays: “The focus is 
not only on the confusion of times and identities, but on the confusion 
of spaces which act as the frame or ground for the appearance of the 
limited number of visual forms or gestures which recur throughout the 
play” (60). McMullan is right up to a point: the two spaces, by being 
placed together, like the categories in Borges’s encyclopaedia, appear 
to invite a common locus, but the space in which they exist is in fact a 
radically heteroclite one, not one which acts as a grounding. In a 
faithful production of the text, reader and listener are brought into a 
relation that is impossible.  

Sturridge’s production epitomises the tendency among directors, 
noted at the start, towards ‘re-placement,’ the recovery of stable places 
through amplification. In an essay on the Russian cosmonaut Yuri 
Gagarin, Maurice Blanchot notes a similar attempt at recovery and re-
placement. For Blanchot, Gagarin’s voyage into space shocked people 
out of a lethargy that is characterised by a desire to stay in safe, stable 
places, and confronted them with a space which has no being or nature 
but is “the pure and simple reality of a measurable (almost) void” (269). 
For Blanchot the space which Gagarin discovered, and which he forced 
earth-bound people to acknowledge, was “sacrilegious,” a “profanity” 
(269): it defeated the man who desired “above all to live upon the earth, 
to take over the earth, to remain, to found, to put down roots […] who 
wants to have land and […] does not want the sacred seats of his 
beautiful landscape to be attacked” (269-70). Gagarin offered the 
freedom from this attachment to land, to place, to home. But, Blanchot 
goes on, this freedom was short-lived. No sooner had Gagarin detached 
himself from locality, “placing himself in a movement of pure 
dislocation” (270), than his exploits are claimed, in the name of the 
earth and the homeland, by Khruschev. The improper space which 
Gagarin forced the world to confront was appropriated for place, earth, 
Russia. There seems to be something similar at work when Beckett 
offers his version of ‘sacrilegious’ space and directors, Khruschev-like, 
reclaim it for realism, for naturalism, for the earth.  

As we have seen, Beckett’s plays most often offer places which 
exist in no definable relation. They are separate yet together, and we are 
invited to think of where their juxtaposition can take place. In truth, 
though, like the table beneath Borges’s categories, such a meeting place 
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defies imagination. However, does this mean, as Foucault says, that the 
common locus disappears? If this common locus is the stage, then the 
phrase “Rest of stage in darkness” or similar, which appears in so many 
of Beckett’s plays, certainly seems to suggest its disappearance. 
Footfalls demands “Fade up to dim on strip. Rest in darkness” (2006, 
399), and we cannot define any common place between May and her 
Mother, or between the sliver of place we see and the wider ones 
mentioned in their narratives. Come and Go repeats a similar phrase: 
“Rest of stage as dark as possible” (2006, 356); Rockaby demands 
“Rest of stage dark” (2006, 433); the list goes on. However, is darkness 
the same as placelessness? Ruby Cohn seems to think so, saying that 
Beckett’s characters are “suspended as if in a void” (29). Billie 
Whitelaw’s account of her first rehearsal for Not I appears to confirm 
this: “The very first time I did it, I went to pieces. I felt I had no body; I 
could not relate to where I was; and, going at that speed, I was 
becoming very dizzy and felt like an astronaut tumbling into space […] 
I swore to god I was falling” (qtd. in Gontarski, 1992, xviii; emphasis 
added). However, it is more likely that, as always throughout his oeuvre 
Beckett moves as close as possible to the negation of place, but the 
repetition of this stage direction, which is after all an attempt to abolish 
the stage and the theatre – to void them – underlines that the negation 
of place has to take place in some place – upon the stage. However, this 
proved more difficult than Beckett expected, as his considerable efforts 
when directing Not I to erase all trace of the playing area did not meet 
with success: the original idea of having an auditor listening to 
MOUTH proved impossible to stage. Indeed, Not I perhaps provides 
the best illustration of how even what is apparently the most ‘placeless’ 
(recalling Connor) of Beckett’s dramatic texts is full of an awareness 
that place is unavoidable – it cannot be voided – however voidlike 
Mouth’s situation appears. Cohn points out that Mouth tries to place the 
buzz and especially the ray that recur in her discourse (30), and the text 
is also replete with references to the places of Mouth’s life, particularly 
at the beginning: “…out … into this world […] into this … out into this 
godforsaken hole called … called … no matter […] wandering in a 
field […] stare into space” (2006, 376). These factors are testament to 
the irreducibility of place. The Aristotelian imperative is thus upheld; 
the predicament of the Duthuit dialogue – being poor in world, rather 
than without it – still obtains.  
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Notes 

1. See Addyman, passim.  
 
2. This is Casey’s rendering (4). The original reads, “all existing things are 
either in place or not without place” (qtd. in Casey 344, n. 5).  
 
3. While I only discuss performative interpretations here, a similar filling-
out of places is clearly at work in a 2006 essay by Enoch Brater, “Talk of 
Landscapes: What There Is to Recognize.” The subtitle hints at the recovery of 
place to come: ‘Beckett’s use of offstage action [in Godot] has been similarly 
poised to “expand” the referentiality of the play’s pliant landscape’; in this 
context Brater draws a (clearly misguided) parallel between Beckett and Ibsen. 
Later, speaking of Not I, he says, “The atlas here may have been fractured, but 
realistic landscapes, no matter how fragmentary, continue to assert themselves, 
as though the pendulum were swinging back toward narrative expression” 
(Brater, 504, 510; emphasis added).  
 
4. “Voices A B C are his own coming to him from both sides and above.”  
 
5. The use of ‘placed’ in the first clause of this sentence clearly jars with 
‘place’ in the second: Foucault’s line of reasoning amounts to saying that 
things are placed, yet it is impossible to find a place for them. However, 
Foucault’s use of the words ‘place,’ ‘space,’ and ‘site’ is inconsistent in the 
extreme, even allowing for translation, a point which Casey makes (300).  
 
6. For a fuller account of these contradictions, see Kalb, 48-55.  
 
7. Although we do know in one obvious respect at least: it is the ‘site of 
commission’ as it were, but the inclusion of this element is itself a major 
extension of the theatrical space.  
 
8. For an alternative reading of this aspect of the play, see Gibson, 248-49.  
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Schneider "Working with Beckett" 

A last word about the Purgatories. Dante's is conical and consequently implies culmination. 
Mr Joyce's is spherical and excludes culmination. In the one there is an ascent from real 
vegetation-Ante-Purgatory, to ideal vegetation-Terrestrial Paradise: in the other there is no as
cent and no ideal vegetation. In the one, absolute progression and a guaranteed consummation: in 
the other, flux-progression or retrogression, and an apparent consummation. In the one move
ment is unidirectional, and a step forward represents a net advance: in the other movement is non
directional-or multi-directional, and a step forward is, by definition , a step back. Dante's 
Terrestrial Paradise is the carriage entrance to a Paradise that is not terrestrial: Mr Joyce's Terres
trial Paradise is the tradesmen's entrance on to the sea-shore. Sin is an impediment to movement 
up the cone, and a condition of movement round the sphere. In what sense, then, is Mr Joyce's 
work purgatorial? In the absolute absence of the Absolute. Hell is the static lifelessness of unre
lieved viciousness. Paradise the static lifelessness of unrelieved immaculation. Purgatory a flood of 
movement and vitality released by the conjunction of these two elements. There is a continuous 
purgatorial process at work, in the sense that the vicious circle of humanity is being achieved, and 
this achievement depends on the recurrent predomination of one of hvo broad qualities. N'o resis
tance, no eruption , and it is only in Hell and Paradise that there are no erupti.ons, that there can be 
none, need be none. On this earth that is Purgatory, Vice and Virtue-which you may take to mean 
any p<tir of large contrary human factors- must in turn be purged down to spirits of rebelliousness. 
Then the dominant crust of the Vicious or Virtuous sets, resistance is provided, the explosion duly 
takes place and the machine proceeds. And no more than this; neither prize nor penalty; simply a 
series of stimulants to enable the kitten to catch its tail. And the partially purgatorial agent? The 
partially purged. 

IN this essay, the dlstinguished American stage director Alan Schneider describes the process of 
bringing Beckett's then-new drama to the stage. 

Through twenty theatrical seasons, I have happily carried a typescript by Samuel Beckett with me 
to rehearsals through more than that number of productions-in Washington or Texas or San 
Francisco, in New York's off-Broadway, and twice even on to Broadway itself. On three occa~ions , 

those scripts had never before been performed-Happy Days (1961), Film (1964), and Not I 
(1972). On four others-Waitingfor Godot (19.56), Endgame (1958), Krapp 's Last Tape (19.59), 
Play (1964)-the scripts were receiving their first production in English and/or in the United 
States. And more than a dozen other times, I have carried these same or other scripts of his throngh 
a proscenium arch, onto the thrust stage, or out directly into the middle of an audience- some
thing Mr. Beckett had neither expected or entirely understood. In these twenty years, there have 
been few times when I had not just finished directing one Beckett work or another or was not ac
tively planning to do another one. 

Did I gravitate to Sam at once, immediately recognizing his dramatic genius? Truthfully, I'm 
not sure. When I first read Endgame in manuscript, I told Barney Rossett , Beckett's American 
publisher, that it seemed to me like a combination of Oedipus and King Lear. This was before ei
ther Jan Kott's book or the Brook-Scofield production, so I must have had the correct sympathetic 
vibrations. But did I recognize it then as a major work of the l\ventieth century? And that first time 
I watched Godot at the Babylone in Paris back in 19.54, vvithout catching more than a portion of its 
French dialogue, I did at least respond emotionally enough to its stage directions to try-at that 
time unsuccessfully-locating the playwright to have him translate it into English for me. One year 
later, when I first read the English text, I remained equally intrigued and baffled, trying to figure 
out which one of those two fellows was which. But when a producer happened to offer the play to 
me to direct, I at once accepted. Even though at that time, as now, I had serious reservations about 
both the producer and the play's viability for Broadway audiences. But the moment I started to 
work on the text itself, I was hooked, as I have been on every one of them ever since. 

Which of the almost dozen different plays of his which I've directed, I am always being asked, 
do I prefer? That's like asking a parent to pick out a favorite child. Or making a mountain climber 
name his favorite peak. All I can really say is that they've all spoiled me for the lowlands. I tend to 
prefer the Beckett play I'm working on at whatever moment I'm asked. Though, perhaps, Krapp 
and Happy Days seem to be most human and moving. Or Endgame. Or Godot, which is no longer 
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a play hut a condition of life. Let's just say: The one I favor is the one I'm going to be working on 
next. On all of these working occasion. \Nith the one exception where Beckett was told that the 
shooting of a very unusual filmsc1ipt absolutely required his physical presence, my favorite 
playwright has never wanted to venture forth from his Parisian privacy to face the periods of pro
duction a l'Americaine. So that in a real sense, this present account of my experiences with his plays 
might more accmately he labeled ";\lot Working vvith Beckett"; or "\Norking \.\':ith Beckett's"; or, 
perhaps most exactly, "\Vorking on Beckett.." 

Sam's continued reluctance to cross the Atlantic to be v\':ith me in rehearsal is no proof that he 
is the shadowy recluse pictured by bis interviewers. Actually, he remains the most accessible of 
men and authors-though only to his friends . He has , after all, taken an active role in most of his 
.French productions; and he has even managed to cross th e Channel in or<ler to he of assistance to 
cliredors George Devine and Donald l\!lc\Vhinnie . And he has regularly journeyed to Berlin him
self to direct new productions of his plays at the Schiller Theater. \Vhy then never to New York ex
cept for Filrnr Does he trust me or mistrust me so much? ls he not interested enough in the 
American theater's attempts at his plays, in contrast to his feelings about wh at the European stage 
does vvith thern? Does it take Buster Keaton to get him over here? 

Sam could answer those questions better than I can. But my own impression is that the truth, 
as always with Beckett, is much simpler. N cw York is just too far away and too noisy, the job of get
ting here too demanding. Nor does he especi ally favor either press conferences or cocktail parties, 
occupational hazards he has discovered to be endemic to the American production process. Nor, I 
am supposing, have his early publishing experiences (p1ior to Grove Press ) with American com
mercialism and commercial Americans endeared him generally to our jangled rhythms and de
mands. He prefers to stay away if he can, gently but firmly declining all rnanner of invitations, 
whether they come from Harvard or the neighborhood of\Vashington S(1uare. 

>Jot that I've been content to have him stay away. In the theater, I agree \\':itl1 my friend and 
Sam's, the late Jackie MacGowrnn, that we most of the time seem to be trying to keep the author 
ont but with Beckett we feel just the other way around: 'vVe want him in. To hold our hands through 
the darkness. To illuminate the dots, interpret the ellipses, and explain the unexplainable. To hover 
and fum e (though he'd never let us sec). So although he 'd never actually been there, I've always 
rehearsed as though he were in the shadows somewhere watching and listening, ready to answer 
all our doubts, quell our fears , and share our surprises and small talk. Sometimes, V\':ithout sound
ing too mystical or psychotic, I've felt that he was indeed there, and that I might easily be talking 
with him. Once we all did talk to him, when we nicknamed the light that flicked from urn to urn in 
Plo.y, "Sam." 

In work then, all of his texts- and that word includes both dialogue and stage directions
have always been "Sam's" to me, a marriage in absentia, in which I have loved, honored, and 
obeyed <L> though he were always \\':i th rne . Every actor and actress cast by me for a Beckett pro
duction , every designer of setting and costumes and lighting- and posters- eve1y producer and 
would-he producer has had to deal witb me on this one fundamental pre mise: \'Ve're doing Sam's 
play more or less in the way he'd want it to be clone; "at least insofar as I as the director can un
derstand that and transmit it to you." \'Vhatever else may be happening, we're not trying to put any
thing over on Sam. 

Having Sam actually at rehearsals, however, would have made rny problems easier. At least 
deciding what he really wanted or meant at any given moment would have been immediately pos
sible, without anyone's taking or not taking my word for that. Resolving all those inevitable differ
ences of opinion or interpretation of each word and each moment. And clearing up his specific 
technical demands, a.II those complications that those simple little Beckett plays with one or two 
characters and hardly any scenery, manage to he loaded with: undersit:ed ashcans and oversized 
urns, parasols that hum up on cue but not before, carafes that fly without twisting slowly, slowly in 
the wind, a Mouth that floats unsupported in space, and a Figure with head and arms lit up but 
with feet invisible. 

And, hcst of all , with him there, it would have heen more possible to adapt and change 
something. l3ecm1se like the rest of 11s, whenever Sam goes to work on a given production , he 
understands its uniqueness and special problems. Something for some reason (whether acting or 
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teclrnical ) doesn't seem to be working, or might he more interesting with some slight variation . a 
line doesn 't sound exactly right coming from that particular actor, or the actor cannot deal prop
erly with a certain prop. \Vhen, for exarnple, I wanted to add an overhead lamp to Krapp's den, it 
took me some weeks to get up the nerve to ask Sam. Had he been there, he would have seen the 
pool of light that such a lamp at once created and agreed at once- instead of getting a description 
and a request from me and answering hack, "Yes, of course." \Vhen I wrote to explain that "weir" 
was too unfamiliar a word for 11s, suggesting "dam" as an alternative, Sam came back with "lock" 
As well as, years later, Erskine for A.rsenc, which was too spcciflcally French. How much more lee
way we would have always had if only he had been witlr us d;1y by day1 

I have always held to the old-fashioned belief that a first production-certainly of a living au
thor, especially of an author as clear and explicit in his directions to all concerned as Beckett has 
always been (and is increasingly hecotning)-should hy to bring to stage life the author's play. 
Should a director disagree, signiflcantly or violently, he shouldn't be doing that play. Kor do r be
lieve that the creative ego lu1s necessarily to feed on the principle of contradicting the author or 
tl)'ing to substitute for, elaborate upon, evade, or elude the author's mv1l point of view, or to use 
tht' text as simply the shuting point for the director's virtuosity. Interpretation is one thing-like 
Hamlet, Godot will always be clifferent when filtered through a director's temperament and the im
ponderables of casting- but interpolation is quite another, not to mention extrapolation, and the 
in trusion of a subtext that clearly distmts instead of illuminating its text. 

1\Jot too imu1odestly, l hope, I admit that my directorial mind is quite capahle of conceiving 
Godot with an all-fomale cast-and, in fact, had one such in an acting class I once supervised long 
e11ough ago to have included several performers since elevated el to stardom. Nor am I any longer 
appalled at the idea ofv1adimir and Estragon as homosexuals-but reject it as I have thousands of 
other ideas ec1ually unrelated to the play. Let's say the idea of having the two phlying cat's cradle 
\vith string <lll tlrrough the graveyard scene. I've seen (or myself used) Godot's tree bedecked, in 
the second act, with the gree1wst of 1ihhons, balloons, rubber bands, even spaghetti , even leaves 
(real or stylized); but the idea (which graced a recent highly praised version) of not having the tree 
onstage at all is not one J can immediately respond to, even in theory. Nor do I yet understand why 
having flamm and Clov ad lib a hodge-podge of pop-art songs and slogans, not to mention having 
Clov sit and !\ell and '.\lagg pop in and out like box puppets at wrious times not even suggested hy 
the text, or opening the play with Nelson Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald singing away on a gradu
ally nrnning-dmvn record , is nccessaiily preforahle to honoring the lines and pauses by trying to 
discover why Beckett put them there in the hrst place-and doing something theatrically inter
esting with that knowledge. Shakespeare, of course, is being done (including sometimes by myself) 
in eve rything from bathing suits to cnve-man outfits v.ith all the concomitant details. l once did 
Macheth with six witches (though I am now embarrassed to admit that only three appeared to the 
audience at any gi veu tirne; the others were doubles who made the witches seem to be able to fly 
through space). And Beckett will one day be perfrmned in seventeenth century armor or space 
suits with Godot as an extraterrestrial intelligence, as well as set to nrnsic (Godot already has been). 
But in the blessed meantime, at least within the author's own span oflifo and awareness, 1 utterly 
rl~ject the "colored lights" school of production and favor an author's inalienable right to the rela
tive satisfaction of his own intentions, limited as they may be. 

T got into my very first tro11bles \vi th a Beckett production early in the game, on my first Godot , 
when T actively resisted Bert La.hr's open desire to he top banana, with Torn Ewell as second ba
m\lla. Very simply, Bert wanted to relegate tir e role of Vladimir to that of straight man. In the in
stance of Lud-y's speech , he wanted to cnt it out entirely "since nobody understands it anyway"; at 
the very least, since T would neither cut it nor let him go offstage during the speech, he insisted on 
doing lots of comic business all through it so that no one would have to listen and be bored. After 
all , they had come to see Bert and not the actor playing J ,ucky, whoever he was-and to hear Bert 
repeat his familiar "Onnnggg-011nnggg" in response to his recurrent realization of his fate instead 
of ~Ir. Beckett's sirnpler <1nd ve1y ordinary (but how extraonlin<lly) "Ahlr. " The fact that Bert was 
superbly elorp1c11t in many of his own manifestations of l<:stragon 's d1aracter didn't make my 
clr1Jices easier. Eventually, another director nrore 'Nilling to accept and deal with Bert's insecu1i
ties took the play to New York-and away from Beckett. 
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vVhen the original off-Broadway producers of Eridgaine at the Cherry Lane wanted to bring 
a gag man in to amplify Sam's (and my) lack of humor, or when one of the uctors who replaced our 
original Clov wanted to explore less conventionally than had the author whut the character might 
be doing in the play's opening sequences instead of climbing up to look out those two 'Nindows, I 
demurred both times-on the pluy's own stated premise that nothing is funnier than unhappiness. 
And when Buster Keaton wanted to keep sharpening the end of a broken pencil until it got smaller 
and smaller and eventually disappeared, a "bit" he told me he had always used successfully, I ex
plained-quietly, I trust-that we were only doing what was in the shooting script, fonny or un
funny as it happened to be. All the way down to someone's repeated suggestion while we were 
doing Not I to blow up the Mouth on to a giant full-stage color TV screen so that the audiences at 
the Lincoln Center Forum would be able to see and understand the play better. Not I, said I. 

This attitude on my part, hy the way, has not prevented a few of my not-so-friendly neigh
borhood critics, who feel that I have somehow hypnotized Sam into giving me a stranglehold on his 
work, from accusing me of seriously distorting his plays. I shudder to think what such nongentle
men of the press would have said about me had I actually tampered ~ith Beckett's texts and in
tentions even a fraction of the extent to which certain recent productions (some not authorized and 
sometimes not paying royalties) have done-in the process being praised for transmitting the au
thor's "true" intentions. One leading critic has even blamed me for adding bananas and other ex
traneous business to my most recent version ofKrapp's Last Tape. The revisions in some ofKrapp's 
pantomime were the result of Sam's own experiences in Berlin, which of course the critic had no 
way of knowing about. The bananas, however, are quite apparent in the text. What such critics do 
not at all understand is that I didn't have to hypnotize Sam. He's just been burned too many times 
elsewhere by too many people in too many ways. 

'Vi th all my Beckett productions, then, I have been more faithful than the pope himself often 
required. And since Rome (or in this case, Paris) has never except for that once come to me, I have 
always gone to Paris, to get the foll benefit of the author's "stutherings," as he once described them. 
Before each production, including that first one, I've sailed or flown or trained or driven-at the 
production's expense, if possible; if not, on my own- to spend whatever time ~ith Sam he could 
give me. Punctual as a churchbell, he always comes first to my hotel, the boulevard Raspail's mod
est l'Aiglon, which I found by accident of fate hack in 1949 on my first pre-Beckett visit and have 
stayed in ever since, later to discover it was around the comer from Sam and an old favorite of his. 
I stt with him in his favorite cafes and restaurants, sometimes in his apartment around that L'Omer. 
\Ve eat, drink, wander through the Luxembourg Gardens or elsewhere in Montparnasse. I badger 
him with all the <1uestions and problems that I've jotted ckwm or that occur to me as we walk and 
talk. Sometimes, we don't even mention the play, although we do get into everything else-from 
the state of the damnation to my daughter's schooling. He is fond of her, remembering her as a lit
tle girl playing in front ofl'Aiglon. When he speaks with the waiters, Sam always seems completely 
Freneh to me-and to the waiters; when he talks with me, he 's very Irish. 

As much as possible, those conversations are like ones we would be having if he were in New 
York at rehearsals, and the atmosphere is very like that of the Village, although somewhat more 
pleasant because we're in Paris. Naturally, it's impossible to anticipate even a fraction of what may 
happen during production or actually does. But v,fole such preliminary meetings cannot be as valu
able as the real day-by-clay give and take of rehearsals, they are not without benefits or concrete 
results. 

Over the years, the benefits have increased and the results intensified, and the meetings be
tween us have mellowed from that first formal conference he so grudgingly granted to "the Amer
ican director" of Godot, whose name he didn 't know. My qnestions have gotten less general and 
silly, more carefully thought through and phrased. The answers have come more willingly, even if 
they have not always been complete ones. And I have been ahle to interpret them more precisely 
because I have understood the pauses as well as the words. 

That ver; first time, I asked Sam who or what Godot was, though luckily not what it "meant"; 
and he told me, after a moment of deep reflection in those seemingly bottomless hlue-grny eyes, 
that if he had known, he \.Vould h;we said so in his play. The last time I came over to talk about a 
production, it was to encourage him to write a cornpanion piece to Hurne Cronyn 's rendition of 
Krapp '.~ Last Ta7ie , bringing along the companion-lady in question to inspire him. It turned out that 
Sam liked the lady and happened to have something in his trunk, or in his desk, that if he could do 
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a hit of work on it, it might fit her nicely. He did, it did, and we did it-after a few days of 
questions and thoughts and wanderings and cafes . On all the visits in between , I've always asked 
him everything T could think of, and Sam has always tried to answer as fully and as specifically as 
he could. And at the end of it all, after he's delivered me in his rusty tin bugi,,')' of a Citroen in the 
Tnvalides air terminal or the Gare du !\ore\, he always ha~ sent me homeward \Vith the same 
farewell: 

Do it army \\;ay you like, Alan; army way you Ii kc. 

Once, Sam eame over to join me ill London, where we went together to see the original Eng
lish Godot, then playing at the Criterion. It had just transferred from a successful nm at the Arts, 
although the theater was not full and people were walking out all during the performance, some
times loudly venting their British spleen. Sam sat next to me in various sections of the stalls for four 
or five nights in a row, staring in somewhat stunned amazement at the proceedings on stage and in 
the audience, occasionaJly leaning over to whisper to me: "They're doing it ahl ;vhrang," ~eferring 
to what was taking place on the stage. One evening, while we were backstage in the ahsenee of the 
director, who happened to be the youthful Peter Hall, I had to prevent Sam finnly from giving out 
an array of written notes to the actors. Under the mistaken assumption that 1 was part of the op
position to his prod11etion, I'm afraid, Peter Hall has never fort,riven me. But at least I did learn 
what Sam eonsidered to he "ah! whrang." So that 1 could eventually go baek and do it "anny way" 
I liked. As if I aetuall y eould. 

But even after I've gotten back each time, there have always been afterthoughts, new ques
tions, new explanations. !\'ever has there failed to be a further exclumge of ideas and problems be
tween us, a dialogue via airmail. Continued and regular cross-eurrents of air-letters, postcards, or 
just little pieees of paper, typed or printed, or serawlecl so unintelligibly as to challenge the top 
cryptographer for the CIA. Over tbc years now, seemingly hundreds of them, suddenly part of the
ater history though onec read and reread and studied and ehcrishe<l for their apt responsiveness to 
a particularly crucial eonfosion. 

Since that brief initial inquiry into the cosmic nature of Godot, Sam has never wanted to dis
cuss wi th rne (or <myone else ) the metaphysical baekgroumls or symbolic rne;mings of any of his 
plays; nor have I pressed him in this direction. As Beekett hin1self once wrote about Joyce, Sam is 
after all basieally "not writing about something, he is writing something." His plays are not about 
things, they arc themselves things . His work is a "matter of fundamental sounds," he once ex
plained, with the pun intentional ; and the overtones should he let fall where they may without 
being verbalized or pinned dmvn at eve1y turn. Kor does he want to try to tell me something al
ready either obvious or not there. 

l\Jot that my reluctance to pursue philosophical trails with him means that I am totally unin
terested in intelleetual matters or don't enjoy these pursuits- especially away from valuable re
hearsal hours and with people who don't have to act them all out on stage on opening nights. 
Besides, Sam is enough of a theater man himself to understand more and more the futility of try
ing to act out abstract themes on stage. Explanations of philosophical meanings provide mar
velously satisfying speeehes with which the director ean impress his actors but very· little praetieal 
help for them. How does one, afte r all, play "the end of history" or "the decline of western values"? 
One has to sit in a certain way against the rnoun<l, or turn over a certain way over a certain shoul
der at a certain time with tbe speetacles held in a certain hand. Theatrical truth , as Brecht said and 
Beekett knows, is concrete. 

And w·hen it comes to eoncrete matters , our transoceanic message service has never failed to 
fimction so as to further illuminate the plays. How long should one of those famous "pauses" really 
take-in relation, say, to a "long pause" or, when it gets there, a "maximum pause"? Sam could give 
me the achial counts if T would ask him- though J never did-and although he doesn 't own a 
stopwateh. But then he doesn't own a tape recorder either, and look what he figured out for Krapp 
to do! It's a matter of his mvr1 innate sense of rhythm. Should \Vinnie's glasses be on or off at this 
or that point in the play? Would it be better for her to be holding the toothbrush in her left hand 
or her right-so that she can take care of other required matters \.\ith her other hand? And so on. 

'When Sam was direeting Happy Days in Berlin a season or so ago, he carried all those 
answers, and a few thousand others, v:ith him in a completely detailed cross-lined· notebook, 
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practically Cartesian in its organization of information and insight. But even before that notebook 
existed, it was all down logically in his head- and not only for Happy Days-and quite willingly 
shared with me whenever I was able to ask the proper questions. 

The literal meaning of a line that seemed unclear, the source of a quotation , a desirable pat
tern of behavior or movemen t- these were all not mysteries hut knowledge to be shared. The pace 
of Godot should always be kept light and quick, he feels; in fact , that is a basic rhythm, a common 
denominator for most of his plays. The "tree" is , of course, not to be a representation of the tree 
on stage at all, with hands outstretched as it usually is for the branches, hut one of the basic posi
tions of yoga: the sole of one foot resting in the groin, with the two hand~ clasped together as if in 
prayer. That makes infinite sense-and not just comic nonsense--of Estragon's next line: "Do you 
think God sees me?" Sam once even drew a small diagram to show me exactly what he meant. And 
I have hidden away somewhere some lovely and even more detailed pen-and-ink sketches from 
him outlining Willie's exact optimum path around the mound when he comes visiting \Vinnie. If 
Beckett hadn't become a writer, he could have quite well found other uses for his pen. 

Nor is Sam unwilling to discuss his characters as people, although he's more concerned v.'ith 
their external than with their internal qualities. And never with their symbolic significances or 
"meaning." Yes, Vladimir is more or less restless and roams around the stage; Estragon is more or 
less still and sits down a lot. The Mouth is "on flre" and must keep on talking in short rapid bursts 
(separated by those perennial dots, of course) because she has to. The Mouth is totally unaware of 
where she is or of a Figure watching her. The Figure is aware of and sees the Mouth but has no ef
fect on it. r-;o, there's nothing in the text to indicate whether the Figure is male or female. And 
Krapp looks at his watch at regular intervals not just because he is bored or wants to know what 
time it is but because he wants to see if enough minutes have gone by for him safely to have an
other drink. Then he goes for that other drink anyhow. And that clink of glass without the siphon 
is telling us that he's saying the hell v.rith it here and taking the last shot straight up instead of with 
soda, as he should, to dilute the alcoholic content. (How many otherwise intelligent drama critics 
have talked about the "wine" Krapp is drinking! ) As Jackie always called it, Sam's "underlying sim
plicity" is never simple-but it's there if one only looks for it. 

Once, when my entire cast of the first off-Broadway Endgame insisted that I write to Beckett 
to flnd out why Hamrn's and Clov's faces were red while '.'Jell's and Nagg's were white, the answer 
came back like a slap: \'\'by is Werther's coat green? In other words, because the author had de
cided that he liked that particular color. Or colors. Or when Sam thought that both Jessie and I 
were asking too many foolish questions about the birth, life experience, and physical circumstances 
surrounding that solitary floating Mouth, he finally decided that enough was enough: "I no more 
know where she is or why than she does," he wrote . There was only the text and the stage image, 
both of which he had provided for us. "The rest is Ibsen." Or, as I used to tell Jessica Tandy when 
I felt that she wanted to probe too hard into recesses that didn't have actual existence, this was 
Samuel Beckett and not Arthur Miller. If one once sta1ted to wony about where \Vinnie got her 
groceries or how she managed to discharge her bodily functions , one could get into a lot of unan
swerable questions. And into another play. 

Oh yes, those im1uisitive Endgame actors , not pacified, decided among themselves that Nell 
and Nagg, being older, had less efficient circulatory systems so that the blood couldn't get to their 
faces so easily. This without informing Sarn-who would have been eminently surprised at this rev
elation. And Hamm and Clov had high blood pressure-though luckily neither Sam nor our audi
ences needed to know that. 

The key to my directing of Beckett, then , may be described as that of dealing simultaneously 
with what I have come to call "the local situation'' (in contrast to that other more cosmic one) and 
his rhythmical and tonal structure, his specific style or "texture." In principle, that is no different 
than when I am directing Shakespeare or Chekhov; in practice, one is more concerned in Beckett 
with the juxtaposition of speciilc sounds and silences , movement and speech, instead of with, say, 
the handling of iambic pentameter and Elizabethan footwork. The needed intertwining of comedic 
and serious tones in Chekhov is matched by a parallel necessity in Becke't, though framed in a 
more formal and less naturalistic pattern. Although Krapp to me has always seemed almost 
Chekhovian in its blend of emotional colors, Krapp himself is both Troflmov and Pischchik-and 
pe rhaps, Epihodov as well. 
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Dealing with "the local situation" simply assumes that I try to concern myself primarily with 
who the characters are as human beings, and what their human situation is. \Vhat are they doing, 
wanting, getting, not getting in a given scene? How do they change or not change? \Vhat happens 
to them in the play? How do they aflect their own situation, and the other characters? What is their 
awareness of and reaction to the various events of the play? (It is not, for instance, the "signifi
cance" of the burning of the umbrella in Happy Days that can be acted but Winnie's reaction to 
that burning.) Most importantly, what is their physical, their sensory, reality? 

Of course, examining the "local situation" also means that I have to consider how the charac
ters got there, or even perhaps why. Is Clov that same small boy whom the father, crawling on his 
belly, brought to Hamm years ago? What happened to the Mouth in April in that fie ld? But not in 
the same manner or to the same extent that I explore those questions of background and motiva
tion in Ibsen or in Chekhov. How, after all , did Winnie get into that pile of sand in the first place? 
The answer is that she's always ("the old style") been there. The sand, though "real" to her, is to 
Beckett a stage world only, a theatrical metaphor, a stage image. The sand, that mound into which 
she eternally sinks-why?- is simply the condition of her existence. Just as, in some other type of 
drama, a character's job or position in socie ty is given to us. Or just the character's happening to 
be there in order to fulfill a function or complete a relationship. All of those seemingly accidental 
but necessary and unquestioned coincidences that make possible even the entrances and exits in 
any supposedly realistic play. 

I accept \Vinnie's dominating presence in the mound, the literal absence oflegs in the flrst ad 
and of anything below her neck in the second, as I accept Picasso's lady with several faces or 
Dali's bent watch. Though in spite of a century of nonrepresentational art , we are still more famil
iar and more comfortable with the most outrageous juxtaposition of circumstances masquerading 
as "reality" than we are with the simplest and most direct of metaphors: let us say, our inevitably 
vanishing existences, for example. But we don't have to go on being uncomfortable, and the plays 
of Sam Beckett, I am pleased to know, have moved us a few miles up the road towarcl under
standing of that. 

Metaphor or not, though, it is the sensory reality with which the director must be primarily 
concerned. \Vinnie should be hot as well as cosmically happy and unhappy. It has never mattered 
who Godot really is, although we keep on asking and those convicts at San Quentin have always 
knovm. Nor even who told Vladimir and Estragon that they had to wait for him. It's the two hours 
of their lives and of our playing time that count. It's how they wait. ClcJV cannot sit down, for what
ever reason; and a generation of American actors have, within my experience, offered up various 
answers-from arthritis through gonorrhea to hemorrhoids-although their audiences were not 
always able to diagnose those exact causes. So long as they were interesting and theatrical, I don't 
mind-and I'm sure Sam wouldn't have. Nagg and Nell are elderly, cold, hungry, sleepy, some
what deaf, not so good at seeing, without legs, and feel a certain way about their son Hamm keep
ing them cooped up in those ashcans. These qualities can be acted, while the concept of the "older 
generation discarded" or the "dead past put onto the garbage heap" or "the flower of French civi
lization" cannot. Even though Sam tells us very clearly that they lost their shanks at a special time 
and place, Sedan, whi ch has a distinctive echo of meaning for the French nation, although the rest 
of us have forgotten what happened there. 

At the same time, eve1y Beckett play-from the extremely formal Not I to the extremely in
formal Krapp 's Last Tape-possesses its own specific tonality, its special texture. That which dis
tinguishes it from anyone else's work. Al most any page of Beckett can be immediately identified as 
his. Because of his particular vision of the universe and of mortal man's frail fate in it. But also be
cause of his specific technique of organizing and orchestrating the formal elements involved. The 
sparseness and simplicity of his language, juxtaposed against its passages of poetic musicality. The 
balance and tension of its various rhythms and sounds and images. His repetition of words and 
phrases . The constant interplay of parallel and opposing ideas and themes: counterpoint, auditory 
and visual. The carefully worked-out opposition of lines and the interrelating of opposites. And 
other notes of dramatic music. 

As the Royal Court's George Devine, one of the earliest and most loyal of Beckett's support
ers and interpreters, once explained his own view of the Beckett terrain: "One has to think of the 
text as something like a musical score wherein the "notes," the sights and sounds, the pauses, have 
their own interrelated rhythms, and out of their composition comes the dramatic impact." 
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It is only through constant attention to both Beckettian "texture" and the "local situation" that 
his plays can be presented faithfully. For the repetition of three dots contains a specific clue to both 
character reality and dramatic meaning. And I have always tried to deal with both these aspects 
without distortion or distraction. Through whatever means. I have talked or not talked with my ac
tors, before or during the work I have both demanded and given way, read them portions of Beck
ett's letters to me or kept them to myself. I have gone up on stage to demonstrate a special move 
or piece of business I wanted done in a certain way, or waited for the actors to come up \\~th their 
own version-as with the choreography of'Vladimir's song about the dog. Helped by Beckett's own 
pauses, I have always worked out the "beats" in the text- with the proper intentions, adjustments, 
circumstances, and other standard underpinnings. Most of all, I have tried to ca~t only those actors 
whom I felt to be suitable and agreeable to Beckett's workl-and not cast those who would deny 
or destroy that world. 

After all these years, there are a number of actors (and directors) who still do not respond to Beck
ett, or avoid doing his plays. They feel he limits them too severely as artists, removes their creativ
ity and individuality, constricts them too rigidly in their physical and vocal resources. They tell me 
that he must hate actors because he denies them the use of their own impulses, as well as more and 
more of their physical selves. After all, if they cannot move freely about the stage, cannot use the 
full range of their voices and bodies- their ve1y means of reaching their audiences-what are they 
but impersonal or even disembodied puppets of his will? Now he's even down to strapping them 
into some sort of medieval torture chamber, closing off their faces , including their eyes-the v.in

dows of the stage souls-in order to leave only a mouth visible on stage. \\That's next, they ask me, 
the uvula alone, pinpointed on a darkened stage? And no words for them to speak? 

I do not agree. Nor chd Jackie, the Irish-born actor and friend of Beckett. Before his death, 
Jackie told an interviewer that Beckett's "feeling for precision in inflection , rhythm, and movement 
seems almost severe, but not for a moment does he restrict the imagination or inventive feeling of 
others except if it is outside the framework of what is being interpreted. He creates a freedom in 
working which actors do not often enjoy in the theater today, and that freedom is always the bed
fellow of true discipline." 

How right Jackie was and yet how difficult it is still to explain to those actors who do not want 
to understand that it is precisely because Sam so admires them and so respects their abilities that 
he trusts them to be extraordinaiily effective even \\~th certain of those abilities confined or even 
removed. We have known for centuries that an actor can hold us and move us when he has full 
range onstage. But that he can reach us a~ powerfully or more so with only his face or his eyelids 
or his mouth, or \\~th lips and teeth and voice alone, that is fantastic. And theatiical. And worth ex
ploring further. 

After all, do we think that Beckett hates or despises the English language because he uses so 
many simple one- or two-syllable words instead of availing himself of its entire range of syllabifi
cation and richness? Does he deny that language its strength and virtues because he has gone in 
the opposite direction from Joyce or Giraudoux or Yeats toward greater and greater selection and 
bareness? Is he uninterested in language itself because he makes use of only a small portion of 
those possibilities he knows it possesses? Of course not. 

Yet even this sort of analogy has not and does not satisfy his critics on the stage and in the au
dience. They still complain or get angry when Beckett doesn 't cater to their expectations or fit in 
\l\ith their past habits, though they can no longer accuse him so reachly of heresy or ho.-Lx. They do 
continue to avoid him or in praising him not bother to read his plays or attend his productions. 
Years ago, Ralph Richardson turned down the part of Estragon because Beckett was unable to in
form him adequately of the exact extent of Pozzo's holdings (although Richardson later had the 
good grace in his autobiography to confess his error). Everybody turned dmvn Hamm for me once, 
as well as Krapp. In fact , dozens of actors, those of the first rank and others, have in the past turned 
dmvn Beckett roles; today, more and more star names have begun to think of the plays as stage or 
screen vehicles for themselves to be manipulated toward their own personalities or purposes. In 
Paris, Madeleine Renaud and Jean-Louis Barrault have been doing Happy Days for years; over 
here, I tried in vain once to interest Lynn Fontanne and Alfred Lunt. Eventually, the last time 
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around, I did get Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn, though I had a hard time talking him into doing 
Willie. And even the gracious Miss Tandy, if I'm not giving away too sheltered a confidence, de
spaired nightly of the various restraints, literal and metaphorical, placed up~n her by author and 
director in Not I. She could not wait to be foreve r free of its head clamp, blackened makeup, and 
stichomythic pace. 

As to my own feelings of confinement, I have none. When I limit my imagination to the 
boundaries set for me by Sam, I feel with Jackie that I am not so much limiting as freeing myself, 
just as a sonnet writer who has something he wants to express may not be bound tighter but actu
ally guided into greater complexity by the demands of its rhyme scheme-or any artist always is by 
the specific limitations of his materials. When I direct Shakespeare or Brecht there are also limi
tations involved, though in those cases they are inherent, thus perhaps seemingly more flexible, 
than imposed. When I direct Beckett, I know and trust him and respond to him so directly that I 
can allow my own impulses and imagination to flow through his pulse beats-even though some of 
the critics may still say that I am abdicating my directorial responsibilities, that I am betraying 
Beckett by being too loyal. 

Once I did put a bowler hat instead of a toque on my Hamm, but I did not consider that a be
trayal of Beckett, just a practical adjustment to the fact that the actor playing the role simply did 
not look right in any toque we could find or make. Only once have I felt that I actually did betray 
Sam's real intentions. When we were doing the first production of Play, whose text is c'Onstructed 
so as to be spoken twice, the preview audiences at the Cherry Lane seemesl to resent the repeti
tion, sitting there stony-faced and bored the second time around, instead of offering up greater at
tention and more laughs. At the same time, our actors didn't relish the idea of speaking the lines 
the first time as rapidly as both Beckett and I wanted them to. They felt that the audiences didn't 
have a clue as to what was going on and that they were losing their laughs. (The same conflict took 
place, by the way, during rehearsals of the original London production; it was eventually 
resolved- in Sam's presence-by a rearrangement of the repetition, but with the actors both times 
speaking so rapidly that, Rosemary Harris told me, they could hardly catch their breaths.) After 
continued urgent requests by our producers and against my better judgment and previously held 
position , I wrote to Sam explaining that perhaps New York audiences were more sophisticated (or 
jaded) than all others and were actively resenting this supposed slur upon their intelligence. I asked 
him if he would mind if during a few of the previews we experimented with playing the text through 
only once and spoken a bit more slowly just to see how it would go. He wrote back his approval, 
"vithout making apparent his underlying tone of sadness and disappointment. 

We tried it only once through in the rest of the previews, where it seemed to be getting more 
of a response, and eventually in performance. Not that the change saved us. In spite of reasonably 
favorable notices, the production ran only a few weeks, which it would probably have done anyway, 
even had we played it as originally intended. They just were not ready for the play. But I realized 
as I have so often , before and since, that I should have stuck to my instinctive guns , done the show 
the way the author had conceived it. By distorting his writing we diluted his play and still did not 
"succeed." Doing it his way, we might also have "failed" him but at least on our ovm terms. Nor has 
that play always been successful when performed elsewhere. But at least its quality and dramatic 
audacity have now been accepted. 

It was not until many years later, and most indirectly because he would never tell me himself, 
that I learned how hurt Sam had been by my decision. By then I had learned my lesson. 

Those theater people who are not willing to trust, not ready to go along on a production or 
part of a greater equilibrium than that provided by their reflexes-or ego-cannot understand my 
pleasure and gratitude and joy at having been associated with Samuel Beckett's work Not because 
of his fame but because of his quality. Sam's feeling for precision, for order, has always been for 
me a most uncategorical imperative. His rhythms , his insights, his vision of the theater have rarely, 
if ever, rest1icted my own. On the contrary, he has deepened my own experience as a working 
director more than any other playwright-perhaps more than anyone outside of my own immedi
ate family. 

Without, I hope, waxing overly sentimental, I must confess that I have always felt both privi
leged and inspired to have worked so long and so often with him- if not as directly as I would have 
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chosen had not a particular accident of geography intervened, yet no less fully or richly. To quote 
the words of Sam's favorite French publisher, Jerome Lindon, "I have never met a man in whom 
co-exi st together in such high degree, nobility and modesty, lucidity and goodness." Sam has not 
only changed my life , hoth professionally and personally, hut become pa1i of.it. From that moment, 
almost a 1uarter century ago but still seeming as though yesterday, when he first wrote to me that 
"the Miami fiasco does not distress me in the smallest degree, or only iIJsofar as it distresses you," 
there bas not been a day when I did not think of him or feel him present in my work and life. There 
is nothing I would not do for him, onstage or off. 

Last season, while substituting for Zelda Fichandler as a somew·hat inadequate producing di
rector at \V'ashington's Arena Stage, I had one of my few satisfactions in b1inging into being an ex
traordinary production-on the order of accomplishment, I believe, of Peter Brook's Marat Sade 
or Dream-by a leading Homanian director, Liviu Cinlei, of Georg Biichner's Leonce and Lena. 
\Vritten about ] 830, the play had never been professionally presented in this country; yet it was as 
contemporary in foeling as though it had been written today. While we were in previews, a sizable 
portion of our subscription audience walked out in high dudgeon that we could inflict this partic
ular pain on them, then proceeded to bombard both Zelda and myself with letters expressing their 
keen resentment of such "trash" (although by the time we opened-and the favorable notices came 
out- they were a little less sure). I thought once more of Samuel Beckett and of Miami Beach, 
about 1956, and realized once more how little had actually changed in the theater. It was Harold 
l lohson , writing in the London Sunday Ttny,s not so long ago, who best expressed my feelings: 
"This complacent inability to recognize the highest, this apparently natural enmity towards the ex
altation of the spirit ... checks one's heart." 

My hemi, I am well aware, has been checked often throughout my theater life, as has every
one's, although the causes always diffor. But it is Sam Beckett's exaltation of the spirit that has 
taught me the one basic truth: that in spite of everything or whatever, one goes on, with or without 
sand in those bags; that in the theater as in all of art the only thing that counts is the work itself, the 
need to go on with that work at the highest possible level- not to be distracted or disturbed by suc
cess or r:iilure, by praise or blame, by surface or show, analysis or abstraction, self-criticism or the 
criticism of others. This is especially impmiant when that work is of Beckett's order of magnitude, 
possesse<l of Beckett's sublimity, his degree of compassion , his eloquent understanding of the po
tentialities both of the stage and of human frailty. After twenty years of working with him, I can 
only be grateful that whatever theatrical fates that be have put me into the same universe of possi
bility with him. 

LME in his career, Beckett hegan to direct his plays for the stage. In this essay, the distinguished 
Beckett scholar Ruby Cohn analyzes Beckett's work as a director and the ways in which it high
lights ele1nents of the design of Endgame. 

"For me theater isfirst of all a relaxation from work on fiction. We are dealing with a definite 
space and u:ith people in this space. That 's relaxing." 
"Directinf!, too?" 
Beckett lattghs: "No, not very. It's exhausting. " 

Becketfs involvement with theater has increased with the years. The main product of that affair is 
twenty-one extant plays, exclmhng the several abarnloned fragments. The byproduct of that affair 
is intense attention to performance of those scripts, beginning with the lost Kid. \\.'ritten in French 
in .19:31, while Beckett was a graduate student at Trinity College, Dublin, the play is a parody of 
Corneille's Le Cid, mocking the unity of time. Twenty-four-year-old Beckett played Don Diegue, 
the aged father of the Kid, in period costume but a bowler hat. The play had only two performances 
and did not inspire Beckett to continue with theater. Five years later, asked by a friend to help her 
with a play, Beckett "began to hang aroun<l on the fringes of va1ious dramatic groups in Dublin."1 

Other than the abmied Human Wishes, however, he was still not inspired to continue with theater. 
Ten years later, in ] 947, Eleutheria hears \~itness to his familiarity with problem plays, simultane
ous sets, Pirandellian quips. 

Affiliation with performance, however, came only ,.vith attendance at Hoger Blin's 1952 re
hearsals of En attendant Godot, whose premiere was 5 January l 953. Although accounts differ as 
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Julie Campbell

Endgame has attracted very diverse responses over the years. My aim

is to explore the play in relation to performance, in an attempt to

discover why reactions tend to be extreme and so widely varied.

Samuel Beckett described it as “the favorite of my plays” (Gontarski

xv), or alternatively as “the one I dislike least” (McMillan 163). Hugh

Kenner calls it Beckett’s “single most remarkable work” (165), while

Harold Bloom states that “Endgame is Beckett’s masterpiece” (8).

Katharine Worth recognizes that it “draws out reactions of dislike”

(9), and reports one theater critic who describes Katie Mitchell’s

production as “Chinese water torture” (56).
1
 This is a fairly recent

response, and it might be useful is to go back to much earlier

responses to Beckett’s first plays. Harold Hobson and Kenneth Tynan

were two British critics who, rather against the tide of contemporary

theater critics, reacted favorably to the British premiere of Waiting for

Godot.
2
 That English audiences did not immediately take to Godot

was for Hobson “hardly surprising,” as they “notoriously dislik[e]

anything not understandable” (Hobson 1955, 93). Godot  is now

considered a classic. Nowadays many may well be surprised at its

early reception, and may even question whether “understanding”

Beckett’s drama is really the issue.

Tynan begins his review of Godot by suggesting that “a

special virtue attaches to plays which remind the drama of how much

it can do without and still exist” (Tynan 1955, 95). This seems to me

remarkably astute. He cares, he tells us, “for the way it pricked and

stimulated my own nervous system,” and the way “it forced me to re-

examine the rules which have hitherto governed the drama; and,

having done so, to pronounce that they are not elastic enough” (97).

Again, very useful insights are being expressed here: he recognizes

the profound effects upon the individual of this innovative drama, and
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also appreciates the way Beckett has stretched the rules of drama

through a process of reduction––a remarkable achievement.

In his review of Fin de Partie (the original French version of

Endgame)
3
 Hobson describes it as “magnificent” (Hobson 1957, 164)

and contends that the play “has outraged the Philistines, earned the

contempt of half-wits and filled those who are capable of telling the

difference between theater and a bawdy-house with a profound and

somber and paradoxical joy” (161). Tynan is neither a Philistine nor a

half-wit, and his review of Godot makes this perfectly clear. But for

Tynan in Godot there was “a human affirmation” that is missing from

Fin de Partie; in this play Beckett is described as “stamping on the

face of mankind” (Tynan 1957, 165). Tynan’s response has lost the

appreciation of dramatic rule-breaking and is much more involved

with the content, even ‘the message’ as he sees it: “For a short time I

am prepared to listen in any theater to any message, however

antipathetic. But when it is not only disagreeable but forced down my

throat, I demur” (166). What has happened? Can this be the same

production that filled Hobson with “a profound and somber and

paradoxical joy”? Can this be the same critic who, in response to

Godot, celebrated the re-examination of dramatic rules and their

transgression? There is a movement here––and one that is not

acknowledged––from the formal considerations in his response to

Godot  to a far more individual reaction to content, and to an

interpretation of what the play ‘means.’ The idea of Beckett having a

‘message’ is a telltale signal. Beckett famously stated, in relation to

Joyce, that “form is content, content is form” (Beckett 1983, 27).
4

Should his own work be viewed in the same way? Isn’t Tynan making

the mistake that in his review of Godot he so perceptively avoided,

which is to judge Beckett’s drama by rules that don’t apply? Many

forms of drama do contain a message, and this is especially true of

realism. But Beckett is not a realist. It is a mistake to approach his

work as if he is, as the result must be that he will be judged as failing

to abide by realist conventions and the expectations they have set up.

Tynan has interpreted the play. It speaks to him, and says: “man is a

pygmy who connives at his own inevitable degradation” (Tynan 1957,

165). Interpretation when applied to Beckett’s work cannot avoid

being an individual and personal response, and in my discussion of the

play I want to keep as far as possible from an interpretative approach

as I can, for reasons that will become clear.
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Beckett has described Endgame  as a “one-set howl”

(Knowlson 426), “a gloomy graceless act” (Knowlson 427), and as

“rather difficult and elliptic, mostly depending on the power of the

text to claw, more inhuman than Godot” (Harmon 11) and yet, James

Knowlson tells us, “he rated [it] more highly than […] Godot” (435).

It is a difficult play. Vivian Mercier, a scholar and a well-respected

commentator on Beckett’s work, describes it as the “grimmest of his

plays” (7). He declares: “Personally, I loathe the play and wonder

whether the ability to make one’s audience suffer is a valid artistic

criterion” (174). His reaction is extreme––one of repulsion: “In fact,”

he tells us, “after seeing the first New York production of Endgame, I

turned away in disgust from Beckett’s work as a whole” (177).
5

Interestingly, Brooks Atkinson found the same production “quite

impressive,” which he qualifies as: “Impressive in the macabre

intensity of mood, that is” (171). Mercier considers that the play has

no “philosophical validity” (175), but Atkinson is prepared to consider

it in terms of performance and dramatic effect:

Whether or not [Beckett’s] theme is acceptable or rational, his director,

Alan Schneider, has had the grace to take him at his own evaluation and

stage his play seriously. Although there is not much physical movement in

it, it has continuous tension and constant pressure. (172)

He remarks on Beckett’s ability to “create a mood by using words as

incantations,” and decides that the play is “a superb stroke of theater”

(172). Again, can this be the same play? The responses seem heartfelt,

and Mercier acknowledges the personal nature of his disgust. What

interests me are the extremes of the opposing responses, between

Hobson and Tynan, and between Mercier and Atkinson. Something is

going on here, and something pretty divisive. I want to explore what

this could be.

I recently saw Matthew Warchus’s production of the play,

which was impressive on just about every count.
6
 The reviewer in The

Independent described it as “a stunningly good production [….] that

confirmed my growing conviction that Beckett is the greatest

dramatist to use the English language since Shakespeare”
7
––high

praise indeed. A colleague of mine, after seeing this production, came

to my office to discuss it, and decided that the play was a “perfect

play––the most perfect play of the twentieth century.”
8
 This set me to

thinking. What is a “perfect play”?  Would Beckett, who so valorizes
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failure, recognize such a term as appropriate? I suppose the term

“perfect play” summons up, for me, terms like “well made play,”

which surely couldn’t be applied to Endgame.

I want to set aside interpretation, and look at the play initially

in terms of structure, whilst at the same time keeping in mind that

form cannot necessarily be separated from content. I also want to keep

in mind the fact that, with a play like Endgame, the interpretation and

response to both form and content will differ widely, according to

each member of the audience, in relation to the expectations and the

life experiences they bring with them, which cannot fail to influence

their reception of the play. Worth makes some interesting observations

about the way responses to Beckett have changed over the years. She

notes that: “[p]eople have got used by now to the idea of Beckett’s

being funny as well as formidable,” and that audiences who are

familiar with Beckett and his plays will have a “sense of anticipation

as a set piece of drollery approaches” (66). Once familiar with

Endgame an audience member will know what is going to happen, and

will feel less lost: expectations concerning structure now fit the play,

and even shape the play in the mind, rather than working against it.

The original shock of the new cannot be re-experienced, although

newcomers to plays like Endgame will often react in similar ways to

the early reviewers––with delight or with confusion and

bewilderment––and they may reject it and dismiss it out of hand.
9

We can recall Tynan’s words about Beckett’s drama

reminding him (or reminding “the drama”) “how much it can do

without and still exist” (Tynan 1955, 95). Godot, he tells us, has “no

plot, no climax, no denouement; no beginning, no middle, no end”

(95). I wonder if spectators still see it that way. Many spectators have

become familiar with the play. I expect today that it is recognized as

not exactly true to say that either Godot or Endgame lack such

dramatic elements, although Beckett’s drama certainly moves away

from the expectations concerning what a dramatic plot ‘should’

be––expectations that have been produced by many kinds of

traditional drama, especially realist drama. It is not surprising that his

plays do not conform to realist conventions, as Beckett is not a realist.

Beckett often plays with traditional dramatic elements: there is parody

and there are shocks and surprises. Tynan recognizes that Beckett,

with Godot , has gone beyond the traditional conventions, and
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succeeded. Why does he feel that he has not succeeded with the play

that followed?

Perhaps many theater-goers and critics in the fifties had their

dramatic expectations too directly formed by the drama of the time.

Godot and Endgame shared the British stage in this period with plays

by John Osborne, Arnold Wesker and Shelagh Delaney: playwrights

who were changing the expectations of drama but in terms of content

rather than form. The new content focused upon working-class

characters and situations, but the form was not new, and maintained

the stable beginning, middle and end audiences had come to consider

were essential elements of drama, and of course their plays conveyed

a message. In 1961 Beckett spoke to Tom Driver of a new form, not a

renunciation of form, but a “form [that] will be of such a type that it

admits the chaos [….] a form that accommodates the mess” (219). If

we think of the structure of Endgame as a movement towards a form

of art that “admits the chaos” and “raises questions that it does not

attempt to answer” (220), we can begin to place clear water between

what Endgame is doing and what many other kinds of drama are

doing, especially the British realist drama of the fifties.

Perhaps in order to create something new, going backwards is

the first step––back before the later nineteenth century and the kind of

realist theater introduced by Ibsen, which has had such a strong

influence on writers and directors in the theater, on film and on

television. Beckett can also be seen to be stepping outside the domains

of “legitimate” or “serious” drama, into popular forms such as the

music hall and pantomime: forms that celebrate and feature

theatricality in a way that realist drama will not, by definition. In

relation to structure, critics have often gone back to earlier, traditional

forms in discussions of Endgame. Mercier suggests that this play has

an affiliation with tragedy (14), while Andrew Kennedy suggests that

the “one-act structure […] gradually closes in like the final scene of a

traditional tragedy” (47). Theodor Adorno also cites tragedy in his

discussion of Endgame, seeing it as a form of drama that has been

“renounced […] because its stylization and resulting pretentiousness

seemed alien to secular society” (26). Such stylization has been

renounced by realist drama, as a matter of course, in its aim to create

an illusion of life as it seems to be, rather than as a poetic expression

abstracted from “reality.” For Adorno, in Endgame , “dramatic

components reappear after their demise. Exposition, complication,
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plot, peripeteia, and catastrophe return as decomposed elements” (26).

And intriguingly Kennedy suggests a traditional structure underlying

the play. For him it not only resembles the fifth act of a tragedy, but,

following Adorno, he considers that there is a condensation: a kind of

distillation of the whole tragic process. Kennedy discusses the sixteen

scenes Beckett formulated for the Berlin production of the play, which

he directed, in 1967.
10

The opening and closing tableaux  (scenes 1 and 16 […]) constitute a kind

of prologue and epilogue [….] Scenes 2-10 […] form the first major

movement of the play, reaching a climax in the lines borrowed from the

Tempest: ‘Our revels now are ended!’ [...] The remaining scenes are

dominated by the end. (64)

It is a fascinating idea: a Chinese box structure which has affinities

with the closing act of a tragedy while also containing further levels

that echo traditional dramatic structure the deeper we delve. We can

discern the traditional pyramid structure in Kennedy’s analysis:

exposition, rising action, climax, falling action and denouement, but it

is a structure that is well hidden beneath the oddness of the surface,

and it is not surprising that it can go unnoticed on the conscious level.

But it is no doubt attended to on a more subliminal level and could be

one of the reasons for the sense of satisfaction that many spectators

feel after watching the play.

When Beckett directed Endgame he placed great emphasis on

formal elements: “There are no accidents in Endgame. It is all built on

analogies and repetitions” (qtd in Gontarski xiii). He also stressed

simplicity: “it’s got to become simple, just a few small, precise

motions” (xvi), and in his direction he worked “to clarify and develop

the lines of conflict and sharpen the play’s ambiguities” (xix). “‘The

play is full of echoes,’ he told his German cast. ‘They all answer each

other’” (xxi). S. E. Gontarski summarizes the importance of repetition

and balance in Beckett’s approach to the play:

Pattern is as crucial to Beckett’s eye as to his ear, and that patterning

dominates his theatrical notes: motion is repeated to echo other motion,

posture to echo other posture, gestures to echo other gestures, sounds to

echo other sounds. The principle of analogy is fundamental. (xx)

The final tableau should echo the opening one (Gontarski 48): “the

much rehearsed and serene ending echoes the beginning––a
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deliberately theatrical tableau” (Kennedy 50), and the importance of

this final stasis for Beckett, and the way he wished it to linger in the

memory of the audience, is clear when he tells his actors that a curtain

call is “repugnant” to him, as “it would have hurt me to break up the

picture at the end” (qtd in Gontarski 71). Beckett told Jonathan Kalb

“that it was essential ‘to visualize a play on your own mental stage

while you’re writing,’ and went on to explain that the reason he

preferred Endgame to Godot was that it was better visualized in that

way and is thus ‘a more complete and coherent movement’” (72).

Knowlson considers that, when Beckett directed Endgame, “What [he]

did was to see the work in terms of clear visual patterns with

movements so carefully charted that the word ‘choreography’ can

quite properly be applied to a meticulously planned direction” (qtd in

Gontarski, Introduction).

Pattern is present in what Kalb has called the “perfectly

balanced ambiguities” (82) of the play. Paul Lawley considers that

“few texts can be more explicitly structured upon binary oppositions

than Endgame ,” and cites the “onstage/offstage, inside/outside

opposition” alongside “past/present, land/sea. nature/non-nature,

light/darkness” (1992, 124). Pierre Chabert speaks of polarities in

terms of the dramatic tension they produce:

Just as there is an intrinsic tension between silence and words, so there is an

intrinsic tension between immobility and movement. Words emanate from

silence and return to it, movement emanates from immobility and returns to

it. (qtd in Kalb 39)

Drama is conflict, and there is a strong conflict in the play.

Beckett stressed this when he decided that “there must be maximum

aggression between [Hamm and Clov] from the first exchange of

words onward. Their war is the nucleus of the play” (qtd in Gontarski

50). He also described the basic conflict: “Clov has only one wish, to

get back into his kitchen––that must always be evident, just like

Hamm’s constant effort to stop him. This tension is an essential motif

of the play” (48). This central tension was picked up by Hobson in his

early review (162), but Tynan seems to have missed the kind of

tensions the play is built upon, and writes of his sense of  “little

variation, either of pace or emphasis” in his response to the same

production (166). Yet, surely, “the fluctuation of tension” in the play,

which Kennedy notes as “a device that fills the stage with the illusion
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of dramatic action” (57), is an essential element of the play and is

foregrounded throughout.

A significant reason for my own estimation of the play as

dramatically effective concerns the very variety that Tynan considers

to be lacking in the play. There is variety of pace, including consistent

alternations between movement and stasis, speech and silence. There

is a wide variety of tone: directions on speech shift continuously.

Instructions as various as “tonelessly,” “proudly,” “gloomily” (12),

“irritably,” “gloomily” (13), “shocked,” “relieved,” “coldly,”

“louder,” “violently” (14) are present within the first four pages of the

text. The mood is not one of unrelieved gloom: there are many comic

moments and styles of performance that recall music hall double acts,

Laurel and Hardy, or Marx Brothers films, while the introductory

mime sequence and other comic business bring to mind the silent

comedy of Buster Keaton. The range is extensive: comic, tragic,

bombastic, maudlin, elegiac, poetic, sad, ludicrous, desperate, stoic,

exasperated. It is never monotone; it never stays still; it is always

moving.

Kennedy points out the way “the whole play is conceived in

thoroughly theatrical terms” and speaks of the “highly play-conscious

nature of Beckett’s art” (61). This area seems to be an essential one to

explore when considering the play’s success as a theatrical event.

Beckett has said: “It is a playful piece” (qtd in McMillan 218). There

is a very strong sense, right from the beginning of the play, of actors

who are conscious of their roles as actors (as of course all actors really

are). Beckett spoke of the play as being “full of echoes” (qtd in

Gontarski xxi): the metatheatrical elements produce a play full of

mirrors, as the self-reflexive play concerns drama mirroring drama,

actors self-consciously acting, and the audience members made aware

of their own roles as spectators. Kenner suggests that Hamm’s name

points to his status as “the generic Actor” (160). He is centre stage,

always in need of an audience, and always tending to overact his part.

His first words––“Me […] to play”––are redolent of his consciousness

of role-playing: “Can there be misery [he intones] loftier than mine?”

(12) It is histrionic but robbed of any sense of authenticity by the way

he repeatedly undercuts his lofty rhetoric, punctuating it with his own

spoken doubts as well as with the repeated yawns that signify an actor

who isn’t entirely “in part” as yet. Clov’s first words––“Finished, it’s

finished, nearly finished, it must be nearly finished” (12)––denote not
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only a surprising way to begin a play, and a kind of pocket-sized

exposition of the “endgame” to follow, but can also be seen to signify

an actor at the beginning of a play who wishes that it was already

over. This metatheatrical device recurs throughout. Endgame is not

like a realist play, where the actors are careful not to shatter the

illusion that what the audience sees is “really” happening. There are

explicit references to acting and the theatrical situation: Antony

Easthope has listed “‘farce,’ ‘audition,’ ‘aside,’ ‘soliloquy,’

‘dialogue,’ ‘underplot,’ ‘exit’” (54). Such signals are clearly alerting

the spectator to the fact that this is theater––it is not real. But of course

there is a double play: it is really happening. It is a play, acted in front

of the audience, on the stage. The play refers to itself rather than to an

illusory situation beyond, unlike realist drama. Richard Gilman recalls

Kenner’s influential discussion of the play when he suggests that

Endgame can be viewed as “a play about playing, a performance

‘about’ performance” (84).

Rather than considering this self-reflexive play in relation to

Brecht––who was certainly encouraging the spectators to remember

that they are watching a play and not slipping passively into the

illusion that what is happening is “real”––it seems essential to

recognize that Beckett is attempting something quite different from

Brecht.
11

 Ruby Cohn refers instead to Pirandello, who clearly has

much stronger affinities with Beckett than Brecht has. But Cohn is

able to bring in a subtle and telling difference between the

playwrights’ use of self-reflexivity when she speaks of how Pirandello

was “distinguishing between art and life, between fictional characters

and actual people” (76), whereas Beckett, she argues, “dramatizes

authors.” Hamm, “the first of this lineage,” is an author within the

play, the “play author” who mirrors his own creator by telling stories

and ensuring a “stage audience” with the bribe of a sugar plum (77).

Thus not only is the playwright-as-storyteller mirrored within the play

through Hamm, so is the audience through Nagg. There are other

kinds of self-reflexivity in quite other kinds of theater, of course,

which help to highlight its pervasiveness. Clowns, pantomime dames

and villains, and comedians generally will appeal to their audiences

directly, breaking through the fourth wall and laying bare the

performance as performance. Soliloquies are another form of

theatrical device which break the illusion of the stage world as

separate and “real,” and they constitute an important feature in
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Endgame.
12

 They of course have a strong presence in pre-realist

drama, both tragedy and comedy, and Hamm alludes specifically to

Shakespearian soliloquies when he echoes Richard III and Prospero.

Metatheatricality is present in Classical drama, in Medieval drama, in

Early Modern drama, and is able to produce an intriguing double

effect––a jolt––a reminder of the playwright’s role as fictionalizer, the

actor’s role as actor, the spectator’s role as spectator. It often involves

a comic quality in that this device is simultaneously recognizing, and

jolting the audience into recognizing, that this is a performance––it

isn’t real, and yet it is––a real performance, happening in front of our

eyes. It is telling the truth, but a truth that realist drama is consistently

concerned with not acknowledging in favor of creating an illusion of

truth in terms of the content. For realism, the form needs to be as

transparent as possible so that the illusion of the “real” (in terms of

characters and events, etc.) is upheld.

Lawley comments on the “uncompromising stylization which

is a characteristic of the play’s every facet” (1988, 87). The stylization

of the play is striking evidence of its theatricality and is an important

feature that critics have returned to again and again. Gabriele Schwab,

for instance, speaks of Hamm and Clov as “highly stylized” characters

who are both “condensed and overdetermined” (93). Kennedy sees all

“the four characters of Endgame [as] even more stylized––in terms of

role, speech, physical appearance and movement––than are the

characters of Waiting for Godot” (53), and there is certainly a strong

move in Endgame towards a greater theatricality and abstraction than

is discernable in Godot. Emmanuel Jacquart considers that, unlike a

realist dramatist, “the author is not looking for a literal representation

[…] but for a highly stylized equivalent” (79). Schwab’s point that the

characters are “not only acting but also playing with these roles” (89)

is of interest here, and relates to the discussion above concerning the

self-consciousness that pervades the play. For spectators unfamiliar

with poetic drama the abstract, stylized quality of the characterization

and acting must create certain problems and a feeling of alienation.

Tynan’s fierce response to the production he reviewed seems

to stem from a discomfort with the distancing effect: it was

“portentously stylized” with the result that it “piled on the agony until

I thought my skull would split” (166). Kenner’s discussion of the

characters as like chess pieces (156-60) is useful, as it helps to make

the stylization very clear, along with the difficulty an audience will
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have if they try to get involved in the way they are encouraged to do

with more psychologically rounded characters. This relates to the

more “literal representation” of realist drama that Jacquart suggests

the play is not attempting to provide, but also to those impressive and

moving, yet far more poetic representations of humanity we meet with

in Greek and Early Modern tragedy. Mercier pinpoints the abstraction

of the characters in Endgame acutely when he suggests that with

Hamm and Clov “we can laugh at them […] we can fear them, but we

cannot pity them nor identify with them” (14). “We can laugh at

them,” just as we can laugh at circus clowns, where the

characterization deals with physical absurdity and discourages both

identification and sympathy; “we can fear them,” just as we can fear

melodramatic or Gothic villains who are again one-dimensional, and

who work against psychological wholeness and the shades of gray we

recognize in dramatic characters drawn to appear as lifelike and

credible representations of humanity. Kenner recognizes that Hamm

has many of the properties of a “ludicrous stage villain” (164).

Straightforward pity is not encouraged; we are distanced to an unusual

degree, except in more popular forms of theater, not so concerned

with portraying subtle levels of human complexity but rather with the

black and white abstractions of clown or villain. This leads us back to

the chess game and the black and white of the opposing pieces on the

board. Beckett has spoken about Endgame as “pure play” (qtd in

McMillan 14), and has commented on the chess analogy:

One must make a world of one’s own in order to satisfy one’s need to know,

to understand, one’s need for order [.…] There for me, lies the value of the

theater. One turns out a small world with its own laws, conducts the action

as if upon a chess board […] even the game of chess is still too complex.

(15)

Beckett is aiming for “the extreme simplicity of the dramatic situation

and issue” (Harmon 24), and it is illuminating just how often phrases

like “Keep it simple, everything simple” (qtd in McMillan 204) and

other admonitions for simplicity recur in Beckett’s direction.

There is a key and central issue here, and one that goes some

way towards explaining the antipathy of critics such as Tynan and

Mercier. Beckett described the play as “more inhuman than Godot”

(Harmon 11), and this certainly is true. It is also––and this is allied

with its “inhuman” quality––more abstract and more theatrical. If we
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think of it as “pure play”––like a chess game, but even simpler––we

are approaching a source of its theatrical power. Tynan missed the

“human affirmation” that he had gleaned from Godot (1957, 165). He

was, I suggest, reading the play as a “literal representation” rather than

as “pure play.” Endgame is “a small world with its own laws,” not

what Tynan is reacting to, which is quite another kind play. Tynan is

responding to something that isn’t Endgame––he criticizes it for not

being the kind of play that encourages us to respond to it as an

apparently direct, realist representation of the world beyond the stage.

Mercier, too, with his description of the characters as “grotesque[s]”

and “monsters rather than men” (14) also judges the play according to

dramatic conventions to which it, intentionally, does not adhere. The

characters are not designed to be pitied or identified with in any

straightforward or traditional way. Something else is happening:

“something is taking its course” (Endgame 17).

Endgame is poetic drama. It convinces me that the “rules that

have hitherto governed drama,” and especially realist drama, are “not

elastic enough,” as Tynan suggested in relation to Godot. Beckett has

created “a small world with its own laws.” I have so far kept away

from interpretation, dwelling instead on formal and theatrical aspects

of the play, such as dramatic structure, self-reflexive play and abstract

characterization. I now want to clarify just how important avoiding

interpretation can be, in order to get a genuine sense of why this play

works, and also to suggest further reasons why it doesn’t work for

others. Beckett was very wary of providing interpretations, and this

becomes more and more noticeable when reading the descriptions of

his own direction of the play.
13

 He has famously told Alan Schneider

that when “it comes to these bastards of journalists I feel that the only

line is to refuse to be involved in exegesis of any kind. That’s for

those bastards of critics” (qtd in Harmon 24). He also cautioned

Schneider not to “seek deep motivation everywhere” (29). To actors

he has given such enigmatic responses as: “I only know what’s on the

page [….] Do it your way” (qtd in McMillan 179); “Don’t look for

symbols in my plays” (181); and “I don’t know what’s in Hamm’s

head” (182). This might seem unhelpful, yet for me it seems essential.

He retreats from exegesis––“I’d rather not talk about it” (230)––as

talking about the play, apart from in theatrical and formal terms,

would produce the kind of closure that the play itself is resisting in

just about every way. It is an endgame, but without a traditional
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ending, without closure, in both dramatic and interpretative terms. The

play needs to remain open.

Kenner has stated, with genuine insight, that “the play

contains whatever ideas we discern inside it; no idea contains the

play” (164). This openness to individual interpretation is necessary, as

this is where a great deal of the play’s effectiveness comes from.

Hobson’s review of Fin de Partie shows genuine insight. What is

admirable is the way he has, even with such small acquaintance with

the play, managed to state something which holds just as true today,

after many years have passed and many productions have taken place,

and something that certain directors surely should have taken more

notice of: “Beckett is a poet; and the business of a poet is not to

clarify, but to suggest, to imply, to employ words with auras of

association, with a reaching out towards a vision, a probing down into

an emotion, beyond the compass of explicit definition” (Hobson 1957,

162). His words are a useful way into the thorny debate concerning

directorial interpretation. Although Beckett has directed the play on

more than one occasion, he is insistent that his is not the definitive

version: “I don’t claim my interpretation is the only correct one. It’s

possible to do the play quite differently, different music, movements,

different rhythm […]” (qtd in Gontarski xviii). Kalb presents a very

useful summary of the kind of “explicit definitions” directors have

imposed upon the play (77-87). He analyzes this propensity by

suggesting that “even theater practitioners who consider themselves

open-minded enough to accept frameworks of indecision sometimes

end up pinning them down to particular meanings out of fear that

audiences will not understand” (77). But “understanding” isn’t the

point here. Even with the best intentions:

[d]irectors frequently express their love of and respect for Beckett’s work

by overlaying their ingenious illustrative ideas on it. What begins as an

attempt at creative collaboration ends up as a private explanation of what

was originally created to resist explanation. (77)

Easthope returns to Hobson’s idea of Beckett as a poet: “Beckett’s

work is ‘poetic.’ What the adjective really points to in Beckett’s plays

[…] is the extraordinary ability of the language and the stagecraft to

imply, suggest, connote, evoke, and set off expressive nuances” (57).

“Clever” conceptual direction closes down the ability for this poetic

indeterminacy to work. Hobson describes Beckett’s drama as “beyond
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the compass of explicit definition” (1957, 162), and yet, as Kalb

points out, many directors lack the courage to trust Beckett, and end

up “filling in the ‘missing’ specifics in an effort to explain the

unexplainable” (94).

The debate about directorial freedom has been an ongoing one

in Beckett circles. It has surfaced again and again at the Beckett

seminars held at Reading University
14

 and keeps recurring in the

discussions of the Samuel Beckett Working Group.
15

 Angela Moorjani

made a very persuasive case against the heavy-handed impositions of

certain directors in her paper for the Working Group in 2004,

suggesting that directors should do “less, rather than more, in bringing

the unspoken light to the audiences, leaving them […] to grapple with

glimmerings in the dark” (13). She argues in favor of the spectator and

against “directorial closure” (14), which may mask Beckett’s poetry.

Beckett’s drama is able “to imply, suggest, connote, evoke, and set off

expressive nuances” (Easthope 57). Directors need to take care not to

get in the way of all of this, because this is where the crucial drama

happens: in the spectator’s response to the poetry of the play. The

reason, for me, that Endgame works as performance is because it is

“beyond the compass of explicit definition” (Hobson 1957, 162). This

has to do with its carefully balanced structure, its self-reflexive play

with dramatic elements, as well as the way in which the characters

themselves are theatrical components (rather than simply

representations of “real” people). For me this is poetry––dramatic

poetry––the poetry of light and shade, movement and stasis, sound

and silence, comedy and pathos. This is what we start from;

interpretation follows, but on the terms Kenner has stated: “the play

contains whatever ideas we discern inside it” (164). Like Moorjani, I

want to place the spectator in the foreground when it comes to

interpretation.

Kennedy suggests that, despite all critical efforts, the play

“cannot be interpreted […] definitively”; rather interpretation is an

“endless process” (48). Such an idea will evoke a genuine feeling of

pleasure (in me) or perhaps quite other feelings, such as exasperation,

irritation, frustration (in others). Schwab discusses how the play “has

occasioned numerous speculative interpretations” (93). She

summarizes some of these and then makes a crucial point: that

interpretations will tend towards reduction and closure, whereas the

play itself resists both. Directorial decisions based on interpretations
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can close down the play at the site of the performance. Critical

interpretations may not have a definitive influence over spectators, but

the movement is again towards an imposition of meaning that the play

itself resists and challenges. The play encourages the audience to feel

“drawn into the game” of trying to make sense of it, but Schwab

contends that the play also encourages us to begin to reflect upon our

“own interpretative acts” (95). It is a fascinating discussion, and a

convincing one. Schwab considers that

[t]he effect is to make the audience conscious of how it projects meaning.

This allows it to experience its projections as an attempt to close and center

something inherently open and decentered. We might also call this effort a

defense against the experience of otherness. At the same time the dis-

illusioning strategies aim at altering our need for centering and closing open

structures. (96)

This is thought-provoking and surely explains something important

about this play, and what is happening in the minds of the spectators.

According to this line of thought a great deal of the drama is prompted

by what is happening on stage, and yet is located in the spectator’s

attempts at interpretation, and the “projection and closure” (95) this

involves: the attempt and its frustration. This process is dramatic, and

will for some (for me) provoke pleasure and exhilaration, and for

others provoke “extremely defensive responses” (97).
16

Wolfgang Iser follows Schwab in focusing on the “spectator’s

interpretative faculties” and how they are brought into play (168). He

writes of the way in which there is a constant movement involved: an

“alternation of building and dismantling” (168) in a spectator’s

response to Beckett’s drama. Like Schwab, he recognizes the way in

which we are encouraged into an awareness of our own interpretative

acts, but we are also made aware of way that our projections are being

challenged. We are “continually building and dismantling concepts,

and ultimately––through this very same inescapable process––we are

forced to realize (in both senses of the word) the deficiencies of our

interpretations” (170). Iser recognizes that “[t]his experience is

conditioned by various factors connected with our own disposition

and, above all, with the expectations that we bring to art and that are

deliberately exploited by Beckett’s plays” (170). This is useful in my

attempt to discover why Endgame works for some and not for others.

Iser suggests that Beckett’s plays can fail to satisfy “because they
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make us block our own paths to possible solutions” (175). He also

contends, following Schwab, that the strategy of Endgame is “to bring

the spectator into play” (178):

Through this process, the dramatic focus of the play is shifted away from

the plot […] and onto the spectator […]. The dramatic action, therefore,

comes about through the projections of the spectator and occurs in the mind

of the spectator, thus setting off a response pattern in which the spectator’s

projections are cast as an integral part of the dramatic performance. (187)

Spectators who are new to this kind of drama will experience

many more problems in relating to the play than those with some

experience of experimental drama, whether as audience members or

practitioners.
17

 People who are accustomed to the kind of clarity

realist drama provides are almost certain to feel confusion. They have

become habituated into looking for the kind of “literal representation”

Jacquart refers to, and as a result there is an almost impenetrable

barrier between them and the play. Realist drama encourages passivity

in the spectator, with the dramatic elements clarifying and

encouraging a large degree of consensus as to what is being portrayed

and how it should be interpreted. Without this clarity many spectators

feel lost and frustrated, and those new to Beckett’s play may find it

depressing. The characters are of the kind generally ignored by

mainstream drama, which rarely deals with aging and disability.

Interestingly, those who have experience of working with the

physically impaired, such as care givers, hospital workers or health

visitors, or who have relations or friends who are disabled, often find a

way into the play through the knowledge they bring with them. The

tendency is generally to make sense of the play by interpreting it as

representational. This cannot distort it into realist drama, but the

familiarity of responding to realism, which resembles the way we

respond to the world, is hard to relinquish. It is familiar, it feels safer.

This of course is where the ideas of Schwab and Iser come into play:

their discussions of how familiar forms of sense-making are thwarted

and resisted, and thus challenged. Endgame encourages the spectator

to make sense of what is happening on stage, but then challenges this

very procedure. I find that this play tends to be more revealing about

the spectator than it could ever be said to be about itself. We are

forced to bring more of ourselves into play than ever can be the case

with realist drama, where so much of the explication is clear and
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unfolds before our eyes. It is also essential to note that not all theater-

goers will have the kind of analytical skills that Schwab and Iser

presuppose. Without such sophistication, the challenging nature of the

play can fall flat and seem ineffective and pointless, and for some the

response is one of boredom.

I have discovered that Beckett is not for everyone. This may

seem obvious, but it is illuminating, and helps me tone down my

proselytizing tendencies when teaching the play. Some will be

intrigued from the first and welcome the challenge that the work

poses; others will be dismissive, even repelled. I think that this is

because his drama aims at far more hidden, unconscious levels of the

self than other kinds of drama, which deal much more overtly with the

surface, the seeable, the sayable, and, of course, the understandable. I

also think that it is difficult for audience members who do not have a

practical and/or academic experience of theater to appreciate just what

is being done. There is a spell-binding quality in the way in which this

play creates what for me is a thrilling theatrical experience out of what

seems so little. It is simple, pared down to the bones, but manages to

suggest so much: in dramatic terms as well as in relation to

interpretation, it seems that, for some of us, the less we are given the

more we make of it.

Mercier suggests that interpretations of Beckett’s work

“reveal more about the psyches of the people who offer them than

about the work itself or the psyche of the author,” and sees himself as

no exception (vii). I agree, and this is one of the reasons that Beckett’s

work continues to fascinate me. But this can backfire. As quoted

above, Mercier stated that “after seeing the first New York production

of Endgame, I turned away in disgust from Beckett’s work as a

whole” (177). In his Prologue to Beckett/Beckett, however, Mercier

qualifies this: “it was events in my personal life rather than any

distaste for a particular work of his that impelled me to shun Beckett”

(xiii). His wife became ill, and was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis.

“It may seem paradoxical [Mercier writes] that this confirmation of

Beckett’s gloomy estimate of the human condition should have turned

me against his work, but I wrote virtually nothing more on him until

after [my wife’s] death” (xiii). This decision doesn’t seem

paradoxical, but perfectly understandable. The paralysis and blindness

his wife suffered would have seemed to be mirrored in Endgame, and

of far too personal a nature not to have provoked a strong reaction.
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Mercier’s reference to the Rorschach test in relation to Beckett’s plays

is important (vii): it does have a greater ability to reach areas of the

individual psyche than most forms of drama, and this can be a

harrowing experience. We bring ourselves to the play. To a great

extent we create it, and certainly we create what it means to us: this is

one of the great strengths of the play. Beckett is not writing realist

drama, but spectators can hardly fail to make connections with their

own philosophical views, their own personal lives, and all this entails.

Much as I will continue to contend that the play is doing more than

giving us a “gloomy estimate of the human condition,” I do recognize

and respect Mercier’s position, along with the numerous responses

this play has encouraged––and will continue to encourage.

There is much I have not said about performance, in part

because so much has been said elsewhere,
18

 but also because the idea

of total comprehensiveness was not my aim––I would also question its

possibility in relation to this particular play. My aim is to show that

the play is dramatic, although it may seem essentially undramatic. The

structure that underlies it is simple, abstract and, for me, theatrically

effective. Part of its power is its simplicity. The complexity is found in

what the audience chooses to bring to it. It is poetry––poetic

drama––and as such is not dealing in direct representation or the

illusion of the real. Directors need to allow this poetry to happen; the

play should never be closed down; the questions never answered;

interpretation should be the province of the audience, and needs to

echo the endlessness of the dramatic situation. It is a bleak play. It can

be seen to be challenging the very processes we use to make sense of

the world, and ultimately finding such processes lacking. Some will

resist this and seek instead some safer ground where things are shown

to make sense, and choose to see the kind of plays that end when they

end, rather than continue to grow and question and disturb. There is no

message in Endgame, there is no consoling panacea, but there is

something indefinable and also magical going on. What Endgame

does offer is, in Hobson’s words, “a magnificent theatrical

experience” (1957, 164), impossible to pin down, but endlessly

fascinating, which fills me, as it did Hobson, “with a profound and

somber and paradoxical joy” (161).

Julie Campbell, University of Southampton
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Notes

1 
”The relentless drip, drip, drip of misery is like Chinese water torture” (The Times,

19 April 1996), on Endgame, dir. Katie Mitchell, first performed at the Donmar

Warehouse, London, 11 April 1996 (quoted in Worth 56).
2 

London premiere of Waiting for Godot, dir. Peter Hall, first performed at the Arts

Theater Club, London, 3 August 1955.
3 

Premiere of Fin de partie, dir. Roger Blin, first performed at the Royal Court

Theater, London, 3 April 1957.
4 

Samuel Beckett, ‘Dante…Bruno.Vico..Joyce’ in Beckett 1983.
5 

American premiere of Endgame, dir. Alan Schneider, first performed at the Cherry

Lane Theater, New York, 28 January 1958.
6 

Endgame, dir. Michael Warchus, first performed at the Albery Theater, London, 10

March 2004.
7 

Review of Endgame in The Independent, 11 March 2004.
8 

My colleague, Chris Slater, who has many years of experience teaching both drama

and film at Southampton University.
9 

I have been teaching Endgame to first-year students at Southampton University for

many years, and their initial responses to the play tend to be very varied, and also

enlightening, and my references to first time spectators are largely in relation to their

observations and comments.
10 

‘Beckett’s instructions for the Berlin production of Endgame in 1967, identifying

sixteen scenes as the units of the play’s structure (cited in Kennedy 64-65):

1. Clov’s mime and first monologue.

2. Hamm’s awakening and his first monologue, and the first dialogue.

3. Nagg and Nell’s dialogue.

4. Hamm-Cov dialogue, with Hamm’s first turn around the room.

5. Clov’s comic business with the ladder and the telescope.

6. Hamm’s questioning of Clov with the burlesque flea scene.

7. Hamm-Clov dialogue with the toy dog scene.

8. Clov’s rebellion, Hamm’s story of the madman, and the alarm-clock scene.

9. Hamm’s story.

10. The prayer ending with Nagg’s curse.

11. Hamm’s story continued.

12. Hamm’s second turn around the room.

13. Hamm-Clov dialogue (farewell).

14. Hamm’s role.

15. Clov’s closing monologue and exit.

16. Hamm’s final monologue.
11 

See Kalb for some useful discussions relating to the distance between Brecht’s

theater and Beckett’s (44-7, 73-4, 146-7, 215-16, 218-19).
12 

See Chapter 4, ‘All Mankind Is Us: Soliloquizers,’ Cohn 1980, 58-75, for an

illuminating discussion of soliloquies in Endgame and other plays.
13 

See Gontaski and Dougald McMillan, passim.
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14 
The Beckett Seminars take place annually at Reading University, organized by the

Beckett International Foundation and convened by Julian A. Garforth and Mark

Nixon.
15 

The Samuel Beckett Working Group meets every two years at the International

Federation for Theater Research Annual Conference and is convened by Linda

Ben_Zvi.
16 

This relates to the kind of defensive responses I often encounter in first-year

students.
17 

I will be referring to some of the responses of my first-year students in the

following section.
18 

See Cohn 1980, Gontarski, Kalb, Kennedy and McMillan, to name just a few.
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Introduction
S.E. Gontarski
"Waiting for the Show": Beckettian Performance

With the creation and success of En attendant Godot, staged (finally) in January of 1953 by Roger Blin 
at the Théâtre de Babylone, Samuel Beckett's preoccupation with performance increased dramatically, 
and he began to explore its possibilities beyond theater. Soon after writing Godot he would extend the 
dialogue format into a personal aesthetic commentary, Three Dialogues with Georges Duthuit, which 
he published in the newly revived, post-War «Transition» magazine in 1949, as Godot was circulating 
among producers and as he was wrestling with the last of his three French novels, L'Innommable. In the 
self-deprecating critical piece, Beckett exploited the performative and travestied both aesthetic debate 
and the philosophical dialogue favored by Plato. The philosophical tradition through which Beckett 
seemed to be working included as well George Berkeley's decidedly undramatic Three Dialogues 
between Hylas and Philonous, echoes of which persist in his next work for theater, Fin de partie 
(Endgame), which he began writing, in fits and starts, shortly thereafter. Hamm's neo-Romantic dreams 
of fertility beyond the local sterility and decay, for instance, parallel Hylas's admonition of Philonous's 
skepticism of the senses: «Philonous-Look! Are not the fields covered with delightful verdure? Is there 
not something in the woods and groves, in the rivers and clear springs that sooths, that delights the 
soul?». But this single, serio-comic venture into philosophical debate may owe as much to William 
Butler Yeats's dialogic poems. Beckett certainly owed a debt to Yeats's stark, asian-inspired theater. 
Most notably, of course, Beckett drew on Yeats's poem The Tower for the teleplay ...but the clouds...

   After writing Godot, Beckett began to extend the idea of performance to his fiction as well, 
developing a form of monologue with a consciousness of audience that would eventually find its way 
to the stage with Krapp's Last Tape in 1958 and dominate the short, late theatre thereafter. It is 
Auditor's echo of the spectator, of an audience, that makes him (her?) so critical to the performance of 
Not I, for example. In The Unnamable, published as L'Innommable in Paris by Les Éditions de Minuit 
in 1952, Beckett explored the dialogic within the monologue and, more important, folded the sense of 
an audience into what was becoming a dramatic narrative: 

   Well I prefer that, I must say I prefer that, that what, oh you know, who you, oh I suppose the 
audience, well well, so there's an audience, it's a public show, you buy your seat and wait, perhaps it's 
free, a free show, you take your seat and you wait for it to begin, or perhaps it's compulsory, a 
compulsory show, you wait for the compulsory show to begin, it takes time, you hear a voice, perhaps 
it's a recitation, that's the show, someone reciting, selected passages, old favourites, a poetry matinée, 
or someone improvising, you can barely hear him, that's the show, you can't leave, you're afraid to 
leave, it might be worse elsewhere, you make the best of it, you try and be reasonable, you came too 
early, here we'd need Latin, it's only beginning, it hasn't begun, he's only preluding, clearing his throat, 
alone in his dressing-room, he'll appear any moment, he'll begin any moment, or it's the stage-manager, 
giving his instructions, his last recommendations, before the curtain rises, that's the show, waiting for 
the show... (> Three Novels, pp. 381-2) 

   That final comment, «that's the show, waiting for the show», is as much a nod to surrealist 
performance as it is a gloss on En attendant Godot. Subsequently, much of Beckett's late drama, like A 
Piece of Monologue, became nearly indistinguishable from the late prose fiction, which is why so many 
theater professionals were eager to stage the haunting, late, monologic short prose [1]. From an 
Abandoned Work, for example, was initially published as a theater piece by Beckett's British publisher, 
Faber and Faber, after it was performed on the BBC Third Programme by Patrick Magee (14 December 
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1957). Although From an Abandoned Work is now generally anthologized with Beckett's short fiction, 
Faber initially collected it among four theater works in Breath and Other Shorts (1971), which 
grouping, of course, punctuated its debut as a piece "for performance". 

   As Beckett explored the implications of performance fully in the mid-1950s, he began to understand 
its necessity to his theatrical creative process. The turning point seemed to have come with the Royal 
Court Theatre production of Krapp's Last Tape, written shortly after Magee's BBC reading of From an 
Abandoned Work and after the BBC broadcast of All that Fall. Writing his American publisher, Barney 
Rosset, on 20 November 1958, Beckett was unrestrainedly enthusiastic about Magee's performance, 
which he oversaw so closely that some claimed he directed it, although the director of record was 
Donald McWhinnie. 

   Unerringly directed by McWhinnie Magee gave a very fine performance, for me by far the most 
satisfactory experience in the theatre up to date. I wish to goodness that Alan [Schneider] could have 
seen it. I can't see it being done any other way. During rehearsals we found various pieces of business 
not indicated in the script and which now seem to me indispensable. If you ever publish the work in 
book form I should like to incorporate them in the text. (Emphasis added.) [2]

   By the mid-1950s Beckett was already talking and working like a director, committed to the lexicon 
and processes of performance. In a letter to Rosset's editorial assistant, Judith Schmidt, 11 May 1959, 
Beckett referred to the staging of Krapp's Last Tape as its "creation." The Irish journalist Alec Reid 
reports a similar attitude towards performance when he noted that Beckett «will speak of the first run-
through with actors as the 'realization' of the play, and when it has been performed publicly he will say 
that it has been "created"» (Reid, p. 12).

   That sense of "creation" on stage, however, has received scant attention from critics and scholars 
often more comfortable with the apparent solidity of the published text than the vicissitudes of 
performance. When performance attracts scholarly attention, interest tends to be restricted to how 
faithful a particular production was to the originally published text. And while Beckett's own 
interventions in the theatre have received considerable attention, the field of inquiry has too often been 
restricted to productions on which Beckett himself worked directly (admittedly invaluable and a 
substantial feature of this volume as well), or to theatrical traditions in France, England, Germany, or 
the United States, where he has a special relationship with a particular director, like Roger Blin or Alan 
Schneider, or with an actor like Rick Cluchey, primum mobile of the San Quentin Drama Workshop. 
Underestimating and so undervaluing Beckett's direct work in the theater, his commitment to 
performance, particularly from the inception of his full-fledged directing career in 1967 (see the list of 
Beckett's productions appended to this essay and my essay later in this volume) has often skewed our 
assessments of his theatrical art, his growth as a theatre artist, and the world-wide theatrical tradition he 
inspired. His theatrical notebooks for his productions, for example, have been published under the 
General Editorship of James Knowlson [3]. In addition, the series of productions Beckett at least 
oversaw with the San Quentin Drama Workshop has been released on videotape by the Smithsonian 
Institution under the general, if not entirely accurate title Beckett Directs Beckett [4]. And Alan 
Schneider's remarkable thirty-year correspondence with Beckett (1955-1984) has recently appeared 
from Harvard University Press (1998) as "No Author Better Served": The Correspondence of Samuel  
Beckett and Alan Schneider, edited by Maurice Harmon. 

   But performance beyond Beckett's own involvement in it has attracted only scant attention. Italian 
productions, for example, have been slighted internationally perhaps because Beckett did not direct in 
Italy, but Italy was among the earliest of European countries to embrace Beckett's work and to develop 



its own tradition of Beckettian performance. Italian productions have, however, received short shrift 
from Anglo-American and French critics. If Beckett did not direct in Italy, his primary collaborator, 
director Roger Blin, certainly did. Blin brought his production of En attendant Godot (with a cast 
slightly altered from the Paris premier) to Milan's Piccolo Teatro in November of 1953. Almost exactly 
a year later an Italian translation was staged, well before the earliest English language production at the 
Arts Theatre in London, directed by Peter Hall in August of 1955, before moving to the larger Criterion 
Theatre that September. Aspettando Godot opened in Rome at the Teatro di via Vittoria under the 
direction of Luciano Mondolfi in November of 1954. Bolstered by the reception of Godot in Italy, Blin 
brought his touring production of Fin de partie to the Teatro del Ridotto in Venice in July of 1958, 
three months before the London premiere of Endgame at the Royal Court Theatre in October of 1958. 
And Blin directed Giorni felici at Turin's Teatro Gobetti in April of 1965. When the production moved 
to Milan's Teatro Gerolamo in September, Beckett sent his wife Suzanne to see it. He wrote to Alan 
Schneider shortly thereafter, «Suzanne back from Milan where Laura Adani is having a hit in Happy 
Days» (Harmon, p. 196). Suzanne was in fact so taken by Adani's performance that she offered to 
arrange to send her some new work. Beckett complied on 22 September with manuscripts for two 
plays, including Dis, Joe: «Si elles vous intéressent, ou si l'une de elles vous intéresse, je vous 
indiquerai la marche à suivre pour obténir les droits de représentation». Fortunately, the rich tradition 
of Beckett's productions in Italy is now immediately evident in the comprehensive historical panorama, 
chronology, and visual archive available in Annamaria Cascetta's invaluable Il Tragico e L'Umorismo: 
Studio sulla Drammaturgia di Samuel Beckett (Firenze: Le Lettere, 2000).

   But even when Beckett's theater work received attention, some critics and theater professionals have 
tended to express reservations about it, trusting instead the published text as the "real" play over the 
vicissitudes of any particular production and ignoring the central premise of performance theory: in 
theater, performance is text. Once Beckett began directing himself, from 1967 to 1986, staging became 
a full extension of his creative process-not only for new plays but for those already published and part 
of the theatrical repertory. Once he had grown deeply involved in performance he made it clear to his 
publishers that no final text could or should be published before he worked directly in the theater with 
actors. Writing to Grove Press about Happy Days on 18 May 1961, for instance, Beckett said:

   I should prefer the text not to appear in any form before production and not in book form until I have 
seen some rehearsals in London. I can't be definitive without actual work done in the theatre.

Grove Press editor Richard Seaver acknowledged Beckett's request on 30 June 1961, «You asked that 
the book [i.e., Happy Days] not go into production until you had a chance to work with the script in the 
theater». On 24 November 1963 Beckett wrote to Rosset about his wife's disappointment with the 
world première production of Play, the German Spiel, reiterating his position on the relationship 
between performance and publication:

Suzanne went to Berlin for the opening of Play. She did not like the performance, but the director,  
Deryk Mendel, is very pleased. Well received.
I realize I can't establish definitive text of Play without a certain number of rehearsals. These should 
begin with [French director Jean-Marie] Serreau next month. Alan's text will certainly need 
correction. Not the lines but the stage directions. London rehearsals begin on March 9th [1964].

In fact, even after having read "final" proofs for Play, Beckett halted its publication so that he could 
continue to hone the text in rehearsals, as he confirmed to Seaver on 29 November 1963: 

I have asked Faber, since correcting proofs, to hold up production of the book. I realize I can't  



establish text of Play, especially stage directions, till I have worked on rehearsals. I have written to  
Alan [Schneider] about the problems involved.

This would become standard, if often frustrating, procedures between Beckett and at least his English 
language publishers. 

As Beckett developed as his own director, he took the next step and began to intervene into and alter 
texts already published, into his own established canon, into texts which not only already existed in 
print but which were often well-established in the critical discourse as well. Beckett's directing career 
has thus forced to the fore unique questions not only about individual texts and the stability of 
textuality in general, but about the relationship of theatrical performance to its published record and so 
about the nature, the quality, the validity of the theatrical experience itself. The sheer complexity and 
fluidity of Beckett's creative vision, however, puzzled some critics and even theater professionals, 
forcing some into retreat, into critical denial. 

Beckett's textual revisions were admittedly often made in response to the exigencies of production, and 
therein lies much of the problem, at least according to critics like Colin Duckworth (Duckworth). 
Commenting on the video version of Waiting for Godot, part of the Beckett Directs Beckett series, 
Duckworth admits that with Beckett's revisions, «we can now have a clear insight into his own view of 
his most famous play a third of a century after he wrote it» (Duckworth, p. 175), but he finally recoils 
from exactly that insight, concluding that «It is difficult to explain this textual vandalism, perpetrated 
on some of the most magical moments of the play» (Duckworth, p. 190). «It makes one wonder», he 
continues, «whether authors should be let loose on their plays thirty-odd years later» (Duckworth, p. 
191). Duckworth's argument is based primarily on the fact that Beckett did not fully direct the San 
Quentin Drama Workshop production. Much of the work was done in Chicago in December of 1983 by 
Beckett's assistant at the Schiller Theater production in 1975, Walter Asmus, who began rehearsals by 
reviewing Beckett's Schiller production. Duckworth seems puzzled that although the new cuts and 
changes were made by Beckett in 1975 they were never incorporated into the German or any other 
revised text, and so he takes these to be less than authoritative changes. He quotes the actor Rick 
Cluchey (hardly a textual authority) as saying, «Beckett will not impose any of these cuts on the 
published editions of this play». Cluchey goes on to quote Beckett's ambiguous phrase, «The text is the 
text» (Duckworth, p. 185). Since three very different English language texts of Godot were in print and 
available at the time of Beckett's comment (two British and one very different American edition), 
which text is "The text" was very much in question even then. Shortly thereafter Beckett authorized 
publication of a new text for Godot based on the revisions made in his two productions, and it has 
appeared as part of a series of acting texts, along with the theatrical notebooks, which Beckett preferred 
to the originals. 

   To suggest, as Duckworth does, that the San Quentin Drama Workshop production of Godot is not a 
definitive production is not exactly news, and if this were his fundamental point one might agree with 
him. No one who spoke to Beckett about his productions could come away from those conversations 
thinking that Beckett had a very high opinion of the acting abilities of the San Quentin Drama 
Workshop. Friendship for its founder, Rick Cluchey, kept Beckett working with the group. «The 
possibility of a definitive production of the play», continues Duckworth, «analogous to the definitive 
version of a text that every scholarly editor wants to bring out, seems vitiated by two factors: first, the 
frame of mind of the writer-director during any given set of rehearsals [but of course, this is true of any 
production at any time]; and secondly the fact that Beckett was having to work with and through the 
temperaments of actors whom he had not hand picked (as he had in the case of the Schiller Theater 
production)» (Duckworth, p. 178). In an age of postmodern textuality and performance such neo-



Romantic yearning for definitive productions or even a definitive texts seems at best anachronistic.

   Critic Michael Worton (Worton) has similarly argued that Beckett's direct work in the theater is 
contingent and so should dismissed as irrelevant to any critical evaluation. Worton too is bent on 
devaluing the performing arts by dismissing Beckett's work as a director, work Worton considers more 
impulsive than deliberative: «we should focus on the text itself and not seek to make our interpretations 
fit with what the dramatist may have said at any particular moment» (Worton, p. 68). «Any particular 
moment» presumably refers to the twenty years Beckett spent as a theatrical director, which Worton 
would simply dismiss as irrelevant to textual production. Worton seems confused about what 
constitutes "text" in the theater and so takes it to mean simply script, and that static on publication.
Duckworth and Worton are neither the first nor only theater people to wonder in print about Beckett's 
relationship to his own published canon. When in 1985 I first staged an adaptation of Beckett's novella 
Company for the Los Angeles Actor's Theater, a production that went on to the Teatros de Bellas Artes 
in Madrid, the strangest review appeared from the usually-knowing Charles Marowitz writing for the 
international edition of the Manchester Guardian. The analysis was particularly curious coming as it 
did from Marowitz, a director who made his reputation reshuffling Shakespeare's plays as if they were 
so many cards in a deck (in the Marowitz Hamlet, for instance, Hamlet kills Claudius at prayer). 
Marowitz certainly understood and acknowledged that this adaptation of Company, a narrative in which 
a figure is audience to his own monologue, had been the first to be staged not only with Beckett's 
permission but also with his participation. And Marowitz finally liked "everything" about the 
production - except the fact that it was done at all -. «[Company] is given a taught production by S. E. 
Gontarski», he noted in the «Stage Guardian» column of 12 November 1985, «and an inspired design 
(a studio scattered with isolated, black-bound chairs) by Timian Alsaker. More, it gets a spell binding 
performance from Alan Mandell», the latter a central figure in the formation and continuation of the 
San Quentin Drama Workshop. But finally, Marowitz complains, «It makes one feel there should be a 
strict moratorium on the tendency to scavenge through the prose works of the great Irishman - even 
when the scavenging is being done by the author himself -». «Beckett is in danger», he concluded, «of 
being smothered by those people who profess to love him best». One assumes here that Marowitz too 
feels that Beckett the author needs protection from Beckett the theater man.

   Resistance has come from actors, not always receptive to Beckett's revisions, as well. In 1989, I 
staged a production of Endgame at the Magic Theater in San Francisco using Beckett's new acting text. 
I had in fact just revised the text for Fabers, incorporating Beckett's cuts and additions from two 
productions he directed: one in German at the Schiller-Theater Werkstatt in 1967 and one in English 
with the San Quentin Drama Workshop at the Riverside Studios, London in May of 1980. I sent 
Beckett the revised and fully annotated text. He reviewed it and approved the changes, and made a few 
additional emendations to the text and to my annotations, marking my more extravagent explanations 
in the footnotes with a huge «X», which symbol he had established to mean "not intended". I felt that I 
was approaching rehearsals with more information than the average director. I had spent, for example, 
two weeks watching Beckett direct the San Quentin Drama Workshop in London in 1980, and had just 
studied, translated, and annotated Beckett's Schiller Regiebuk and his notes to the San Quentin 
production for Volume II of The Theatrical Notebooks of Samuel Beckett. And so it was possible to 
establish a new English text for Endgame based on Beckett's directorial changes. I sent the revised text 
to him for approval. I was as prepared as I could ever hope to be for rehearsals, and I began the process 
knowing more about how Beckett conceived the staging of this play than I could have known about the 
work of any other playwright, including Brecht whose notebooks for the Berliner Ensemble were 
almost as meticulous. I had done most of my work, however, without the actor. Ronnie Davis, the 
brilliant if infamous founder and artistic director of the San Francisco Mime Troupe who played Clov, 
had his own ideas about revisions, Beckett's and his own. Why shouldn't Clov be blind and walk on all 



fours groping across the set, he asked? If he's mentally unstable (as Davis insisted he was) why 
shouldn't Clov periodically bang his head against the walls of the shelter, preferably to accompany 
Hamm's monologues? Why can't we reintroduce scenes Beckett cut? Why shouldn't the play represent 
the political realities of its day, the Algerian and Indochinese crises, for instance? Clov might be an 
Algerian colon. The glib answer to Davis's questions was that we were performing the play that Beckett 
wrote and then re-wrote in productions. But Davis's questions were not frivolous, or rather they were 
not entirely frivolous. They represent a search for the art of the actor in the theater even as they treated 
Beckett revised text as a set of suggestions.

   Rarely does one find such overt critical resistance to performance as that displayed by Duckworth, 
Worth, Marowitz, and even Davis, where the critic (or actor as critic) seems to set himself up as a 
protector of a sacred text, that sanctity defined by publication. Each of the critical positions seems, 
however, to contain a fundamental contradiction about the nature of performance. Duckworth, for 
instance, acknowledges in his ultimate sentence that Beckett's revisions of his own work were «an 
incomparable barometer of the evolution of the Beckettian world view over thirty years» (Duckworth, 
p. 191). At the same time Beckett's revisions portend «a very gloomy prospect» for Duckworth. Much 
of this volume makes the counter argument about the nature of theater and Beckett's role in it, most 
directly in David Bradby's assessment of Beckett's 1975 production of Waiting for Godot and in James 
Knowlson's analysis of Beckett's 1969 Krapp's Last Tape. If critics too often have slighted what 
Beckett began to understand about theater more and more fully, that text is performance, this volume is 
an attempt at redress. As we continue to evaluate the relationship between the literary text and its 
performative realization, and the playwright's relationship to both, the case of Samuel Beckett's acting 
simultaneously as theater artist staging a play and author revising it, an almost unique instance of self-
collaboration in the modern (and modernist) theater, may force us to re-evaluate the centrality of 
performance to the literary field of drama. For Beckett's drama, performance would stand as the 
principal text. The results of that direct theatrical process, his fastidious attention to the aesthetic details 
of the art work, need to enter our critical and performative equations if we are not to underestimate and 
so distort Beckett's creative vision, and his own theoretical contributions to the modernist theater. 

   That's the theory. The praxis, the actual accommodation of performance, that is, the whole show, into 
the critical discourse, is not easily achieved. As he began increasingly to work directly on stage, to use 
the stage as a theatrical laboratory, to trust his direct work with actors, Beckett did not, unfortunately, 
always immediately record those insights or revise his texts accordingly, as Duckworth points out. For 
some productions Beckett simply never got around to making the full and complete revisions to his 
texts, that is, never committed his revisions to paper, revisions which were clearly part of his 
developing conception of the play, but let the production stand as the final text. The most obvious and 
stunning example is the ballet (or mime) called Quad in English. Beckett's final version of the work, 
the production for German television, broadcast on 8 October 1981, is called Quadrat I & II, a title that 
suggests two acts - if not two plays -. Near the end of the taping, Beckett created what amounted to an 
unplanned second act. When he saw a replay on a black and white monitor, he wanted that too; he 
decided instantly to create Quad II. Beckett's printed text (in any language) was, however, never 
revised to accommodate this remarkable revision. No printed version of the play bears even an accurate 
title of the production no less an accurate text, one that includes Beckett's theatrical insights and 
revisions. Beckett's own videotaped German production, then, is his final word on that work; it remains 
the only accurate text for Quad.

    Much of the purpose of this special issue of > Drammaturgia, then, is to refocus attention on 
performance and the performative in Beckett's oeuvre and to add an awareness of the rich tradition of 
Beckett performances in Italy and Spain, criticism of which is not readily available beyond initial 



newspaper reviews, into that mix. Critics have generally been latecomers to Beckett's work, trying to 
catch up to Beckett's aesthetic re-inventions and reincarnations. One hopes that this issue of > 
Drammaturgia begins to shift attention, as Beckett himself did in the mid-1950s and then as a director 
beginning in 1967, to performance, because, after all, "that's the show." 
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Appendix A: Samuel Beckett as director 

In Paris

Va et vient (Come and Go) and Robert Pinget's L'Hypothèse at the Odéon Théâtre de France 28 
February 1966 (uncredited)

La dernière band (Krapp's Last Tape) at the Théâtre Récamier 29 April 1970

La dernière band (Krapp's Last Tape) with Pas moi (Not I) at the Théâtre d'Orsay (Petite Salle) in 
April 1975

Pas (Footfalls) with Pas moi (Not I) at the Théâtre d'Orsay in April 1978

In Berlin at the Schillertheater (Werkstatt)

Endspiel (Endgame) September 1967

Das letzte Band (Krapp's Last Tape), October 1969

Glückliche Tage (Happy Days), September 1971

Warten auf Godot (Waiting for Godot), 8 March 1975

Damals (That Time) and Tritte (Footfalls), October 1976

Spiel (Play), October 1978



Krapp's Last Tape at the Akademie der Künste with the San Quentin Drama Workshop in 1977

In London

Footfalls at the Royal Court Theatre in May 1976

Happy Days at the Royal Court Theatre in June 1979

Endgame with the San Quentin Drama Workshop at Riverside Studios in May 1980

Waiting for Godot with the San Quentin Drama Workshop; rehearsals began at the Goodman Theater 
in Chicago from early November 1983 to January 1984 under the direction of Walter Asmus. Beckett 
joined the group at the Riverside Studios, London on 2 February 1984 and rehearsed the actors for 10 
days. Production premiered at the Adelaide Arts Festival in 13 March 1984.

Appendix B: Teleplays

He, Joe (Eh, Joe), at Süddeutscher Rundfunk, Stuttgart, directed March 1966 (with Deryk Mendel and 
Nancy Illig), broadcast 13 April 1966. [First theatrical event to credit Beckett alone as director.]

Geistertrio (Ghost Trio), at Süddeutscher Rundfunk, Stuttgart, directed May-June 1977 (with Klaus 
Herm and Irmgard Foerst), broadcast 1 November 1977.

Nur noch Gewolk (...but the clouds...), at Süddeutscher Rundfunk, Stuttgart, May-June 1977 (with 
Klaus Herm and Kornelia Bose), broadcast 1 November 1977.

He, Joe (Eh, Joe), second version at Süddeutscher Rundfunk, Stuttgart, directed January 1979 (with 
Heinz Bennent and Irmgard Först), broadcast September 1979.

Quadrat, at Süddeutscher Rundfunk, Stuttgart, directed June 1981 (with Helfrid Foron, Juerg Hummel, 
Claudia Knupfer, and Suzanne Rehe), broadcast 8 October 1981.

Nacht und Traüme at Süddeutscher Rundfunk, Stuttgart, directed October 1982, broadcast 19 May 
1983.

Was Wo (What Where) at Süddeutscher Rundfunk, Stuttgart, directed June 1985, broadcast 13 April 
1986. 

Notes

1. For elaboration on this point see my "From Unabandoned Works: Samuel Beckett's Short Prose," 
Samuel Beckett: The Complete Short Prose, 1928-1989, edited and with an Introduction and Notes by 
S. E. Gontarski (New York: Grove Press, 1996), pp. Xi-xxxii.

2. Unless otherwise noted all letters to Barney Rosset and the Grove Press staff are in the Barney 
Rosset/Grove Press archives now at the George Arents Research Library at Syracuse University and the 
John J. Burns Library, Boston College; the latter holds the Schneider/Beckett correspondence as well. 
An edited edition of the Schneider/Beckett correspondence is available as No Author Better Served:  



The Correspondence of Samuel beckett and Alan Schneider, ed. by Maurice Harmon (Cambridge 
(MA), Harvard University Press, 1998). All material is used with the permission of the principals.

3. Four volumes of Beckett's theatrical notebooks were published jointly under the General Editorship 
of James Knowlson by Faber and Faber in the U. K. and Grove Press in the U. S. under the title The 
Theatrical Notebooks of Samuel Beckett, vol I, Waiting for Godot, ed. by Dougals MacMillan and 
James Knowlson (1993); vol. II, Endgame, ed by S. E. Gontarski (1992); vol. III, Krapp's Last Tape, 
ed. by James Knowlson (1992); vol. IV, The Shorter Plays, ed. by S. E. Gontarski (1999). A prototype 
volume, 'Happy Days': Samuel Beckett's Production Notebooks, ed. by James Knowlson, was 
published also by Faber and Faber and Grove Press in 1985 in a different format.

4. See my review, Beckett Directs Beckett: 'Endgame', «Journal of Beckett Studies», 2.2 (Spring 1992) 
pp. 115-118.



Hamming it up in Endgame: A Theatrical Reading

Kate Dorney

If all Beckett’s characters are ruined philosophers of a kind, they continue to

live their ruination philosophically, that it is to say, restlessly asking why

things should be this way. And if Beckett’s work enacts, as so many have

supposed it does, the collapse of the metaphysical certainties that have

sustained Western thought over the last two thousand years and before––the

belief in God, in the unity of the world, in the knowability of experience, the

communicability of reality through language, the idea of ‘man,’ and the

corresponding notion of his historical purpose or destination––then it does

so, as it were, from the inside rather than from the outside of these things.

(Connor 3)

This quotation provides a neat summary of the prevailing themes in

Beckett studies. It also indicates a degree of consensus among the

critical community: there is no questioning those views of Beckett’s

work which read him as entirely preoccupied by philosophy, by the

collapse of metaphysical certainties. One can just observe the location

of the action. This essay seeks to challenge these predominant modes

of engagement with Beckett in relation to Endgame, a play that is

normally excavated for philosophical, scatological and eschatological

meaning as outlined by Connor above. It proposes instead to focus on

the performative nature of Beckett’s engagement with theater and

language.

This approach opens up space for a rereading of the play as a

sly meta-linguistic and meta-theatrical commentary on both ‘absurd

theater’ and other forms of theater contemporary with the play’s first

performances in the 1950s. Where others have described a meditation

on the inevitability of a ‘breakdown of communication’ in the

aftermath of war and increasing mechanization, I perceive a resolutely

theatrical event: a pastiche of meta-theater, music-hall and set pieces

satirizing intellectual and theatrical anxieties about the nature of

APPENDIX VII
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performance. Rather than seeing Hamm as a post-war Fisher King

presiding over the desolation of his own people, I want to present a

study of a self-important actor-manager, who must be centre-stage at

all times, rehearsing with his recalcitrant company.
1
 Such a re-reading

sees Hamm, “the great soliloquizer,” continually undermined in

rehearsals by his straight man (Clov) and upstaged by his stooges

(Nagg and Nell)––themselves ‘raconteurs’ from another stage

tradition. Extrapolated to breaking point, this reading sees Hamm on

his own representing the actor or director-centered theatrical trends of

the past––“me to play”––whilst Hamm in concert with his company

reflects the move towards ensemble-based theater becoming

increasingly popular in Britain (already popular in mainland Europe

through the work of the Berliner Ensemble and the Comedie Francaise)

in the late 1950s and early 1960s.
2

By drawing on reviews of first performances, subsequent

scholarly works on the play, and on Beckett’s oeuvre as a whole, this

essay seeks to contextualize the theatrical landscape into which

Endgame was born and the critical environment in which it has been

received. In doing so, my aim is to challenge monolithic readings of

Endgame that see the play as an apocalyptic tragedy embodying

Beckett’s bleak vision of life in the twentieth century or those who

interpret the play as an exercise in the breakdown of communication

delineating the process of dehumanization undergone by the characters.

As Michael Worton observes, the opaque nature of Beckett’s work

makes it more accessible rather than less so. Rather than encouraging

monolithic or mono-focused readings, such opacity encourages a post-

modern multiplicity of interpretations and endlessly alternative

readings:

Whether our favored field is the Bible, literature, philosophy or popular

songs, we will each pick up some of the references and so accept that all is

not even “nearly finished.” Our strongest defense against the absurdity and

the entropy of existence is the necessity––and the joy––of co-creating the

text by continually changing its shape as we connect different ideas and

images, as we perceived it to be unauthoritative because it is a cento, a

patchwork of manipulated quotations. (85)

My own ‘favored field’ is the theater rather than solely Beckett’s

drama. Accordingly, in this essay I follow up the theatrical allusions

within E n d g a m e , and the implications of these allusions in
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performance. In the final section of the essay I also examine the meta-

theatrical legacy of Endgame in post-war British drama, particularly

the subsumption of this meta-theatrical knowingness into the theatrical

mainstream via Harold Pinter and Tom Stoppard.

Endgame in Theater History

Until the cusp of the millennium, the received wisdom of the theatrical

academy was that the sterile desert of post-1945 British theatre

consisted of acres of Rattigan, Coward and Enid Bagnold; middle-

class, middle-brow audiences mindlessly consumed drawing-room

comedies and thrillers, interspersed with a healthy dose of saccharine

musicals and domestic tragedies. So legend has it, these audiences fled

when John Osborne’s Look Back In Anger premiered at the Royal

Court on 8 May 1956, appalled by the unacceptable face of urban

squalor it presented (graduates living in rented rooms and women

ironing in their husband’s shirts). The publication of Dan Rebellato’s

1956 and All That in 1999, and Dominic Shellard’s British Theatre

Since the War in 1999 and British Theatre in the 1950s in 2000, issued

a welcome challenge to this comfortable view of the post-war period,

and attempted to make space for the impact of Beckett, Ionesco and

absurd theater on this inert theater-going public. The new orthodoxy

advanced that the ‘shock of the new’ had begun before the English

Stage Company had even erected the ironing board.

Bull (1984), Lacey (1995), Rebellato and Shellard have all

pointed out that Look Back in Anger was far from revolutionary in

form: compared to the bafflement that greeted (and often still greets)

Waiting for Godot and The Lesson in 1955, the mild grumblings that

greeted Look Back in Anger were positively restrained. As the late Jack

Reading, former vice-president of the Society for Theater Research,

observed, Beckett’s theatrical style was far more of a challenge to

contemporary audiences than the essentially well-made Look Back In

Anger. In a letter to Shellard, Reading wrote:

Waiting for Godot left the members of its audience who sat it out to the end

completely stunned. We knew we had seen things on the stage that could not

be related to anything theatrical previously experienced. It was almost

beyond discussion or rational appraisal. It had been an entirely new

experience: a play (for want of a better word) that had taken its audience into

a new extension of imagination.
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Look Back in Anger, on the other hand, was merely stimulating: the set had

been accepted as not un-ordinary and not as ground-breaking as some later

commentators now suggest; the characters, the story and the plotting were

unremarkable; we knew of graduates who had declined to enter the rat-race

of usual employment; the direction was pedestrian and the final curtain of

animal talk had been squirmishly embarrassing. What had been different was

the vehemence of the delivery of the off-the-top outbursts of Jimmy.

(Shellard  28)

Reading’s first-hand experience bears out the observations of Bull,

Bigsby, Lacey and a host of other theater historians. Look Back in

Anger may have grabbed the headlines, but theatrically speaking,

Waiting for Godot was the mould-breaker. And if Reading and his

contemporaries were startled by Jimmy’s outbursts, then the histrionics

chez Hamm must have given a whole new meaning to the words

‘family feud.’
3

Endgame in Critical History

It signals NO HOPE to the human race – Punch, 10 April 1957

Endgame depicts the tensions between hesitation and severance, retention

and relinquishment of control by the self-consciously histrionic monarch of a

wasteland ambivalently approaching a ritual of renunciation. (Rabey 49)

These two opinions, divided by nearly half a century and an industrial

amount of scholarship, concur that Endgame is not for the faint-hearted

and certainly not for the light-hearted. When I first came to study the

play I was struck by the way in which critics seemed to have arrived at

a consensus about how depressing the themes of the play were. Was no

one else struck by the cruel joke which had Clov, with his “stiff

staggering walk” doing continual circuits of the stage and going up and

down ladders? Surely a funny walk is one of the staples of twentieth-

century comedy enshrined in Monty Python’s “The Ministry of Silly

Walks” sketch and Morecambe and Wise’s “Walk this Way” sketch, as

well as in every clown routine since the invention of big clown shoes?

Even if the play’s original audience missed that point, the generations

of critics who grew up in the 1970s should surely be able to see the

funny side, having had the pleasure of watching this school of physical,

knockabout comedy develop on television? Evidently even those who
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appreciated the odd gag preferred to think of Beckett’s jokes solely as

black comedy; as one last laugh on the way to apocalypse. The seeds

of this dour, linguistically mistrustful and philosophically inclined

Beckett seem to me to be attributable to two texts: Martin Esslin’s The

Theater of the Absurd (1962) and the “Three Dialogues” between

Beckett and Georges Duthuit published in Esslin’s Critical Essays on

Beckett (1965). In the former, Esslin outlines the philosophical

genealogy of the absurd movement, and extrapolates Beckett’s choice

of reading matter into a theory of communication breakdown. In the

latter, Beckett, caught in a rare moment of volubility, utters the fateful

phrase “Nothing to express, no power to express, no desire to express,”

and his reputation as a linguistic nihilist was sealed (17). Indeed, so

secure is this critical stance that as recently as 2002, Jean Jacques

Lecercle was yoking together Beckett and post-structuralist

philosopher Gilles Deleuze, in order to explicate Deleuze’s

determination to right the wrong ‘linguistic turn’ that philosophy made

all those years ago, and to reduce language to its proper place in the

order of things (6).

The Linguistic Turn in Beckett Studies

‘Loss of faith’ in language and concomitant ideas of ‘communication

failure’ are crucial markers of what Esslin’s book christened the

Theater of the Absurd. Ever since the book’s publication, ‘absurd’ has

become a convenient label to attach to any dramatic work whose

characters are less than fluent or who express any reservations or

dissatisfaction about the communicative efficacy of language. The

stylistic research of Simpson (1989), Herman (1995), Culpeper, Short,

Verdonk (1998) and Toolan (2000), has provided welcome new

perspectives on ‘communication failure’ in drama by highlighting the

fact that far from being uncommunicative, dramatic communication

failure or dysfluency may be closer to unplanned, spoken discourse

rather than planned, formal discourse. In doing so, stylisticians have

been able to challenge the notion that “nothing happens,” or that only

“nonsense” is communicated in Absurd dialogue. However, an account

of Absurd drama explicated entirely by means of Conversation

Analysis or stylistics will always be geared towards explaining the

mechanisms of language rather than of drama: to ignore the medium,

is, especially in the case of Beckett, to ignore the message as well. By
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taking this research a step further however, it is possible to show that

instances of so-called communication failure in the dialogue of Beckett

and Ionesco can be reread as an ironic commentary on the idea of ‘loss

of faith’ in language. The meta-linguistic discourses that proliferate in

E n d g a m e  foreground acts of communication, or failures of

communication, exposing them for what Judith Butler calls a series of

“stylized repetition of acts” (136), which simultaneously draw attention

to, and undermine, the idea that language is an ineffectual

communicative tool.

As readers and audience members, our expectations of what

constitutes meaningful dialogue in a theatrical performance, like our

experience of what constitutes identity, are based on “a set of meanings

already socially established.” In the case of Absurd drama, these

expectations were established before the Kitchen Sink, Epic and

Absurd “movements” of British theater in the 1950s. Up to that point,

theater in Britain had been dominated by “drawing-room comedies,”

domestic tragedies and other varieties of the “well-made play,” in

which characters exchanged fluent, articulate and witty repartee, or

expressed the depth of their feelings in finely-turned prose. Demotic

speech, vulgar jokes and comic routines were usually confined to

music hall acts or “reviews.” This was where the working classes went

for their entertainment while the middle-brows enjoyed the well-made

play.

Understandably then, when Waiting for Godot appeared on the

London stage in 1955, it left the critics baffled and hostile: “a play,”

according to Vivian Mercier, “in which nothing happens twice” and

conducted in conversation more usually heard in the playground, or in

the music hall.
4
 Accordingly, most critics latched on to the

protagonists’ idiosyncratic conversational style, describing it as

“incomprehensible and pretentious” (Philip Hope-Wallace, qtd in

Elsom 69-70), and, furthermore, hailing it as Beckett’s metaphor for

the meaninglessness of life, language and theater. Subsequent plays by

Beckett, Ionesco, Pinter and Stoppard (among others) provided

theatrical and academic criticism with an opportunity to trace common

themes and turn a group of disparate plays into a movement reflecting

the decay of language and communication: one of the perennially

seductive myths of literary criticism.
5
 From this movement came the

birth of Esslin’s Theater of the Absurd, a work credited with defining

the movement in spite of his protests that the book was an attempt to
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explore common themes rather than pigeonhole a group of

playwrights. Esslin explained the origins of Absurdism in the work of

Sartre and Camus and traced the way in which this new philosophy

surfaced in literary and dramatic works. In bringing together

philosophy, literature and the pronouncements of the various

playwrights, Esslin provided a compelling way of understanding the

work of Beckett, Ionesco and others that has the tone for future public

and academic reception of their works.

“Nothing to express, no power to express, no desire to express”

Beckett’s famous epigram, taken from a discussion about modern

artists, is perpetually cited as one of his few (and oblique) articulations

of his own aesthetics. Famously closed-mouthed about his work,

Beckett is, in many respects, the ideal ‘absurd’ writer, the absurdist’s

absurdist. His refusal to elucidate on the meaning of his plays, or to

comment on interpretations of his work by others leaves the

reader/critic/academic desperately looking for something that might

contain a grain of his ideas on the subject. Chance remarks on other

subjects, passages from the novels, plays, and academic writings have

all been excavated for clues. One theory suggests that such is his loss

of faith in language, that Beckett regards language as incapable of

doing justice to his ideas (Kennedy). Another suggests that resounding

silence is the ultimate demonstration of theory in action: no words, no

reason, and no point (Kane, Steiner). I would like to suggest that there

is a degree of humour in this enigmatic silence, a kind of self-reflexive

joke. More significantly, lack of authorial elucidation leaves the field

wide open for critics to explain, posit, and speculate without any fear

of being gainsaid. Beckett’s silence becomes the most eloquent

testimony to the inadequacy of language ever not spoken. Instead of

admitting a plurality of interpretations, meaning is anchored in

authorial intention, voiced though the opinions and actions of that

author’s fictional characters.

A clear example of this tendency to allow the character’s

words to speak for the author can be found in Beckett’s first play

Eleutheria. Victor, the play’s protagonist, refuses to speak, and the

play is centered on discovering the reason for his silence. In true

Beckettian style it is eventually discovered that Victor has made his

most coherent speech off-stage and to the servants; another character
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loses his temper and parodies Victor’s imagined speech and his

audience’s reaction:

I see it from here. Life, death, freedom, the whole kit and caboodle, and the

disillusioned little laughs to show that they are not taken in by the big words

and the bottomless silences and the paralytic’s gestures to signal that that’s

not it, it’s a different matter, an altogether different matter, what can you do,

language isn’t meant to express those things. (134)

The accuracy with which Beckett parodies the Absurdist

quandary about language suggests his attitude was perhaps more

equivocal than is often supposed. It also offers an uncanny preview of

the denouement of Ionesco’s The Chairs (Eleutheria remained

unpublished and unperformed until the 1990s). The play revolves

around a husband and wife (the Old Man and the Old Woman)

preparing for a party at which the Old Man intends to reveal his

‘message’ to the world. The couple greet and seat invisible guests, and

await the Orator they have employed to disseminate the Old Man’s

message. They play the hosts’ role to perfection, making polite small

talk with the invisible guests, and in the process demonstrating the

strength of the process of implicature, which here allows us to follow

both sides of their conversations, despite the fact we can only hear one

side of it. When the Orator arrives, the couple make their farewell

speeches and jump out the window, at which point the Orator begins.

Ionesco’s stage direction reads:

The Orator, who has remained motionless and impassive during this scene of

double-suicide, decides after a few moments to speak. Facing the rows of

empty chairs, he gives the invisible crowd to understand that he is deaf and

dumb. He makes signs in deaf and dumb language––desperate attempts to

make himself understood. Then he produces the guttural groans and rasps of

the mute. (56)

The mute’s gestures leave the imaginary audience wholly unimpressed

and unenlightened, in the same way as Victor’s imagined speech has

left his family and the play’s audience none the wiser as to the cause of

his existential malaise. On both occasions, the audience is denied its

expectations, both in terms of what they expect from a play, and what

the plot has given them to expect.

Despite the fact that the idea of conveying a profound message

is ridiculed in both of these plays, and, perhaps most famously of all in
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Lucky’s speech in Waiting for Godot, Esslin (1980) cannot resist the

opportunity to match phrase to authorial intention. In a similar act of

cross-referencing, Beckett’s silence has led many academics to infer

Beckett’s attitudes from his reading habits. To paraphrase Beckett, we

see it all from here, the youthful amanuensis Beckett reading

Mauthner’s Critique of Language to Joyce––the two of them using

Mauthner to plot the communicational havoc they will wreak on

European literature. Most treatises on Beckett and language routinely

make some reference to the book, and attempt to map the book onto

the writer, just as they try to match the character’s ideas to the writer’s.

Esslin’s mention leaves us in no doubt as to the conclusions he draws:

Beckett read Joyce passages from the works of Fritz Mauthner, whose

Critique of Language was one of the first works to point to the fallibility of

language as a medium for the discovery and communication of metaphysical

truths. (34)

Rather than assuming that both writers embraced Mauthner’s thesis

wholeheartedly, it seems equally plausible that this ‘absurd’ or

‘suspicious’ attitude to language evidenced in their work is a parody of

such highbrow theorizing. It is not as if either of them were without a

sense of humor, or incapable of such parody––one only has to turn

again to Lucky’s speech to verify that. Surely this tendency to make

one-to-one correlations embodies everything Absurdism is supposed to

challenge: the continual need to find and attribute meaning? As Pinter

observed, reflecting on the variety of interpretations of his own work:

“The desire for verification on the part of all of us, with regard to our

own experience and the experience of others, is understandable but

cannot always be satisfied”  (ix).

Beckett, Linguistics, Philosophy and Critical Theory

In his essay on Endgame in Must We Mean What We Say? (1976),

philosopher Stanley Cavell proposes a way to read through and around

characteristically Beckettian obfuscations of language, meaning and

motivation. According to Cavell, Beckett is trying to “uncover the

literal.” Thus a less nihilistic reading of the play can be achieved by

taking every word literally, breaking open the clichés and curses and

taking the meaning of the words at face value (120). Accordingly,

Cavell reads Clov’s “[exasperated] What in God’s name could there be
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on the horizon?” (107) to show “Hamm [sic] really asking whether

anything on the horizon is appearing in God’s name, as his sign or at

his bidding” (120).

According to this interpretation, Endgame shows Beckett not

despairing of language as, for example, Esslin, Steiner and Gessner

would have it––indeed, Cavell dismisses Esslin’s interpretation as

nothing more than “impositions from an impression of fashionable

philosophy”––but rejoicing in the simplicity of language,  “our

inability not to mean what we say” (115, 117). Although this position

offers a welcome change to the more traditional one outlined by Esslin

et al, both Cavell’s and Esslin’s interpretations seem to ignore an

additional branch of “fashionable philosophy” of the period in which

Beckett wrote: J.L Austin’s and John Searle’s Speech Act Theory

which led, via Derrida, to Judith Butler’s notion of performativity.

Speech Act Theory provides an account of how language can

function as action through the uttering of certain words. For example,

an act is committed when the words “I now pronounce you man and

wife” are spoken. When he outlined this theory in How To Do Things

With Words, Austin (whose ideas were later developed by his student,

John Searle) decreed that a speech act could only be performed if

certain ‘felicity conditions’ were observed (rules setting out the

circumstances in which words perform actions––for example, to

pronounce someone man and wife meaningfully requires a specific

authority). The speech act had to be performed ‘genuinely,’ a

requirement that automatically outlawed speech acts performed in

plays and in literature.

In the 1970s Derrida challenged the ‘infelicitous’ status of

fictional and dramatic dialogue, arguing that a speech act could only be

successfully performed if the formulation was recognised as a speech

act. Without that recognition, the words would lose their performative

force regardless of the felicity conditions. Derrida describes this

process of recognition as ‘iteration’; that for a ‘mark’ (word,

expression, etc.) to have any valency as a referent, that is, to have any

significance in an act of communication, it must be recognisable or

authenticated as having been used before:

Could a ‘coded’ or iterable utterance succeed if its formulation did not repeat

a ‘coded’ or utterable utterance, or in other words, if the formula I pronounce

in order to open a meeting, launch a ship or a marriage were not identifiable
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as conforming with an iterable model, if it were not then identifiable in some

way as a ‘citation’? (17-18)

Derrida offers the analogy of signing of a cheque to validate a

purchase. In order for the cheque to be accepted, the signature must be

authenticated by a similar signature on the corresponding cheque

guarantee card. In order for the signature to have any significance in

the transaction, one’s signature must be authenticated by reference to

the signature slip on the reverse of the card. Without the authentication,

the purchase cannot be made; similarly, without the recognition of

performative force, the speech act cannot perform its task.

Judith Butler expanded Derrida’s idea into a theory of

performativity that challenged dominant models of gender and sexual

identity as fixed and stable categories. She suggested that the fixed

appearance of an identity is the result of a “regulatory fiction,” that

gender is an act, a performance constituted in, by, and through its

repetition in the same way that speech is:

As in other ritual social dramas, the action of gender requires a performance

that is repeated. This repetition is at once a re-enactment and re-experiencing

of a set of meanings already socially established; and it is the mundane and

ritualised form of their legitimation [….] Gender ought not to be construed

as a stable identity or locus of agency from which various acts follow; rather

gender is an identity constituted in time, instituted in an exterior space

through a stylised repetition of acts. (136)

Butler’s articulation offers a useful way of reading the meta-linguistic

commentaries that pepper Absurd dialogue. Theater is, in and of itself,

performance, and meta-linguistic commentary offers a double layer of

performance––the speaker is at once inside and outside the text.

Performativity thus offers a useful way of re-reading the ‘problem of

cliché’ so often foregrounded in discussions of ‘loss of faith in

language.’ It allows us to re-work constant anxiety about lack of

‘originality’ lessening the impact of our speech, into strengthening the

impact of our speech by drawing on the power of its collective

background. For example, cliché is simply a repeated stylization: when

we say “I can’t express how I feel” we are doing something with

words, with the apparently useless language that doesn’t allow us to

express ourselves; we’re expressing the magnitude of what we feel.

Similarly, the anguished cry “I can’t describe the horror” only retains

performative force if the audience recognizes that the strongest
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possible description of something is to label it “indescribable.” In this

way then, Derrida and Butler effectively negate the validity of the

debate about the ‘lacking word’ and the corresponding anxieties about

originality of expression. There is no such thing as an entirely original

expression, because the expression must contain enough ‘traces’ of

former/similar expressions to be recognizable, otherwise it cannot

succeed in having its proposed effect. The manifestation of the

absurdist’s quandary through halting speech can be read against the

grain of its content: absurd protagonists may feel unable to

communicate, but what they communicate to their audience is decoded

via the audience’s recognition of these citations.

Absurd drama has provided a rich vein of scholarship for

linguists, theater critics, philosophers and literary critics for over 40

years. Some of the positions held by eminent practitioners from these

disciplines can be reconfigured to provide a new way of interpreting

this work. As Austin embraced the dramatic lexicon but rejected drama

as ‘meaningful,’ absurd drama can be seen to have literally acted out

the iterative process. Suffused with meta-linguistic and meta-theatrical

commentary, absurd dramatic dialogue has, through a series of

repetitive stylized acts, cited those features which seem to embrace

communication breakdown and given them meaning afresh.

“A stylized repetition of acts”––Beckett’s debt to the music hall

Waiting for Godot, the play in which, famously, “nothing happens

twice,” is the ultimate tribute to the idea of a stylized repetition of acts.

Vladimir and Estragon wait in vain for the mysterious Godot to appear

in both acts, and are visited instead by Pozzo and Lucky, and the Boy

and his brother. In addition to the physical gags they import from the

music hall, the duo (for that is what they are, a comedy double act)

perform the traditional music-hall turns of commenting on the

audience, but also of sabotaging the other’s act by refusing to play the

role offered to them. Remarking on and insulting the audience is an

established part of comic routines from stand-up to music-hall.

Primarily based on the principle that if one is in a vulnerable position,

one should always attack first to demonstrate confidence and mastery

over one’s opponent, audience-baiting can be a useful way of avoiding

heckling. It is, after all a brave audience member who will tackle a

performer as obviously on the offensive as Hamm. Yet, paradoxically,
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dealing with hecklers can also be an integral part of a comic’s routine,

where the audience enjoys the gladiatorial aspect as much as the act

itself.

Beckett’s incorporation of these techniques can be seen as a

way of simultaneously challenging critics and audiences and pre-

empting their reactions. Examples of this in Waiting for Godot are

frequently cited, but worth highlighting again here, as they link into a

reinvigoration of music-hall techniques in British theatre in the 1950s

and 1960s.

[Estragon moves to the centre, halts with his back to the auditorium.]

Charming spot. [He turns, advances to the front, halts facing the

auditorium.]  Inspiring prospects. (Complete Dramatic Works 15)

This initial taunt to the audience is fairly mild, and it also offers an

ironic commentary on the bare stage that has replaced the usual

sumptuous set of 1950s drama. The example below is much more

barbed. Not only is there the inference that the actors are not enjoying

themselves, they also parody the likely reactions of the audience:

Vladimir. Charming evening we’re having.

Estragon. Unforgettable.

Vladimir. And it’s not over.

Estragon. Apparently not.

Vladimir. It’s only beginning.

Estragon. It’s awful.

Vladimir. Worse than the pantomime.

Estragon. The circus.

Vladimir. The music hall.

Estragon. The circus. (34)

As Kennedy points out, “[t]he irony of this internal reference to ‘what

is going on here in the theatre’ gives the audience a chance to reflect

on its own ‘charming evening,’ and the attendant risks of ‘it’ not yet

being over, as the digressions multiply” (1992, 26). Endgame

elaborates on this joke: meta-theatrical reviews proliferate as

characters judge each other’s performance from the audience’s

perspective, as well as commenting on their own routines as the

audience might see them.

Clov. Why this farce day after day?

Hamm. Routine, one never knows.
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 Of even more significance is the doubly ironic moment when Clov

goes to the front of the auditorium and looks through his telescope,

observing that, “I see … a multitude … in transports … of joy” (106).

Firstly, we know that there are no survivors besides Hamm and his

family in the world of the play; and secondly, judging by the early

critical reception, audiences were far from ecstatic, and so the actor

playing Clov is unlikely to see anyone in transports as he surveys his

audience.

Beckett’s fondness for repetition is foregrounded in both

delivery and reception. Before turning to Endgame however, I would

like to look briefly at John Obsorne’s The Entertainer, which opened at

the Royal Court Theater just after Fin de Partie in 1957. The play

follows the fortunes of Archie Rice (played by Laurence Olivier in the

original production, and then in the film), a music-hall entertainer who

struggles to keep his act alive against the competition from film and

television. His father Billy was a legendary music hall performer, and

Archie has never really escaped from his shadow. As a consequence

his embittered and embattled position makes his stage persona a

particularly offensive one. After one joke that falls particularly flat, he

says to the audience:

Thank you for that burst of heavy breathing. You should have heard what

James Agate said about me! But I have a go, lady, don’t I? I ’ave a go. I do.

You think I am, don’t you. Well, I’m not. But he is! Here, here! Did I tell

you about my wife? Did I? My wife––not only is she stupid, not only is she

stupid, but she’s cold as well. Oh yes, cold. She may look sweet, but she’s a

very cold woman, my wife. Very cold. Cold and stupid. She’s what they call

a moron glacee. Don’t clap too hard––it’s a very old building. (59)

Rice’s remarks also act as cues for the audience: “laugh here.”

In Endgame this process is at work at a much subtler level. The

characters are equally aware of themselves as performers, and, more

specifically, as performers whose skills are failing, hence their reliance

on each other to work up their acts. As in traditional music hall

however, a double act always means the troubling of a smooth

performance, usually in the form of (un)intentionally foiling the other’s

attempt to dominate the conversational (as well as the physical) stage:
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Clov. What is there to keep me here?

Hamm. The dialogue. [Pause] I’ve got on well with my story. [Pause.] I’ve

got on with it well. [Pause. Irritably] Ask me where I’ve got to.

Clov. Oh, by the way, your story?

Hamm. [Surprised.] What story?

Clov. The one you’ve been telling yourself all your … days.

Hamm. Ah, you mean my chronicle?

Clov. That’s the one.

[Pause.]

Hamm. [Angrily.] Keep going, can’t you, keep going!

Clov. You’ve got on with it, I hope.

Hamm. [Modestly.] Oh not very far, not very far. [He sighs.] There are days

like that, one isn’t inspired. [Pause.] Nothing you can do about it, just wait

for it to come. [Pause.] No forcing, no forcing, it’s fatal. [Pause.] I’ve got on

with it a little all the same. [Pause.] Technique, you know. [Pause. Irritably.]

I say I’ve got on with it a little all the same.

Clov. [Admiringly.] Well I never!  In spite of everything you were able to get

on with it!

H a m m .  [Modestly.]  Oh not very far, you know, not very far, but

nevertheless, better than nothing.

Clov. Better than nothing!  Is it possible?

Hamm. I’ll tell you how it goes. He comes crawling on his belly––

Clov. Who?

Hamm. What?

Clov. Who do you mean, he?

Hamm. Who do I mean! Yet another.

Clov. Ah him!  I wasn’t sure. (121)

Hamm’s prompting during this exchange lays bare the cues normally

implicit in conversational interaction to keep the process moving.

Clov’s reluctance to engage in this process is sharply counterpointed

by Hamm, the great soliloquizer, literally ‘hamming’ it up, in an effort

to engage his audience, sighing and repeating the phrase “no forcing.”

Then, once Clov decided to cooperate, he becomes deliberately over-

interested and obstructive by continually asking questions.  Not content

with ruining this effort, Clov destroys any attempt at sentiment when

Hamm has another stab at running through his soliloquy later on:

Hamm. Then let it end! [Clov goes towards ladder.] With a bang! [Clov

gets up on ladder, gets down again, looks for telescope, sees it, picks it up,

gets up ladder, raises telescope] Of darkness!  And me?  Did anyone ever

have pity on me?

Clov. [Lowering the telescope, turning towards Hamm.]  What? [Pause.]  Is

it me you’re referring to?
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Hamm. An aside, ape! Did you never hear an aside before?  I’m warming up

for my last soliloquy.

Clov. I warn you. I’m going to look on this filth since it’s an order. But it’s

the last time. [He turns the telescope on the without.]  Let’s see. [He moves

the telescope.] Nothing … nothing … good … good … nothing … goo- [He

starts, lowers the telescope, examines it, turns it again on the without.

Pause.]  Bad luck to it!

Hamm. More complications! [Clov gets down.] Not an underplot, I trust.

(130)

As well as deliberately misconstruing Hamm’s words, Clov also goes

out of his way to distract the audience from Hamm’s speech by his

elaborate comic business up and down the ladder, ruining the

atmosphere in the process and hogging all the attention for himself. We

may infer that Hamm’s final phrase in this excerpt is not just a

comment on the ‘plot’ of the play, but also on Clov’s attempts at

upstaging him.

These meta-theatrical interludes are frequent, as are the

failures of actions to ever raise a laugh. Hamm’s attempt at levity in

the face of failing bodies and a deserted world meets an indifferent

reception:

Hamm. Sit on him!

Clov. I can’t sit.

Hamm. True. And I can’t stand.

Clov. So it is.

Hamm. Every man his speciality. [Pause]  No phone calls?  [Pause] Don’t

we laugh?

Clov. [After reflection]  I don’t feel like it. (97)

The reason for its failure is hinted at below. Repetition is funny for a

while, and then it becomes deadly, or at least, painful:

Clov. [Sadly.] No one that ever lived thought so crooked as we.

Hamm. We do what we can.

Clov. We shouldn’t.

[Pause.]

Hamm. You’re a bit of all right, aren’t you?

Clov. A smithereen.

Hamm. This is slow work. [Pause] Is it not time for my painkiller? (97)

This is one of the critical moments in the play when both Hamm and

Clov realize that their act is old and stale, and not as fluid or as funny
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as it once was. As Hamm observes: “This is not much fun. [Pause]

But that’s always the way at the end of the day, isn’t it Clov?” (98) The

performers get tired of doing the same routine.

Interestingly (perhaps reflecting the waning popularity of

music-hall) Hamm and Clov have reached this point a lot quicker than

the old-stagers Nagg and Nell, who have been telling each other the

same stories for a life-time and only very recently have grown tired of

them. Fittingly, the parents Nagg and Nell cling to the old tradition.

They are closer to unadulterated music hall and circus, the original

comedy double act, harking back to a tradition where you could come

on, tell a funny story then a few jokes to break the monotony, and then

bring the house down. Their routine is also getting tired, as Nell

observes as they try, and fail, to kiss. “Why this farce, day after day?”

(99) This question is echoed later by Clov and answered by Hamm:

“Routine. One never knows” (107). Continuing the theme of physical

deterioration, Beckett gives Nagg and Nell one of the oldest jokes in

the book:

[Pause. They turn away from each other]

Nagg. Can you hear me?

Nell. Yes. And you?

Nagg. Yes. [Pause] Our hearing hasn’t failed.

Nell. Our what?

Nagg. Our hearing. (99)

Even deafness cannot save Nell from Nagg’s constant desire to

perform. As with Hamm and Clov, she is willing to give up the

performance, but he refuses to quit his role. The difference in their

relationship allows Nell greater freedom to be rude, but Nagg is

indomitable:

Nagg. Will I tell you the story of the tailor?

Nell. No. [Pause.] What for?

Nagg. To cheer you up.

Nell. It’s not funny.

Nagg. It always made you laugh. [Pause.] The first time I thought you’d die.

Nell. It was on Lake Como. [Pause.] One April afternoon. [Pause] Can you

believe it?

Nagg. What?

Nell. That we once went out rowing on Lake Como. [Pause.] One April

afternoon.

Nagg. We had got engaged the day before.

Nell. Engaged!
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Nagg. You were in such fits that we capsized. By rights we should have

drowned.

Nell. It was because I felt happy.

Nagg. It was not, it was not, it was my story and nothing else. Happy? Don’t

you laugh at it still? Every time I tell it. Happy! (101-102)

Nagg’s indignation speaks of wounded professional pride; laughing to

death is the comic’s greatest wish for his audience, and the idea that his

story might not have been the only reason Nell was helpless with

laughter all those years ago maddens him. He immediately launches

into the story as if to demonstrate its comic greatness. “Let me tell it

again. [Raconteur’s voice.] An Englishman, needing a pair of striped

trousers in a hurry […]” (102). Hamm suffers similar problems with

Clov, when even their comic business fails to entertain him. Having

repeatedly sent Clov off to fetch the glass/telescope, then told him not

to bother, he comments, “This is deadly.” Clov stumps back on with

the telescope and begins the laborious business with the ladder,

continuing the stooge’s role of contradiction and confusion by

observing “Things are livening up”:

[He gets up on ladder, raises the telescope, lets it fall.] I did it on purpose.

[He gets down, picks up the telescope, turns it on auditorium] I see …  a

multitude … in transports …  of joy. [Pause] That’s what I call a magnifier.

[He lowers the telescope, turns towards Hamm.] Well? Don’t we laugh?

(106)

The obvious allusion to a small and joyless audience could hardly be

clearer. And these performers know all about joyless audiences, having

weathered the critical storm of Waiting for Godot and Fin de Partie.

Whatever the reason we assign to Beckett for incorporating

music-hall into his plays on so many levels, we should remember that

the music-hall existed alongside his plays and the plays of others

during the 1950s, particularly outside of London and the West End. In

its purest form the genre was waning, as film and television gradually

replaced live entertainment, but the legacy lives on in the plays of this

period: in Look Back in Anger, The Entertainer, Oh What a Lovely

War! and in the works of John Arden and Peter Nichols. As John

Osborne noted in The Entertainer:

The music hall is dying, and, with it, a significant part of England. Some of

the heart of England has gone; something that once belonged to everyone,

for this was truly a folk art. In writing this play, I have not used some of the
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techniques of the music hall in order to exploit an effective trick, but because

I believe that some of the eternal problems of time and space that face the

dramatist, and, also, it has been relevant to the story and setting. Not only has

this technique its own traditions, its own convention and symbol, its own

mystique, it cuts right across the restrictions of the so-called naturalistic

stage. Its contact is immediate, vital and direct. (7)

Reading Osborne’s impassioned declaration, the audience might

perhaps draw its own conclusions as to why Beckett embraced aspects

of music hall in his plays.

The allusive possibilities of Beckett’s work, however, have led

many critics to stress the literary rather than the theatrical. Morrison

concentrates on the “narratives” which might be alluded to in the

narratives of Beckett’s characters, favouring the Biblical and the

classical as Beckett’s sources for Endgame and Waiting for Godot. She

ingeniously explains how Didi and Gogo’s little canters have their

roots in Chaucer and The Decameron:

the structure of Godot is much more like a music-hall review or, to use a

more literary analogy, a frame narrative such as The Decameron or The

Canterbury Tales. In Waiting for Godot the “frame” is the abiding static

situation of waiting, and the various episodes Vladimir and Estragon engage

in are the means by which they enhance the “beauty of the way.” Their

various “canters” have as much variety in subject matter, style and pace as

does any collection of tales marshalled to hearten the pilgrims. “For trewley,

confort ne myrthe is noon/To ride by the weye doumbe as a stoon” is a

judgement Vladimir and Estragon would share; and if they seem less

genuinely merry than Chaucer’s sundry folk, it may be simply that for them

martyrdom is both more immediate and certainly less meaningful.

Nonetheless, they set themselves “to talen and to pleye.” (14)

If the structure resembles a music-hall review and the structure belongs

to a play, that is, to the dramatic genre that focuses on live

performance, why pick a literary analogy? As discussed above, the

influence of music-hall can be detected in more than just the structure

of Godot: Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales and Boccaccio’s Decameron

may have their fair share of trouser-dropping and farting gags, but they

tend not to have extended jokes at the expense of the audience, or to go

for the visual gags of hats and boots.

Given Godot’s legendary status as a play which sent its first

audiences fleeing into the night, Didi’s expansive gesture to the

auditorium and his reassurance to his partner that there is nothing

there, “not a soul in sight” (14), suggests that the live aspect of their
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performance is not a random choice of genre, but a calculated

challenge to theater audiences and producers alike. Reading

contemporary reviews of the play, the observation “nobody comes,

nobody goes. It’s terrible” sounds like a line from the play, and

similarly, many of the lines in the play sound like a premonition of the

play’s critical reception every bit as much as it whispers of man’s

existential terror. Morrison’s reading of Endgame is, I would suggest,

hyperopic: rather than seeing what is directly in front of her, her vision

picks out more clearly what is at a great distance. Analysing Hamm’s

chronicle, she observes:

Hamm refers by name to his “chronicle” and is self-conscious in his

narration of it, aware of himself assuming the role of historian, aware of

himself adopting a special voice and the manner setting off these words from

his other speech. (27)

In such a theatrical reading, the adoption of a special voice and manner

suggest that Hamm is performing, that he acting, rather than

embodying “the Moses of a garden desolate, the Polidore Virgile of a

wrecked kingdom” (28).

Endgame––An Endless Rehearsal?

It is seductive to think of Hamm as a tyrannical actor-manager from

the 1920s (for example, Anew McMaster, Charles Doran, or later,

Donald Wolfit), insisting that his company continue to rehearse the

same old play regardless of their total lack of audience. The conceit is

intensified by fact that Hamm was played in the first production by

George Devine, the Artistic Director of the Royal Court (just as

actor/director Roger Blin, to whom the play is dedicated, had played

Hamm in the premiere of Fin de Partie). The recalcitrance of Hamm’s

fellow performers, the competition over who is audience and who is

actor, the fatigue they express at running through their routines again,

suggest a company sick to death of its own acts. At one point, Clov

“implores” Hamm: “I’m tired of our goings on, very tired,” and then

says, “[Imploringly] Let’s stop playing!” (129-130). Yet as Hamm

acknowledges at the beginning, like his father he finds it impossible to

retire: “Yes, there it is, it’s time it ended and yet I hesitate to [he

yawns]––to end” (93). Even Clov’s attempt to bring the curtain down

by walking out on the production––“This is what we call making an
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exit” (132)––fails. Hamm will not be denied the last word, and those

words sound ominously cyclical, as if the whole thing might be about

to begin again:

Since that’s the way we’re playing … [he unfolds handkerchief] … let’s play

it that way [he unfolds] and speak no more about it [he finishes unfolding]

speak no more. [He holds the handkerchief spread out before him] Old

stancher! [Pause] You … remain. [Pause. He covers his face with

handkerchief, lowers his arms to armrests, remains motionless.] (133-134)

Following Morrison’s observation that stanch can refer to a staunch

friend as well as a stauncher of blood (the handkerchief) it seems

plausible that Hamm’s last gesture might be to command his partner to

stay, an imperative, rather than a declarative (40). The act goes on…

‘Wham, bam, thank you Sam’: the legacy of Endgame

Player King: [The dumb-show is] a device, really––it makes the action that

follows more or less comprehensible; you understand, we are tied down to a

language which makes up in obscurity what it lacks in style. (Stoppard 56)

Given the readings I have offered here, and Beckett’s assertion that

“Hamm is a king in this chess game lost from the start,” it seems fitting

to end with the consideration of a Player King and Beckett’s meta-

theatrical meta-linguistic legacy (Cohn 152). The Player King in

Stoppard’s Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead (1966) epitomizes

the ways in which communication is fetishized in drama through meta-

linguistic and meta-theatrical commentary. Both are, and always have

been, standard theatrical fare. The reason for analysing them here is to

draw a parallel between the way in which the meta-theatrical and the

meta-linguistic interact, and how standard meta-linguistic expressions

about being at a loss for words are taken literally, rather than

performatively, in some contexts, but not in others. If we contrast the

reception of Beckett and Stoppard, Beckett’s professions of linguistic

decay are usually taken literally, as in Cavell’s article discussed above,

while Stoppard’s are interpreted performatively and praised for adding

to the theatrical experience. Writing in the Manchester Guardian,

Philip Hope-Wallace implied that the jokes in Endgame actually made

the play more depressing:
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This wry comment on the hopelessness of our human situation with our

failing faculties and futile fidgets, accumulates almost imperceptibly a leaden

weight of despair which the occasional little jokes, some perhaps rather too

puerile, only increase. (qtd in Elsom 69-70)

In contrast, despite the fact that the quandary articulated by the Player-

King about language, expressivity and theater is a common theme in

Stoppard’s earliest plays––Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead,

The Real Inspector Hound (1968), Jumpers (1972), and Travesties

(1974)––and is the main means of deriving comedy, it is never taken

quite as seriously by the critics.

There is an obvious debt to Waiting for Godot in the games of

linguistic ‘tennis’ in Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, in the ‘playing’ at

being Guildenstern and Hamlet: Vladimir and Estragon “play at

[being] Pozzo and Lucky,” but Stoppard’s meta-playfulness is usually

interpreted as virtuoso grandstanding rather than Absurdist anxiety

(Stoppard 31-33, 35-36; Beckett 68). Reviews of these plays

emphasize the theatrical nature of Stoppard’s achievements in a way

that completely eluded contemporary reviews of Beckett’s work.

Milton Shulman’s review of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead

praises the play for avoiding the gloom of its philosophical and

theatrical antecedents: “Easy as it is to find echoes of Sartre, Beckett

and Kafka in the introspective exchanges of R. and G., it is an

exceedingly funny play” (qtd in Elsom 89-90). Michael Billington’s

1974 review of Travesties acclaims it as:

a dazzling pyrotechnical feat that combines Wildean pastiche, political

history, artistic debate, spoof-reminiscence, and song-and-dance in

marvellously judicial proportions. The text is a dense web of Joycean

allusions, yet it also radiates sheer intellectual joie de vivre, as if Stoppard

were delightedly communicating the fruits of his own researches. (51)

This is in spite of the dangerous heresy of Dadaism that the play

investigates, which, one would have thought, was every bit as

degenerate as existentialism. Perhaps the difference in these critical

responses can be attributed to the different contexts in which these

meta-linguistic debates occur. In the case of Waiting for Godot and

Endgame it seems to be the removal of any identifiable surroundings

that contributes most significantly to the ‘nihilism’ of Beckett’s plays,

whereas Stoppard’s usually take place in a recognizable context: for

example, Hamlet  for Rosencrantz and Guildenstern and The
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Importance of Being Earnest for Travesties. His characters are always

from the educated classes, so it is natural for them to be articulate, and

to reinforce the expectation of Wildean and Cowardian levels of wit in

everyday conversation. In addition, as Billington identifies, Stoppard

delights in letting his audience know what Stoppard the playwright has

learned about for his latest play. Thus the audience feels that they are

learning from the play, rather than being asked questions by the play or

being forced to confront their own ennui––something Beckett’s plays

tend to foreground quite strongly. Pinter’s early plays suffered a

similar fate to Beckett and Ionesco (with whom he was constantly

compared). Again it seems the main reason for interpreting Pinter’s

work metaphysically rather than literally is because, in spite of the

recognisable settings, his characters tend towards conversational

inarticulacy and taciturnity rather than fluency. As with Beckett,

Pinter’s refusal to shed any light on his plays, other than the joking

remark about “the weasel under the cocktail cabinet,” contributes to the

interpretative free-for-all that prefers elaborate extrapolation rather

than an examination of the play as a play.

It seems fitting, under the circumstances, that the last words

should belong to the showmen:

Hamm. Do you not think this has gone on long enough?

Clov. Yes! (114)

Or perhaps, given the cyclical nature of the play I have advanced:

Clov. The end is terrific!

Hamm. I prefer the middle. (115)

Kate Dorney, The Victoria and Albert Theater Museum, London

Notes

1
 The allusion here, of course, is to Hamm’s obsessive questioning of Clov during and

after their “little turn.” “Hug the walls, then back to the centre again. [Clov pushes the

chair.] I was right in the centre, wasn’t I?,” and then “Back to my place! [Clov pushes

chair back to centre.] Is that my place?`[…] Am I right in the centre?” (104)
2
 Of relevance here is the establishment of the English Stage Company at the Royal

Court in 1955, the Theater Workshop at Stratford East in 1953, and the formation of

the Royal Shakespeare Company in 1961 and the National Theater in 1962.
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3
 The ramifications of taking into account the view of audience members like Reading

are currently being investigated by the author, Shellard and Jeffrey, both in an oral

history project and the research development of the British Library’s Theater Archive.

The project is in its infancy at the time of writing, but what is certain is that theater

history will be radically altered in the aftermath.
4
 Waiting for Godot was first performed in English in August 1955, five months after

Ionesco’s The Lesson. Ionesco’s play was similarly criticized, but failed to attract

sufficient attention to mark it out as the beginning of the Absurd debate.
5
 From Bacon to the Romantics, to the War Poets and the Holocaust, the idea that

language cannot express original and authentic feeling recurs. See Roy Harris’ The

Language Myth and George Steiner’s Language and Silence for further explorations of

this topic.
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Memory and Its Devices in Endgame

Jane E. Gatewood

In his first published essay, on Proust, Samuel Beckett meditates, as

did Proust, on the function of memory within human consciousness,

arguing that humans are imprisoned by Time in a way analogous to

Tantalus's imprisonment in the underworld: “There is no escape from

the hours and the days. Neither from to-morrow nor from yesterday”

(2).
1
 Like Tantalus immersed in water, who could neither drink the

water beneath him nor reach the fruit above him, human beings cannot

attain, even through memory, the past which saturates and informs

their present circumstances any more than they can grasp the future

hanging before them. But unlike Tantalus, Beckett notes, “we allow

ourselves to be tantalized”
 
(3); we strive to remember yesterday, while

yearning for what will come tomorrow. And while Beckett stages

characters who are tantalized, who strive for the past and anticipate

what will come, he ultimately denies these characters the ability to

remember unequivocally their yesterdays, leaving them only their

future bleakly projected before them. Such circumstances inform most

of Beckett's oeuvre, including those characters confined to a bunker-

type room in Endgame (1957).

Before any character speaks in Endgame, memory pervades

the stage. The stage directions offer a description of a “bare interior”

with “grey light”; on the “left and right back, high up, [are] two

windows, curtains drawn” (1). Clov enters and stands below each

window, looking up. He walks off-stage, re-entering with a ladder,

which he uses to help him look out one of the windows. As he moves

over to the other window, he forgets the ladder and must return for it.

He repeats this process several times, moving back and forth between

the windows; but each time the space between forgetting and

remembering diminishes, linking the physical space of the stage with

the mental space of memory. The initial action of the play foregrounds

APPENDIX VIII
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the function, or dysfuntion, of memory, revealing disruptions and

disjunctions which occur when present circumstances are met and

aided by memory.

Hamm, a master of sorts, is blind; Nagg and Nell, Hamm’s

legless parents, are confined to ashbins; Clov, Hamm’s helper/servant,

wishes to leave but does not. And the entire drama seems to hinge

upon Clov’s potential departure which would “end” the “game” played

between the characters, as Hamm would be unable to care for himself

or his parents. But the anticipation of a departure, like the anticipation

of an arrival in Waiting for Godot, serves to foreground not the action

of leaving but the feeling of anticipation, the desire and trepidation for

what will come. This fearful anticipation of impending circumstances,

though, is accompanied by an anxiety over what has already passed—a

decidedly modernist anxiety regarding history and its counterpart,

memory. Thus Endgame depicts present circumstances which are

invaded and informed by yesterdays that cannot be confirmed or

substantiated, and, in an attempt to control the flux of the past in order

to control the present and future, characters in Endgame attempt to

rework and reorder memories of the past. But instead of the past being

reworked by the remembering subject, the opposite occurs: memory

reworks the subject, eliciting a loss of the subject indicative of later

works of postmodernism. Looking at Endgame in the context of those

plays that immediately preceded and followed it—Waiting for Godot

(French 1952, English trans. 1954) and Krapp's Last Tape

(1958)
2
—helps to situate the play both in Beckett's oeuvre and in the

larger context of twentieth century literature, revealing that while

Endgame displays a modernist anxiety about memory and history, it

also projects a postmodernist loss of the subject. Thereby, the play can

easily be situated on the cusp between the two movements, further

problematizing any clear demarcation between them.

Rather than locate truth and reality externally in the world of

outward action, works of literary modernism turn to the inner realm of

consciousness. But a knowing, if fragile, subjectivity—a center of

consciousness that renders senses and impressions––often facilitates

this linking of inner and outer worlds.
3
 Likewise, Beckett's Endgame

seems a similar retreat to the interior: its bunker-like room evokes a

sense of retreat to the core of the earth, and the ashbins that contain

Nagg and Nell and their memories further this sense of interiority. But

breaking from this modernist interiority, with its desire for knowledge
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and its reliance upon an interpreting subjectivity—a Prufrock of Eliot

or a Conradian Marlow—Endgame anticipates moves characteristic of

late-modernism or postmodernism. Gradually, the modernist concern

with knowing or epistemology ultimately resigns itself to a fractured

knowledge, redirecting its efforts to a concern with the nature of the

fractured state itself and what constitutes such an

existence—epistemology gives way to ontology. Works of literary

postmodernism thus negate the knowing subject and re-focus their

attention on this reconstituted subject and its environs.
4
 Endgame

displays a loss of the coherent, knowing subject along with projecting a

concern about an ontological status of being, rather than an

epistemological state of knowing.

Writing about memory and the histories and subjectivities it

produces, James Olney asserts, in “Memory and the Narrative

Imperative,” that the “justification, validation, and necessity of writing

one’s life are established in [St. Augustine’s] Confessions”
 
(858-59).

He charts the compulsion to narrate “a life” using St. Augustine and

Samuel Beckett as touchstones to demonstrate that narrative, as a

constructor of identity, is invariably linked to memory and has

undergone changes of approach in the modern era. According to

Olney, narrative for Augustine is capable of rendering the past through

present memory. Furthermore, order of narrative is crucial for it

represents a “continuity of identity” (866). To achieve an ordered

telling, past events are remembered in “reverse chronological order”

and narrated in “forward chronological order” (866). For Augustine,

the form of the narrative, its ordered telling, is not separate from that

which it tells, the narrative itself. And the narrative reveals a coherent,

and chronological, life: the centered, unitary self is retrieved from and

revealed through such narrations of memory. As such, this form of

narration is recuperative as it seeks to restore, to create via memory,

the idea of the self.

Yet Beckett’s characters do not engage in “ordered tellings” or

narrations of their lives, however they may try. Such a telling would

allow the creation of an understandable line of causality for present

situations and identity—a process and result Beckett saw as

antagonistic to his project, which was increasingly concerned with

what he termed “the mess” and the tension between mess and form in

art. As the twentieth century saw a decline of traditional formalizing

structures in art, Beckett found himself faced with a quandary as an
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artist: he desired a form which accommodated the mess. According to

Tom Driver, Beckett noted that art traditionally “withstood the

pressure of chaotic things […] but now we can keep it [“the mess”] out

no longer ‘it invades our experience at every moment. It is there and it

must be allowed in’” (23).
5
 Thus as Beckett saw it, traditional form in

art necessarily excluded chaos and remained largely unquestioned;

however this traditional form was no longer workable. In Beckett’s

view, art had to reject form that excluded chaos. Again according to

Driver, Beckett went on to note that such a responsibility

does not mean that there will henceforth be no form in art. It only means that

there will be new form, and that this form will be of such a type that admits

the chaos and does not really try to say it is something else. The form and the

chaos remain separate. The latter is not reduced to the former. To find a form

that accommodates the mess, that is the task of the artist now. (23)

Beckett took this task upon himself, incorporating characters into his

dramas who, while they desire to narrate their lives and establish

coherent and cohesive subjectivities, are trumped both by an inability

to remember and an inability to say “I.” Thus while Beckettian

characters possess a modernist desire to locate a tangible and cohesive

past to serve as a mythos for the present, their quest for ballast

confuses the past with memory of the past; rather than locate an

objective history upon which to base their current subjectivities, they

locate a subjective memory, which renders a greater unreliability to

their present circumstances and facilitates a dissolution of the cohesive

subject.

Nonetheless, as Olney aptly notes, Beckett’s characters are

overcome by the same impulse as Augustine to narrate their lives.

Olney views the Confessions as an attempt by Augustine to confess

what he is: “It is a confession of himself, not of his actions, not even of

his thoughts, but confession of his very self that Augustine undertakes

in Book Ten, and it is altogether significant how immediately he comes

to memory in this confession of himself” (870). In an odd sort of

circularity, narrative, as the product of memory, attempts to encompass

memory within narrative in order to know the self, and this process of

memory production is capable of rendering a knowable self for

Augustine. But while Augustine claimed identity of the self through

memory, Olney notes that Beckett will not permit “the easy claim of ‘I

remember’ or the secure identity that such a claim entails” (863).
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Olney asserts that Augustine’s question in Book Eleven of the

Confessions—“why then do I put before you [God] in order the stories

of so many things?”—becomes for Beckett, “why should I try to put in

order, time after time, the stories of so few things, my old stories, my

old story, as if it were the first time?” (857-58).
6
 For Beckett,

Augustine’s question of necessity becomes one of futility paired with

necessity, for he once noted “there is nothing to express, nothing with

which to express, nothing from which to express, no power to express,

no desire to express, together with the obligation to express” (“Three

Dialogues” 17). This articulation of Beckett’s modernist obstacle

outlines the quandary faced not only by Beckett but also by his stage

characters in Endgame, as well as in Waiting for Godot and Krapp’s

Last Tape. Additionally, the paradox of a lack of expression combined

with the obligation to express creates an opposition that Beckett sought

to incorporate into his work.
7
 These plays are constructed with

reference to such an opposition and embody his concern with form and

his skepticism regarding language. By creating characters who

ultimately cannot remember, or if they can, immediately undermine

memory’s validity, Beckett constantly draws attention to the problem

of memory: that “reference [in memory narrative] is never to events of

the past but to memories of those events” (Olney 863).

The past for Beckett’s dramatic characters proves irretrievable

and ultimately unknowable; the “yesterday” Beckett discussed in his

early essay, Proust, becomes an irrecoverable memory. Vladimir and

Estragon, in Waiting for G o d o t ,  know where they are

“going”—nowhere, they will continue to wait for Mr. Godot—but they

do not know where they have been. Early in Act I, Vladimir and

Estragon attempt and fail to establish what they did yesterday,

demonstrating that for Beckett’s characters the past is unverifiable and

irretrievable. And if they can’t remember, they cannot claim or

reconstruct a past. The future of Godot is certain, not the past. As a

result, present location, since it is derived from the past, becomes as

elusive as are past activities. In Act I, Vladimir and Estragon have

difficulty pinpointing their current day and the day on which they are

to wait for Mr. Godot:

ESTRAGON: You’re sure it was this evening?

VLADIMIR: What?

ESTRAGON: That we were to wait?

VLADIMIR: He said Saturday. (Pause.) I think.
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ESTRAGON: You think.

VLADIMIR: I must have made a note of it. […]

ESTRAGON: (very insidious). But what Saturday? And is it even Saturday?

Is it not rather Sunday? (Pause.) Or Friday?

VLADIMIR: (looking wildly about him as though the date was inscribed on

the landscape). It’s not possible!

ESTRAGON: Or Thursday?

VLADIMIR: What’ll we do? (15)

This passage highlights and extends the importance and problem of the

past and its memory: if the characters cannot remember the past, they

cannot establish the present. Here, the unknowable past has extended

itself into the present, displacing certainty of time and place and

uncovering the significance of the play’s nonspecific setting: “A

country road. A tree. Evening” (7). Waiting for Godot seems to occur

outside time and place and signals the lack of temporality the

characters experience, as they are unable to understand themselves via

cause and effect—via past and present.

While Vladimir and Estragon attempt to create reality through

recalling a past they cannot remember, their attempts always prove

futile. In the following exchange in Act II, Vladimir attempts to shake

a realization from Estragon that things have changed since yesterday,

but again Estragon cannot remember yesterday.

VLADIMIR: The tree, look at the tree.

Estragon looks at the tree.

ESTRAGON:  Was it not there yesterday?

VLADIMIR: Yes, of course it was there. Do you not remember? We nearly

hanged ourselves from it. But you wouldn’t. Do you not remember?

ESTRAGON: You dreamt it.

VLADIMIR: Is it possible that you’ve forgotten already?

ESTRAGON: That’s the way I am. Either I forget immediately or I never

forget.

VLADIMIR: And Pozzo and Lucky, have you forgotten them too?

ESTRAGON: Pozzo and Lucky?

VLADIMIR: He’s forgotten everything! (60-61)

Here, as Olney suggests, the characters deny the absolute statement of

“I remember.” Didi attempts to coax Gogo into such a statement, but

Gogo hesitates. Eventually, Gogo states that he remembers being

“kicked in the shins” by “a lunatic who played the fool” (61) but

establishing when and where the occurrence took place results in

futility. So, we are left with an occurrence without specific relation to
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time or place; the lack of verifiable memory thereby denies its

causality or origin.

The unremembered yesterdays of Godot serve to contextualize

those that occur in Endgame. Endgame can be read as a form of a third

act for Godot, and when viewed in this manner, it offers a winding

down of that play’s action which consisted of waiting for the future;

moreover, the lack of memory surrounding what has passed in Godot

foregrounds the lack of causality regarding Endgame's dramatic

situation. The characters in the latter play are confined to a room,

presumably in post-apocalyptic circumstances. Things are winding

down; “something is taking its course” (Beckett, Endgame 13). But we

don’t know why or how the characters or their circumstances came to

be, and in Aristotelian terms, such things wouldn’t matter: all that

would matter is what comes next. But plays like Endgame suggest we

already know what comes next; what we don’t know is what is actually

happening, nor do we know what came before. So, just as Didi and

Gogo's unremembered yesterdays serve to undermine the present

circumstances in Waiting for Godot, the nostalgia for the past by Nagg

and Nell in Endgame  conflates that past with fictional stories,

furthering its questionability. Extending this dubiousness, Hamm and

Clov render questionable present circumstances, while also reworking

that past, leaving only the future undisputed yet perfectly tensed.

But unlike those in Godot, the yesterdays of Endgame aren’t

simply unremembered; they are longed for by Nagg and Nell and

denied or reconstructed by Hamm and Clov. The distinct character

pairings of Endgame, which Beckett sought to emphasize visually with

red and white faces,
8
 serve to reveal and to stress memory’s dual and

tantalizing function of evoking nostalgia for the past along with a

simultaneous desire to control it in order to avert, or at least delay, a

certain future demise. During Nagg's and Nell's only exchange of

dialogue with one another, Nell repeats, “Ah yesterday!” whenever

Nagg refers to “yesterday” (15, 20). The stage directions note that Nell

is to utter the line in an “elegiac” tone, emphasizing nostalgia for the

past. But more importantly, Nell, although prompted by Nagg's

seemingly innocuous reference to a specific day, mourns the

conceptual space that precedes their current confinement to their bins.

She doesn't literally mourn the day that came before; rather, she

mourns the concept of the past. And that Nagg utters the phrase that
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tugs her chords of nostalgia proves telling, for the evocation of

yesterday “nags” her.

Also tugging at them are their differing accounts of the past,

for Nagg and Nell disagree about different versions of memory.

Following her second elegiac lament of “yesterday,” Nell attempts

tears.

NAGG: […] Are you crying again?

NELL: I was trying. (20)

To cheer her, Nagg offers to tell “the story of the tailor,” which Nell

declines, asserting “[i]t's not funny” (20-21). This declaration produces

a squabble between intimates, eliciting a shared memory of Lake

Como.

NAGG: It [his tailor story] always made you laugh. (Pause.) The first time I

thought you'd die.

NELL: It was on Lake Como. (Pause.) One April afternoon. (Pause.) Can

you believe it?

NAGG: What?

NELL: That we once went out rowing on Lake Como. (Pause.) One April

afternoon.

NAGG: We had got engaged the day before.

NELL: Engaged!

NAGG: You were in such fits that we capsized. By rights we should have

been drowned.

NELL: It was because I felt happy.

NAGG (indignant): It was not, it was not, it was my story and nothing else.

Happy! Don't you laugh at it still? Every time I tell it. Happy!

NELL: It was deep, deep. And you could see down to the bottom. So white.

So clean. (21)

Nagg and Nell manage to evoke a shared memory, but the

circumstances of each one's version of the memory differs: Nell

remembers the depth and color of the water and her emotional state of

happiness; Nagg remembers their boat capsizing resulting from Nell's

excitement following his “tailor story,” which he retells in the play.

This instance demonstrates that memory attempts to evoke a past real

scenario, and narrative attempts to establish the credibility of that

scenario; but their differing accounts of the past undercut one another,

thereby subverting the event's causality and coherence and distancing

Nagg and Nell from a concrete past as well as from one another.
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Vladimir and Estragon make a similar move in Waiting for Godot

when they attempt but fail to remember and recount what they did

“yesterday”; likewise, Nagg and Nell in Endgame attempt to evoke a

shared past in order to unify their current, and separate, confinement.

But their evocation of the past through memory serves an opposite end:

rather than unite, the remembrance emphasizes the individuality of

memory, revealing that it is always personal and never shared.

Attempts to bridge it only create a breach.

Nagg and Nell are described as having “very white faces” (9,

14), serving to emphasize, visually, the faded quality of memory, and

to embody the washed-out, retreating quality of the past. Clov checks

Nell's pulse shortly after Nagg and Nell's shared memory of Lake

Como, reporting that she lacks a pulse; she is pushed into her bin and

heard from no more. No longer Nagg's wife or Hamm's mother, she

becomes death's (k)Nell—an omen of impending death which remains

throughout the play. Although Nagg remains “alive” in his bin, he

comes to signify the past that “nags” and tugs the other characters.
9

While they remember their past in Endgame, this past is intermixed

with fictional stories that serve as touchstones for their memories. This

mode of remembering, mingling real occurrences with fiction, serves

to undercut the credibility of the evoked memories rather than provide

them with greater contextualization and believability. Further, Nagg's

mingling of the fictional story of the tailor with the memory of Lake

Como serves to equate memory creation with fiction, thus emphasizing

that memory never refers directly to the past, but only to a memory of

the past, which is always already a fiction.

While this past clings to the present, Hamm and Clov both

deny and rework their past in order to control their present and thwart

the future. And like other Beckettian character pairs—Vladimir and

Estragon; Nagg and Nell—Hamm and Clov also evoke and question

“yesterday.” Midway through Endgame, Hamm asks Clov when he last

oiled the castors on the chair, to which Clov responds, “I oiled them

yesterday” (43). Hamm exclaims, “Yesterday! What does that mean?

Yesterday!” prompting a “violent” reaction from Clov: “That means

that bloody awful day, long ago, before this bloody awful day. I use the

words you taught me. If they don't mean anything any more, teach me

others. Or let me be silent” (43-44). Thus for Hamm, yesterday lacks

meaning and provides no guiding point of reference for current

circumstances. But when contextualized with other statements,
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Hamm's skepticism regarding the past reveals a greater fear concerning

the function of the past within the present, as well as a desire to control

this function through memory and its narration.

Throughout the play, Hamm speaks in a series of questions

about the past, expletive statements and inquiries about the present,

and declarations regarding the future.
10

 This suggests that he wonders

about what has come before, explains and enquires for confirmation

about what is, and declares what will come to pass. But his sustaining

effort involves retelling the story of his life, which also seems to be the

story of Clov's life, and Nagg's earlier conflation of memory with his

fiction of the tailor anticipates Hamm's “story.” This tale concerns a

specific day on which a man came to ask the narrator, who is

presumably Hamm, to take in his son. Hamm gives an elliptical

narration, repeatedly revising and commenting on his own story as he

narrates it, and this fictional biography proves a clever move by

Hamm, in that it self-consciously renders memory as a fiction. But this

self-consciousness doesn't allow Hamm the control over the past he

would like. Consider, for instance, the following portion of Hamm's

story:

HAMM: (Narrative tone.) […] It was a glorious bright day, I remember,

fifty by the heliometer, but already the sun was sinking down into… down

among the dead.

(Normal tone.) Nicely put, that.

(Narrative tone.) Come on now, come on, present your petition and let me

resume my labors.

(Pause. Normal tone.) There's English for you. Ah well …

(Narrative tone.) It was then he took the plunge. It's my little one, he said.

Tsstss, a little one, that's bad. My little boy, he said, as if the sex mattered.

Where did he come from? He named the hole. A good half day on horse.

What are you insinuating? That the place is still inhabited? No, no, not a

soul, except himself and the child—assuming he existed. Good. I enquired

about the situation at Kov, beyond the gulf. Not a sinner. Good. And you

expect me to believe you have left your little one back there, all alone, and

alive into the bargain? Come now! (Pause.)

It was a howling wild day, I remember, a hundred by the anemometer. The

wind was tearing up the dead pines and sweeping them… away. (Pause.

Normal tone.)

A bit feeble, that. (51-52)

If Hamm's story presents his memory of Clov's coming to live with

him, it foregrounds memory's fictional nature by presenting the

retelling as a story, and this self-conscious move by Hamm suggests a
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desire to control and order the past. Hamm's narration interweaves

details of his story with commentary on the form and style of the

rendering, and while his changes in tone, from “narrative” to “normal”

and back again, serve to distinguish the teller from the tale and the past

from the present, the distinction is perhaps as feeble as Hamm

considers his description of the wind to be. These moves not only

interweave the past with the present, but also stress that while Hamm

seeks an ordered telling, stories from the past evade such order. The

elliptical nature of the telling, its starts and re-starts—”It was a ____

day…”—demonstrate that, rather than encompass memory within a

cohesive and coherent narrative, memory eludes such narrative forms,

obscuring its own origin. Moreover, the story's details change

according to the mode of rendering, for the descriptions of the day on

which the story takes place change according to the measuring device

used.
11

 This suggests that no individual telling or rendering can be

comprehensive or all-encompassing. Hence, the story is not only a

retelling, but an emergent creation, only just coming into being; past

and present dovetail into a new formation, revealing that memory can

never encompass or recreate the past, but that it necessarily informs

and is informed by the present. Rather than render a knowable past by

assembling it into a cohesive narrative, Hamm's attempts to retell his

story serve to rework him. As he builds his narrative, he establishes the

possibility that he has taken in Clov, lending greater credibility to his

earlier statement that he “was a father” to Clov (38). But Hamm

hesitates to complete his tale, even under Clov's prodding. He knows

how the tale will finish, and this knowledge lends a greater fearfulness

to Hamm's statements. Thus rather than account for, reconcile, and

contain the past in narrative, Hamm's story serves to work him over,

revealing not the story of his life to others but disclosing to himself the

tale of how his life will end.

In Company, Beckett notes that “the greater part of what is

said cannot be verified” (7). As plays like Endgame suggest, the past is

irretrievable and ultimately unknowable. The unknowability of the past

offers an important temporal inversion that Beckett extends to his

dramas: the past, although it has already been lived, cannot be known;

the future, even though it is unlived, remains certain—we will die.

Thus although memory attempts to establish a bridge between the

known and the unknowable, the known and unknowable do not exist

temporally as one might think. Beckett's plays reveal that the known is
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not what has already taken place, the past, and the unknowable is not

what lies ahead, the future. Rather the known is that which will

come—future, death—and the unknowable is that which came

before—past, birth—for the most important event of human

experience, birth, is beyond personal memory.
12

In an attempt to control the present through the past, characters

in Endgame attempt to rework and reorder the past. But rather than

create a “continuity of identity” from a narrative constructed from

memory, the reworked and reordered story undermines the speaking

subject. Hamm changes the story's details by changing the day's

measuring devices, each time beginning again the story he does not

want to end. He returns to the story's beginning in an effort both to

return to his own origins and to stave off his story's end, and, by

extension, his own. But each return to the story's beginning, and each

different beginning, emphasizes his own impossibility of locating and

returning to his origin, and his resistance to ending highlights his desire

to stave off death. Hamm finishes narrating his story before it is fully

completed, stating “I'll soon have finished with this story” (54)—one

of the only statements in the play whose verbal structure is in future

perfect tense.
13

 This telling shift in verb tense further suggests that the

future is already known. Thus, although he and Clov both allude to the

fact that “it must be nearly finished,” he resists finishing his

“chronicle,” even though he knows how it, and he, will end (1, 50, 58).

Hamm's attempts to rework the chronicle of his life anticipate

similar moves to catalog and store memory in Krapp's Last Tape,
14

which portrays a man on his sixty-ninth birthday, dramatizing his

birthday ritual of making an audio tape of the year's events after

listening to recordings of past years. Krapp literally has the past

stockpiled under lock and key, as the tapes of the past are locked in a

room to the rear of the stage. Nonetheless, the past eludes him. Before

Old Krapp begins this year’s annual listening, he searches first through

the desk’s drawers and then through entries in a ledger to find the tape

he seeks. As he reads the particular entry he seeks in the ledger which

one could assume was written to help him recall the events recorded,

he cannot remember the reference points of many of the words.

KRAPP: The black ball… [He raises his head, stares blankly front. Puzzled.]

Black ball?… [He peers again at the ledger, reads.] The dark nurse… [He

raises his head, broods, peers again at ledger, reads.] … Memorable…
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what? [He peers closer.] Equinox, memorable equinox. [He raises his head,

stares blankly front. Puzzled.] Memorable equinox? (331)

As the words in the ledger fail to signify meaning, the recordings on

the tape fail to provide an unquestionable past upon which Krapp can

continue to build. Here, again, Beckett denies his characters the claim

of “I remember,” as Krapp cannot remember events that previously

occurred. Like Hamm, Krapp's attempts at capturing the past prove

futile, as the memory of the event fails to mirror or reinstate the origin

of the actual occurrence, and Krapp's retellings, or replayings, fail to

establish a “continuity of identity,” for they are unordered. Old Krapp

forwards and rewinds the tape to locate the memory he seeks.

TAPE:  […] What I suddenly saw then was this, that the belief I had been

going on all my life, namely—[KRAPP switches off impatiently, winds tape

forward, switches on again]—great granite rocks the foam flying up in the

light of the lighthouse and the wind-gauge spinning like a propeller, clear to

me at last that the dark I have always struggled to keep under is in reality my

most—[KRAPP curses, switches off, winds tape forward, switches on

again]—unshatterable association until my dissolution of storm and night

with the light of understanding and the fire—[KRAPP curses louder,

switches off, winds tape forward, switches on again]—my face in her breasts

and my hand on her. We lay there without moving. But under us all moved,

and moved us, gently, up and down, and from side to side. (316)

Here Krapp has found the memory he seeks, and he again switches off

the tape and winds it back to hear the full segment about the two in the

boat on the lake.
15

 Such disorder in the memory-telling does not foster

any vestige of “continuity of identity.” Rather, the disorder emphasizes

that memory can never return or reinstate the past; the past remains

inaccessible even through memory. Moreover, the staging device of the

tape recorder serves to demonstrate that rather than ordering memory

and the past for self-knowledge, memory and its devices for cataloging

the past rework the self, dispelling any possibility for coherent and

cohesive subjectivity. Rather than rework the past through memory, the

self is reworked by memory. This reworking exhibits Beckett's anxiety

concerning history and memory, while revealing more fully the

existential crisis begun in Waiting for Godot: the self can never know

the past, and history is always conditional, contingent upon one

unknowable—the inability of the self to be sure of its own existence.

 Waiting for Godot culminates in the image of two tramps on a

country road in the evening, the same image with which the play
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began. This final view, together with Beckett's stage directions,

undercuts the dialogue that precedes it, for Vladimir and Estragon have

once again decided to leave: Vladimir asks, “Shall we go?” and

Estragon replies, “Yes, let's go,” but the stage directions note that

“They do not move” (94). Thus, the play ends at a metaphoric

crossroads: the interior words and worlds of the characters are undercut

by their exterior actions and circumstances, presenting a rupture

between word and action—between the interior realm of language and

the exterior world of action. This final breach in Godot signifies a

larger rupture indicative of literary modernism: a disruption, facilitated

by technological and scientific advances latent in the Industrial

Revolution, between interior human consciousness and the exterior

world. In his essay “The Metaphysical Poets” (1921), T. S. Eliot

located this “dissociation of sensibility” as a disruption between

thought and feeling (241-50).

Hamm projects a similar sort of rupture as he renders his

impressions of the external world and the past, for he always undercuts

them, revealing a modernist anxiety regarding externality, interiority,

memory and history. But this anxiety is problematized by a negation of

the knowing subject. Hamm's first verbal utterance in Endgame

employs an anti-grammatical structure, following the syntax of a chess

move: “Me—(he yawns)—to play” (2), states Hamm, situating the

objective case first-person pronoun as the operational subject followed

by the infinitive form of the verb “play.” The subject, the subjective

form, is quite literally negated or subverted by Hamm's insertion of

himself into the “play.” The infinitive form of the verb foregrounds the

“play,” or game, to carry on ad infinitum, without end. But the

negation of the subject is not unequivocal, for Hamm's “playing”

involves a cat-and-mouse game between memory, history, and the

present, allowing Hamm both to assert and to deny his, as well as

Clov's, subjectivity, history, and past. Such a move allows Hamm the

illusion of control over his subject position while he avoids the play's

ultimate certainty, the only fact that Hamm leaves unquestioned—his

negation, death.
16

 Nothing in Endgame is left unquestioned except the

certainty of the end. For instance, Hamm asserts that he is blind, but he

also notes that his eyes have gone white (4, 36)—a fact that would

require him to have vision to discern. He also notes that “outside of

here it's death”; but Clov has a vision of a boy on the horizon, and

vermin, in the form of rats and fleas, seem to penetrate the bunker with
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ease (9, 78, 70, 33).
17

 Moreover, the tale of the exterior world also

becomes the tale of the interior one, told and rewoven by Hamm;

midway through the drama Hamm notes, in seeming self-referential

fashion:

I once knew a madman who thought the end of the world had come … I used

to go and see him, in the asylum. I'd take him by the hand and drag him to

the window. Look! There! All that rising corn! And there! Look! The sails of

the herring fleet! All that loveliness! (Pause.) He'd snatch away his hand and

go back into his corner. Appalled. All he had seen was ashes. (Pause.) He

alone had been spared. (Pause.) Forgotten. (Pause.) It appears the case is …

was not so … so unusual. (44)
18

Hamm qualifies his verb tense in the final sentence of this passage,

relegating the present (is) to the past (was) in an attempt to dispel the

possibility that this phenomenon might have some application to his

current circumstances. But if such cases were not so unusual, such a

statement raises the possibility that the outside world is not dead and

ashen, but alive and lovely. Hamm also suggests this latter prospect to

Clov:

HAMM: Did you ever think of one thing?

CLOV: Never.

HAMM: That we're down in a hole. (Pause.) But beyond the hills? Eh?

Perhaps it's still green. Eh? (Pause.) Flora! Pamona! (Ecstatically.)

Ceres! (Pause.) Perhaps you needn't go very far. (39)

But neither scenario presents itself as certain or unquestionable, and

“the mess” of a world which resists definition and formalization

emerges. As Hamm and Clov's words create the concept of the dead

and ashen outside world, they also subtly call into question the validity

of such a world. Such moves raise the question of textual stability and

the authority of language, as the text and the characters call their own

authority into question. Hence, the rupture between the interior and

exterior realms in Endgame is not a straightforward one, for both areas

are rendered questionable, albeit in different fashions. The facts of the

external world are undercut, but only by the subjectivities who discern

them; yet the facts of the past and the function of memory compromise

the knowablility of these subjectivities. Thus, the interior

consciousness proves as troublesome a terrain as the past.

The characters of Endgame “play” at life, with variations, until

the end. The point of Endgame is not that any of these variations or
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interpretations is supremely valid, but that none of them is sustainable.

No certainty exists, neither for the critic nor the characters. The drama,

like life, will end before we or the characters know what has passed.

Rehashing it doesn't clarify the event, but it does illuminate the process

of constructing meaning and creating narrative. As can be inferred

from Hamm's discourse in Endgame, the only certainty the characters

can rely upon is not that they exist or that their pasts serve as reliable

ballast for the present, but that they will die. Such a move suggests that

the certainty of existence lies not in the past of memory and history but

in the absence of the self promised by the future. With its existential

shifts, bleak turns on the function of memory and history, and its

skepticism regarding the import of both, Endgame anticipates the loss

of the subject and the culmination of history evident in later works of

postmodernism. But while such turns give a nod to emerging

postmodernist tendencies, they effect a modernist despair, leaving

plays such as Endgame at a literary-historical crossroads similar to that

at which we find many of Beckett’s characters.

Jane E. Gatewood, University of Georgia

Notes

1
 Samuel Beckett, Proust (New York: Grove Press, 1931). Beckett begins this line of

discussion by reference to “Proust's creatures,” but discussion quickly expands to the

larger humanity with the inclusion of first person plural pronouns, “we” and “us,”

rather than remaining with the third person “they” or “them.” For the Tantalus analogy,

see 3.
2
 Waiting for Godot was first produced in Paris 1953 as En Attendant Godot; its first

English production occurred in London in 1955. Written in English, Krapp's Last Tape

was first produced in London in 1958; an English publication and French translation

both appeared in 1960.
3
 For extensive historical analyses of literary modernism see James Longenbach, 3-28;

Michael Levenson; and Paul De Man, “Literary History and Literary Modernity,” 142-

65. See Levenson in particular for a discussion of modernism's reliance upon a

knowing and “animating” subjectivity, 2-8.
4
 See Fredric Jameson, 1-54, in which Jameson juxtaposes two artworks—one by van

Gogh, the other by Warhol—of similar subject matter (shoes) in order to demonstrate

the different subject matter produced at different historical moments. Van Gogh's

shoes, Jameson argues, following Heidegger's lead in “The Origin of the Work of Art,”

evoke a specific subject (the peasant wearer), whereas Warhol's Diamond Dust Shoes

efface the subject, calling attention only to their reproducibility, which is made ever

more apparent by their materiality as a gelatin print.
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5
 Especially relevant for this article, the quotes are Driver's, not Beckett's, recreated

from his memory of talking with Beckett: “I [Driver] reconstruct his [Beckett's]

sentences from notes made immediately after our conversation. What appears here is

shorter than what he actually said but very close to his own words” (22).
6
 This question is formulated for Beckett by Olney.

7
 See Driver, 23. Driver noted that, for Beckett, the presentation of opposites forsakes

clarity, quoting him thus: “If life and death did not both present themselves to us, there

would be no inscrutability. If there were only darkness, life would be clear. It is

because there is not only darkness but also light that our situation becomes

inexplicable. Take Augustine’s doctrine of grace given and grace withheld: have you

pondered the dramatic qualities in this theology? Two thieves are crucified with Christ,

one saved and the other damned. How can we make sense of this division?  In

Classical drama, such problems do not arise. The destiny of Racine’s Phedre is sealed

from the beginning: she will proceed into the dark… Within this notion clarity is

possible, but for us who are neither Greek nor Jansenist there is not such clarity. The

question would also be removed if we believed in the contrary—total salvation. But

where we have both dark and light we also have the inexplicable.”
8
 Maurice Harmon, 27-29. In a letter dated 5 January 1958, Alan Schneider asked

Beckett for clarification regarding the reason for Clov’s and Hamm’s red faces if they

were eternally indoors. Beckett replied in a letter dated 10.1.58, “Actually illogical that

H and C living in confinement, should have red faces. Scenically it serves to stress the

couples and keep them apart.”
9
 Telling, too, is Nagg's first appearance on stage, which juxtaposes him with Clov's

reference to a horse; while this reference certainly extends the drama's many chess

references, suggesting that Nagg is a knight, whose moves forward must also

necessarily move to the side, the Nagg-horse metaphor contains further implications

for the function and import of memory: Clov and Hamm are engaged in a brief, shared

remembrance regarding Clov's desire for a bicycle. Clov tells Hamm that he did his

rounds “sometimes on horse,” but never on bicycle. As Clov says, “sometimes on

horse,” the stage directions note that “the lid of one of the bins lifts and the hands of

Nagg appear, gripping the rim. Then his head emerges.” Hence, the stage directions

serve to juxtapose Nagg with reference to a horse, suggesting metaphorically that he is

a former workhorse who has ceased to be useful, an “old nag,” further implying that

the past has ceased to have import in the present. Additionally, since Hamm and Clov

are engaged in memory, this stage metaphor also suggests that re-hashing the past is

akin to “beating a dead horse.”
10 

Endgame, 3, 7, 13, 36. See for instance, Hamm's past-tense questions to Clov

regarding the color of his eyes: “Did you ever see my eyes? […] Did you ever have the

curiosity, while I was sleeping, to take off my glasses and look at my eyes?” He asks

repeated present-tense questions regarding the time for his pain killer––“Is it not time

for my pain killer?”––and expletive statement-questions regarding the state of the day:

“This is not much fun. (Pause). But that always the way at the end of the day, isn't it,

Clov? […] It's the end of the day like any other day, isn't it, Clov?” His future-tense

statements regard Clov's future: “One day you'll be blind, like me. You'll be sitting

there, a speck in the void, in the dark, forever, like me.”
11

 Endgame, 51-53. Hamm describes the day as “extra-ordinarily bitter,” “glorious

bright,” “howling wild,” and “exceedingly dry”; the day is also measured variously by

a thermometer, heliometer, anemometer, and hygrometer.
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12
 Olney, 861-62, discusses Beckett and the problem of remembering one’s own birth.

13
 Hamm speaks frequently in future tense, particularly to Clov, but rarely does he shift

to future perfect.
14

 Likewise, Endgame displays similar attempts to store and bottle memory: Nagg and

Nell, old and full of nostalgia for the past, exist in bins that can be capped and sealed.

After Nagg and Nell engage in their shared memory of Lake Como, Hamm asks if they

have been “bottled” and demands that their lids be “screwed down,” suggesting an

attempt to restrict and contain the past (24).
15

 Notably, the lake reference is reminiscent of Nagg and Nell's shared memory of

Lake Como in Endgame.
16

 Following the play's chess analogy, Hamm also defers his end by remaining in the

center of the room, since as a “king” he can only move one square at a time, the center

allows him more avenues of retreat than would the edges or the corners.
17

 The flea in particular, via an allusion to John Donne's “The Flea,” causes Hamm

alarm, for he notes, “But humanity might start from there all over again! Catch him, for

the love of God!”
18

 See also Martin Esslin, 45, for more analysis of this passage and Hamm's own

characterization.
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Re-Evaluating Endgame

Colin Duckworth

I have to begin with a revealing confession: I have always found it

difficult to like Endgame as much as Beckett’s other plays. Why is

this? In any case, what does like mean? Is it the same as admire? Or as

consider important, or original , or entertaining , or thought-

provoking? Why is the confession revealing? Because it was Beckett’s

favourite play,
1
 so my lukewarmness must be an indication of my own

limitations as a dedicated Becketteer.

The Beckett plays I instinctively compare Endgame with are

all, I realize, plays I have directed: O les beaux jours, Krapp’s Last

Tape, Play, Rockaby, Rough for Theater I, Ohio Impromptu, Waiting

for Godot, and En attendant Godot. Not Endgame. Why is this even

remotely significant? To answer that, I shall try to outline my personal

view of the qualities and exigencies of Beckett’s drama as theater (not

as literature), before applying these concerns to my (I hope) enhanced

appreciation of Endgame. As Ionesco said  (Journal 147) of his own

Endgame play, Le Roi se Meurt, I am writing this as a lesson for

myself.

Most of the people who have told me they find Beckett boring

or unacceptably harsh have, when pressed, admitted they have only

read him. Vital though seeing the plays is, it has for many years been

clear to me that in order to understand any play thoroughly (I would

not dare to say completely) one is in a privileged position if one has

either played a major role in it or (preferably) has directed it. This will

be a truism unworthy of stating for anyone involved in theater arts, but

it has been vigorously contested by many purist literary colleagues

who regard the vagaries of performance as impediments to a deep

understanding of text. Beckett himself would not disagree with the

truism, however, given the many changes he introduced as a result of

his hands-on involvement in theater productions of his texts.

APPENDIX IX
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Ionesco’s Le Roi se Meurt is a case in point. In my book

Angels of Darkness I stated that it is

less than satisfactory because the kind of enlightenment (based on

imaginative speculation) that we need should begin  at the point of

Bérenger’s disappearance. [...] This is the matter [Time, Being, Existence,

and the Self which either disintegrates or continues in some form or other

after death] that forms the ground bass of the richly speculative world of

Beckett’s novels and plays.

Ionesco’s play, I concluded, “leaves one with the feeling of being

cheated, as one would [...] if Clov were to open the door and wheel

Hamm out into the open spaces beyond their refuge” (30-31). At the

time of writing that (1971) I had seen performances of both plays, but

since then I have enjoyed the experience of directing Le Roi se Meurt.

As a result, my deeper understanding of the play and consequent

respect for it were so increased that I have translated and adapted it as

an opera libretto.
2

Being an analytical, literary-trained director forces one to

come to terms with all the nuances, subtleties, subtexts, hidden

motivations (of author and characters), as well as the usual theatrical

elements such as casting, set, blocking, props, lighting, costume,

voice, accent, intonation, cadences, pacing, and tempi. And

temperaments; Beckett once said to me, “I simply produce an object,”

but as Ruby Cohn, in quoting this, has noted,

the dramatic object is pregnant with performance by human skills. Beckett’s

dramatic roles challenge the actor not only in his craft but in his secret

identity. Beckett’s plays urge director and designer to drown the ego in

disciplined detail. (Just Play 11)

Beckett’s relationship with his play texts was that of a

composer with his scores. (One cannot say he was a frustrated

musician, because he was a very competent pianist.) Roger Blin attests

to this with specific reference to Endgame: “Beckett saw his text in

musical terms, with absolutely strict divisions” (308). His approach to

directing his plays was very much that of the conductor—or rather, the

leader of a chamber ensemble—and reveals that his creative faculties

were as much musical as intellectual. This was at once a joy and a

curse. A joy because his musical sensitivity enabled him to hear his

words as music, with cadences, phrasing, tempi and auditive quality
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given as much (sometimes more) emphasis than the transmission of

verbal meaning. A curse because the enterprise he undertook was

flawed from the start (but well worth while trying, if only to “fail

again and fail better”). This is because of the obvious and inescapable

fact that words have a semantic value or make semantic ‘noise’ for the

receiver even if the writer wishes to exclude it, whereas pure music

has none and works on a different area of the brain. In his own

directing (and in his stage directions), Beckett often downplayed

clarity and comprehensibility (notably in Play and Not I), or

suppressed emotional indicators (for example, Listener’s face in Ohio

Impromptu) in an attempt to eliminate these distractions from the

“pure” musicality of speech. Blin records his difference of opinion

with Beckett (in 1957) regarding the tragic quality of the ending of

Endgame. Beckett “didn’t want tragedy,” and was unperturbed by the

fact that his approach meant that “[T]here was no suspense, whether

or not Clov left was unimportant.” The same word was to be repeated

“in exactly the same way, like the same note in music played by the

same instrument,” even if plot-point and context were quite different

(308). Musical values had absolute priority over dramatic ones. Of

course, as he became more experienced, Beckett had to compromise.

The status of a Beckett play text, therefore, is closely akin to

that of a musical score, both only fully realized when performed.

But—before anyone objects that that is true for any script—particular

qualities and sensitivities are required of director and actors of a

Beckett play which are ideal but not so vital with, say, Shaw, Ibsen or

Brecht, for whom plot, action, character, or ideology are of

fundamental importance. Those playwrights can be read, or seen in a

mediocre performance, and still, to a large extent, understood and

appreciated. A Beckett play, just like a Beethoven or Debussy

chamber work, can only be fully seized in a very good performance

done by practitioners with those intuitive qualities and sensitivities.

Presumably God considered Noah and his family to be worth saving;

in Beckett’s ark, only Nell and Clov seem to have any moral merit or

redeeming qualities (it’s a reasonable percentage!). But the play’s

power to win over is, for me, reduced by Beckett’s determination to

make the play depend on “the power of the text to claw,” to make it

“more inhuman than ‘Godot’” (Letter to Schneider). This is the result

of making the overwhelmingly dominating character an egocentric,
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hollow, self-obsessed, self-pitying and orotund Prospero-Lear bereft

of compassion. Ionesco created a not dissimilar protagonist in Le Roi

se Meurt, who disintegrates as the extinction of his realm and his own

death approach. However, King Bérenger’s moral collapse and

reversion to infantile dependency are movingly depicted, and there is

a broader spectrum of human types in the text of Le Roi se Meurt to

alleviate the harshness of impending death and the bitterness of the

man who has never faced up to the inevitability of death: a warm,

loving and sensual Queen Marie, a comic guard, and a couple of very

down-to-earth women, the Nurse and Queen Marguerite.

Alleviation, momentary distraction from the growing

darkness, is to be found in Endgame, but of a different kind, inserted,

plaqué, rather than growing organically out of the situation on stage:

Hamm’s soliloquies, Nagg’s joke. Above all, it is the physical comedy

of Clov’s stage business with the ladder and the flea-powder (like

Lucky’s with all his impedimenta, and the three-hat routine of Didi

and Gogo) that lightens the mood. However, it is in performance that

such important visual elements can really be appreciated. Even after

forty years I can recall Jack MacGowran’s Clov at the Aldwych

(1964), with his slowly growing exasperation and rebellion, spavined

gait and meticulously choreographed movements.

In Endgame the darkness is relieved at times, on a sit-com

level, by the Basil-and-Sybil kind of tetchy verbal feuding—“goings

on”—that Hamm and Clov engage in. If we compare this with, say,

the second act of the posthumously published Eleutheria, which is at

times not only like Endgame but also a parody of knockabout farce,

we can see that it would need only a slight transformation to turn parts

of Endgame into a parody of Fawlty Towers:

SCENE: The lobby of Fawlty Towers. Basil begins to pick up the objects

lying on the ground.

SYBIL: (behind counter): What are you doing, Basil?

BASIL: Putting things in order, dear. I’m going to clear everything away.

SYBIL: (knowing chaos will result as usual): Order!

BASIL: I love order. (He looks meaningfully at Sybil.) A world where all

would be silent and under the last dust.

SYBIL: (exasperated): What in God’s name do you think you’re doing?

BASIL: (straightening up): I’m doing my best to create a little order, light

of my life.

SYBIL: Drop it!
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BASIL: (drops the objects he has picked up.): After all (with mock

resignation), there or elsewhere. (He stomps off doing a German goose-

step.)

SYBIL: (irritably): What’s wrong with your feet? Tramp! Tramp!

BASIL: I must have put on my boots.

I have just read in this morning’s paper a film review that is curiously

relevant. “It is hard to watch two heads bobbing above water for

perhaps half the running time of Open Water—and to listen to the

banal squabbling of this charmless couple […]”; I knew what was

coming next before my eye took it in: “[…] without imagining, from

time to time, that it would be better staged as a cryptic Samuel

Beckett-style play” (Martin A3).
3
 Three key qualities of the text of

Endgame––banality, squabbling, charmless––some readers (and

spectators of a poor production) would say. They could be applied

equally to the text of other Beckett plays, which I have directed,

particularly Play, Krapp’s Last Tape, and Godot; but in rehearsal

director and cast participate in a magical process by which they can

transcend these qualities. Would the same be true of Endgame?
4

There is, in Endgame, no equivalent to the subtle study of

sorely tested friendship, affection, and camaraderie (“Back to back

like in the good old days!”) of Didi and Gogo, who are far from being

“charmless.” Conversely, the two women of Play are notable for their

bitchy barbs,
5
 but their bitter monologues can, in performance, be

imbued with other qualities that raise them above banal and charmless

squabbling. My own production brought out the caustic archness of

“the other (younger) woman,” the resentful vulnerability of the (older)

wife, solely on the basis of the age and personality of the actresses.

The man became almost endearingly bewildered, beleaguered, and out

of his depth, rather than a pleasure-seeking deceitful adulterer, or the

suave smoothie of Alan Rickman in the Gate film version. The same

actor (Robin Cuming) played “my” Krapp, which brought about a

prevailing sad nostalgia for what might have been, rather than the

harshness of Pierre Chabert’s interpretation. I am not claiming

correctness or superiority for any approach (on the contrary, Beckett

would not have liked my ‘sentimental’ approach); I am just

emphasizing the additional insights into the multi-dimensional

potential of the text afforded by the weeks of textual investigation that

result in dramatic incarnation.
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Vivian Mercier’s famous quip about Godot (a play “in which

nothing happens, twice” [144-145]) could have been written only by

someone who had never been involved in a production of it. Physical

happenings—Gogo’s struggles with his boot, Didi’s walk and

responses to nature’s calls, Pozzo’s blind fumbling, Lucky’s

manipulation of too many bits of luggage, like Clov’s multiple

limping ascents up the ladder, Hamm’s punting with the gaff, the

shock of Nagg’s and Nell’s first appearance above the rim of their

bins, the precise centering of Hamm, the knocking on the hollow

wall—assume equal status with the dialogue. Above all, the vocal or

musical qualities, which are impossible to realize on the

page—intonations, accents, pacing, rhythms, contrasts of

voices—were all of paramount importance to Beckett.

Is my experience of having directed Godot twice likely to be

more relevant to my attempted appraisal of Endgame? For instance:

What light can be thrown on Hamm by my experience of having

“created” two Pozzos? Would I be better equipped to see that Lucky

and Clov, despite their both being in the slave position, are utterly

different in conception? Only the opportunity to engage in a

production of Endgame would prove anything.

The suggestive and haunting quality of Beckett’s finest plays derives

from what might be happening beyond the stage space. I have

explored this idea in two essays with reference to Godot, Krapp’s Last

Tape and Play (“From stage space”; “Beckett’s Theater”).  Maybe one

reason for Endgame’s lesser appeal for me lies in the lack of a

suggested Elsewhere, of a place where significant action is

mysteriously taking place? All we have is a brief reference to the

small boy sitting outside in the corpsed world. Otherwise, Nothing.

Not only in space, but in time as well: none of the four characters

seems remotely interested in what brought them to this dire situation.

Harry White comments that:

As with Godot before it, Endgame concedes the past, [particularly the] slow

disintegration whose final phase is enacted in the present tense. The anterior

existence of lives which have come to inhabit the barren terrain of Endgame

is crucial to Beckett’s purpose [which is to] sustain the illusion of realist

drama. (160)
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His perception is diametrically opposed to that of Julie Campbell, who

concedes no attempt at realism in Endgame: “Beckett’s art is not

representational, but abstract” (131).  I find White’s argument for the

play’s being transitional more persuasive, as it allows for an evolution

in Beckett’s art.

However, I find it hard to agree with White’s contention just

quoted: there is no reference to the immediate past, to the “slow

disintegration” that led to the voluntary incarceration of this

improbable quartet. This lack of temporal context and the ensuing

sense of total isolation in space and time is, of course, essential to

Beckett’s intention to create situational universality and ambiguity;

hence the well-documented process of ‘vaguening’ the play went

through in its various stages. It is this apparent insouciance about the

event(s) leading up to their life in the ultimate refuge that makes

Hamm and Clov the offspring of Pozzo and Lucky. Certainly, we

know more about these two intruders into the dimension of the tramp-

clowns than we do about the immediate past of Hamm and Clov:

times are getting tough up at the manor, there may be chicken and

wine for the master, but he has professional worries, and the servant

has to be sold off. The boy gives us more of an inkling about Mr.

Godot’s estate: he has a farm with sheep and goats, he has a white

beard, he employs under-age labor, and may be unjust in meting out

punishment.

Didi and Gogo exist on the insignificant periphery of a solar

system of which Godot is at the control center, and in which Pozzo’s

manor is an inner (albeit dying) planet. Didi and Gogo’s world

extends beyond the small area round the tree to the place where Gogo

gets regularly beaten. Krapp anchors his being by referring not just to

past events but to people and places in his present world beyond the

den: the church where he fell off the pew, the cold late-summer park,

Fanny, the bony old ghost of a whore. He presumably has a continuing

source of booze too, since there is no suggestion that provisions are

near depletion as in Godot and (even more so) in Endgame. Rockaby

invokes and evokes a social and human context: the old woman by her

window hoping to see another blind up inviting human contact. The

Reader in Ohio Impromptu conjures up a vivid picture of the world by

the river and the Isle of Swans to which he must return. The triangle in

Play babble eternally in limbo about their bitter relationship as if it all

happened yesterday. Man, wife and mistress exude bitterness and
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hostility, but they can nevertheless become (miraculously, given the

static and repressed way they are portrayed in the text) rounded and

understandable human beings caught up in a very common situation.

The situation in Endgame is, for the time being, uncommon, rarely

seen except in science fiction. We are presented with the last humans

left on earth. However, it is astounding that the only references to their

past concern things that happened long ago: the disastrous bicycle ride

of Nagg and Nell, recrimination about childhood cruelties and

deprivations. It is as though they have taken to heart the disapproving

words of Didi and Gogo about “all the dead voices”:

VLADIMIR: What do they say?

ESTRAGON: They talk about their lives.

VLADIMIR: To have lived is not enough for them. (63)

This lack of reference to the immediate past (and therefore of any

context that would enable us to explain how and why these four last

humans came to this extremity) does not escape Hamm’s notice:

HAMM: Do you know what it is? [...] I was never there. [...] Absent,

always. It all happened without me. I don’t know what’s happened. [...]

What has happened?

CLOV: What for Christ’s sake does it matter? (74-75)

It mattered less and less for Beckett from Endgame on, right up to

What Where, in which a framework reference is entirely absent. This

determination not to anchor or embed the work results in both

universalization (inviting the recipient’s urge to impart and impose

meaning) and abstraction (which, like pure mathematics and non-

programmatic music, resists all attempts to attribute reductive

meaning outside itself). The answer to Hamm’s question, “We’re not

beginning to ... to ... mean something?” (32) must be “No,” since,

ontologically, meaning derives from and depends on context (defined

technically as the intersection of time and place) and persistent—not

transient—change (if nothing has been changed by the end of this

game/play, then there is no becoming, and therefore no meaning).

There are two possible triggers of persistent change: the boy, and

Clov’s departure. Neither is activated.
6
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 In between writing En attendant Godot and Fin de Partie Beckett had

his conversations about art with Georges Duthuit, in the course of

which Beckett spoke disapprovingly of art that “[strains] to enlarge

the statement of a compromise,” that “never stirred from the field of

the possible,” that manages only to “[disturb] a certain order on the

plane of the feasible” (Dialogues 102-103). There was a constant

yearning in Beckett to be a painter of abstractions governed by shades

of light and dark, and at the same time a composer of sounds that

happen to be words. David Warrilow and Billie Whitelaw both felt the

Beckett actor was a musical instrument being played by Beckett

(Bryden, “Beckett and Music” 193). The major plays of the 1950s and

1960s, Godot, Endgame, Krapp’s Last Tape and Happy Days, reveal

the compromises he was obliged to make in order to accommodate the

demands and practicalities of theater and to be accessible to a public

he had never previously sought to please. As Beckett himself realized,

“If they did it my way they would empty the theater” (Letter to

Schneider). Not only that, the exigencies of narrative are implacable.

As H. Porter Abbott has remarked, “Beckett’s incorporation of

musical form, like his incorporation of pictorial form, must give way

in some degree to the vector of story form—that is, to the vector of

history—which is the time we are sentenced to live in” (21).

The strain of compromise is evident, above all, in Endgame,

with which Beckett had much trouble. As a musical structure,

Endgame is a prototype of the diminuendo al niente form, which he

slowly perfected from Come and Go to What Where. It is significant

that Peter Szendy’s analysis of Heinz Holliger’s mini-operas based on

Come and Go and What Where, is entitled End Games. Referring to

the “semantic networks of Beckett’s dramaticules,” Szendy states that

such an open-ended work “has never before taken as its theme the

advent of the end, the process of ending” (128-9). But surely this is

precisely the theme of Endgame?

“Musical” elements such as rhythm, pacing, vocal quality and

intonation are of paramount importance to directors and actors of any

Beckett play. Just as Beckett wrote “pour une voix” (Bernold, 107)
7

(like Flaubert with his gueuloir), any director who ignored the

auditive qualities of his/her production would be failing in a crucial

aspect of his job. To “know” a Beckett script is to know or intuit what

it sounds like. So far as I am concerned, Beckett-directing is not so

much conducting as providing a score for the words. From the first
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read-through, the compromises start: somewhere between the

director’s ideal performance and what the actors bring of themselves

to their rôles lies the production to come.

 Important though these musical qualities are, they are not very

much help when it comes to the day to day concerns of transforming

the text into sounds and actions that are not just musically and

pictorially satisfying, but are convincing as the words and gestures

and movements of human beings en situation, for that is how the

public (and most critics) judge a good performance. A purely musical

performance would sound like a cross between T.S. Eliot reading his

own poetry and some ghastly Sprechgesang.

In view of the fact that Endgame (like Krapp’s Last Tape) is a

transitional structure between the comparatively stable narrative of

Godot and the abstract plays from Not I on, how far is it possible to

envisage Endgame as a musical structure? John Spurling persuasively

analyzes the play by analogy with music, in terms of pitch, timber,

tones, colors, instruments, solos, duos, trios, recitative, and cadenza

(72-77). However, the musical analogy will manifest itself only in

performance.

I stubbornly and romantically persist (even though I know the theories

and practice of imaginative creativity) in considering the characters as

real people, knowing all the while that they have been dumped there,

in media res (whatever the res may be), just as we have been dumped

here by God or chance, without explanation.

Their ignorance about how they came to this dire situation

places Endgame in the same category as Happy Days, in which vital

questions are never posed or answered: how and why did Winnie

come to be half-buried? Who did it? Why does she never question the

injustice of or the reason for her predicament? Winnie talks a lot about

her past—but only the distant past. In both cases, an abyss or

ignorance or oblivion separates past and present, but there is a

difference. With Happy Days, one can concur with Clov: what does is

matter? Winnie’s half-burial is obviously an archetypal, ontological

fear, a mythical icon, and a pictorial device representing the decanting

from being to non-being we are all heir to. With the situation

presented in Endgame, one is justified in asking, as Hamm does, what

happened? Julie Campbell has no doubts about this: “What happened

before doesn’t matter. [...] What matters here is the present” (138).
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Her argument is sound as part of her defense of socio-political non-

specificity in production and interpretation, but my argument is about

the absence of individual context, which is quite another matter.

Is the reason for the lack of even the suggestion of an

explanation to be found in Beckett’s determination to universalize

Endgame? If so, to universalize what? The private? Or the public?

Given the extreme unhappiness of Beckett’s personal situation while

he was struggling with Fin de Partie––“one of the most terrible times

of his life” (Knowlson 400)––it is hardly surprising that his mood was

somber and depressed. The devastation caused by the death of his

much loved brother Frank explains Beckett’s ironic denunciations of

God’s benevolence, but not the misanthropy and paucity of redeeming

human qualities in the characters. Unlike Waiting for Godot and

Happy Days, Endgame reveals nothing like the same capacity for

warmth, affection, good-natured amusement, companionship, love

even.

I am not alone among Beckett aficionados in having these

reservations. Michael Billington, reviewing the recent production at

the Albery Theater in London, confesses that “while Endgame meant

a lot to Beckett, I increasingly wonder how much it means to the rest

of us, especially if we don't share his view of the unalterable absurdity

of existence.” But then he admits to being won over by performance:

“My doubts were largely quelled by the heightened theatricality of

Warchus's production,” with Michael Gambon’s “magnificent Hamm,

which evokes multiple images: a screaming Bacon Pope, a dying

Prospero, a decaying Irish landlord.” But wait, there’s more: “Yet,

while we are royally diverted, I found myself for once questioning the

universality of Beckett's despairing vision” (28).

There will be no agreement about how successful the universalizing

process was in Endgame. Universalizing a personal tragedy and

universalizing a personal world-view are quite different matters. Of

the first, little or nothing was known until Beckett’s biographers

latched on to details of his private life many years later. The second

could be and was deduced (and traduced) from the start: “pessimism”

and “nihilism” were favorites, together with “unrelieved.” During the

last fifty years, untold thousands of spectators have laughed at the

comic stage business of Didi, Gogo and Clov, have been wrily amused

by Winnie’s misplaced sunniness, deeply moved by Krapp’s solitary
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lament for wasted life, by Didi’s anguished questioning of his own

humanity (“Was I sleeping while the others suffered?”), and by

Pozzo’s tormented onslaught on “accursed time.” The flow of new

resonances, analogies and associations—political, religious,

psychological and ontological—never ceases. How does Endgame

score?

Not well, by comparison; but given the situation (admittedly,

no more terminal than Winnie’s) such concerns may reasonably be

expected to appear less urgent.

My own conclusion, for the moment, is that since bitterness is

often a response to grief, Beckett’s ability to universalize private grief

through vaguening unspecificity in Endgame is a tremendous feat of

creativity, as powerful as Kafka’s in The Trial, and more accessible

than T.S. Eliot’s in The Waste Land. That alone would be remarkable,

but it seems to me that the effectiveness and originality are

compounded by the way Beckett brought together intense private

emotion and societal anxiety. The purgatorial and the apocalyptic are

inextricably linked in the play—it is hell stinking with corpses, within

and without, tenuously separated by a hollow wall—but we are left to

conjecture whether the decelerating grind towards the end, longed for

and yet subject to Hamm’s strategic delays, will ever get to a halt.

The end of what? Is the context merely (merely!) the end of an

individual life’s journey? The “intense pleasure” with which Beckett

listened to a recording of Schubert’s song cycle, Winterreise, at the

very time (summer, 1956) he was battling with Fin de Partie

(Knowlson 425), is hardly surprising, given that Wilhelm Müller’s

poems are a mournful but moving evocation of the journey towards

longed-for oblivion in a dreary landscape. Clearly, however, Beckett

was not going to be content with a re-statement of Romantic

Weltschmertz.

Nor, surely, would he settle for a lament for the end of the

world, this muck-heap? Ruby Cohn states, “Endgame is unmistakably

about an end of a world” (Comic Gamut 231). In the mid-1950s, the

Soviet invasion of Hungary and Anglo-American H-bomb tests in the

Pacific did not encourage optimism, but—despite his alert interest in

world affairs—Beckett was not given (until Catastrophe) to using

theater for overt political comment. Endgame must be something more

than a warning tract.
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  Cohn’s statement above reads in full: “Since Endgame is

unmistakably about an end of a world, there are many recollections of

the Book of Revelations.” This leads to a more probable

interpretation, or at least one that is more consistent with my idea of

the level on which Beckett was working: one that takes Endgame

above and beyond such mundane matters into a more esoteric and

truly apocalyptic dimension; one that takes us from Schubert to

Messiaen, in fact.

The score of Olivier Messiaen’s Quatuor pour la fin du temps

is prefaced with a quotation from the Apocalypse of John, 10, 6:

Je vis un ange plein de force, descendant du ciel [...] il leva la main vers le

Ciel et jura par Celui qui vit dans les siècles des siècles, disant: Il n’y aura

plus de Temps...

(I saw an angel full of might, descending from the sky […] he raised his

hand heavenwards and swore by the One who lives for ever and ever,

saying: There shall be no more Time…)

The idea of the abolition of Time is obviously in the

Beckettian mode, and yet it is barely hinted at in Endgame, when

Hamm, resuming his story, interjects a non sequitur: “Moments for

nothing, now as always, time was never and time is over, reckoning

closed and story ended” (83). How is it that Beckett does not develop

this much more profoundly philosophical and poetic image—not just

the end of the Hamm and Clov association, or the end of the world,

but the end of Time itself—especially since it is apparently to be found

in this same source, the Revelation or Apocalypse of John?

The answer, I think, is simply that he either possessed or was

recollecting a more modern and more scholarly version of the Bible

than Messiaen. Older versions, in English and French, use the word

time/temps, whereas the correct concept is delay/délai. “There will be

no more delay.” “Il n’y aura plus de délai.”
8
 This is consistent with the

previous verse (“Men will seek death and they will not find it; they

will long to die, and death will fly from them” [Revelation 9,6]),

which is central to Hamm’s wondering “why it [the end] was so long

coming.”

Fortunately for music-lovers, Messiaen was misled by an antiquated

Bible into being inspired to write some of the most ethereally

beautiful (and strikingly titled) music of the twentieth century, but it is
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nevertheless strange that Beckett did not, apparently, know the

quartet, which was written in 1940-41, just before and during

Messiaen’s incarceration in Stalag VIIA.
9
 It may be argued that

Messiaen’s lush mystical religiosity would have been as alien to

Beckett as Beckett’s ironic, parodic mockery of biblical themes would

have shocked Messiaen. Musically, however, they would surely have

understood one another, and there are similarities that would have

ensured mutual respect and sympathy: Messiaen was a medical

orderly in the French army when he was taken prisoner in 1941;

Beckett was Quartermaster and Interpreter at St-Lô hospital in 1945.

They both had poor eyesight. They were both fascinated by

mathematics and used them in their art forms. In any case, Beckett

formed close friendships with religious believers (such as Tom

MacGreevy and Dr Arthur Darley), thanks largely to the tolerance

inculcated during his schooldays at Earlsfort House (Knowlson 36,

349).

If, then, it is true that music-lover Beckett never heard or

knew of the quartet, it remains puzzling. Messiaen scholar Rebecca

Rischin wrote to me (29 September 2004), stating that the quartet’s

title “refers to the end of time, both musical (rhythm) and

philosophical (apocalyptic).” How could this not interest the Beckett

who wrote: “music is the Idea itself, unaware of the world of

phenomena, existing ideally outside the universe, apprehended not in

Space but in Time only, and consequently untouched by the

teleological hypothesis” (Proust 92)? If only Beckett had paid more

attention to the (French!) music being written round him in Paris!

It would be another thirty years before Beckett was to bring

together the Winter Journey and the End of Time—in What Where:

It is winter.

Without journey.

Time passes.

That is all.

Make sense who may.

I switch off.

These are the last words Beckett wrote for theater.

Back to Endgame: one mystery, “a major enigma” (Restivo 222),

remains, however: “le môme […] avec les yeux de Moîse mourant”
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(The kid […] with the eyes of a dying Moses). The boy is the only

mystical element in Fin de Partie, and yet his relegation to near

banality in Endgame has been sufficient for him to be treated by

critics as a mere successor to the departing Clov. Let us ignore

Beckett’s possible embarrassment at having introduced such an overt

appeal to salvation from a spiritual dimension,
10

 and add to

speculation. The boy is obviously not just an ordinary lad waiting for

a domestic vacancy; he sits outside without harm even though “it’s

death out there.” He is meditating; Hamm, now the blind seer Tiresias,

immediately bestows upon him the eyes of a dying (beardless)

prophet. This, then, could in fact be Beckett’s familiar reductive

technique applied to the angel of Revelation, come to announce that

(as the Jerusalem Bible has it), “The time of waiting is over.” The

polyvalent child, just a messenger in Waiting for Godot, has arrived

with the good news that Didi and Gogo despair of hearing.

The apocalyptic world’s-end situation, captured perfectly by the

original but erased Flood inspiration of Fin de Partie, has not, alas,

ceased to be of immense and growing concern to every thinking

person since Hiroshima. Beckett mirrors the macrocosmic self-

destructiveness of the human race in the microcosm of the

dysfunctional family, tearing each other apart with selfishness,

cruelty, and greed, precisely those human qualities that threaten to

reduce Gaia to the state of a treeless and waterless desert.

-------------------------------------------

At this point in my re-assessment of Endgame  another odd

coincidence occurred: I was invited to join a group of actors who had

formed THE MAYA COMPANY. But not as director. I was to be

there as dramaturg: répétiteur, observer and commentator on their

decisions: a bit like a chairman of a committee. I hate committees.

One of them designed the camel, I seem to recall. I didn’t like the

idea, but with nothing in the offing and nothing to lose but my chains,

I agreed. My contract stipulates that I won’t have any decision-making

power. I can record rehearsals but not let any outsider hear them or

read transcripts without approval of all cast.

The cast had already chosen itself:
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Harry Bolton (Hamm): a large, expansive man with a great

voice. Great experience but first time in a Beckett play.

Connor Moyne (Clov): a nervy, wiry Irishman, tense and

easily rubbed up the wrong way. I shall have to be careful with him.

Has already played Lucky in Dublin, and has seen many Gate

productions of Beckett there.

Nathan Worth (Nagg): first experience of Beckett. Was a

household name in music hall during the ’fifties before it died the

death.

Norma Ritchie (Nell): has played Winnie, so understands a

lot of what’s going on.

DAY 1

I shall refer in this journal only to moments of major difficulty or

enlightenment.

Met in our rehearsal venue for the next week. Odd

arrangement and, as it turns out, equally odd venue, but suitably

dismal and cold—basement of an old warehouse by the river some

way out of the city, with two high windows that are just above ground

level. Immediately realize where the play is set, below ground. Had

always assumed the windows were high up just for the comic effect of

Clov’s repeat ascensions, and to let interpreters like Kenner (155)

deduce that it’s a skull we’re in. So, we’re on the way down to hell, as

Hamm remarks: “Old wall! … Beyond is the … other hell” (26).

We first established some ground rules: each actor would be free to

comment on the others’ approach, interpretation, style, pacing,

delivery, accent, rapport … but final decision would be with the

speaker unless another actor felt it was adversely affecting his/her own

rôle. I’ll be listened to as I’m the only one to see it from spectator’s

angle. Harry points out that I also know more about Beckett’s plays

than any of them, to which Connor purses his lips in disagreement and

responds: “I don’t see why we need a fecking academic here at all.”

So I say, with what I hope is a humble look, “I was directing O les

beaux jours before you were born, and Godot when you were still in

short pants.”

  Connor still made it pretty clear he didn’t think I should be

there at all, except to prompt.
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Nathan is very wary of being stuck in a dustbin. “Will this be

good for my image?” he jokes, then asks, “Why dustbins anyway?”

I hazard a reason: “Beckett wanted to avoid repetition. In

Godot there’s endless space, so in the next play it’s a closed space. In

Godot the supernumerary couple are always on the move, so he made

the next ones static.”

Connor: “But he didn’t avoid repetition. Hamm repeats

Pozzo—both landowners, Pozzo has a manor, Hamm had paupers

Clov had to inspect on horseback or bike. I remember Alan Stanford

at The Gate telling me how hard it was playing Pozzo and Hamm in

repertory, stopping the one flowing into the other, keeping their music

and mannerisms distinct. And they’re both blind. Blindness is a major

repetition.”

Me: “And a major concern: Beckett was very worried about

his eyesight and the double emphasis expresses that fear. Soon after

writing Endgame he wrote an unfinished play for just two characters:

a cripple in a wheelchair and a blind violinist.
11

 Hamm split in two.

It’s a progression, isn’t it—authority figure humbled, the mighty

fallen, but finally the blind man is the victim-slave figure, helpless.

Some of that insecurity Beckett must have felt has to come out in

Hamm—in fact, he once said in rehearsal, ‘His assurance is always

put on’.”

Harry: “Yes, that helps. Vulnerability of the bully.”

Nathan: “All right, but can we get back to my problem? Why

can’t we be bedridden instead?”

Norma steps in: “It’d be more comfortable for us, but what a

moment when the audience sees those dustbin lids lift up, then the

heads peeping over the rims. Brilliant theater, comic and pathetic.”

Nathan: “Stand-up comedian to legless cast-off! What a

career!”

I am thus alerted to a danger of directorless theater: but for

Norma, Nathan would have got his own way, since I have no power

other than to point out that the Beckett estate wouldn’t allow such a

radical departure from script. Glad I didn’t have to voice that

argument, but time may come.

Harry keeps appealing to me for comments and reassurance. He’s

taking Hamm’s vulnerability to heart!
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At end of day, we make an unpleasant discovery. We realize we can’t

get out. Connor climbs the ladder for the first time to look out of

window, and sees nothing but deserted concrete yard surrounded by a

high wall. We shout. Useless. It must be a joke. Reactions. They

blame me: the only outsider––I must be in on it. “But I’m in the same

position as you! I’m a prisoner too.” They’re not convinced.

Harry suggests, obvious really, summoning help by our

mobile telephones. One after the other we try to contact people, but

the signal is too weak down there.

Norma: “Somebody’s bound to initiate a search when we

don’t turn up tonight.”

With a shock we realize that not one of us is expected back

home. My wife is overseas, Norma and her husband are separated, and

the others are unattached at the moment. We learn from each other

that we were discreetly questioned about close contacts before being

cast. This makes us doubly uncomfortable. No one would miss any of

us for some time.

Implications: food? In the fridge? But it’s secured with a

combination lock, like a safe. Someone must have the

combination––they couldn’t mean us to die. I say, “That would take

quite a few days, actually, since we have water.” Nobody appreciates

this remark.

I look in the file I was given. There’s an envelope, addressed

to me, marked PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL—TO BE

OPENED AT END OF DAY ONE. Open sealed orders when out at

sea! In it, a number, with instructions: I have to memorize the number

of the fridge combination lock, then throw it (the number) down loo. I

have to distribute rations. Not popular. All are dependent on me.

Profound mistrust. Connor rushes me, so I chew up the bit of paper,

saying I hope I’ve remembered the number right or we all starve.

They turn on Connor. Already we are getting as tetchy as Hamm and

Clov.

Nathan asks why doesn’t Clov just whisk Hamm away from

the cupboard when he’s unlocked it? This is the only hold Hamm has

over Clov, and he would lose it. They’re clearly thinking of doing this

to me, so I say I’ll refuse to open it while any of them are in the

kitchen. Connor glowers: “So you can gorge yourself in secret!”

Norma: “Now wait a minute. If he lets us all know the

number, we’ll start suspecting each other of cheating during the night.
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It’ll tear us apart very quickly. We’ll soon tell if he’s not losing weight

like the rest of us.”

Connor wants to smoke. Loud protests from all but Nathan:

“He should use his own conscience.” Connor: “I have none.” But he

does compromise––the loo always smells of stale smoke. Ah well,

he’ll soon run out of fags or matches.

Toilet, running water: at least there is one. Sudden realization

of what Nagg and Nell’s bins must have smelled like. (Hamm remarks

on Clov’s smell, but this would be overpowered by the bins’ stink.)

How does Hamm cope? Does Clov have to lift him? No shower or

bath. Air getting staler and hotter. So are we. The last refuge of the 4

playing the endgame of earthly existence must be like this.

DAY 2

We agree this must be a test, like reality TV. Search for cameras.

None. To make us LIVE the experience of being shut up and likely to

die of hunger and thirst. We start rehearsing with this in mind, certain

that once we have begun to respond positively, the test will end.

I remind them: “At least we have something positive to do to

while away the time—work on the play. Let’s get on with it.” They

agree.

Harry raises the question of the acting style needed. “The

whole situation is so surreal and most of the dialogue is unnatural, I

feel a very stylized, mannered delivery is what’s wanted.”

Connor: “I think that’s true for Hamm, a real old Donald

Wolfit-type ham actor, always with one eye on where the spotlight is.

But we others are pretty natural, especially if Clov has an Irish

accent.”

Harry: “It goes deeper than that. I sense an uneasiness in this

play about whether the characters are real or all conscious of being

actors in a play, in a Pirandello sort of way. Not just Hamm. All those

knowing theatrical hints: ‘Not a underplot, I hope.’ ‘What’s to keep

me here?—The dialogue.’ ‘Winding up for my last soliloquy.’”

Nathan: “Ah, but only Hamm sees things that way. They’re all

his words.”

Harry: “Then they’re infectious, because it’s Clov who says

‘This is what we call making an exit,’ and likens their refuge to a

stage, when he turns his telescope on the audience and says  ‘I see a

multitude in transports of joy’.”
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Connor: “Maybe Clov has seen Waiting for Godot and

remembers Estragon looking out at the audience and saying ‘Inspiring

prospects’!”

Me: “At the risk of annoying Connor, can I point out that the

original French text doesn’t infer that Clov’s an actor making an exit.

It says ‘gagner la sortie,’ ‘make for the exit,’ like a spectator.”

Connor: “Thanks for that valuable bit of trivia. What does the

original French text have for ‘It’s easy going’? I don’t know if it

means ‘Going is easy’ or ‘This is plain sailing’.”

Ignoring his heavy irony and raised eyebrows, I refer to my

copy of Fin de Partie. “It has ‘Ça va tout seul,’ so since Clov is

imagining what it will be like walking across that desert out there, it

must mean he’ll be so happy to be free the journey will be easy.”

Nathan wants to know what “pap” means. Is he calling for his father,

his pappy? Norma the Earth Mother tells him it’s mushy food for

babies.

Nathan: “It’s still an odd word to use. When I first read it I

thought Nagg is calling for his dad, his pappy. If it’s baby food, why

put it in the mouth of an old man? That word, I mean. He could have

said gruel, or porridge.”

Norma: “Well, you’ve got me thinking now. Pap means

nipple too, so maybe he’s calling for his mother as well. I wonder

what the original French was?”

I’m able to oblige, to Connor’s disgust. “Bouillie. Milky

cereal stuff specifically for babies without teeth. Beckett could have

used gruau, gruel, but obviously wanted to introduce the idea of

reversion to toothless infancy by the aged. By translating it as pap

rather than gruel he not only keeps the image of return to babyhood,

but also introduces these other ambiguities—father, mother’s breast.”

Nathan is excited by this idea. “Hence the bonnet! And the

leglessness! I’m a baby who can’t walk. I remember seeing old Moore

Marriott in a film playing himself, about 60 looking 80, and his

toothless father, about 80 looking 110. In a nightshirt and nightcap,

with a cracked high-pitched voice.”

Harry: “We’ll have to knock a few of your teeth out.”

Nathan: “Thanks, mate, no need.” He takes his plate out of his

mouth, puts on the cracked voice, ages twenty years. He’s finding

Nagg in himself.
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DAY 3

More search for a means of escape. None. Like the inhabitants of the

cylinder in The Lost Ones.

Violent disagreement between Harry and Connor over Harry’s

approach to Hamm. He does seem to be taking the vulnerability too

much to heart, and has lost some of the domineering quality. “You’re

not giving me enough to react to,” Connor complains, “feed me more

contempt! Try saying ‘compassion’ as if it was an insult.”

At last, a deeper discussion—we’re getting on. Harry wants to

know if we all have to agree about what has happened to the world. “It

can’t be the biblical flood because there’s dry land out there. So is it

post-nuclear or global warming or what?”

Nathan: “What strikes me is that nobody talks about what’s

happened. Wouldn’t you think they’d talk about the extinction of

every other living creature on earth?”

Harry: “Maybe they’ve exhausted that topic. They’ve been

there a long time.”

Me: “Or maybe they’re indifferent, like most people are about

the way we’re destroying the planet.”

Norma: “Or traumatized by what’s happened, like returned

soldiers don’t want to talk about the horrors of war.”

Connor: “All right, let’s think what is going on out there.

Perhaps our resident professor can offer an explanation of how it is

Clov can still go out to fetch sand from the shore even though it’s

death out there. No more nature, no more tide, no more navigators.

Yet Clov goes out for sand, and togs up at the end in Panama hat and

raincoat and umbrella, ready to walk out.”

This apparent inconsistency had already worried me, but I

pretended to summon up instantaneous enlightenment: “I think there’d

be little danger in dashing out in polluted or radio-active air to get

more sand, then back in. And the final exit is either sheer bravado, or

exasperation, or a case of ‘I may be some time,’ like Oates leaving the

tent and going out into the blizzard to his death. As Beckett once

wrote to me, ‘How’s that for exegesis?’”

DAY 4

Harry is just realizing how difficult the ending is. “It’s incredibly

courageous, or foolish, of Beckett to put in a long soliloquy when the
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audience has been alerted to expect the final curtain. The play could

end on ‘Old endgame lost of old, play and lose and have done with

losing,’ or on ‘Moments for nothing, now as always, time was never

and time is over, reckoning closed and story ended.’ Beautiful dying

fall, that. But then Hamm runs the danger of crawling into bathos, and

that’s what worries me! Shakespeare doesn’t put Lear or Hamlet

through this!”

Me: “But he does it to Prospero. Think of Hamm’s end-word-

game as an anti-heroic parody of Prospero’s epilogue, Harry. You

must be here confined in this bare island. Your charms are all

o’erthrown, your strength is faint, your ending is despair.”

Then came a surprising development: we were discussing

whether Clov will really leave (and make a closure to the play) or not

(leaving it as one of those open-ended structures).

Harry: “The stage instruction says you ‘halt by the door and

stand there, impassive and motionless till the end.’ But why don’t you

actually turn the handle of the door, and then change your mind?”

Connor was not receptive to the suggestion—he never likes

advice if he isn’t giving it. Then he thought again: “Well, it’s possible,

even though it would make it more likely that Clov will leave, and

Beckett wanted it to remain unresolved. But I see one point only

where I could logically go to open the door, and that’s where you say

‘And to end up with? … Discard.’ I see this—I mean Clov sees it—as

a signal that I no longer have any more services to do here, and I make

a move to open the door. But,”—Connor was quite excited by the idea

now—“you then throw away that bloody imperious whistle that’s

been driving me crazy, and it occurs to me that Hamm’s going to die,

he won’t be telling that interminable story, and life might be bearable

here from now on.”

They then walked the scene from Hamm’s “Old endgame lost

of old.” Clov put his hand on the handle of the metal door on

“Discard,” pushed it down, and ... the door opened!

Instead of being pleased, Connor immediately sowed doubt

about whether we had tried the door properly to start with, but my

written instructions proved that we’d been imprisoned against our

will. After three days, we rise again.

The outcome is that we have all agreed to consider hiring a

lawyer and suing the company. At first we were all pretty angry and
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were just about to take a vote on it when Norma, who’d been very

quiet, said something like this:

“Let’s just think about this a moment longer. It’s been very

aggravating, but don’t you think we’ll do Endgame much better? We

didn’t have to act the situation, being cooped up, getting on each

other’s nerves, being short of food. It was for real. Normally, during

rehearsals we’d have pretended to be stuck in a refuge, and then gone

home to have dinner, watch telly, have a shower and go to a

comfortable bed. But we know now what it’s like for Hamm, Clov,

and even Nagg and Nell, though we were spared the dustbins.”

This response to our experience reminded me of something:

“We’re a bit like the convicts in St. Quentin penitentiary. They

immediately understood Waiting for Godot because it expressed their

own situation, waiting without end. They couldn’t go home after the

performance, and we couldn’t leave after rehearsal.”

Harry nodded and added, “When Connor accidentally turned

that handle this morning, Clov’s words rang round my head as they’ve

never done before: ‘I open the door of my cell and go.’ And we

haven’t wasted our time—we’ve covered a few problems. It’s been

very concentrated, no distractions. And it’ll be the end of the

production if we sue.”

Connor persisted: “We’d have covered those problems

anyway, without having our civil liberties trampled on. They wouldn’t

dare to sack us. We’d take them to the cleaners for unlawful

imprisonment and unfair dismissal.”

Nathan was undecided. We vote tomorrow. I shall value these

three days of hell in the cell—but as old Krapp says, “I wouldn’t want

them back.”
12

Colin Duckworth, University of Melbourne

Notes

1
 Quoted, for example, in McMillan and Fehsenfeld 163. What he actually wrote (to

Tom Bishop in 1978) was, “I suppose the one I like the least is Endgame,” which one

takes to be self-depreciative Beckett-speak for indicating a preference. Not for him

Mel Brooks’ style, “The biggest best thing I ever did” (on The Producers).
2
 Production for Melbourne French Theater, 1980, at The Open Stage, Melbourne.

Australian composer Michael Easton was working on the music for my libretto, A
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King No More, when he died in December 2003. The music has only just (June 2007)

been composed by Michael Bertram.
3
 In fact Beckett had a very good eye and ear for banality, and knew when to cut it;

hence, for example, his steadfast refusal to allow a production of Eleuthéria.
4
 The genesis of Endgame, admirably summarized and analyzed by Ruby Cohn in Just

Play (Ch. 9, “The Play That Was Rewritten: Fin de partie”), is also a process of

purification and de-banalization by excision and revision.
5
 As Barbara Bray (either bravely or in a state of denial) commented in “The New

Beckett,” her review of the world première performance of Play, the three players in

this banal love triangle are “people in all their funny, disgraceful, pitiable fragility and

all the touchingness, in spite of everything, of their efforts to love one another, and

endure” (29).
6
 “Ontology X is entirely based on the principle that meaning derives from context:

specifically in our case ‘context’ is defined technically as the intersection of time and

place. To ‘exist’ an Entity has no meaningful attributes except those that are

contextually derived, directly or indirectly, from events at specific times and places”

Letter (7 November 2004) from Godfrey Rust, chief data architect of Ontology X, a

proprietary ‘contextual’ ontology used in the development of several recent

international media information standards (MPEG21-RDD, ONIX, ISWC, ISTC,

DOI).
7
 Beckett also told Jean Reavey that “Drama is following music” and “I never write a

word without first saying it out loud” (Lois Oppenheim, in her Introduction to Samuel

Beckett and the Arts, xv).
8
 See, on these two variants, Glasson 63.

9
 Edward Beckett kindly wrote to me on 4 October 2004, “As far as I know Sam never

heard this piece and certainly never spoke with me of Messiaen's music.” For a recent

well-researched correction of the myths that have grown up regarding the composition

of the quartet, see Rebecca Rischin, For the End of Time: The Story of the Messiaen

Quartet. Professor Rischin informs me ( 29 September 2004) that she does not know

when exactly Messiaen entitled the work, and that he “claimed the title had nothing to

do with his imprisonment.”
10

 Not the only one, by far. See my “Beckett and the missing sharer.”
11

 Fragment de théâtre I was written in French in the late 1950s and translated as

Rough for Theater in Collected Shorter Plays 66.
12

 The Maya Company’s indefinitive production of Endgame is scheduled to begin,

possibly, at the Wintergarden Theater, Tuktoyaktuk (N. Canada) in 2070, to coincide

with the disappearance of the Arctic Ice Cap.
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Bare interiors, chicken wire cages and subway

stations—re-thinking Beckett’s response to the ART

Endgame in light of earlier productions

Natka Bianchini

A few years before his death in 1989, Beckett amended the contract

that licenses his plays in performance to include a clause forbidding

any deviation from the script or stage directions. This clause was

added largely in reaction to a very familiar and public debacle over a

1984 production of Endgame at the American Repertory Theater

(ART) in Cambridge, Massachusetts, directed by JoAnne Akalaitis,

that made several changes to the text. Chief among them was the

relocating of the setting from its specified bare interior to a debris-

strewn subway station. Beckett heard of the changes and sought to

bring an injunction against the production to halt its performances—a

move that attracted the attention of national media at the time and of

theater scholars ever since. The public perception of this event is

characterized by mistakes and misunderstandings, many of which

portray Beckett as a recalcitrant playwright, and his intervention in the

ART production as representative of his standard response to any

artists attempting to deviate from his texts (Gussow C:14).
1
 When

viewing this event within the larger framework of his response to

earlier productions of Endgame, however, this label seems hastily

applied.

Prior to the 1984 Endgame , there were two important

American productions to which Beckett responded in significant

ways: Alan Schneider’s 1958 American première, and Andre

Gregory’s radical reinterpretation fifteen years later. Unlike his

reaction to the ART production, when Gregory’s production made

changes to the set, costumes and text (changes that were arguably

more substantial than those in Akalaitis’ production) Beckett did not
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intervene, despite the urging of both Schneider and of Barney Rosset,

his American publisher. The main reason he cited for not intervening

was that he felt it was not within his rights as a playwright to try to

control the production.

I believe there is a chain of causality that links these three

productions: Beckett’s reaction to Schneider’s production directly

informed and inspired his response to Gregory, which, in turn,

affected his response to Akalaitis. I will trace this chain through letters

Beckett exchanged with Schneider and Rosset, and in other primary

source material. These links will provide a wider context for

understanding Beckett’s response in 1984, which will be further aided

by my reconstruction of the ART events, bringing to bear new

evidence and interviews with some of the participants. Through this

synthesis, I will bring some clarity to the factors surrounding the ART

events, and I will dispel the generalization that Beckett was always

rigid when it came to his work in performance.

It is virtually impossible to discuss any American production

of a Beckett play without mentioning Alan Schneider. After a rocky

start (the American première of Waiting for Godot that Schneider

directed at the Coconut Grove Playhouse in Miami, Florida, was a

fiasco
2
) he became one of Beckett’s closest friends and his foremost

American interpreter. Their collaboration spanned three decades:

before his death in 1984, Schneider directed every play Beckett wrote,

most of them American premières, five of them world premières. With

some directors Beckett was wary, but with Schneider his trust was

implicit.

Their relationship began in the fall of 1955, when Schneider

traveled to Paris as part of pre-production research on Godot, a

practice he repeated in the fall of 1957 before commencing Endgame

rehearsals. The two would meet daily to discuss the play, Schneider

asking dozens of questions and Beckett patiently trying to provide

answers. Several times they went together to see the French première

of Endgame (Fin de Partie) directed by Roger Blin,
3
 which was in the

last weeks of its run when Schneider arrived. He left the visit feeling

that he understood Endgame “a hundred times more clearly” than

before. At their parting, Beckett wished him well and imparted his

blessing: “Do it the way you like, Alan, do it ahny way you like!” in

his familiar Irish accent (Schneider 250), a comment that reveals how

comfortable Beckett was trusting Schneider with his work. After
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having demonstrated such fidelity to Beckett’s text with Godot,

Schneider had gained his complete trust.

Back in America, Schneider began work on Endgame in

earnest. He continued his consultation with Beckett through letters in

much the same way he had in person. He wrote frequently with

questions for Beckett to answer about the play. His first letter was full

of details about designers and potential casts. He concluded the multi-

page letter with a list of a dozen questions about the script, ranging

from the more mundane need to find an American equivalent for the

British “Spratt’s Medium” to the more sublime difference between

Beckett’s use of “ending” and “dying.”
4

By early January 1958, rehearsals were well underway in New

York. Schneider’s approach to working with actors was to try to elicit

performances that were as close as possible to what Beckett intended.

I asked Alvin Epstein, who played Clov, what he remembered about

Schneider’s approach to blocking, and he said:

I think what we did was to try and stick as closely to Beckett’s stage

directions as possible. That meant when Beckett said a stiff, staggering

walk, we tried to do my version of a stiff, staggering walk. I think that was

part of Alan’s basic approach, to take Beckett at his word.
5

He remembered having a sense immediately of how close Schneider

and Beckett were during the rehearsal period: “He was in touch with

Beckett all the time. A lot of what he wanted to do had to do with

those conversations with Beckett. My sense was Beckett was

approving of Alan’s ideas, saying yes to everything.”

Schneider enlisted designer David Hays to design the set for

the production. Hays initially went in the wrong direction, trying to

complicate and clutter the stage while Schneider repeatedly insisted

on simplicity. He eventually succeeded in convincing Hays to use the

Cherry Lane’s back brick wall as the back of the bare interior and to

simply paint the appearance of windows onto the brick, rather than

create an artificial back wall (Schneider 251-252). Beckett approved

of the set and was pleased with the production photos once he saw

them.

Endgame opened on 28 January at the Cherry Lane Theater,

produced by Noel Behn and Rooftop Productions, with the following

cast: Alvin Epstein as Clov, Lester Rawlins as Hamm, P.J. Kelly as

Nagg and Nydia Westman as Nell.
6
 Opening night reviews were
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decidedly mixed, but the two most important ones, Brooks Atkinson

of The New York Times and Walter Kerr of the New York Herald-

Tribune, were both essentially positive. Atkinson noted that Schneider

had understood the play and had given it a thoughtful rendition on

stage. He also mentioned Schneider’s fidelity to Beckett’s text,

remarking: “Whether or not his theme is acceptable or rational, his

director, Alan Schneider, has had the grace to take him at his own

evaluation and stage his play seriously.”

The lesser reviews are a mixed bag, ranging from one that

calls Schneider a “hero” (Bolton) to one that slams the production for

being “hopelessly abstruse” and “carelessly conceived” (McClain).

Nonetheless, Schneider was pleased enough that he phoned Beckett at

dawn in Paris to tell him the good news (Schneider 257). Beckett and

Schneider’s next series of letters deconstructed the production:

Schneider wrote with news of all the various reviews, and both men

agreed that the whole event was quite a success. Endgame ended up

running for three months and over one hundred performances. It was,

in Schneider’s estimation, one of the highlights of the off-Broadway

season (257).

Having absolved himself of the Godot misadventure with the

success of Endgame, Schneider had now permanently attached his

name to Beckett’s. In an interview he summed up what seems to have

been his primary legacy: “In all the Beckett plays I get credit for

following Beckett’s intentions. Rightly or wrongly, I consider that to

be my responsibility; if the intention is specifically stated, I try to

follow it as specifically as it’s stated” (Schechner 77). With Beckett,

the intention is always precisely stated. The meaning behind the

intention may be vague, but there is little question that Beckett writes

his scripts in a deliberate way that tells the reader exactly what the

stage is supposed to look like, how the actors are supposed to move

and sound. For the first American production, Schneider had given

New York audiences as faithful a rendition of Endgame as could be

produced, something that would not be repeated by Andre Gregory

fifteen years later.

Gregory’s avant-garde theater company of the 1970s, the

Manhattan Project, was looking for a follow-up to their first success,

Alice in Wonderland, a production that toured internationally and won

the company an Obie award. A New York Times profile of the group in

1971 discussed their interest in canonical texts; they initially explored
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Dante’s Inferno, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Bleak House and

Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus. As Gregory said: “We tried to live up to

our reputation as a company dedicated to the destruction of English

classics” (Gussow 1971). Although the company did not leave behind

a manifesto or mission statement, Gregory’s comment is a revealing

glimpse into the group’s ethos. As their very name evokes, they were

a group that was trying to explode a text, deconstruct it, take it apart.

The group settled on Endgame, presumably because they

considered it a modern classic––in 1971 the text was only fifteen

years old, far too young to be considered classic in a temporal sense. I

asked Gregory whether or not he takes the age or ‘status’ of a text into

consideration when he begins work on it; he said no. He considers a

play to be a “skeleton for a production, [something that] is not fully

achieved until that production.” Gregory here places the primacy of

interpretation upon the director and his fellow actors; they should

interpret the text as they see fit, not as the playwright intended. His

philosophy is that a director can “create things the playwright never

imagined” and that the work “belongs to the universe,” not to the

playwright.
7

Just as with their first production, the company workshopped

Endgame for many months, interspersing their rehearsals with various

types of performances. On 7 February 1973, after eighteen months of

work, the play ‘premièred’ in a theater space converted from a New

York University attic. New York critics and audiences were surprised

when confronted with the unconventional choices of Gregory and his

designer, Jerry Rojo.

The audience was seated in four cubicles, each section

separated from the other, and from the stage, by chicken wire.

Gregory explained to me that the audience was seated on two levels

inside these steel-wire boxes, and that the actors were also in boxes. I

asked him the reason for this concept and he replied that he did not

know since his work always comes from the unconscious. He guessed

that the set was probably inspired by the tiger cages used in Vietnam

during the war, but that was only a hypothesis. Instead of the

customary ashbins, Nell was inside a GE refrigerator box and Nagg

was inside a laundry hamper (Kalb 1989, 78). Clearly there was no

attempt to recreate the bare interior that Beckett calls for in the script.

Since the set was not created with a specific concept in mind, its main
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effect was to be evocative and different to what the audience would

expect.

Equally unsettling to the audience’s expectations were the

numerous additions that Gregory brought to the text (although he

made no subtractions from the script). One review noted that the

production was two and a half hours long (Gottfried 14).

(Performance logs from the ART production––which performed the

text essentially unchanged––note that the performance ran well under

two hours.
8
) The lines were embellished throughout the performance

with a series of noises. Walter Kerr described them as “cock-crows,

halloos, clucks, brrs, burbles, bugle sounds, imitations of automobiles

and rockets, screeches, machine-gun rat-a-tat-tats, interpolated ‘yucks’

to express disgust, and innumerable repetitions of that sound that is

made by bringing tongue and teeth together while blowing out the

cheeks” (D:20). Besides these verbal tics, Gregory added a number of

American songs, including bits of “Stars and Stripes Forever,” “My

Merry Oldsmobile,” and “Give My Regards to Broadway.” The

choice of songs clearly Americanize the play, perhaps because it was

viewed as too remote or ‘European,’ although Gregory insisted to me

that he added the songs only because he thought they would be funny.

The reviews from the February performances were varied.

Some found Gregory’s work revolting, others saw it as refreshing; few

reviews were middling in opinion. Schneider’s faithful production had

set the tone in America, and this was the first major American

production since his première fifteen years earlier to really deviate

from that norm. Here was a director willing to fly in the face of

Schneider’s standard. The New York Times ran two reviews on the

production: a rave by Clive Barnes on February 9
 
and a pan by Walter

Kerr on February 11. Barnes betrayed his bias in the opening line of

his article, stating that he loved Gregory’s work, and praised the

production for being innovative. Kerr, on the other hand, lamented

what Gregory had done to the play. He went into great detail

describing the extra-textual additions, which he believed destroyed

Beckett’s rhythms. Gregory’s production, to Kerr, was reckless in

approach; his changes did “nothing to improve the play” (D:20). The

reviews stand as confirmation that Gregory’s approach to Endgame

was to impose his directorial interpretation by deconstructing the text,

because they all read as a reaction for or against Gregory’s alterations.
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As he customarily had done with many significant Beckett

productions in New York, Schneider served as Beckett’s watchman.

Two years before Endgame opened, Schneider heard about Gregory’s

plans and mentioned it in a letter to Beckett of 3 May 1971:

Andre Gregory group, which has had great acclaim for workshop [sic] of

Alice in Wonderland is, I’ve been told, working on Endgame for the fall.

They’re interesting and very Grotowski group [sic], but inclined to use text

for own purposes. But with their standing in theatrical community, hard to

refuse them permission though not sure you’d be happy with results.

(Harmon 253)

This letter shows how protective Schneider was, even early on, and it

also demonstrates how prominent Gregory’s group was at that

time—too prominent, in Schneider’s estimation, to try to prevent their

work from proceeding.

When the show did open, Schneider went to see it early in its

run, accompanied by Rosset. Beckett did not see the production

himself as he rarely traveled to the United States.
9
 He wrote to

Schneider on 27 January 1973 that he heard Schneider and Rosset had

seen the production and that it was “quite scandalously bad by all

accounts” (BSC2). On 13 February Schneider replied to Beckett in a

lengthy letter detailing the production for him. In his opening remarks,

Schneider talked about how “shocked” he and Rosset were “to see

[such a] self-indulgent travesty, determined to be ‘different’ for the

sake of being different.” Schneider approached Gregory about the

production after he saw it; he wrote in the letter Gregory’s defense:

“he said this was the way he saw the play; he was free-ing it from a

rigid adherence to your directions […] he is trying to follow in Peter

Brook’s footsteps as experimenter and guru”
 
 (BSC1). Immediately in

his letter Schneider sets up the paradigm that I have been discussing:

Gregory saw the production as being under the stranglehold of

Beckett’s direction (in both senses of the word, his stage directions

and his direction of the play). His was a choice of either honoring that

or doing away with it altogether.
10

 Schneider continued with a

discussion about how some New York critics felt that Schneider had

“mesmerized Beckett into some sort of permanent possession of his

works.” It is clear that these critics had been personally attacking

Schneider and rooting for other directors to claim Beckett for

themselves. Schneider reported that the critic Martin Gottfried had

been particularly vindictive towards him.
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However, even Gottfried’s opposition to Schneider could not

prevent him from writing a scathing review of the production, entitled

“‘Endgame’: A Travesty.” In it, Gottfried maintained that the

disservice Gregory did to the play was all the more regrettable

because “it is desperately important to break Alan Schneider’s

hammerjack [sic] on staging Beckett and this will only strengthen it”

(Harmon 303).
11

 Other critics besides Gottfried got involved in taking

sides in what increasingly seems like a Schneider-versus-Gregory

battle. As Schneider continued in the same letter, he even speculated

that Gregory influenced Clive Barnes at The New York Times to write

a “defensive” and “inaccurate” review of the play.

Upon receiving accounts of the production, Beckett had to

make a choice. Schneider and Rosset both wanted to know if he

wished them to intervene on his behalf. Beckett wrote to Rosset from

Ussy on 13 February 1973:

Judging from these and from what I gathered on the phone this production

seems quite inacceptable. [sic] And yet, I simply do not feel justified at this

distance, with nothing more to go on, not having myself seen a

performance, in asking that steps be taken to have it stopped. […]

Even in the hypothesis of a personal request from me to Gregory

have we not to consider the amount of work, however misguided that has

gone into this production and the situation of the actors?

This kind of massacre and abuse of directorial function is

happening the whole time all over the place. I have simply been spared it in

N.Y. thanks to Alan.

The best I can suggest is that we ensure a strictly limited series of

performances at NYU at the conclusion of which the rights revert to us and

this production lapses. Anymore drastic procedure seems to be

unadvisable.
12

Rosset and Schneider had both been gunning for a legal intervention,

but Beckett’s response from Paris was no. His reaction, though

obviously distressed that someone has done this to his work, is

rational and considerate. The reasons he cited—that he did not

personally see the production and that the actors had put a lot of effort

into the production—were enough to him to prevent him from getting

involved.

For at least some period of time in the seventies, Beckett

refused to get involved in halting any licensed productions on

aesthetic grounds. His preferred approach was to review the initial

licensing request and deny rights to a production that proposed
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substantial deviations from his script. Once licensed, Beckett felt it

inappropriate to monitor the production further and preferred to

distance himself from productions he was not directly overseeing,

particularly since he found most artistic changes grievous. As Deirdre

Bair noted in her biography, Beckett once wrote to Rosset: “he would

not interfere with productions of his plays on aesthetic grounds even if

he had the right to do so, because once started, there would be no end”

(Bair 634). Since Bair’s biography was completed in 1977, it is

obvious that Beckett changed course on this policy in the last decade

of his life. What strikes me as significant, however, is that Beckett felt

that once he got involved in stopping productions, “there would be no

end,” a comment that now sounds prophetic.

Gregory’s production was allowed to continue its New York

run. Beckett’s course of action was to allow the cast to finish out its

run and then see that the contract not be renewed for the production to

travel elsewhere. He also wrote in this letter on 20 February 1973:

“My work is not holy writ but this production sounds truly revolting

and damaging to the play” (BSC2). Beckett’s reactions to this

production cast him in a positive light, one at odds with the familiar

stereotypes against him as inflexible. Rather, he was generous and

permissive.

The matter, however, was not closed in February 1973.

Gregory, as he had done several years earlier with Alice, had planned

on taking his E n d g a m e  to Europe following its New York

performances. At the same time that his rights to the play were

cancelled, he was in France trying to obtain permission to bring his

production to the Bordeaux Theater Festival, which was under the

auspices of Madeleine Renaud in Paris. Schneider and Beckett

continued to correspond about the matter throughout the year. On 11

July Schneider wrote: “News here is that Gregory has been trying like

mad to reach you to get permission for French tour” (BSC1). Beckett

replied on 17 July that there had been no sign of Gregory, “thank

God” (BSC2). However, Beckett did not directly prevent Renaud from

accepting Gregory’s production into her festival. As he wrote in a

letter to Rosset earlier in the same week (11 July):

The only sign of Gregory here so far came through Madeleine Renaud to

whom he proposed his ENDGAME for a theater festival in which she has a

say. She consulted me and I told her what I had heard about the production,

leaving her free to accept or decline as she pleased. She declined.
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No application for permission has been made here so far either to

the Societé des Auteurs, Lindon or myself and I hope none will be. Frankly

I don’t know what the answers should be. I only know I’ll regret it in either

case. (BSC2; The Estate of Samuel Beckett)

What is surprising about this letter is not that Beckett intervened with

Renaud (as one would expect), but that he left the matter in her hands.

Even more unexpected is that he expressed doubt and remorse about

the entire situation. Again his responses defy the prevailing image of

him. Even after intervening in New York, Beckett was still not sure

that he had the prerogative to have done so. As wrong and misguided

as he felt Gregory had been, Beckett was still reluctant to insist that he

deserved final say over someone else’s artistic creation.

Gregory never did perform Endgame in France; as Bair notes,

Beckett’s influence was such that even without his explicitly

preventing it, no one would accept his production for performance. I

asked Gregory what he remembered of these occurrences, but his own

memory of the events, now thirty years later, is vague. He did recall

that it was Schneider who had first told Beckett of the production. As

he put it, Schneider called the production “obscene” and asked

Beckett to stop it. Gregory also told me that he wrote to Beckett

directly, sending him and his wife tickets to the production so he

could judge for himself whether or not it should be closed. Beckett

never came and the production was never stopped, he told me. When

prompted, Gregory did remember that the Beckett estate (as he

referred to it) made it difficult for the group to travel to Europe,

although he did not offer, and perhaps does not remember, further

details.

This production was a seminal moment for Beckett: his first

real introduction to a problem that would plague him for the rest of his

life and with increasing frequency—the radicalization of his text in

performance. Gregory’s transgressions and Beckett’s response now

serve as prologue to the events of December 1984 in Cambridge,

Massachusetts.

In a press brochure publicizing the American Repertory

Theater’s upcoming sixth season, the notice for Endgame read: “we

are delighted to present Beckett’s most timely play directed by one of

his foremost American interpreters, JoAnne Akalaitis, with a specially

commissioned score by the internationally celebrated composer,

Phillip Glass.”
13

 It is interesting to note that the brochure labels
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Akalaitis as one of Beckett’s “foremost American interpreters” when

she had only officially directed one Beckett play (an adaptation of his

radio piece, Cascando), and Beckett had not approved of it. Perhaps

the ART marketing arm was trying to sell her as part of a larger group,

Mabou Mines. Robert Orchard, executive director of the ART,

mentioned in an interview why Akalaitis was hired: “She was a

founding member of Mabou Mines, which had done a lot of work with

Beckett; it’s not that this was unfamiliar territory for her so we

thought that she would bring a kind of fresh vision to the piece.”
14

The ART had made its reputation on the basis of its bold

directing and lavish design, often bringing in guest directors outside

the mainstream. Orchard reinforced this in describing why Akalaitis

was chosen for the project:

We knew that she would bring an interpretive perspective on it that would be

interesting and we wanted her to provide us with that. We knew what we were

getting into. JoAnne Akalaitis is not a four-square, suburban director; she’s a

very provocative figure in the theater world, and I mean that in the most

positive sense. So, we expected we’d get a glimpse of this play in a way that

perhaps hadn’t been done before and would give us [...] another perspective

on it, another point of view.

What is interesting if not surprising about Orchard’s statement is that

it confirms that the ART was interested from the beginning in

mounting a significant challenge to the play’s traditional

interpretation. Akalaitis, in an interview, concurred with Orchard’s

statement: “After a play has been done a long time, it really is the job

of directors and designers to figure out how to wake it up. We were

not there to buy the Samuel French edition of the play. We were there

to react to the script.”
15

Akalaitis has said of her own directing philosophy that it is

the director’s responsibility to be politically aware, without being

overtly propagandistic. In an interview given shortly before she came

to the ART, she said: “I do feel that theater artists have a special

responsibility at least to try to put work into some kind of political or

social context” (Kalb 1984, 9). She rode the subway with her designer,

Douglas Stein, for inspiration. The final set was comprised partly of

found objects; they even frequented the Boston transit junkyard to

scavenge pieces of it.
16

 The end result, by most accounts, was a

striking image. One reviewer described it thus:
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A wrecked subway car rests on its rusted shocks. Glaring light bulbs dangle

from an unseen height. Seven oil drums are off to one side. The pitted

cement floor is awash. Fixed ladders lead up steep walls. A plastic sheet

hides a mound of debris center stage. (Kelly D:68)

Clearly the ruins on the set suggested a nuclear explosion, fire or some

other similar calamity. Akalaitis confirmed for me that the setting was

intentionally post-nuclear. In fact the imposition of this concept onto

the production stands as the boldest directorial decision she made with

the show.

Other aspects of the design picked up on the theme of urban

devastation. The costumes, again encompassing many found items,

were designed to make the characters look disheveled and homeless.

Akalaitis wanted them to look like real people, just as she wanted the

set to look like a real place. She described sitting in a New York City

restaurant and looking out at the passersby:

My god, look at how all these people are dressed! This is how we want the

people in Endgame to look [...] It just seemed quite wonderful to me that

Hamm and Clov are real people, and not European, French actors from

1955. They belong in 1985. (Kalb 1989, 171)

In this remark, Akalaitis directly references the Endgame première of

Blin in Paris and reveals a desire to break free from the Blin-

Schneider mold by which so many directors clearly felt constrained.

She wanted to offer her audiences something fresh and contemporary,

yet something that was still true to the spirit and essence of the play.

Early in December 1984, Rosset got word about the ART

production and telephoned Beckett straight away, leaving the

following message:

An inform that Brustein [then Artistic Director (and co-founder) of the

ART] with Boston Rep Company [sic] plans producing Endgame as taken

place [sic] in subway station and costuming Hamm and Clov as black

Rastafarian and narcotics dealer. If this is true what do you wish me to do?

Await word. Love, Barney. (BRP-BColl13)

So much of what follows this phone call is based on

misunderstanding, and this first message sets the tone. Rosset is

clearly misconstruing the ART design, or at the very least

exaggerating it, and this is even more bewildering since he had not
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himself seen the production. Who his informant was is unclear, but it

was clearly not a neutral party.

Beckett responded immediately with the insistence that Rosset

try to stop the production, which was scheduled to open Wednesday,

12 December.  On the previous Thursday, Orchard received a phone

call from Samuel French inquiring about the alleged changes. He was

surprised, since one of the objections was the Glass score, which had

been mentioned in a letter to Samuel French back in May and had just

been reported in a 22 October New York Times article profiling the

production.
17

 This was the first sign of trouble that the ART was

aware of, less than a week before opening.

The following day, Friday, 7 December, there was a flurry of

activity. Rosset called Orchard and asked him to stop the production.

A New York Times reporter called Brustein about a telegraph from

Rosset asking him to stop the production, although Brustein had not

yet even seen any such telegram. The telegram read: “Samuel Beckett

refuses permission for production of Endgame with any changes in

scenery, costume or sound not described in text.”
18

 Meanwhile, a

second telegram was sent to either Orchard or Brustein, this one from

Samuel French with the demand: “cease and desist with your

production of Endgame.”
19

Brustein, clearly frustrated with the indirect attack coming

through the Times reporter, fired back an angry telegram to Rosset:

I do not normally respond to messages which are delivered to the press

before I’ve received them, but I feel compelled to remind you that our

production of Endgame has been authorized by Samuel French, I firmly

believe that it is faithful to the text and spirit of the play. I am further

startled that anyone, particularly a publisher with your experience of

censorship, would attempt to interfere with our interpretation of the play or

inhibit its performance. We hope that Mr. Beckett and you will take the

opportunity in the coming months to actually see the production.
20

Endgame  was now in preview performances, and Brustein and

Orchard were still bewildered as to how this attack could come before

anyone objecting had even seen the production. Over the weekend, in

an attempt to avoid any further legal snares, the ART furnished

complimentary tickets to Fred Jordan of Grove Press and Jack

Garfein, who was then producing his own New York production of

Endgame, who were sent to evaluate the production on Rosset and

Beckett’s behalf.
21

 Garfein was repeatedly criticized for conflict of
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interest, and many felt that he could not possibly have offered Rosset

or Beckett an unbiased account of the ART’s production.

On Monday, 10 December, Brustein was called again by a

reporter, this time Jeff McLaughlin of The Boston Globe. Rosset had

contacted him with a letter denouncing the production, which he then

proceeded to read to Brustein over the phone to get his reaction. The

letter had not yet been mailed to Brustein, but clearly both sides were

now fully manipulating the press to fan the flames of the controversy.

The particularly vicious letter from Rosset was published in abridged

format in McLaughlin’s article on Wednesday, 12 December. The

entire letter, dated 10 December, eventually made its way to Brustein

and contained the following complaints, first about the changed

setting:

We are given parameters of its world [Endgame], its movement, its actors

and its scenery. Everything is set in place for total concentration […]

absolutely mapped out by its author (whom you say you “revere”) to be a

spare, integrated whole, and you tore it apart to embellish it with your own

ideas.

Next the letter criticizes the casting: “two of the actors are

purposefully black.” The letter also mentions the objection to Glass’s

score. Finally, it concludes with a scathing denouncement of the

production, labeling it insensitive and “resulting in bowdlerization and

puerile over-simplification” (BRP-BColl13). This was possibly the

first time Brustein had all of the objections together: that of the set,

casting and use of music. The letter was written by Rosset, but it is

clear both from things Beckett said subsequently, and from letters he

wrote, that Rosset was speaking for him. Obviously, given the tone of

the letter, the conflict would not be settled without legal intervention.

Among the most puzzling of Beckett’s complaints was his

objection to the casting. His opponents in the aftermath certainly used

it as a means to portray him as racist, and people were sufficiently

offended to the point that the Actors Equity Union released a

statement publicly denouncing him for it. However, this is an unfair

label; back in 1957 Beckett was thrilled when an all-black cast of

Waiting for Godot made it to Broadway, and was deeply saddened

when it closed after a few performances, a commercial failure

(Knowlson 389). Furthermore, for decades during apartheid in South

Africa, Beckett refused to grant licenses for his work to be performed
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in any theaters that permitted racial segregation (Knowlson 561). His

objection to this production was, he claimed, because the mixed-race

cast introduced the idea of miscegenation, which he felt added a

complicated overtone that he did not intend. However, this feels to me

like a paltry justification. It has always seemed that the interracial

casting complaint was added in a desperate and irrational manner to

try and bolster the charges against the production. Its placement

among the other objections never really fit and seemed misguided

from the beginning.

By Tuesday, 11 December, only one day before the opening

night, lawyers for each side got involved and further telegrams were

exchanged. Rosset called McLaughlin, who was by now being used as

a pawn between the two parties, and explained that he talked to

Beckett, who was very upset, saying: “I might add that this was the

angriest I had ever heard Beckett in the more than thirty years I have

known him” (BRP-BColl13). That day, Martin Garbus, lawyer for

Grove Press and Beckett, sent a telegram to Orchard notifying him of

official legal intervention and ordering him to stop the production:

Samuel Beckett has directed us to stop your production of Endgame. Your

play is not Beckett’s. It distorts the meaning of the play. After having had

your production described to him, Samuel Beckett says “this has nothing to

do with my play. You cannot do this. It should be stopped.” Accordingly,

we insist that you do not go ahead with the present production. If you fail to

advise us that you are stopping your present production, we shall be

compelled to immediately take legal action, including claims for copyright

violation, Lanham Act violations and other violations of law. (BRP-

BColl13)

At this time Garbus was preparing an order to show cause for a

preliminary injunction and a temporary restraining order based on

three charges: 1. copyright infringement,
22

 2. claim under the Lanham

act,
23

 and 3. claim for breach of contract.
24

On 11 December, Garbus and ART counsel James Sharaf

talked all evening and into the early morning to reach a settlement.

The parties were able to solve the dispute without going to trial.
25

 The

play opened without any court proceedings, and the ART agreed to

publish a program insert with statements from Rosset and Beckett

denouncing the production, as well as a statement from Brustein

defending it. The program insert, which was stapled to the already-

printed program, included a photocopy of the first page of the Grove
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Press edition of Endgame, with Beckett’s stage directions. This page

details the setting (bare interior, grey light, etc.) as well as the long

paragraph of pantomime instructions for Clov. Next to the copied

stage directions was this statement by Beckett:

Any production of Endgame  which ignores my stage directions is

completely unacceptable to me. My play requires an empty room and two

small windows. The American Repertory Theater production which

dismisses my directions is a complete parody of the play as conceived by

me. Anybody who cares for the work couldn’t fail to be disgusted by this.
26

Below this was Rosset’s Grove Press statement, of which I will

include only an excerpt:

In Beckett’s plays the set, the movements of the actors, the silences

specified in the text, the lighting and the costumes are as important as the

words spoken by the actors. In the author’s judgment—and ours—this

production makes a travesty of his conception. A living author of Beckett’s

stature should have the right to protect himself from what he perceives to be

a gross distortion of his work. We deplore the refusal of the American

Repertory Theater to accede to Beckett’s wishes to remove his name from

this production, indicate in some way that this staging is merely an

adaptation, or stop it entirely.

Clearly Rosset and Beckett felt that the change of setting was so

significant it was paramount to an adaptation of the text. Orchard

disagreed. When asked about this point, he contended that the ART

never seriously considered agreeing to call the production an

adaptation; they felt they were “doing the play.”
27

Brustein’s longer response in the program mentioned several

past productions of Endgame that deviated from the stage directions

with no reciprocal response from Beckett’s agents. These included

both the Gregory production and a 1983 Belgium production that set

the play in a warehouse flooded with 8,000 square feet of water.

(Brustein was probably unaware at that time of Beckett’s private

response to Gregory’s work and of the fact that Beckett had

intervened, insofar as the production was not allowed to travel beyond

its initial NYU run. What Brustein was referring to in that case was

the fact that there was no public protest from Beckett, Rosset or

French.) Brustein’s response ended with the following:

Like all great works of theatrical art, the play is open to many approaches,

and each new production uncorks new meanings. To threaten any deviations
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from a purist rendering of this or any other play—to insist on strict

adherence to each parenthesis of the published text—not only robs

collaborating artists of their interpretive freedom but threatens to turn the

theater into a waxworks. Mr. Beckett’s agents do no service either to

theatrical art or to the great artist they represent by pursing such rigorous

controls.
28

Once this compromise was reached, the play went on to enjoy an

uneventful run; audiences responded well to the performances and the

controversy began to fade into the background. The agreement the two

parties came to had less to do with artistic matters and more to do with

the reluctance of both Grove Press and the ART to pay for a trial

which would have been both costly and prolonged (Kalb 1989, 79).

Akalaitis, for her part, remained largely silent during the

controversy. She was not involved in any of the legal proceedings and

did not make public statements at the time. As Orchard recalls, there

was nothing she could do in the situation; the production was already

up and running (in preview performances) and there was no way it

could be substantially changed. She has since given two public

interviews on the subject but has otherwise avoided discussing it. A

recently published book by Deborah Savietz that examines her entire

directing career does not even mention the incident. When I asked

Akalaitis why she was noticeably absent from the controversy, she

mentioned that the theater was the producer, not she, and therefore it

was not her place to get involved in the dispute. Interestingly, she

remarked that she would not have been against a trial. She told me: “I

didn’t think that a trial would be a bad thing at all. I think it could

have been interesting, and brought things to light. But it was not for

me to decide.”
29

In the aftermath of these events, partly as a result of growing

frustration over the past decade since Gregory’s production, Beckett

increased his control over his work. A letter from Garbus to Samuel

French less than two weeks after the ART Endgame opened included

instructions to add the following clause to all Beckett productions:

There shall be no additions, omissions, or alterations of any kind or nature

in the manuscript or presentation of the play as indicated in the acting

edition supplied hereunder: without limiting the foregoing: all stage

directions indicated therein shall be followed without any such additions,

omissions or alterations. No music, special effects or other supplements

shall be added to the presentation of the play without prior written

consent.
30
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This remains true today, as all contracts handled through the Beckett

estate still contain this rider to standard-issue Samuel French

contracts.

Beckett also wrote to Rosset on 22 December to thank him for

his efforts throughout the ordeal:

Your admirable letter to Brustein moved me greatly.

Thanks from the heart for your heroic action in defense of my work.

Thanks also to Fred for his horrific account of that Endcircus.

Love to you all and again my deep gratitude. (BRP-BColl14; The Estate of

Samuel Beckett)

The events of 1984 are remembered today in the theater world

as both bizarre and something of an aberration. Orchard called it a

“chilling” experience that shocked many artists over what had

historically been considered the “interpretive rights of directors and

institutions.” He emphasized how irrational the whole response was,

and his own speculations are that Beckett was sorely misled and

misinformed as to the nature of the ART production. (For example, he

thinks Beckett may have been told that the play was made into a

musical, which it was not, or that subway trains were running in and

out of the set throughout the performance.) What were the reasons for

this irrational response?

1984 had been a difficult year for Beckett personally. He

suffered the loss of his two most trusted directors just months apart:

Roger Blin in January and Schneider in May. Schneider’s life was

abruptly cut short when he was struck and killed by a motorcyclist

while crossing the road in London. Articles filled major newspapers,

memorializing Schneider. A Washington Post tribute that focused on

his relationship with Beckett quoted Schneider as having said: “Sam is

the only man outside my immediate family that I really love” (qtd in

Richards B:1). Just over three months earlier, Roger Blin had passed

away; Beckett attended his funeral in Paris. Although Beckett was not

as close to Blin as he was to Schneider, he still had a lot of fondness

for the man who was the first person ever to bring his plays to life

(Knowlson 611). Now Beckett, himself seventy-eight and in declining

health, had lost both of the most significant directors of his work—one

of them a very close friend.
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Each loss had been devastating for Beckett personally and that

spilled over into his professional dealings. Given how tirelessly

Schneider worked to protect Beckett’s plays in America, he must have

felt particularly vulnerable now that Schneider was gone. I can only

imagine that, had he lived, it would have been Schneider who came to

Boston to see the ART production in previews and who would have

negotiated how Beckett responded, as he had done with Gregory in

1973. As it was, the ART dedicated this production to Schneider,

something that Beckett took only as an insult. Two years after the

event, Jonathan Kalb spoke with him about it:

His thoughts presently moved on to the idea of directors preferring to work

with dead authors. ‘But I’m not dead yet,’ he said. ‘Not quite. I’m a dying

author, certainly.’ I then asked him why it was less important to respect an

author’s text after he’s dead, and he answered, ‘Well, just because then you

can’t hurt his feelings.’ (Kalb 1989, 78-79)

This was a telling statement from a man who thought of Endgame as

the favorite of his plays––or the “play he disliked the least”

(McMillan and Fehsenfeld 163). When he dedicated it to Roger Blin,

it was with this inscription: “For you, if you really want it, but only if

you really want it. Because it really has meaning, the others are only

everyday” (Bair 479). Considering Beckett’s fondness for this work,

and his pain over Schneider’s death, it is easy to understand his very

personal response to the ART’s production.

Beckett had clearly come to increasingly feel, since the early

seventies, that directors felt entitled to disregard his writing, his intent

and even his feelings, to do with a script what they pleased.
31

Endgame in particular seems to have been used for a number of highly

conceptual productions, having been staged in a playpen, a boxing

ring, and inside a model “skull” (Bair 468),
32

 in addition to the

chicken-wire cage and ruined subway station of the two productions

detailed here. He said in 1986: “I detest this modern school of

directing. To these directors the text is just a pretext for their own

ingenuity” (Kalb 1989, 71). However, it is clear from both the unusual

circumstances surrounding the ART production for Beckett, and from

his response to Gregory’s production, that his reaction in 1984 was not

representative of his usual approach when dealing with directors. The

image of him as recalcitrant playwright is one formed mostly on the

basis of the last five years of his life and cannot fairly be considered
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representative of his thirty-five year career as a professional

playwright and artist.

Natka Bianchini, Tufts University

Notes

1
 Gussow implied that Beckett had always interceded when he felt his work was being

violated.
2
 Mis-marketed as the “laugh sensation of two continents,” the American première of

Waiting for Godot is one of the biggest opening-night flops in recent theater history.

Intended as a pre-Broadway try-out, the production baffled Miami audiences and

critics alike and closed after a few weeks. The producer, Michael Myerberg, later

assembled a mostly new cast and a new director for the Broadway première some four

months later. The problems with the production seemed to center on clashes between

Bert Lahr, who was playing Estragon, and Schneider.
3
 Blin directed the world première of Waiting for Godot (En attendant Godot) in Paris

and was among Beckett’s closest European directors and collaborators.
4
 Schneider to Beckett, 8 November 1957, Beckett/Schneider Correspondence, Box 1,

Burns Library Special Collections, Boston College. Subsequent items from the

correspondence will be noted in the text as: (BSC2) for items in the Beckett/Schneider

Correspondence, Box 2; (BSC3) for items in Box 3.
5
 Personal interview with the author, December 10, 2003.

6
 Endgame Playbill, 1958, Endgame File, Harvard Theater Collection, Harvard

University.
7
 Personal interview with the author, January 31, 2004. Subsequent quotations from

Gregory are taken from this interview.
8
 ART Promptbook, 1984, American Repertory Theater Papers, Harvard Theater

Collection, Harvard University (hereafter ARTP).
9
 His only trip was in the summer of 1964 when he oversaw Schneider’s direction of

his short cinema piece, Film, with Buster Keaton.
10

 Beckett first directed Endgame in Germany in 1967 and left detailed records of his

work on that production.  It was his first experience directing his own work.
11

 I first saw Gottfried’s review at the Billy Rose Theater Collection, but it was here

that Harmon connects the review to Schneider’s mentioning of Gottfried in his letter.
12

 Beckett to Rosset, 13 February 1973, Barney Rosset Papers, Beckett Collection,

Box 3, Burns Library Special Collections, Boston College. The Estate of Samuel

Beckett. Subsequent items from the correspondence will be noted in the text as:

(BRP-BColl3) for items in the Barney Rosset Papers, Beckett Collection, Box 3;

(BRP-BColl13) for items in Box 13; (BRP-BColl14) for items in Box 14.
13

 ART Season Brochure, 1984-1985 (ARTP).
14

 Personal interview with the author, December 9, 2003. Subsequent quotations from

Orchard are taken from this interview.
15

 Personal interview with the author, January 25, 2004. Subsequent quotations from

Akalaitis are taken from this interview unless otherwise stated.
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16
 The ART News, Volume 5, November 1984 (BRP-BColl14).

17
 ART Internal Memorandum to Advisory Board, 14 December 1984 (ARTP).

18
 Western Union Telegram Rosset to Brustein, 7 December 1984 (ARTP).

19
 Telegram Samuel French to Brustein and/or Orchard, 7 December, 1984 (BRP-

BColl13).
20

 Western Union Mailgram Brustein to Rosset, 7 December 1984 (ARTP).
21

 ART Internal Memorandum to Advisory Board, 14 December 1984 (ARTP).
22

 Garbus argued that by changing the setting and adding music, the ART had violated

Beckett’s copyright as sole proprietor of his work, under the 1856 copyright law.
23

 The federal Lanham Act has to do with “false designations of origin” and protects

playwrights and authors from misrepresentation of their work resulting from changes,

additions or deletions.
24

 Garbus, “Playwright vs. Director” (BRP-BColl13). To summarize Garbus’ claim

regarding breach of contract, the ART had not paid a $500 advance to Samuel French

one week prior to opening night, a stipulation of their contract. Orchard explained in

our interview that, while Samuel French contracts do contain the $500 advance

clause, it is not something they enforce with large repertory theaters such as the ART

and that the ART has never, on any production before or since, paid the advance.
25

 ART Internal Memorandum to Advisory Board, 14 December 1984 (ARTP).
26

 Endgame Program, ART,1984 (ARTP). The Estate of Samuel Beckett.
27

 Personal interview with the author, December 9, 2003.
28

 Endgame Program, ART, 1984 (ARTP).
29

 Personal interview with the author, January 25, 2004.
30

 Garbus to M. Abbott Van Nostrand, Samuel French, Inc., 21 December 1984 (BRP-

BColl14).
31

 In a letter to Beckett on 31 July 1973, Schneider mentioned plans for a production

of an all-female Godot to which Beckett refused permission. “Seems as though

everyone here is always looking for a ‘gimmick’ instead of sticking to the text of

something,” Schneider wrote, underscoring how prevalent Gregory-type productions

were in New York at the time (BSC1).
32

 Bair does not refer to the place and date of these productions.
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